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ABSTRACT
Under the Constitution of 1962 the Pakistan election law
has assumed importance .This thesis gives a full account of
the law of election*.The provisions,as contained in the
Electoral College Act,the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act and the Presidential Election Act have been
clearly stated,carefully examined and discussed in the light
of decided cases.Chapter one deals with the system of elections;
the President and members of the Legislatures are indirectly

'

elected by an Electoral College,elected by adult franchise.
Chapter two deals with the delimitation of constituencies
and electoral units.Chapter three deals with suffrage,the law
relating to the qualifications and disqualifications of voters
and the electoral rolls.Chapter four is devoted to the candi
date; in it are examined the qualifications and disqualifications
for membership of the Electoral College and the Assemblies,and
a statement of the law governing nominations.Chapter five
describes the electoral process from notification of the poll
to the declaration of the result.Chapter six deals exclusively
with the election to the office of the President .Chapter seven
deals with election offences examining their efficacy to ensure
free and impartial elections.In chapter eight are discussed
post election disputes,the law applicable to election petitions
and the role of election tribunals.Chapter nine deals with
the jurisdiction of superior courts in election matters.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Pakistan is a member of the Commonwealth and until
1953 had a Constitution, enacted by a Constitutional Assembly,
which was federal in form with legislators directly elected by
adult citizens, Ministers being usually members of the
Legislatures and the Provincial Governors were appointed
by the Central Government;

the head of the state and Governors

generally acted on advice of Ministers.

The Constitution

basically conformed to the pattern set earlier in the other
Commonwealth countries.
From 1958 to 1962 Pakistan was governed by "Martial Law"
and in 1962, the present Constitution was promulgated by the
military Government.

On many points there has been a wide

departure ffom the pattern in the other Commonwealth countries
and in Pakistan up to 1958*

The legislative power is

decisively separated from the executive power, which is vested
in the President, who, like the Legislatures, is elected
indirectly by an Electoral College, which is elected by adult
citizens.

Though much of the electoral law of the Commonwealth is
still valid in Pakistan, the fundamental changes in the
Constitution, set out above, has caused departures.
There is no book in existence, which adequately deals
with the situation in Pakistan and I have selected "Election
Laws in Pakistan" as the title of my thesis, because I wished
to examine these matters, which have become important, through
the changes in the constitutional structure and to give a
full account of the present law relating to elections.
I have been encouraged to take up this task by Mr.Justice
Mohamad Iqbal, Member of the Election Commission, and other
learned Judges of the West Pakistan High Court.
can be divided into four parts.

My thesis

In the first part, I have

discussed the law of delimitation, the qualifications and
disqualifications of a voter and the candidate to the
Electoral College and the Assemblies.
with elections;

The second part deals

one of its chapters discusses the procedure

from the date of the notification of the poll to the
declaration of the result, for elections to the Electoral
College and the Assemblies:

the other lays down, in eifrtehso.

the law with regard to election of the President.

The third

part enumerates the various election offences, which are
framed to ensure, as far as possible, that the elections are
free and impartial and the fourth part is devoted to election

disputes and the jurisdiction of Superior Courts in elec£ijn
matters •
The law governing the conduct of elections was given
to the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent by the British, and a
number of its provisions bear a close similarity to the
provisions of the English Representation of the People Act,
19^9*

There has been no major development in Pakistan and

most of the provisions of the Government of India Act 1935?
the Government of India (Provincial Elections) Corrupt
Practices and the Elections Petitions i Order, 1936, were
retained in the Pakistan Representation of the People Act,
1957? tlhe Basic Democracies Order, 1959 and the National and
Provincial Assemblies (First Elections) Order, 1962, read
with the Settlement of Disputes (First Elections)Order, also
of 1962, culminating in the present statutes.

This clearly

indicates the importance of English and, for the same reaeon,
the Indian decisions, which provide rich and instructive
material for the interpretation of the various provisions.
It has been the author's endeavour to include all the
latest case-law from Pakistan.

In fact, it will be

observed that it is only where there is a total absence of
such decisions that recourse has been made to decisions of
foreign courts. But care has been taken to use these cases

only if they are relevant to the law in Pakistan.

It may

be stated that although, after the creation of the Pakistan
Federal Court and the abolition of the Privy Council
jurisdiction, Pakistan is not bound by English decisions,
they are even today referred to in the course of counsel's
arguments and the judgments of the courts^ provided they are
applicable to the case under examination.

The reference

to Indian cases is discouraged both by the Supreme Court
and the High Courts; where they have been dissented from,
the decision of the Pakistani Court must be followed. But
wheie there is no Pakistan decision, recourse has been had
to Indian decisions, for, in relation to election matters,
there is very little corpus juris in Pakistan.

It must be pointed out that the object of this study
is to examine the legal rather than the political aspect
of elections.

But, as the indirect system of elections is a

new development in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent, which
today is subject to some criticism in Pakistan, the political
aspect cannot be entirely ignored and a few words about the
system will not be out of place.
The object of the Electoral College System is to provide
a simple and effective machinery, best suited, in the
circumstances and conditions prevailing in Pakistan, to

ascertain the will of the people but to discourage
activities which tend to disrupt national unity and to
dissipate resources in time, men and money, wnich should be
more usefully employed in the reconstruction and
development of the country.
The main reason for electing the Assemblies and
President through the Electoral College is that the country
is not yet ripe for direct election, that the average adult
is illiterate and ignorant;
local affairs;

his knowledge is limited to

he does not possess the capacity to

appreciate national issues;

he cannot cast his vote with

understanding and a sense of responsibility; he is further
incapable of judging the suitability or otherwise of
candidates, who do not belong to the district in which he
lives.

To quote President Ayub,
"without going to the hard core of our
nation, at a really intimate level,
every system of democracy in our country
is bound to become a farce, as it did
in the past. The large majority of our
people live in villages; they are mostly
uneducated and illiterate and, therefore,
unable tc&exercise their right of vote
except aip'their community or village
level, where personal contact and the
immediary and urgency of individual and
community interests make it practical
and possible for them to judge people
and elect only those in whom they have
full confidence, based on personal
knowledge,||)f the candidates’ background,
temperameMfe, behaviour towards other
people, aim, past performance in general." (1)
m*'

1. Speech delivered on 2nd September 1965 at Dacca.
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In other words, it is considered desirable that members
of the Assemblies welifio be elected by a select body of persons
of higher calibre, ability and sense of responsibility*

A

primary voter has to choose an elector from among a limited
number of people he knows and persons so selected form a
more intelligent secondary electorate.
The 1956 Constitution had provided for direct election
to the Legislatures and indirect election of the President.
The Commission set up to devise a new Constitution, after its
abrogation in 1958, advocated restricting the franchise to
those citizens who (a) had attained a standard of literacy,
enabling them to read and understand the published matter
giving information about the candidates and b) possessed
sufficient property or stake in the country to aasure that
they would be satisfied, as reasonable men, that they were
electing proper representatives;

but it did not favour the

idea of indirect elections in Pakistan (2).

It was observed -

"the main ground on which an indirect
election can be justified is that it
eliminates, to some extent, the ignorance
of universal suffrage, by restricting
the ultimate choice to a body of select
persons possessing a higher average cf
ability and consequently a keen sense of
responsibility. The chief objection to
this system, however, is that the voter,
in the nature of things, will not be
satisfied with $he right of selecting
2.

Pakistan Constitution Commission Report p.68*

persons who are to select the
representatives instead of making the
selection. This satisfaction, in our
opinion, would be keener in the matter
of selection of such an important
personage as the head of the state or his
deputy, under the presidential form of
government ♦11
After pointing out the heavy responsibilities that
would vest in a President in a presidential form of government,
it observed !lwe are adopting a system under which there
is going to be only one person at the head
of the affairs and that person is going to
be the chief executive, inextricably
connected with the administration that
affects the common man; it is necessary
that he should command the confidence of
the people, and such confidence would, we
think, be forthcoming only in a direct
election.... therefore, we consider the
President, the vice-President, the House
of the People and the Provincial Assemblies
should all be directly elected.1*
Since the implementation of the recommendations would
have taken some time and could not be completed before 19
as the anxiety for an early return to representative government
was growing and it was not in the interest of the armed forces
that Martial Law Administration should continue, the Commission
considered that the first elections should be indirect.

But it

made its intention quite manifest in the following terms:
uWe should like to make it clear that
we are accepting this electorate, for
the first term of only three years, to
facilitate reversion to a representative
form of government before the end of the
year. InJorder that the election for the

second term, that is to say, the term of
four years, following the first term of
three years, should be direct on the
restricted franchise indicated already,
we have recommended that the Franchise
Commission should be appointed, immediately,
with the direction that it should submit
its report within one year... the President,
should however, take a final decision on
the recommendation, made by the Committee...
that the elections should be by separate
electorates and direct on restricted
franchise... should be incorporated in the
Constitution and this matter should be open
to any further discussion. The point for
consideration, on the submission of the
report of the Franchise Commission should be
only whether the standards fixed by them
should be accepted or modified.1* (3)*
So far, so good.

The 1962 Constitution was promulgated in

June of that year;

it was clear that the recommendations

of the Commission were not given effect to.' ARTICLE 165
clearly provided **an election to the office of the
President shall be decided by the
votes of the Members of the Electoral
College.*1 (b)
ARTICLE 168 (1) provided that the election of a person
to a seat in the Assembly should be decided by the \ctes of
the constituents of that seat and under ARTICLE 16^, elections
and referendums (sic) to be held under the Constitution should,
subject to the Constitution, be conducted and decided in such
manner as was provided by law.

ARTICLE 157 laid down that

3*

Ibid, at p*78.

*+•

Constitution of Pakistan (1962), ART.165 (!)•
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every citizen, who had attained the age of 21 and was not of
unsound mind, was eligible to vote;

thus the idea of a

restricted franchise was abandoned.
The report of the Franchise Commission was published
more than a year after the promulgation of the new Constitution,
which provided for indirect election of the President;

this

provision could only be amended by a two-thirds majority in
the legislature, as mentioned in the Constitution itself.
According to this Commission, the circumstances and conditions
prevalent in the country favoured universal adult franchise;
it upheld the principle of direct elections to the Assemblies
and the office of the President;

it agreed with the Constitution

Commission that elections be held indirectly as an interim
measure.
The chief argument in favour of indirect elections
is that the average adult is illiterate, ignorant and
consequently incompetent to vote for membership of the Assembly
or the President. It is submitted that the argument is not
sustainable for the following reasons.

The Pakistan Constitution

does not prescribe any educational qualifications for a
candidate to the Electoral College or an Assembly;

no adult

is debarred or disqualified on the ground that he is illiterate

or ignorant.

Thus illiterate and ignorant, but otherwise

qualified persons, who can command the confidance of the primary
voters in their constituencies or secure the voters* support
by reason of their wealth and influence, may succeed at the
primary election, and become secondary voters to elect members
of the Assembly.

The overwhelming majority of the primary

voters are illiterate;

the percentage of literacy in Pakistan

is about 20 per cent, including children and minors of all ages,
who form nearly half of the population;
total population live in rural areas.

over 85 per cent of the
As secondary voters

will be elected from amongst the primary voters, it is
reasonable to infer that a substantial number of secondary
voters too will either be illiterate or possess the bare
ability to read and write.

Thus it is difficult to see how

the secondary voters, who are not superior to the average adult
in calibre, ability ahd responsibility, can have a better idea
of provincial and national issues and become more capable of
judging the fitness of candidates for membership of the
legislatures, or the President.

It is not practicable to

impose any high educational qualifications on candidates for
membership of the Electoral College because, in view of the
widespread illiteracy in the country, particularly in rural
areas, the required number of adults with the prescribed
educational qualifications may not, in many cases, be available.

19

i*
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'

Persons from outside, who are not resident in the electoral unit
concerned cannot be allowed to become candidates at the primary
elections, in view of the residential qualifications imposed
by tihe Constitution.

Moreover, the candidature of such a person

will indicate the principle that adults of a local area are to
elect a person as a secondary elector from amongst themselves
and whom they know personally.
Before the Franchise Commission indirect elections were
advocated on the ground that they were less expensive than
direct elections.

On an examination of the procedures under

both systems it was found that the volume of work wasmore
less

the same.

or

The Commission repelled the argument on the

grounds a) that an indirect system of election
contemplated two elections instead
of one, which entailed additional
expenditure,
b) that elections to the electoral college
and assemblies having been prescribed by
the Constitution, each required the same
degree of meticulous care and strict
conformity with the laws and regulations
as the other; this needed a bigger and
better trained staff and
c) that under a direct system, elections are
held simultaneously, which will cut down
election costs.
The reasons given are adequate but it may be submitted tat
even assuming, without conceding, that in the case of direct

20
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elections expenses would be more, that by itself should not
be the determining factor for discarding a system which
otherwise has merits.

Another argument in favour of indirect

elections is that an indirect election has the effect of
diminishing false personation and **bogus" voting;

but the

possibility of the Commission of these malpractices is not
completely ruled out.

Though personation prevailed to a large

extent in the 196^- elections to the Electoral College, there
were instances of its commission in the elections of the
Assemblies and the President.

It may be mentioned that our

laws have made adequate provisions to combat this and other
corrupt practices.

To see that they are given effect to

depends on the people themselves and the election machinery
should be such as to ensure that the penalties prescribed
thereunder are strictly enforced and complied with.
Direct! :, elections, on the other hand, have some
clearcut advantages.
The first and foremost is the satisfaction that a voter
gets from recording his personal preference in the election of
his representative to the legislature.

Besides, such direct

participation in the election is a step in his political
education;

the adult has thus the opportunity to have his

views considered in the Legislatures on matters connected with

21
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the government and the administration of the countiy • In the
indirect system, the elected representative is twice removed
from the primary voters and remains out of touch with them*
The result is that the representative is not aware of the
wishes of the primary voters and such voters have no means
of exercising pressure on the representative to ensure that
their wishes are carried out by him.
of the indirect method;

This is the main drawback

it tends to retard the spread of

political education among the masses, which is essential for
the development of representative government on sound lines.
In fact, such a system is not truly representative in character,
as it fails to secure the representation of the views of primary
voters.

There exists no direct link between the people and the

representative.
Moreover, when elections are held indirectly, as they
are at the present time through the Electoral College, all
recognised parties and the prospective candidates attach supreme
importance to the primary elections, inasmuch as the fate of the
secondary election depends, to a considerable extent, on the
result of the primary election to be held on the basis of adult
suffrage.

They contact voters in the urban as also the rural

areas, work among them and make every possible endeavour to

22
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secure the return of secondary electors from among their
supporters*

At the secondary election, the members of the

Electoral College, vote for their own parties or groups.

If

at the primary election a particular party is able to secure
the return of its own supporters from the majority of
the electoral units within a constituency of an assembly, that
party will be reasonably

assured of its own candidate being

elected at the secondary election to the membership of assembly
from that constituency*

If a political party is able to secure,

at the primary election, the return of its own candidates in
more than JO per cent of the constituencies, that party, unless
it is betrayed by its own returned candidates at the secondary
election, will be in a dominating position, in a position able
to dictate who shall be elected as members of those constituencies*
Such consequences will be inevitable, when political parties are
well organised and have strong roots among the masses.

The

result of the primary elections will determine the result of
the secondary elections;

casting of votes at the secondary

election will become a formal affair and will not encourage
political interest or education among the primary voters.
The matter does not rest there.

For elections to the

Electoral College the country is to be divided into 80,000
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electoral units or to quote from ARTICLE 155 of the Constitution
neach. province shall in accordance with law, be divided into
not less than forty thousand territorial units11 (5)«

In fact,

by a Bill introduced in the National Assembly, whereby the
Constitution is sought to be amended, the number of electoral
units; is being raised to 60,000.

The size of each unit is

small and the primary voters limited in number.

It will be

easy for interested persons to win them over by unfair means,
such as the exercise of undue influence, 1d secure the return
of thieir own candidates at the primary elect! cn . It is
interesting to note that in response to the questionnaire
issued by the Franchise Commission of 1963? the majority of
persons who replied, and they included, inter alia, a good
number of “basic democrats” (members of the Electoral College),

(6),

complained that in the first indirect elections to the Assemblies
under the 1962 Constitution, they were generally bribed or
induced and in some cases forced into submission by pressure,
undue influence and similar tactics.

In this respect the

Commission remarked "It is mainly on the ground of
corruptibility of the secondary
electorate that the overwhelming
evidence is strongly opposed to
the system of indirect election.“(7)
5.
6.
?•

Constitution of Pakistan (1962)ART.155 (1).
Conducted under the National and Provincial Assemblies(First
Elections)Order, being Presidents Order k of 1962.
Report of the Franchise Commission. 1963 published in the
Gazette of Pakistan (Extraordinary;, 23rd August 1963? p637w.
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Mot oblivious of the consequences that could arise from
a corrupt electorate, it observed lfIf the secondary electorate, as evidence
before us indicates, is corruptible, the
danger is that the primary voters, in their
turn, may demand gratifications from the
candidates at the primary election as
consideration for their support for them.
In this way, a vicious circle, it is
apprehended will grow which may corrupt
the nation.11 (8).
Indeed the apprehensions were not devoid of any basis.
In the 1965 elections to the Assemblies, and also the office
<of President, the price of a vote of an elector ranged from
;Rs3000 to Bsl0,000, thus making a mockery of free elections.
¥hile not denying that malpractices would also be indulged
in under a direct system of elections, such practices
cannot be so rampart and decisive in effect

as in indirect

elections.
These then are some of the merits and demerits of
direct and indirect elections.

As there is strong and widespread

dissatisfaction with the indirect system in Pakistan, it is
submitted that elections there should be held on the basis of
adult suffrage.

In the alternative, there must as least be

direct elections to the Assenblies and the President may be
elected by the Electoral College.

It is submitted that it

would be better to have an electl on of the President by an
8.

Ibid, at p. 6J7x .

Electoral College of 120,000 elected under the provisions of
the Electoral College Act, rather than by a small Electoral
College consisting of members of the Assemblies, as was the
case under the 1956 Constitution, However, as mentioned earlier,
the title of my thesis is "Election Laws in Pakistan" as
distinct from "Elections in Pakistan" and it is not necessary
to pursue the matter any further.

We are concerned here with

the study of the laws relating to three principal elections
in Pakistan, to the Electoral College, the National and
Provincial Assemblies and the office of President, and it is
proposed to set them out in the following chapters.

26
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Chapter 2

DELI LITTATI ON

G-eneral
The valid delimitation of constituencies should he
a pre-requisite of a valid election for,if it is not properly
carried out,it could make a fair election quite impossible.
Electoral rights would lack substance,if representation
in Parliament were not fairly and evenly distributed among
the electorate(1).
There are three possible ways in which constituencies
can be arranged.According to one plan,constituencies may
be delimited with the deliberate object of depriving the
people of fair representation,that is,by fixing the boundaries
in such a manner as to ensure that the party responsible
for the delimitation secures the majority of elected
candidates.A second plan is to arrange constituencies
arbitrarily but without any reference to the views of
the voters in such a way as to leave the general results
to chance.The third method is to endeavour to achieve a
numerically accurate and proportional representation of
the electorate.

1).

Lawson and Bentley,Constitutional and Administrative
Law(1964)*P*95•
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Although delimitation may be on a territorial basis',
or a mixture of bases,the normal practice is to have a
single set of territorial constituencies(2).This^according
to Prof.Hackenzie,the learned author of Free Flections,is
important in two ways.Firstly,the way in which boundaries
are drawn affects the general character of the Assembly;it
decides the sort of units on which members depend for
election and which they are supposed to represent.Secondly,
delimitation nay affect the fortunes of individuals and
political parties,because the distribution of votes
between constituencies influences their effectiveness(3).
Before examining the law relating to delimitation in
Pakistan,it is proposed to refer briefly to the position
obtaining in England.
■The law on the point is contained in the House of
Commons(Redistribution of Seats)Act,1949 as amended by
the Act of 1958.khe delimitation of the country into
constituencies is entrusted to the following four
boundaiy commissions:a Boundary Commission for England,
a Boundary Commission for Scotland,a Boundary Commission
for Wales and a Boundary Commission for Northern Ireland(4).
2).
3)*
4).

kacICenzie,Free Elections(1958)p.l2•
Free Elections(1958)p.l08.
House of Commons(Redistribution of Seats)Act,1949,S.1.

r
jTlie Speaker of the House of Commons acts as Chairman of
each of the aforesaid Commissions and is assisted by a
deputy Chairman,who must be a Judge and is appointed by
•fche Judiciary(5)-The Commission is required to submit its
report to the Secretary of State with respect to the whole
of that part of the United Kingdom which is under its
Jurisdiction,either showing the constituencies into
which they recommend it should be divided or stating that
no alteration should be made to the already existing
constituencies!6);such a report is required to be submitted
not less than ten or not more than fifteen years from the
date of submission of its last report(7)-The Secretary of
State must prepare a draft of the Order in Council to be
]Laid before the Parliament,which,after approval from both
Houses,is submitted to Her Majesty in Council for final
orders.The validity of the Order in Council is immune from
challenge in any legal proceeding!8).So Evershed,M.R.,in

5).House of Commons!Redistribution of Seats)Act,195b,S.l.
6).House of Commons(Redistribution of 3eats)Act,1949>S.2.
7)*House of Commons!Redistribution of Seats)Act,1958,S.2.
8).Ibid.,S.3(7)•
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Harper v.The Secretary of State(9)>said,
"My reading of these rules and the whole
Act is that it was quite clearly intended
that,in so far as the matter was within
the discretion of the Commission,it was
certainly to be a matter for the Parliament^,
to determine.I find it impossible to suppose
that Parliament contemplated that on any of
these occasions,when reports was presented,
it would be convenient for the court to
determine and pronounce on whether a parti
cular line which had commended itself to
the Commission was one which the Court
thought to be best or the right line whether
one thing rather than the other was to be
regarded as practicable and so on.If it were
competent for the courts to pass judgements
of that kind on reports,I am ajr loss to see
where the process w/ould end and what the
function of the Parliament would turn out
to be."
In othere w7ords,with repect to delimtation the matter has

9)*

W - 2*'

(1955)lCh.238/;in this case the draft Order had been
approved by the Houses of Parliament but had not been
sent to the Queen by the Home Secretary.The petitioner
prayed for an injunction restraining the.Home Secretary
from so submitting the Order to Her Majesty in Council
as the Commission did not comply with the rules set
out in the Second Schedule to the Act and that it w/as
not,therefore,a report under the Act within S.2(5)5
and that the Home Secretary w;as not bound by S. 3(4)
to submit the draft Order to Her Majesty in Council.An
interim injunction was granted but was recalled on
appeal.
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been placed solely within the jurisdiction of Parliament*
The Commissioners do not decide;they enquire,hold hearings
and decide what proposal to lay before the Parliament in
the form of a draft Order In Council,which requires the
assent of both Houses of Parliament;the ultimate decision
depends on voting on party lines.This is different from
appointing an independent judicial body for delimitation
of constituencies*
The system of delimtation is open to objection on
the ground that,for instance,a constituency in Northeast
Ok

England will always return a Labour candidate by^large
majority^ whereas a constituency in Bounhemouth town would
invariably return a Conservative member by a large majority,
of
The effect/this is to disfranchise the Conservative voters
in North-East England and Labour voters in Bournemouth*But
this difficulty cannot be overcome^unless a system of pro
portional representation is introduced and territorial
constituencies are abolished.A danger which has to be
■guarded against,when there are territorial constituencies,
is "gerrymandering”,that is delimiting the boundaries of
constituencies for the benefit of a particular party.
Though it is probably true to say that this practice is not
indulged in Sngland,the provisions of the Pakistan Consti
tution and the lav/,relating to delimtation,contemplate

more frequent rectification of constituency boundaries
and whereas,as stated above,the ultimate decision is taken
by the Parliament in England,the Pakistan National Assembly
has no say at all.

Electoral Units
In Pakistan the delimitation has to be carried out to
determine both electoral "units and constituencies,the former
for the purpose of the elections to the Electoral College
and the latter,by consolidating electoral units,to establish
constituencies for elections to the Assemblies.
Under ARTICLE 155 of the Pakistan Constitution of 1962,
a Province is to be divided into at least 60,000 territorial
units(lO) .The number of such units must be the same for
East and Rest Pakistan.Delimitation Officers and assistant
Delimitation Officers are appointed from among Government
Servants(11),to delimit the Provinces into electoral units
under the superintendence and control of the Chief Election
Commissioner(12).By virtue of the power vesting in him uner
S. 3 of the Electoral College Act,the Chief Election Commission
er had delegated his authority to Provincial Election

10).

Vide the Electoral College(Second Amendment)Act 17 of
1967,after the necessary amendment in the Constitution.
The number was originally fixed at 40,000.
11). Electoral College Act,S.5,as amended by Act 17 of 1967*
Before 16.12.67 there was no provision for the appoint
ment of assistant Delimitation Officers.
12 ). Electoral College Ac^,3.6 ^1 ).
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Authorities(13).The delegated authority is subject to suxrh
general or special instructions as may be issued from time
to time(14)*A preliminary list is required to be prepared
and published specifying the areas which the Delimitation
Officer intends to include in each electoral unit;objections
and suggestions are invited from the public and should be
filed within seven days of its publication(15 )•
The relevant provision in the Electoral College Act
is 3.6(g),which provides:"the electoral unit within an area shall
be delimited having regard to the terri
torial unity and so far as practicable,
to the distribution of population and
administrative convenience."
(the underlining is by the author)
It may be observed that delimitation is required by law
to be carried out bn a territorial basis(16) and the
distribution of population and administrative convenience
should be taken into account "so far as practicable".
"Territorial unity" and "administrative convenience" have
not been defined in the Act;so it will be necessary to
find out the meanings;assigned to these expressions by
13).

Notification F2(10)64-ELS dated 26.5.64.

14).
15).
16 ).

Notification F2(5)64-EL3 dated 28.4.64.
Electoral College Act,3.6 (3)>Electoral College Rules,r.3.
Under Art.17 of the Basic Democracies Order,1959?delimi
tation of the wards(as they were then calledj had to be
carried out on the basis of distribution of population.

the Judiciary.
Before the East Pakistan High Court,LId.Salam v.
Chairman Election Authority(17)>the only case relating to the
delimitation of electoral units,involved the interpretation
of the above-quoted provision,namely S.6(2) of the Electoral
College Act.The petitioner complained that its provisions
had been violated by the authority and the delimtation was
liable to be set aside.It may be mentioned that this case,
besides providing an interpretation to subsection(2)of S.6,
shows that the Judiciary in Pakistan has exercised its
jurisdiction in a delimitation matter,which is not the
position in India and England.But in view of the pronouncement
of the Supreme Court in Jamal Shah v.Ilember Election Conmission(l8) and Akbar Ali v.Raziur Reman(19) and of the High
Court in Dost Lid.v.Returning 0fficer(20) and Arif Iftkar
v.Election Tribunal(21),it is doubtful whether a High Coutt
would be inclined to issue a writ so readily as one would
have imagined when they purported to exercise jurisdiction
in Lid.Salam v.Shairman Election Authority(22).But as the

' 17).
18).
19).
20).
21).
22 ).

P.1.D.1965
P.L.D.1966
P.L.D.1966
P.L.D.1965
P.L.D.1968
P.L.D.1965

D.231.
S.C.l.
S.C.492.
L.5'60.
L.1387.
D.231.
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writ jurisdiction of the High Court under ARTICLE 98 may
be exercised in exceptional cases(to be discussed in the
Chapter on Jurisdiction of Courts),the position would
seem to remain unaltered;there is no clear cut policy
as in England(already stated)that the jurisdiction of
courts is completely ousted(23)•Contibuing with the
case under discussion,the interpretation palced by
Chaudhury and Abdulla,JJ.,is as under:
”A plain reading of subsection(2) is that
the electoral units shall be delimited.

To this extent it is mandatory.Further
requirement,however,is that the delimi
tation shall be effected”having regard
to the territorial unity”.The expression
’’having regard to” means bearing in mind
or taking into consideration.Therefore,
the requirement is to bear in mind the
question of territorial unity.It is no
where provided that the territorial unity
shall be maintained in all circumstances.
No such assurance can be read in the said
provision.Territorial unity has ideed been
made a basic consideration but it is not
an absolute requirement of law.”(24)

23)*

24).

Although ART.171(3) excludes the jurisdiction of Courts
in regard to delimitation of Constituencies and Zones
for elections to the Assemblies,the ban does not extend
to electoral units for the Electoral College.
P.L.D.1965 D.231 at p.235.
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With respect to the contention of tton® counsel that the
words "territorial unity" are not qualified by the words
"so far as practicable" and that the latter expression had
reference to "distribution" of population" and "administrative
convenience",it was observed
"A reasonable explanation of these words
is that the mind should invariably be
applied to the territorial unity but the
question of distribution of population
and administrative convenience should be
taken into account when it is possible to
do so.The language was designed to convey
the difference in the degree of requirement
for the consideration of these elements in
delimiting the units."(25)

Although this interpretation may seem to be too literal on
first examination,it is submitted that it is quite correct.
The leaded Judges had been called upon to construe the
subsection as meaning that in fixing boundaries,the de
limitation officer was obliged to maintain "territorial
unity".But the language used did not justify that.It has,
however,been held in the United States of America that the
purpose of statutes providing for the consolidation,division
or arrangement of election districts or precincts is that

25).

P.L.B.1965 D.231 at p.235.
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they shall be established and maintained according to the
standards fixed in the statute(26) .I.Iay be a court should
interpret electoral lav/s liberally but it should not be
inclined to interfere^ unless things are not done in con
formity with powers conferred and limitations p&ffced thereon.
In this connection it is useful to mention the decision of
the 'Jest Pakistan High Court in A .k .II.Ieghari v.Government
of Jest !akistan(27)where
it has been held that an electoral
)
right is the creation of the statute and is subject to the
limitations imposed by it;it is not for the courts to vary,
add to or subtract from those limitations.
The expression "administrative convenience" means the
convenience of the executive officers of the Government
who,when an election is held,will have to conduct it;we have
already seen that delimitation officers are appointed from
among officers of the Central and Provincial Government,under
S.5 of the electoral College Act.In his treatise of Uree
elections,Professor kacllenzie has stated the position
thus
"Unity of administrative area, is relevant
partly because it reflects(and perhaps
creates) coimmunity of interest but the
same criterion is important for convenience
26).

horb v .Pox,3• 77.R .,3econd 3eri es ,9S .

27) . P.l.2).1967 L. 227.
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3?
in managing the elections.Elections must
in general he seen by officials engaged
also on other administrative business;
it adds to their difficulties if elect
oral boundaries cut across the boundaries to
which they are accustomed.If this happens
every thing has to be constructed afresh
for this single pui^ose-chain of command,
channels of communication,register,statisticsand in the process there can be much loss of
time and efficiency.lt therefore helps
administrators if the smallest administra
tive districts are used as bricks out of
which to build constituencies.11(28) .
Certain other factors should also be kept in mind
while delimiting electoral units and are as follows:(1)the area must be contiguous;
(2)it should,as far as practicable,be a
compact block;
(3)administrative boundaries such as districts,
tehsils,thanas(police stations) and "patwari
circles’1should be repected;
(4)homogenity in relation to tribal,lingual
and pLace of origin,for exapmle a group of
refugees from India settled in a block should

28).

I'acKensie,Free Elections(1958)p .109•
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be respected as far as possible;and
(5)facility of communication should be kept
in mind.(29)

from the above it may be deduced that delimitation,
in respect of electoral units,is to be effected on the
basis of territorial unity,common social,economic and
political interest of groups of people living in the area
and administrative convenience.The overriding consideration
must be to ensure adequate representation of those groups,
whose interests are or are deemed by them to be common,
so long as their number justify it.Separate representation
should be given to such groups provided that the principles
of contiguity, compactness and. facility of communication
for administrative convenience are not violated.lt may
be difficult to maintain territorial unity and at the
same time to ensure adequate representation of groups
mentioned;the Delimitation Officers would be well advised
to lean in favour of the latter.'There local feeling is
acute,it may prove impossible to divide a geographical
area so as to ensure adequate represefatation of all groups
living there in the Assembly.
At the last elections,the Chief Election Commissioner,
Pakistan issued direction to the Delimitation Officers to
maintain equality of population while demarcating electoral
.
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units.The average population for each unit in East Pakistan
came to 1,275^whereas in 7/est Pakistan it worked out at
1,072 on the basis of the 1961 Census figures!30);the
population of East Pakistan was 5,08,40,2 35 and -Vest
Pakistan 4,28,80,378;the number of electoral units for
each province was 40,000.For future elections,the number
of electoral units has been increased to 1,20,000,that is
sixty thousand!60,000)for each province,which would mean
that an electoral unit would have comparably few persons.
Objections to the preliminary lists of electoral
units are heard by the Delimitation Officer!30),who, after
hearing the parties and making such enquiries an he deems
necessary must send concise reports to the appellate
authority,appointed by the Chief Election Commissioner
for final determination of such objections and suggestions
(3l)*It may be pointed out that the law has omitted to lay
down the procedure for an enquiry before the appellate
authority,so that he would be inclined to endorse the
report of the delimitation officer;this is not a piqoer way
to dispose of the matter.Any amendment or correction

30).

In all 7,299 objections and suggestions were received
in East Pakistan out of which 2,910 were accepted;in
7/est Pakistan they numbered 10,331 of which 3,257
were accepted(Report on General Elections in Pakistan
1964-65,Vol.1,p .67•

31).

Electoral College Rules,rr.3,4 read with Electoral
College Act,S .6(3)and(4)•
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necessitated by the order of the appellate authority
must be carried out by the Delimitation Officer!32).
Subsection!5)of S .6 of the Electoral College Act provides
"The Delimitation Officer shall make such
amendments,alterations or modifications
in the preliminary list published under
subsection(3)as may be required by any
decision on any objection or suggestion
and also make such other amendments,alterations
or modification in the said list as may be
necessary for collecting any error or ommssion.
(the underlining is by the author)
The term"decision” would seem to refer to the determination
of the objections and suggestions of the appellate authority.
The words"and may also make such other amendments,alterations
or modifications in the said list,as may be necessary for
correcting any error or ommission" call for further concern
as they tend to confuse the meaning of the subsection.
The list as corrected and amended is published and
becomes the final list of the electoral units for the
area(33).
As movements of population call for changes in the
boundaries of units the Electoral College(Second Amendment)
Act,1967 has empowered the Chief Election Commissioner to
the
call for the record of/delimitation of any electoral unit
and direct the Delimitation Officer to correct any error
32).

Electoral College Act,S.6(5);Slectoral College Rules,r.4!

33).

Electoral College Act,S.6 (6);Electoral College Rules,
rr.4(4)and(5)♦
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or to bring the delimtation into conformity with his
directions.The Delimitation Officer must modify the
delimitation end the list relating thereto accordingly
and publish the modified list in the precribed manner.

Constituencies
The law enacted by the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act may now be examined.S.2(7)defines a "constitu
ency" as meaning any one of the groups into which the electoral
units of a Province have been divided under S.3 of the Act,or
one of the zones into which a Province has been divided
under 3.4 of the same Act.It would be better,therefore,to
deal separately!but briefly)with the delimitation of con
stituencies for the general seats to the Assemblies and
the special seats reserved exclusively for women candidates.
For elections to the National Assembly of Pakistan,the
Chief Election Commissioner must arrange the electoral
units of each Province into 75 groups called central
constiuencies;it must be ensured that each constituency is
an undivided area.Similarly each Province is to be divided,
into 150 constituencies for elections to the Provincial
.Assemblies!34)*like the electoral units,the central and

34).

Constitution of Pakistan,ARTE.160,161.Both the numbers
are being increased!statement by the Law minister
in the National Assembly).

■provincial constituencies should also be delimited having
regard to the distribution of population and administrative
convenience,in so far as practicable and each constituency
must be an undivided area(35)*The person responsible for
the task of delimtation is the Chief Election Commissioner
himself.A preliminary list showing the electoral units that
are proposed to be include in each constituency is first
'ublished with a notice inviting objections and suggestions
(36);they must be lodged

with the Chief Election Commissioner,

who will either hear them or refer them for consideration to
a member of the "lection Com-ission.No detailed procedure
is prescribed as to the node o f enquiry but in practice the
objection is heard and carefully considered.lt is essentail
that the preliminary list must be amended or modified in
the light of such decision.lt may be mentioned that the
Chief Election Commissioner(and presumably his delegate)
has suo motu power to amend,alter or modify the preliminary
list for the purpose of correcting any error or omission.
The final list shows the electoral units included in each
constituency!37)•
In the last elections to the Assemblies the entitlement
of various districts was worked out to a group consisting
on the average of 5 33 electoral units for a seat to the
35).

rational and Provincial Assemblies!Elections)Act,S .3(1);

36).

Ibid.

(37).Ibid.,S.3(3).
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national Assembly.A aeat In the Provincial. Assembly from
the former Panjab area of lest Pakistan represented 358
units,while in ^ther areas of lest Pakistan the ratio
was 1:206.A seat in the Provincial Assembly of Past Pakistan
represented 267 electoral units(38).In calculating this
allotment .5 or above was considered as entitlement to
a seat,while less than .5 was generally ignored;in cases
where the fraction was between .4 and .6 adjustments
were made,the excess units being combined with the units
of an adjoining dHfnniin^xxrlnficrianEyxJrrrxkaxt: deficiency
district;in the case of sparsely populated areas,such as
the Ealat division,a. number of districts were combined
to form one constituency.In Past Pakistan,allocations were
made mn the basis of provincial seats;each district was
allocated a whole number of provincial seats on the basis of
its entitlement .The central constituencies in East Pakistan
were farmed by combining two adjacent provincial constituencies
into one central constituency.As faijas possible,the district
and divisional boundaries were respected,while grouping two
provincial constituencies into one central constituency^39)•
The Chief Election Commissioner decided that for

securing administrative convenience,boundaries of administrative

38).
39).

Report of G-eneral Elections in Pakistan 1964-65,Vol.l,j&129.
Ibid.,at p.134.

units should,es far as possible,be respected.An attempt
was made to keep the i!thanas,? in East Pakistan and:£kE
"tehsils55 in v/est Pakistan unbroken.They were,however,
split up whenever more than one seat could reasonably be
alloted to a T,thana" or a "tehsil" or where,but for the
splitting up of that unit,the resultant disparity would
have been beyond reasonable limits.Whenever a "tehsil"
had to be split up in V/est Pakistan,the parts were,as
far as possible, so demarcated as to contain the whole
police station area.In East Pakistan the matter presented
little difficulty,for,without departing significantly from
the average allocation of units per seat,constituencies were
formed from one complete :rthanaf or a combination of complete
?,thanas" .But in doing so,in some cases,contiguous parts belong
ing to two different divisions were combined to form a
central or a provincial constituency.No 7fthanal! except one
was split up in forming a constituency.The problem in
'.Vest Pakistan was much more complex,particularly in the
old Panjab and the Frontier areas;this was partly due to
the different standards applicable to the different regions
under the Constitutional provisions.In tribal areas,the
iLgencies were given at leat one seat each in the Provincial
Assembly but they had to be combined for central seats.

Doubts were expressed whether,under the Constitution,
tribal areas could be combined with settled territory
for the formation of a central or provincial constituency
but the law made it clear that it was possible to do- so* (40).
One hundred and thirty-five representations from V/est
Pakistan and one hundred and forty-six from East Pakistan
were received.They were published together with the pre
liminary list of constituencies.V/ithin the time allowed to
file objections and. suggestions,one hundred and fifjy-four
representations were received from East Pakistan and
six hundred and eight from V/est Pakistan.while considering
objections and suggestions to the delimitation proposals,
every interested person was allowed to be present at public
hearings conducted by the Chief Election Commissioner or
by the members,to whom power was Relegated;free discussion
was allowed and parties were invited to make concrete proposals
wherever such a suggestion was put forth it was accepted;where
obvious mistakes came to light as a result of an objection
or otherwise,they were rectified.(41)•

4ID).
41).

Report of General Elections in Pakistan 1964-65»Vol. 1,
p.135.
Ibid.,at p.136.
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Zones

The Pakistan Constitution is exceptional in providing
special seats for women in the Assemblies(42).For this
purpose the Chief Election Commissioner is required to
divide the two Provinces into six zones,three from each
province,for election to the seats in the National Assembly
reserved exclusively for women.In the case reserved seats
for each provincial Assembly,a Province should be divided
into five zones(43).Procedure similar to that envisaged
for delimtation of constituencies for the general seats
is followed;a preliminary list of zones shov/ing the
constituencies included in each zone,is published and
notices inviting objections ar suggestions within'a speci
fied period are called forjthe objections are heard and
disposed of in a summary fashion;amendments and corrections
must be carried out accordingly.The final list when published
forms the basis of elections to the reserved seats(44)*.

42).

ART.162.

43).

The number is proposed to be increased for future elec
tions .

44).

National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S .4;
Directions for Elections to the Seats Reserved Exclusively
for Women(The Provincial Assembly of West Pakistan
I.:anual(1965)) •
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In the Indian Constitution there are no seats reserved
lor women but provision exists for establishing special
seats for the scheduled castes or tribes(45).On the
question whether control of delimitation of special consti
tuencies was to be exercised by the Legislature or the
Judiciary,India followed a pattern ba.sed on English practice.
Article 327 of the Constitution empowers Parliament to make
laws relating to delimitation and Article 329 gave no juris
diction to the courts to call in question such a lav/.In
.^ .Ponnusv/ami v. :eturning Officer(46) it was held that
the jurisdiction of the Court in the matter of delimitation
was barred.
Before the enactment of the Delimitation Commission
Act of 1952,the procedure was contained in S.13 of the
Representation of the People Act,1950 under which the
delimitation Orders issued by the President were subject
to amendment by the Parliament.lt was thought to be essential
that the task of delimitation should be undertaken by an
independent body,whose delimitation should be final.So
the 1952 Act transferred the work to the Delimitation
Commission,consisting of the Chief Election Commissioner
and two past or nresent Judges of a Superior Court.(47).
45).

The Constitution(Scheduled Castes)Order,1950.

46).
47) •

(1952)1 E.L.R.133.
Jeliw.it at ion Commi ssi on Ac t ,19 52, 3. 3.
M

S.4 of the let of 1952 excludes any interference by
Parliament;the final order does not require the approval
of Parliament but is placed before it after it has been
published and become law(48).
The Constitution provides safeguards against "gerry
mandering” of constituenciesfTnder article 8l a strict

maximum and minimum in respect of population is prescribed
for every parliamentary constituency;article 173 prescribe
a constitutional minimum for every assembly constituency.
The ratio between the population of each constituency
and the number of seats alloted xa is required to be
maintained throughout the Union or the State,as the case
may be(49).

48).
49).

Ibid.,3.9.
Constitution of India,Arts.81,82 read with Art.70.
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General
Suffrage is the right of a. particular voter to vote at
an election.it is a precious right which has been vigorously
sought by those to whom it has been denied.A disenfranchised
group is at a disadvantage and cannot claim the same opportu
nities for public employment,the same chan a of rising to power
and the same self-respect as are clamed by those who vote.
According to Prof.Mackenzie it is the basis of government
within a political community(l).vVe generally come across
the word "suffrage" preceded by the adjectives,such as,
"universal and

equal",which might give the impression that

every adult,ipso facto,becomes entitled to vote.This,however,
•is not quite true,for there may be limitations on franchise
even under adult suffrage.To be an elector entails disquali
fications ,and it would be necessary to find out what are
the qualifications and disqualifications of a. voter(2) in
Pakistan,where the Constitution requires adult franchise(3)•

1).

Free Elections,(1958) p.20.

2).

In view of the indirect system of elections,a member of
the Electoral College,who elects the President and
members of the Assemblies is referred to as an elector
in Pakistan.

3).

ART.,157.
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But before proceeding to do that,a brief history of the
evolution of franchise in the country,since the Government
of India Act of 1919>will perhaps be useful.
The development of the franchise in the Indo-Pakistan
from the beginning envisaged universal adult franchise as
the ultimate obective but the concept of franchise during
the alien rule had a different connotation from what it has
now.while the British Indian Government was not depende/rct
on the will of the people,a certain amount of political
satisfaction,specially of the vocal classes,was aimed at,
so that there might be as little friction between the rulers
and the ruled as possible•Therefore,no serious consideration
was given to the association of the people in general with
the governance of the country,as long as the educated and
the propertied classes could be kept satisfied by allowing
them to participate in elections to the Legislatures.These
classes were first given the right of vote and the right
was generally extended;it was stressed that the extension
of the franchise beyond that limit was not administratively
practicable;adult suffrage was not allowed to be fully
achieved.

The Government of India Act of 1919 created a bicameral
legislature at the Centre.The lower chamber,called the
Legislative

Assembly,had twenty-six official members,

fourteen nominated non officials and one hundred and five

elected members.The upper chamber,called the Council of
State,had twenty-seven nominated members of whom twenty were
officials and thirty-three elected members.Under this Act a
somewhat higher property qualification was required of voters
at elections for the Central legislature but for provincial
legislature a comparatively small payment of rates or taxes
sufficed.Under electoral rules ma.de under this Act,women
became entitled to vote for candidates for election to
houses of the legislatures except the Council of State.
Under the Government of India Act,1935>the Central execu
tive and legislatures set up by the Act of 1919 were retained.
Provincial legislatures were bicameral in six provinces,inclu
ding Bengal,where an important section of the population
favoured a second chamber.The upper chamber was called the
Legislative Council;in Bengal it had sixty-four members.North
West Frontier,Panjab and Sind each had a single-chambered
legislature,called,as was the lower chamber in a provine
with a bicameral legislature,the Legislative Assembly;the
Bengal Assembly had two hundred and fifty members and that
in North west Frontier fifty.The franchise was extended but
the qualifications were not the same in all provinces.For
election to a Legislative Assembly,payment of a prescribed
amount of taxes,occupation of property of a prescibed value,

service in the forces and educational attainments were among
the qualifying factors in the case of a male;his qualifications
enfranchised his wife and literate women could vote.For elec
tions to a Legislative Council,a voter was required to have
held high public office or to possess.property of same value.
Of the adult population,about forty-three per cent of males
and ten per cent of females were thus enfranchised.Communal
representation was pushed to the length of creating special
constituencies,not only for Muslims but also ,for Sikhs,.AngloIndians ,Europeans,Indian Christains,commerce,landholders,
universities,labour and women(4)*
Under the terms of the Indian
the

Independence Act of 1947>

subcontinentwas divided into the dominions of Pakistan

and India;their Constitutions continued to be governed by
the Government of India. Act, 1935,to the extent adapted by
each Constituent Assembly.
The Cabinet Uission Plan,1946
Assembly for the whole of India,on

had set up a Constituent
the basis of one member for

a mEHtee population f' approximately one million.This Assembly
was elected by the members of the provinvial Assemblies voting
under a system of proportional representation with the single

4).

Alan Gledhill,Pakistan(1967)p«37*
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transferable vote;the members of the Provincial Assemblies
were elected directly on a restricted franchise.
The Iluslim members of the pre-partition Indian Constituent
Assembly from areas,which now comprise Pakistan,along with
the non-J.iuslim elected members of those areas,formed the
first Constituent Assembly of Pakistan.
As stated earlier,the Government of India Act had provided
for a restricted franchise for the provincial Assemblies.But
on tjjte eve of the Provincial elections in the Panjab,the
Act was amended and adult franchise £srx±h introduced in the
country(5).Bach of the then existing provinces of Pakistan had
conducted a general election to its provincial Assembly by
1954.Phe second Constituent Assembly of Pakistan was elected
in 1955?on very much the same basis as the first,with the
newly-elected provincial Assemblies as the electoral college.
The number of the members of this Assembly was restricted to
eighty;the number of the members of the first Constituent
Assembly was sixty-nine(later increased to seventy-nine).
In 1956,Pakistan became a Republic and promulgated its
first Constitution.lt provided for elections to the Assemblies
*»
on the basis of adult franchise and/the office of President
through an electoral college comprising the members of these
Assemblies.Ihe Election Commission appointed thereunder

5).

Constituencies!Adult Franchise)Act,1951.
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made the necessary preparations for holding the elections,
scheduled to be held in 1958-59.But Before these elections
could

be held,the Constitution of 1956 was abrogated by

the proclamation of 7th October,1958.Chile explaining the
circumstances which led to the abrogation of the Constitution,
a, specific reference was made in the Proclamation to elections.
It said that the sane groups of people,which had brought
Pakistan to the verge of ruination would rig the elections
for their own ends,that the eleftiond would be contested
mainly on personal,regional and secterian bases and that the
elections would neither be free nor fair.The revolutionary
Government,therefore,felt that elections held in such circum
stances would have no real purpose.
In 1959 the Basic Democracies Order was■promulgated,
whereby a system of local administration was introduced.This
v/as done with a view to bring about a sense of participation
amongst the people in the governace of the State.Accordingly,
4,000 local councils were set up in each province with an
average of ten elected members to s. council.The local elections
were completed in a very short time under the authority and
supervision of local officers of the divisional end district
subdivisional levels.The adult franchise rolls prepared in
1957-58 by the Election Commission!6) mere modified and

6).

Under the Pakistan Electoral Rolls Act,1957i since repealed.
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rearranged by the district authorities and used for the purpose
of these elections.The electorate consisted of 3,37,63,886
adults.Out of these 2,05,75,461 cast their votes in 61,083
constituencies.(7)•
Before the completition of elections.above referrec^to,
the Presidential(Election and Gonstitution)Order,1960 was pro
mulgate

calling upon the elected members of the local Councils

to declare,by vote,in a secret ballot to be held by the Commi
ssion,whether or not they had confidence in the President;
73,283 out of 78,720 members expressed their confidence in
President Lnhammed Ayub IChan.By virtue of the mandate given
to hi:1,the President an pointed a Commission to make a new
Constitution for pplcistan.lt advocated restriction of the
franchise to citizens who (a) had. attained a standard of
literacy,enabling them to read and understand the published

matter giving information about the candidates and (b) possessed
sufficient property or stake in the country,to ensure that they
would be satisfied,as reasonable men,that they were electing
proper representatives.the Commission did not favour indiredt
elections,but,to enable an early return to representative
government,it recommended, that the first election should be

7).deport on the General Elections in.Pakistan,1964-65,Vol.I,
p.3.A total number of 1 ,44,284 candidates contested these
elections,17, 394 were returned unopposed..

6
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indirect.At the same tine ii? suggested that another Commission,
called the Franchise Commission,should be appointed to examine
more thoroughly the question of franchise.
'the Franchise Commission submitted its report in 1963,
i.e.,after the promulgation of the 1962 Constitution,stating
that the circumstances and conditions prevalent in the country
were in favour of adult franchise;it upheld the principle of
direct elections to the Assemblies and agreed that elections
should be held indirectly as an interim measure.
The present Constitution provides for an electoral college
(8),elected on the basis of adult franchise(9),each member of
the College representing a specified territorial unit.

The number of units,originally fixed at 40,000 in each Province,
has been increased to 60,000(10).The Electoral College,in turn,
elects the President and members of the National and Provincial
Assemblies(11).
Having seen the nature of franchise in Pakistan,it is
jaaawnow proposed to examine the various qualifications and
disqualifications of a voter under the Constitution.

8).

ART.158 read with AST.155.

9).

ART.157.

10)

Vide S.3 of the Electoral College (Second Amendment)
Act 17 of 1967.

11)

Constitution of 1962,ARTS.165 and 168.
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Qualifications and Disqualifications of Voters
The qualifications and disqualifications contemplated
f

under the Constitution of 1962 and the Electoral College
Act,1964 are as follows
Qualification of Voters
Citizenshiu
The most important qualification for suffrage is
citizenship.The well-known principle that the right to vote
follows citizenship is also enunciated by the Pakistan
Constitution.AHIICLE 157 reads:
"Except as provided by law any citizen
(a).................................
(b).................................
(.c ) ............ ................................

sha.ll be entitled to be enrolled on the
electoral roll for that electoral unit."
(the undelining is by the author)
Citizens are persons recognised by law as me/bers of the
political community to which they belong.They are people
who comprise the State and who,in their associated capacity,
have established or subjected themselves to the dominion of
a government for the promotion of their general welfare and
for the protection of their individual as well as their
collective rights.In Pakistan the statute dealing with the

subject is the Pakistan Citizenship Act,1951, asamended ,
and the Pules iade thereunder .The Act, though it does not
provide a complete code of nationality law,follows the
broad outlines of the British Nationality Act of 1943.
It provides that every person becoming thereunder a citizen
of Pakistan shall have the status of a Commonwealth citizen(12f
)) and defines the tern '’alien11 in such a manner as to
exclude from the category any person who is a Commonwealth
citizen in the sense of the

titish nationality Ac£(13).The

Act makes definitive categories of citizens by birth,descent,
registration,naturalisation and incorporation of territory;
it provider for the issue Of certificates of citizenship in
case of doubt;a transitoricl category of citizenship by
migration is also contemplated.These are breiefly discussed
hereafter.
Every person born in Pakistan is s. citizen of Pakistan
in under that let.This,however,has no application when,at the
time of a person’s birth the father enjoyed the immunity from
suit and legal process accorded to an envoy of an external
sovereign power accredited to Pakistan

1§). Pakistan Citizenship Act,S.15*

13).

Ibid.,S.2.

and was not a citiaen

of Pa'.:istan£t4/It is also

that his father should not

be on enemy alien and the birth in question should not have
taken place in territory in occupation of an enemy(15) • A
A more common type of citizenship is that by descent.A
person whose father is a citizen of Pakistan at the time of
his birth,is prima facie a citizen by descent.,here,however,
the father is himself a citizen of Pakistan by descent only,
anr3 the person in question is born in a foreign country,the
birth must be registered at the Pakistan Consulate or with
other competent authorit^and the

erson’s father must not

have at the time of his birth in the service of Pakistan(16).
Persons who migrated between the period 13th April,1951
(17) and 1st January,1952 from other parts of the Indo-Pakistan
subcontinent to the territories now included in Pakistan are
classed as citizens of Pakistan,provided they had the intention

15)•

IBid.,3.4(b).

16).

Ibid.,3.5•

17) . The date of the coming into force of the Pakistan Citi
zenship Act,1951.Persons who migrated before that date
became citizens of Pakistan by operation of law(vide
.3,Pakistan Citizenship(Amendment)Act,1952,substituting
the original proviso contemplating the discretionary
admission to citizenship by grant of certificate to any
claimant thereto ordinarily resident outside Pakistan
who,or any of whose grand parents,was born within what
is now Pakistan and who should not be a national or
citizen' of another country.

to stay in Pakistan permenently(l8).The question of animus
is one of fact and each case is decided on its merits.
Generally a person who moves from one place to another or
one country to another has,at the time of moving an intention
to remain in the country to which he moved^only temporarily;
hut he may later form an intention of staying there permanent

ly. It ha.s been held that from that moment he must be deemed
to have come to the country with tie intension of stay
ing there permanently^19)•

The people who migrated from Pakistan to India before
1 st Parch,1947 are not citizens of Pakistan(20 ).India takes

the seme view(21).But there is no bar to such persons return
ing to Pakistan under a permit for resettlement or permanent
retiirn and thereby becoming Pakistani citizens.Of course,

lo). Pakistan Citizenship Act,1951,0.6 .
19). ohanno Devi v.hangal Sain,(1060)22E.L.P.469.
20). Pakistan Citizenship Act,1951,S.yjthe effect of this
provision is to cut dovn the operation of the tramsito—
rial provisions with respect to migrants to India,con
tained in SS.3 and 6 and also of remaining provisions of
3.3 and of the definitive rules ast to citizenship by
birth laid down in 3.4,in so far as concerns persons
migrating from what is now Pakistan from India after
the setting up of two dominions.
21). Constitution of India,Art.7•

Indian ditizenship,if acquired,must be renounced before such
an application can be entertained!22).3.8 makes provision for
persons resident outside Pakistan at the date of the comi.ience-

ent of the Act.Any such person whose father or maternal
grandfather was born in the subcontinent may at discretion
obtain citizenship thereunder.But it is normally a pre
requisite to his so doing that he shall obtain a certificate
of domicile(23)>which involves that he shall have establish
ed ordinary residence in Pakistan;no certificate will be
required if the person concerned is the holder of a. Pakistani
Passport or his father or parental granfather is redident in
Pakistan at the commencement of the Act.
To acquire citizenship by naturalisation a person must

apply to the Central Government;if a certificate of naturali
sation is granted,it entitles the holder to all rights,
privileges and capacities of a person born in Pakistan!24).

22).

Pakistan Citizenship Rules,rr.ll,19 •

23)*

Under 3.17 of the Pakistan Citizenship Act,1951*

24).

Naturalisation Act,1926,3.7;it contemplates,inter alia,
the discretionary naturalisation of persons of full age
(eighteen years under the Pakistan Majority Act)saisfyin
a five-year residence or service condition and also
condition as to character,linguistic knowledge and
intention in relation to future residence or service.
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The necessity of obtaining a certificate may be dispensed
with in certain cases and it is within the discretion of the
C-overnnent to grant or refuse a particular application! 25)•
Yet another method of becoming citizens of Pakistan is
by incorporation of territory.If territory is ceded to Pakistan
the President may specify the persons and the conditions
subject to which persons residing therein nay be granted
citizenship!26).
Thus,Pakistan citizenship can be acquired in a number
of ways.The admission of aliens to citizenship is severely
restricted,there being no general provisions for the same.
Nual^ationality or citizenship is not remitted!27) and a
1

person may be deprived of his status as a citizen of Pakistan
upon certain specified grounds!28).

,

In the United Kingdom,a voter must either be a British
subject or a citizen of the Republic of Ireland!29)•The law
relating to Nationality is contained in the British Nationality

25).

Pakistan Citizenship Act,1951,S.9 and Pakistan
Citizenship Rules,1952,r.13(14).The latter provision
requires reasons where exeuntion is sought from pro
ducing the certificate of naturalisation.

26).

Pakistan Citizenship Act,1951,S*13*

27).

Ibid.,3.14.

28 ).

Ibid.,3.16.

29).

Representation of the People Act ,1949,>3.1.

Act,1948 .Persons;who, under the citizenship law of each member
of the Commonwealth are citizens of that country also possess
the statute of British subjects and Commonwealth citizens!30).
As pointed out by Prof.Mackenzie,

"The mother country is now in law an
equal member of the Commonwealth,under
the name of the United Kingdom and the
colonies and it has its own special citizenship.
This citizenship of the United Kingdom and
the Colonies can be acquired easily by citizens
of other Commonwealth countries,v;ho come to
live in Britain;but in spite of thtes,there
is no rule that they must acquire the
United Kingdom citizenship before voting
at a United Kingdom election."(31)
Therefore,a Pakistani could vote in Britain,if he was present
at the time of registration and has the general qualifications
to vote.The Commonwealth Immigrants Act came into force on
18th Api?il,1962 and its object,inter alia, was to control
immigration into the United Kingdom of Commonwealth citizens

30)).

The title 11commonwealth citizenship" was chosen because
the term "British subject" is inappropriate in relation
to the Commonwealth countries.Commonwealth citizenship
is not by itself a nationality but a title designating
an individual as possessing the citizenship of some
commonwealth countries which are independent Sates in
international lav;.

31).

Free Elections(1958),p.20.
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and. to authorise their deportation from the United Kingdom
in specified circumstances!32).Although the qualifications
required of Comnonwaalth citizens applying for citizenship
under the British Nationality Act are amended by the Act of
1962,it does not affect the right of the Commonwealth citizens
to vote at elections in Britain!35)•

Residence
The residential qualification of a voter is equally
importanjr.lt is necessary to promote internal stability
and give the electoral authorities time to investigate
qualifications.A voter has a responsibility to his fellow
citizens as well as to the State to see that the most suitable
representatives are sent to Parliament .If a member is to be
a representative of his constiuency,the voters must have
local affiliations;they must belong the electoral units
or constituency in which they vote.
In Pakistan,there is no provision prescribibg a minimum

32).

CommonwTealth Immigrants Act,S.12.

33).

The position,after the passing of the Immigration Act
of 1968,is also the same.
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period of residence^34)•The voter must either be a resident
or be deemed to be one on the qualifying date(35)•The ex
pression "deemed to be a resident" is not defined in the
Constitution,so it will be necessary to find out its meaning.
But first,a few words may be said as to what "residence"
means.Blackburn,J.,has construed it as under:"There is no strict or definite rule for
ascertaining what is inhabitance or resi
dence.The words have nearly the same mean
ing......... The question is whether there
has been such a degree of inhabitance as to
be in substance and common sense,a residence".
(36)
One thing is certain,that for a particular residence to be
effective,it must not be frivolous or colourable but bona
fide.
Coming now to the meaning of the expression "deemed by
law to be a resident",S.10 of the Electoral College Act lays
down:—
11............. a person will be deemed to
be a rns resident of an electoral unit,if
he resides or owns or is in possession of
a dwelling house or other immovable property
or works for gain in that unit".(37).
34).

35).
36).
37).

Paragraph 1 of Part I of the Second Schedule to the Basic
Democracies Order, 1959 had provided that a voter must be
resident in the ward for a period of not less than six
months immidiately preceding the first day of January in
which the preparation of the electoral roll commenced.
Constitution of Pakistan(,1962),ART.157,Electoral College
Act,S3.8,10 andSP(17) as amended by Act 17 of 1967*
Queen v.Mayor of Exeter,(1868) 4 Q. B. D.llOatf. Wl.
Electoral College Act,5.10(1).

The effect of the above provision is that a person is a resi
dent if he resides or owns or is in possession of a dwelling
house or other immovable property or works for gain in that
unit.The provision is provocative and foreshadows commplications
A person can register in the unit where he lives or where he
carries on his business or perhaps bpth(3©.The provision has
been judicially interpreted by the West Pakistan High Court
in Sardar IChan v.Regional Election Comnissioner(38).The entry
of the petitioner’s name in the electoral roll was challenged

on the ground that he did not qualify on the ground of residence,
as defined in S.10(1).According to the Returning Officer,"being
a mortgagee in possession of a house situate in the limit of
the ward,he was a resident of the electoral unit";he rejected
the objection.On an application to review his order,the Region
al Election Commissioer observed that, as the house in dispute
was owned by another person and there cannot be two owners,
as distinct from co-owners,of one property,a mortgagor does
not lose his proprietory right,for it is not transferred to the
mortgagee and the moifeagee merely collects and appropriates
the rent.Fie held that the petitioner was not the owner, so he
was neither a resident nor could be deemed one.He interpreted
the word "possession" as meaning actual physical possession.
He ordered the petitioner’s name to be deleted from the said
unit and registered in another unit.
37a).

38 ).

3.11 says that no person shall be entitled to be enrolled
on the electoral roll for more than one electoral units.
But it appears that the Legislature visualised a case of
double enrolment.
P.L.D.1966 L.390.

The High Court held that the Regional Election Commissioner
materially erred in the exercise of his jurisdiction by
interpreting the provision in the manner stated above.It was
further held that it is not necessary for being a "resident”
that a person should both own a house and actually possess
it;it is enough that he either ovais or is in possession of
a dwelling hoj^se or immovable property.S .A.I:ahmood,J.,said,
"....more than one person can be deemed to
resident by reason of a dwelling house
or other immovable property,being situate
in the electoral unit.A person owning it,
a person in its possession,and a person^works
for gain in that property^ is each a resident
and thus entitled to be enrolled on the
electoral roll,if he possesses the qualifi
cation of age and is not otherwise disquali
fied to be on that roll.If an owner has
mortgaged a dwelling house or other immovable
property with possession,whether actual or
constructive,he is equally entitled to be
enrolled on the electoral roll as the owner
of that property....Even if a person is a
mortgagee with possession and has rented out
the property,he is in its possession and has
to be deemed a resident,for purposes of subsection(l)of sectionlO,in the electoral unit
where the property is situate.”(38a)
38a).

Ibid.at p.392.

A person owning or possessing dwelling houses or immovable pro
perty or who works fr^r gain in more than one electoral units
may make a declaration in writing to the Registration Officer,
stating the electoral units on the electoral roll for which
he intends to be enrolled! 39)-'This applies where a person
has more houses than one or works in two different electoral
units and clause

(2 ) is quite independent of clause (l) of

3 .10.The declaration has to be in f»$m II (40).
A government servant,and a person holding public office,
may either enrol himself in the electoral unit,of which he
would have been a resident,if ho had not been absent on
public service(41)iIt will be seen that in this case the
alternative is more manifest.The wife of such a person would
a resident of
normally be regarded as/the electoral unit of which her
husband is deemed to be a resident.But if she makes a request

in writing to be deemed a resident of the electoral unit in
which she owns property or occupies a dwelling house,an order
to that effect will be made(42).
The Electoral College Act also makes provision concerning
persons in the Armed Forces.A me ber thereof is to be deemed

39).

Electoral College Act,3.10(2).

40).

Electoral College Rules,Schedule I.

41).

ElectO'jd

42).

Ibid.,3.10(5).

College Act,S. 10(4).
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a resident of the unit) indicated by him, of which he would
have been a resident if he had not been a member of the
(43)
Armed l o r c e ^ m ngland,persons with service o_ualifications
form a separate category of voters...embers of the armed forces
and the servants of the Crown have to fill in a declaration
(4$)in which it must be stated inter alia that,but for circum
stances entitling him to malce the declaration,he would have
been residing at the address specified in

the United Kingdom.

A wife can also avail herself of this provision; if she is
residing with he^r husband,who has a service qualification( 45) •
For purposes of exercising the franchise,persons detained
in prison,are considered to be residents of the electoral
units,indicated by them,in which*they would have been residents,
if not detained.This is a clear example of the importance of
local affiliation.In England and India,certain prisoners can
not voi?e;this is dicussed below when dealing with disquali
fications .

43)• Ibid.,3.10(3)•
44).

English Representation of the People Act,S.10(2).

45).

Ibid.S.10(4).

To be of Jull age is yet another pre-requisite for
becoming a voter.In Pakistan,as in England and India,a person

!

must be twenty-one years of age in order that his or her

i

name may be entered on the electoral roll(46).The age is
reckoned according to the qualifying date ,which was the
first day of May, 1964 for the preparation of the first
electoral rolls under the Electoral College Act and,for
amendments, corrections and revision of the electoral roll
the qualifying date was the first day of January(47) .For
is
the next elections,the qualifying date/fixed as the Exrss
first day of October, 1968 and,in relation to the revision of
an electoral roll,it means such date within the period within
which the roll is required to be revised as may be prescribed(48).This is necessary because the mere fact that a vote
is given by law to all otherwise qualified does not mean

!

that every young person can vote at every election after
his twenty-first birthday.

46). Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART. 157(a),Electoral College
Act,S.8.England is proposing to lower the voting age.In
1965 the Labour Party’s National Executive Council declares
itself unanimously in favour of lowering the minimum vot- j
ing age to 18.The Speaker’s Conference on electoral law
<
in Feb. 1968,however,recoomendafl that it should be 20;it
j
voted 24 to 1 for this and rejected by 22 to 3 a minimum J
age of 18.Keccomendations of the Conference are not auto
matically adopted but its membership includes representa
tives of all three major parties and,according to the
Times(London)of 28.2.68,the voting figure indicated that I
the proposal had substantial support from the Government
and the Tories .AA
<
)
|
'
fa.
j
47). Electoral College Act,S.8 read with S.2(17).
48). Electoral College(Second Amendment)Act,1967,8.2.
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In India age is reckoned on the first day of the year
in which the electoral roll is prepared or revised(49).In
England,a person’s age on the 10th of October determines
whether a cirizen is entitled to vote at any parliamentary
election for which polling takes place within the twelve
months beginning on the 16th of Eeburary in the following
year(50-J.However, a person who is not of full age on the
qualifying date but is so on the 15th June next following
the publication of the register,is entitled to be placed
on the register and allowed to vote at any election after
the second day of 0ctober(51).
The birthday of a particular person may sometimes be
a matter for argument,as the law does not take into account
a fraction of a day.In re 5hurrey(52),Sergent,J*,had to deal
with a will,under which certain persons would receive shares
in the residuie of the testator’s estate on their attaining
the age of twenty-five .One of the legatees was born on
22nd July,1891 and died on 21st July,1916,that is on the
day immediately preceding his twenty-fifth birthday.The
question was whether he had reached the stipulated age

49).
50).
51).
52).

Representation of the People Act,1950,33.19(a) and 14(b).
Electoral Registers Act,1949,S.14 and Electoral Registers
Act,1953,3.1(1).
Electoral Registers Act,1949,S.2.
(1918)1 Ch.263.
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and thereby taken a vested interst in a t^ird of the testator’s
residue.lt was held that he had.In Ed.Nazir v.Said Md.(53)»
a case under the Basic Democracies Order,1959>which required
that a candidate must be twenty-five years of age on the
first day of January preceding the election,the respondent
was born on the night following the 31st December, 1934 and
would be twenty-five years of age on 1st January, I960 ;he
was below twenty-five years of age on the nomination day,
vis.3*12.59 and also when the polling took place between
the 26th and 29th December.lt was argued that he should be
deemed to have attained the required age on the first day
of January, 1959•But the Court,on the ground that the date
had to be reckoned from the nomination day,held that he was
disqualified.
The general method of proof of age is the production
of a birth certificate.In the absence of proof to the
contrary,entries in ithave been accepted by courts as
conclusive on the point or at least^of high value(54)*A
difficulty,however,arises in places where the registration
of births is imperfect.lt is possible that the entry in the
register of births may not contain the name of the infant,
53).1.1.D.1962 L .421.
54). Sankra,N. v. Yoshoda, (1957)13^.1.R. 30 ;Nanak Lai v.Batij Nath,
A.I.R.1935 ?at.474-In a recent case of Ed.Yusuf v.Karan Dad,
E.L.D.1968 L.30 it was brought to the notice of the High
Court that the Controlling Authority,while setting aside
the election of the petitioner,on the gound that he was
disqualified by reason of age,had relied,inter alia,on the
birth entry.Che Court did not comment on this.
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utuwB only the name of the father is mentioned and this is
the same as that of the father of the voter in auestion.lt
could be argued that the entry relates to another person,such
as a brother.To it is necessary to refer to other documents,
such as the school register,the schocileaving certificate,
the record of appointment in Government service,for usually
these entries refer to incidents to which age limits attach.
But a school leaving certificate is not regarded in Pakistan
as very reliable(.55)- The reason was stated by Hayani,G .J .,
in the following words
"It is now widely known that parents give
a younger age to school boys thah they
actually possess in order that it should
keep them in Government service."(56)
In an earlier Lahore case,Addison and Agha Haider,JJ.,had
also oberved:"It is very common to make out a person
entering into a school to be younger
in age than he is,in order not to be
too old for Government employment,when
his education is completed and for other
reasons.iJ(57)
The view in India is that,though entries in the admission

55)*

Abdur Rashid v.hahwood Tasiq,P.1.D.1966 L.216.

56).
57).

Ld.Hawaz v.Ihc Collector,P. 1.1).I960 1.112 3af
Ld.Hasan v. oaf dar,A.1 .2.1933 1-601 at p. 603-
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registers ?re relevant,as entries made by public servants
in the discharge of their official duties(58),they are not of
much evidentiary value and reliance cannot be placed on them
(59)-they can be rebutted by medical and oral evidence(60)
or even by an. entry in a birth register(61) .
If the entries in/oirth register or the school regis^ter
are relied upon,it is essential that there should be evidence
to connect them with the person whose name is entered on the
electoral roll;this has been held by Iqbal,J.,in Chiulam dadir
v .Ahned ohafi(62).
It must also be mentioned that,if the document is admitted
by the other party,he cannot be allowed to contend that it
was inadmissible under the Evidence Acy C?lien a person makes
an admission of his age to his disadvantage,it may be subse
quently used as evidence to his disadvantage,when he claims
a vote.

58 ) .3ankra,N . v .Yasho da,(1957)133 •1.3. 34; Hal a Ham,B v .Faz al Bail,
A.I.B.1941 Pesh.38.
59)*BsBab v,Jyotish,4J .H.1941 Cal 41;Jagan Nath v.I.oti Ram,
A.I.H.1951 Panj.377;Sankra,N. v.Yashoda,(1957)13E.L.R.34.
60).Golghat Case,l I).B.C. 40561) .I'd.Hasan v. Bafdar,A.I.R.1933 1-601,
620P.1.D.1966 1 .68.
63)-Abdur Rashid v.lahmood 3adiq,P.l.D.1966 1.216.
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Sex
There is no discrimination on grounds of sex in the
qualificationsyfexercising the franchise in Pakistan.Every
woman,whose age is not less than twenty-one and who is other
wise qualified,is eligible to vote(64)*The history of the
suffragette movement shows that,while in some countries
women enjoyed equal rights with men in this matter,being
both eligible to contest elections and having the right to
vote,in others they had the right to vote without being
eligible for election or were eligible without having
the right to vote.The reasons varEEd varied from, lack of
judgement and indepence to the fear that they might form
an independent parliament.
In England,women were,under the Common Law,incompetent
to vote(65),and even the Representation of the People Act
of 1067 emphasised this incompetency(66).But efforts to
win the franchise continued in the 19th century;it was in
1905 that the movement really gained force under Rrs.Panldiurst,
the founder of the Aomen’s Social and Political Union.The
law giving women votes was finally passed in 1 9 1 8 K}<28d

64)•
65)•
66).

Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.157•
4 Inst.5.
Charlton v.Lings,(1868)41.B.C.P.374.
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In America the equal rights movement may be said to begin
with a local convention held at Seneca Falls,New York in 1848rhere the women formulated a "declaration of sentiments",
stating their grievances against men,the just ground of their
_

■ntfV

rebellion.inter alia,it recited,"Herman) has^permitted her to
hxsii

exercise her inalienable right to the elective franchise”

and "having deprived her of this right of a citizen,the
elective franchise,thereby leaving her without representation
in the halls of legislation,he has oppressed her on all sides”
and further,"now,in view of this entire disenfranchisement
of one half of the people of the country,their social and
religious degreelation-in view of the unjust laws above mention
ed and because women do feel themselves aggrieved,oppressed
and fraudulently deprived of their most sacred rigths,we
insist that they have admission to all the rights and pri—
veleges which belong to them as citizens of the United States”
(67)•During the period 1870-1910 women organised themselves

(68 )

into groups£ancl made some headway.fhey won the school suffrage
in more than twenty states ;the municipal suffrage in IZansas
(1887);for property owners the right on some or all measures

67)-

60).

Edward UcChenney Sait,American Parties and Elections(1927)
p.60,text quoted in History of Aomen Suffrage by Santon
and others.
She National Women Suffrage Association and American Yemen
Suffrage Society founded in 1869-fhey coalesced in 1890
under the none of American Hornan Suffrage Association.
srmNAh***!

submitted to tax-payers in six states;and,fa.r more important,
full suffrage in V/ycoming(l890) and in three neighbouring
states of Colorado(1893),Idaho(1896)and Utah(l896) (69)•
The progress that had been made before 1910 was more than
offset by repeated disappointments.Seventeen times,in eleven
states,the question of women's suffrage was submitted to
voters and rejected fifteen times.In 1910,however,Washington
was won;victory in California followed owing to money and
literature provided by the National American 'Woman Suffrage
Association.Arizona,Kansas and Orgeon followed in 1912 ,i’onlana
and Nevada in 1914.The Illinois legislature gave women the

right to vote for presidential electors in 1913-These successes
though confined to the West,pointed to the ultimate conquest
of the whole country.In 1917 the suffragettes won New York.
The victory was decisive yin January 1918 the House of
Representatives passed the women suffrage amendment by the
necessary two-thirds.The Nineteenth Ammendment,passed on
June 4>1919 provided,"the right of citizens of the United
States to vote shall not be abridged by the United States
or by any state on account of sex".

69)•

The states enumerated had less than two per cent of the
population of the country.They cast about three per
cent of the electoral votes.
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The grounds for refusing suffrage to women in Islamic
more
countries were that v;onen were/likely than men to act on
their emotions than on reason;their judgement was unstable;
they would have to attend public meetings,speak in public
and engage themselves in frequent tra.vel,which would be
unseemly and undignified.Their right to oarticipate in
political processes is inconsistent with Islamic principles(70).
The 1933 Rules for loca.l Bodies elections in Indoakin tan refused women the right to vote. It was considered that
rural women were less ecucated and more illiterate Jhan men;
they lacked independence of judgement in exercising the
right to vote so that a woman’s vote would mean a second
vote for a husband,father,brother or son;they have little
knowledge of the functions of local bodies and social customs
prohibit them, from mixing with men and being canvassed by
then.But these fa.ctors are irrelevant to the current situ
ation in Pakistan.The Constitution of Pakistan declares it an
inalienable right of every ^citizen1’ to vote at any election
in Pakistan(7l)*In fact,it even goes further to create special
seats in the Assemblies,reserved exclusively for vronen(72).
The latter point has been dealt with under the chapter on

70).

Atta Ilahi v.lohra harveen,?.L .j .19 58 f.0.298 at pp.309?
310.

71).
72).

ART.157.
Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.162.
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delimitation of constituencies(73).The neighbouring country
of India, also holds elections to the House of the People
and the Legislative Assemblies 0:1 the basis of adult suff
rage (74) •
Sound hind
Only a person of sound mind can be entered on the
electoral roll and entitled to vote(75).In other words|no
person non compos mentis,that is a person of unsound mind,
is competent to vote at an election.Such persons may be
divi de d. int 0 four cat ego ri es :
(1)idiots,i.e. persons of unsound mind since birth;
(2)persons mho from sickness,grief or other accident
have wholly lost their menorjr and understanding;
(3)lunatics,who though sometimes of unsound mind,enjoy
lucid intervals(aliquando gaudet lucid intervalis)and
(4)persons who by their own vicious acts for a time
deprive themselves of memory and understanding,for
instance persons suffering f

r

o

m

(75).

It wrill be seen that whereas persons in the first and second
categories are permanently disqualified,those in the third
73).
74).

I'Tanely, Chapter 2.See also Chapter 5 on the Elections.
Constitution of India.,Article 326.Celebrating the
jubilee of votes for women in Feb.1968,the leader of
the opposition announced that he had set up a research
committee to examine the law as it relates to women (The
Times(London),20tE Feburary,1968.
75).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.157 and Electoral
College Act, .8 (1 )(b ).
76). Taylor's kedical Jurisprudence(2nd ed.)p.478.
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and fourth category may vote as long as they are in their
senses .This,however,will always he a question of fact and,
before a ballot paper is handed to him,a Presiding Officer
must satisfy himself that^ at the moment of voting^the person
concerned is sufficiently compos mentis to discriminate
between the candidates and to answer the statutory questions
in an intelligent manner.It follows therefore that a person
of unsound mind may vote during lucid intervals(The method
of proving a person non compos mentis ,is similar to that of
proving him an idiot(77)*

Disqualifications of Voters

It has been recently held by the High Court of -Vest
Pakistani78)that there is a distinction between a person not
qualified and a disqualified person and so long as one is
not qualified no question of disqualification arises.This
statement isjiecessary because neither the Pakistan Constitu
tion nor the electoral laws have prescribed disqualifications
of a voter.It might,however,be interesting to refer to a few
of the general disqualifications recognised in the English
and the Indian lav/, if for no other reason than to show that
in

the position is,in some respects,materially different/Pakistan.
77)•Blackstone1s Commentries,Vol.1 (1893 ed.)p.227«
78).in Lid.Tufail v.IVd.Salim,P.L.D.1967 E.104.
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In England, a person convicted of treason or felony
and sentenced to death,preventive detention or corrective
training or to a term of imprisonment exceeding twelve
months cannot vote,unless the punishment or a substituted
punishment has been undergone or a free pardon is obtained(79)•
A person convicted only of a misdemeanour may,however,vote as
long as his punishment does not prevent him from doing so(80) .
According to Schofield,a number of persons convicted
misdemeanours wpre allowed to vote by post in the 1950 election
(81).In India,on the other hand,a person^who is confined in
a prison,whether under a sentence of imprisonment or otherwisw,
or who is in lawful custody of the police^ cannot vote at an
election(62).It appears that a person subjected to preventive
detention may vote(83)*It may be mentioned that the Croverment
of India Act, 1935 had provided that no person should vote at
an election in any territorial constituency,if he was for the
time being undergoing a sentence for transportation,penal
79)*

Forfeiture Act ,1870, 3.2 ;Constitutional Law by Wade and
Brodley(1965),p»106.

80).
81).
82).
83)*

Halsbury’s Laws of 5ngland(3rd-Ed.)Vol.14,p«13»re Jones
(1835)2 Ad.E.R.436.
Parliamentary Elections(1955)p*21.
Representation of the People Act,1951,3.62(5)♦
Ibid.,S.62(5) proviso.
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sevitude or imprisonment (84) -The position in Pakistan is materi-*
ally different .Conviction, followed by a sentence of imprison-

!

ment,does not affect the right of a person to vote at an
election!though it may disqualify a person to become a candidate
to the Electoral College and an Assembly in certain cases(85)).
It has already been observed that the Electoral College Act
makes elaborate provision for the registration of persons
detained in prison or other legal custody(86 ).
For corrupt and illegal practices and other election
offences,a punishment of imprisonment or fine or both is
prescribed!87 ).There is no provision in the Pakistan law
whereby persons guilty of the commission of such offences
may be deprived of their right to vote,although such persons
may be disqualified from being or being elected as members
of the Electoral College or an Assembly!88 ).A disqualification
to vote is incurred in India!89)*In England,a person convicted
on indictment of a corrupt or illegal practice suffers temporsay
disqualification,which is universal in its incidence in the
case of a corrupt practice!90).
84 ).
85 ).

86).
87 ).
88).
89).
j O).

Sixth Schedule,S.7.
Electoral College Act,S.53!l)!e) and !h) as amended by
S.9 of the Electoral College!Second Amendment)Act ,1967 ;
Contition of 1962,ART.103!2)!c).Discussed in Chapter 4*
V/hile discussing the qualification on the ground of rynderce
Electoral College Act,SS.61,62;National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,SS.80,8l;Penal Code,ch.IX A.
!
Electoral College Act,S.53!l)!i);Assemblies!Elections)
Act,S.104.
Representation of the People Act,1951,3.141.
uepresentaion of the People Act,1949,S .140.

The Electoral Roll
G-eneral
iT’person,even possessing the qualifications discussed
above,may no vote unless his name is also borne on the
electoral roll.An electoral roll or electoral register
(as it is called in England) is a list of persons entitled
to vote at the election to which it relates.This provision
is necessary because(i)adjudication on the qualifications of individual
voters should be kept separate from the process of
voting and should as far as possible be disposed of in
advanc e;
(llja voter has not a general right to vote bnttsr but
a right to vote in a particular constituency;the
electoral roll is definitive evidence of the right to
vote in the particular constituency;
(lli)the electoral roll is the basis of the organisation
of the electoral campaign between the parties.
In Pakistan,a separate electoral roll is to be prepared and
maintained for each electoral unit(9l),in such language as
the Chief Election Commissioner may direct(92).For each
electoral roll a Registration Officer ms appointed and he is
responsible for preparing the roll for that unit.Assistant
Registration Officers may be appointed to assist in the

91)-

Consitution of Pakistan!1962),ART.156.

92).

Electoral College Rules,R.5.

performance of his duties(93)•Subject to instruction issued
by the Chief Election Commissioner,an Assistant Registration
Officer may perform the functions of the Registration Officer
and the latter officer may require any person xk to assist
him in the performance of his functions( 94) .Thw work is requir
ed ito be done under the supervision of the Chief Election
Commissioner but he has delegated his power in this respect
to the Provincial Election Authority(95)•SkExfir
The first step is the collection of data on which a draft
electoral roll may be prepared.The Registration Officer may
have access to the register of births and deaths and collect
information and take Extracts from any register.The person
in charge of such registers cannot withhold the information
demanded(96).

93)-

Electoral College Act,S.7(1)•

94)*

Ibid.,S.7(2) as amended by S.6 of the Electoral College
(Second Amendment)Act 17 of 1967*By virtue of this
amendment it became necessary to amend the defintion of
a Registration Officer given in S.2(18) ;it now includes
an Assistant Registration Officer(£ide S.2 of the
Amending Act).

95).

Notification No.F.2(5)/64-ELS dated 28th April,1964*

96).

Electoral College Act,S.9*Regulation 22 of the English
Representation of the People Regulations,1950 provides
likewise but under reg.!£0,a person who refused to give
the information is liable to punishment.

Preparation of Electoral Rolls
The prepartion of electoral rolls is a very important
step in the process of elections.Unless electoral rolls are
prepared accurately,they will fail to ansure the return of
true representatives to the Legislatures.
A door to door enquiry is contemplated hut,in practice,
however,recourse is usually had to the previous electoral
rolls at the time of the preparation of the draft electoral
rolls.Very often agents of the prospective candidates procure
a copy of the same and,accompanied by assistants from the
office of the Provincial Election Authority,make hurried
enquiries.Phis,it is submitted,is a practice to be deprecated
for (a) it results in the exclusion of eligible voters and
inclusion of invalid and ."bogus” voters and(b) it produces
mistakes in the roll,particularly with regard tp entries
regarding age,If proper enquiries were made at this initial
stage,plenty of unnecessary trouble could be avoided.Frankly,
very few persons are sufficiently interested to register
themselves;few genuinely care what entries are being
recorded;it is generally an interested party,who brings
forward claims and objections.lt is submitted that the
Government should give wide publicity to the fact that
the electoral roll will be prepared in the press and else
where. The people should be encouraged to claim the right to
have their names put on the roll and to see that the
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that the particulars regarding them are correctly registered.
•*-itA

the old electoral^should only be regarded as a basis on
which to start but registration authorities should be
held responsible for ensuring the correctness of the roll,
irrespective of any assistance received from candidates for
elections.
A principle to be kept in mind during the preparation
of the electoral roll is that double enrolment must be
prevented.No person should be enrolled more than once on
the electoral roll for an a particular electoral unit or
in

theelectoral rolls of more electoral units than one.

3.11 of the Electoral College Act provides::li;o person shall be entitled to be enrolled
(a)on the electoral roll for any electoral
unit more than once;or
(b)on the electoral rolls for more than one
electoral units:
Provided that,if he is so enrolled, he
shall not cast his vote from more than one
electoral unit.11
(the underlining is by the author)
It is intersting to note that the prohibition is not asolute
and that the Legislature does visualise a person being en
rolled in more than one electoral unit.All that the section
contemplates is that a person enrolled more than once shall
not vote more than once or in more than one unit;this has
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g;

recived judicial recognition from the 7/est Pakistan High
Court in Munir Ahmed v.Returning Officer(97) .It may he added
that the proviso is not happily worded for it is an exception
to clause(b) only.The legislature has apparently omitted to
provide for the case where a person is enrolled

twice on the

same roll.It is submitted that the provision would be clarified
by the omission of the oroviso*
Claims and Objections regarding Draft Electoral Roll
After the draft electoral roll has been prepared,the
Registration Officer must publish it together with a notice
inviting claims and objections(9o).It is important that these
should be lodged or filed within seven days of the publication
of the draft electoral roll(99)for an objection not taken
within. ±n time must be rejected(l).
Only a person whose name appears on the electoral roll
nay object to the inclusion of any person,enrolled as a voter
in the same roll,by applying to the Registration Officer for
exclusion of the said name(2).An objector whose name appears
on the elector’s list has been held entitled to object,even

97).

P.L.D.1966 K.l.

98).

Electoral College Ach,3.8(2);Electoral College Rules,r.8.

99).

Electoral College Rules,r.11.

1).

Ibid;,r.15 and Ahsan Ali v. Z.A. Chaudhury,P.L.I).1966 D.41.

2).

Electoral College Rules,r.13(1)•
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though his name was subsequently struck off on objection(3)*
If the application is in writing,it should be signed and
certified in token of its correctness(4).It is within the
discretion of the Registration Officer to hear a person,
who desires to be heard in connection with the objection
and he may make such other enquiries as he deems necessary.
If the Registration Officer is not satisfied with the proof
adduced,the objection will be rejected and his decision
becomes final(5) .7/here,however,the objection appears to
P^ima facie

justified,the lav/ makes it incumbent on him

to publish the

objection and also to serve a notice onall

persons likely to be affected thereby^6).If the respondent
fails to appear in spite of service,the Registration Officer
must proceed to hear the objection(7).In other words,an
ex parte enquiry is contemplated;otherwise a summary
enquiry uc-Ciik be raa held.The
as a matter of

Registration Officer must,

principle,not consider any objectionjOfwhich

the voter has no previous notice.Co,Colleridge,C.J.,in
3).
4).
5).
6),
7).

Pease v.kiddlesborough Town Clerk,(1893)1Q*B.127.
Electoral College Rules,r.13C3)•
Ibid.,subrule(5)•
Ibid.,subrule(6).
Ibid.,subrule(7).

Smith v. .7oolston(8) ,held,
”1 am strongly of the opinion that it is
not the duty of the revising barrister,
if one objection is pointed out by notice
rto another,to allow another objection to
be taken before him;because the voter may
have prepared to meet one objection and
then be surprised by another for which he
is not prepared."
The decision of the Registration Officer,rejecting
an objection has not been made appealable(9) •The reason
is that to allow an appeal therefrom would result in multi
plicity of proceedings,which is not in keeping with the
spirit of the Electoral College Act and Rules,which provide
for a summary enquiry in the disposal of appeals and election
aetitions(lO).Litigation is common in the subcontinent
and,if appeals and revisions were permitted,the election
night be held up indefinitely .On the other hand, it is only
meet and proper that a person,whose name has been expunged
from the roll,should be allowed to appeal against the de
privation of his valuable right to vote,if he can show

8).
9).
10).

40 L.T.198 at p.199.
Electoral College Rules,r.l3(5) read with r.14.
As to wheter an election tribunal can dispose of a
petition summarily,see Chapter 8 on Election Disputes.
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that he has a case which deserves consideration.In England,
an appeal lies from any decision of the Registration Officer
vXuvtidj-

but a person,who has not availed/of the prescribed right to
be heard or make representation to the Registration Officer
onnthe matter which is the subject of appeal,cannot do so(ll).
A person claiming to be a voter can apply to be enrolled
by adducing documentary and oral evidence.Where necessary,the
Registration Officer will hold a further enquiry and hear
any person to determine whether the claimant should or
should not be entered on the electoral roll(12 ).An appeal
lies only against a rejection of the claim,so the decision
with regard to the acceptance of a claim is final(13$.It
is submitted that such an arrangement is satisfactory to
the candidate whom the enrolled voter supports but his
rival and his supporters have no remedy^ if the enrolled
voter is not qualified.
Appeals against the orders of the Registration Officer,
rejecting a claim or accepting an objection,are heard by the
revising authority,appointed by the Chief Election Commission
er for a group of electoral units .As sisJani? revising authorities

11).
12).

13)*

Representation of the People Act,1949*3.45(1) •
Electoral College Rules,r.12.the nature of the enquiry is
summary,Bor subrule(5 )says that neither the claimant nor
any person,who has been allowed to be heard, can as]£ for
for adjournment of the proceeding.
Electoral College Rules,r.14(1).The reasons stated above
in connection with the rejection of an objection would
a fortiori,apply here.
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may be appointed with the same rowers but subject to the
control of the revising authority(14)•
Any person aggrieved with the Registration Officer’s
order rejecting a claim or accepting any objection,can,
on payment of 2s.10,obtain from the Registration Officer
a copy of his order and a statement of gist of the case(15 )*
If more than one application arises out of the same case,
the Registration Officer may send the copy and statement
to the revising authority and direct theapplicant to appear
before it on a fixed date(16).The sending of the copy of
the order with the gist of the case to the revising authority,
instead of giving it to the applicant,appears to be a strange
practice,for the person aggrieved would like to study the
copy of the Registration Officer’s order to search for
possible points of attack in appeal.The reason for the
provision apparently:-: is presumably administrative conve
nience but,in any case,such an order should be open to in
party
spection by the/aggrieved(17) .'The applicant must file the
appeal within three days of the receipt of the copy by him

14).
15).
16).
17).

Electoral College Rules,r.9 read with r.14*
Ibid.,r.14(2).
Ibid.,proviso.
Electoral College Act,s.8l read with Electoral College
Rules,r.16.
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or when it is received in the office of the revising autho
rity (18).The revising authority may call for the record and
make such enquiries as he deems fit and his decision is
not open to question(19 )•
1guojMotu*Powere to Include or Exclude Names

The Registration Officer han himself,within seven
days of the publication of the draft electoral roll,
request the revising authority to include,exclude or correct
names therein(20).Rule 16 of the Electoral College Rules
reads thus:flThe Registration Officer may,within a
period specified in rule 11 ,request the
revising authority(a)*k° include in the electoral roll the
name of any person left out due to inadvertance or the absence of timely infor
mation while preparing the draft electoral
roll ;or
(b)to exclude any name from the electoral
roll or make correction of clerical errors
which he is himself authorised to make
under subsection(3) of S.3."
(the underlining is by the author)
It may be noted that the rule has reference to the stage
before the publication of the final electoral roll,so does
3.B(3),under which the Registration Officer is to make

18).

Electoral College Roles,r.l4(3)*

19)•

Ibid.,r.14(4).

20 ).

Ibid.,r.16 .

such additions or modifications as may be required by any
decision on any claim or objection and correcticlerical
or printing error.How subsection(3) of 3.8 is clearly
intended to cover the decisions of the Registration Officer
as well as the revising authority.Reading 3.8(3) and r.16(b)
together,it would seem that the revising authority,besides
0M.

hearing^appeal,is

-vested with the powers of reference in

cases where the Registration Officer decides to invoke r.16.
Rut we have already seen that finality is attached to the
orders of the Registration Officer (a)accepting a claim and
(b)rejecting any objection.Does a further reference
lie to the revising authority in such cases? It is submitted
that the answer should be in the negative.The provision under
discussion would also seem to become redundant since the
amendment of S.8(5) and addition of subrule2A to r.22,whereby
the Registration Officer has been given further powers in
the matter of correction of entries in the electoral roll(21).
This is discussed below.It should be pointed out,that,though
the first part of clause(b) of r.16 speaks of exclusion of
any persnn name from the electoral roll,the grounds on
which it may be done are not stated.Again,clause(b),as it
now stands,is not happily constructed.The latter part dealing
with corrections ought to form a separate subsection.

21).Electoral College(Second Amendment)Act 17 of 1967 and
Electoral College Rules,1964(Amendment) dated 17*10.67*
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The list,published after the necessary addition^,modifications
and corrections have been made by the Registration Officer ,
becomes the final electoral roll for purposes of ARTICLE 156
of the Constitution( 22) .7/e will proceed to consider the
proceedings subsequent to this.
Amendment of the Electoral Roll
After the publication of the final electoral roll,
amendments by addition of names and correction of entries
may still be carried out for the following purposes
(a)to aorrect any entry or supply any omission therein,
(b)to include the name of any qualified person whose
name does not appear or of any person who has,since
its establishment or its last revision,become qualified
to be enrolled on such electoral roll,and
(c)to delete therefrom the name of any person who
has died or has become disqualified frn for enrolment
on such roll.(23)
A person who claims to have become entitled to be enrolled
must apply to the Registration Officer of his electoral
unit.Rule 22(1 ),as originally enacted,provided that the
application should be accompanied by a fee of Rs.5*This

22)^Electoral College Act,S.8(5) as substituted by 3.4(b)
V of the Electoral College(Second Amendment)Act,1967*
2 3)\Electoral College Act,3.8(4) as amended by S.4 of the .
Electoral College(Second Amendment)Act,1967 read with
r.21 of the Electoral College Rules,and r.22.
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raised the questions whether the levy of Rs .5 was legal ^
whether the law under which it was imposed was intra vires
the Constitution,The former Law Rinister of West Pakistan
in his article in the Pakistan Times(24)examined the various
provisions of the Constitution and the law on the subject
and concluded that r.22(1 ),in so far as it imposed a levy
a
in respect of amendment,[had the effect of arbitrarily
clogging or limiting a constitutional right;it wec was
opposed to the concept of adult franchise*,it Eras illegal
and ultra vires the Constitution and the Act,In October
1967*subrule(1 )of r .22 was amended and the words "on payment
were
of Rs.5 in court fees stamps!Vdeleted.After issue of notice,
a short enquiry will be held and,if the Registration Officer
is satisfied,he will amend the electoral roll so as to
include the name of the applicant(25 )•
Similarly,a person nay apply for the correction of an
existing entry relating to himself.The Registration Officer
must hs satisfy himself that the entry relates to the appli
cant and that the entry is erroneous or defectine.But where
the entry relates to a person other than the applicant,a
notice should be sent to the person likely to be affected

24)25).

Crhulam Kabi Memon,Enrolment as voter:1s the Fee Legal?
Cutting received in September,1967 from home;the
date of publication not known.
Electoral College Rules,r.22(1).
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thereby and amendment will only be made on proof that the
entry in question is either defective or erroneous or
ought to be deleted(26).3y virtue of new subrrule(2A),the
Registration Officer has been empowered to correct errors on
the electoral roll.The scope of the subrule is only limited
by subrule(3)5otherwise this provision can be invoked by the
Registration Officer at any time.It reads:'K/here at any time,an error in an entry
in an electoral roll for the time being
in force,comes to the notice of the Regist
ration Officer,he may of his own ansnrd
motion and after giving notice to the
person to whom the entry relates,correct
such error.11(27) •
It is difficult to conceive that this subrule gives the
Registration Officer a further power to amend,for his
jurisdiction is confined to making small corrections.
Subrule(21) is comparable to subrule(2) but differs from
subrule(1 ), dealing with questions of s u b s t a n c e Jfc
inclusion of a person’s name on the electoral roll.So it is
not inconsistent with the provisions(already discussed)
which attempt at giving finality to the orders of the Regist
ration Officer and the revising authority.

26).
27).

Ibid.,r.22(3).
subrule (2) of r.22 introduced by the Electoral College
Rules Amendment notification of 17.10.67*
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Rut the provisions of subrule(l) and (2 ),discussed
above,are controlled by subsection(3),which reads
nNo application under subrule(l)or subrule(2 )
shall be entertained nor shall any amendment
or correction of any electoral roll be made
under this rule,at any time,after the electoral
unit to which the application,amendment or
correction relates has been called upon to
elect its representative.
Provided that no such election shall be
postponed on the ground that such application,
amendment or correction is pending on the day
the electoral unit is called upon to elect its
representative."(28)
This subrule embodies the principle of finality attaching
to electoral rolls,so that an election is held in time
and disputes as to entries in the electoral roll do not
delay the holding of the elections.There is a specific
proviso framed to ensure that no election should be postponed
on the ground that an such application is pending disposal
on the day the electoral unit is called upon to elect its

28).

As amended by the Electoral College Rules( Amendment)
dated 17 .10 .67 .By the amendment,the provision applies
to an application under subrule (1 ) and (2 ) angfc any
amendment or correction.The subrule,as originally
enacted, contained the words,'’application under subrule
(l)” and "no amendment under subrule(2)” .The change was
necessitated owing to the new subrule(2A),which em
powered the Registration Officers to make "corrections”•
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representative.lt has been held that subrule(3 ) is absolute
in its terms and no amendment or correction should be made
which contravenes its provisions .In l.Iunir Ahmedv.Returning
0ffice^ 9 ),the notification calling upon the electors to

elect their representative was issued on 3rd.October,1964
and 15th October was fixed for receipt of nominations;no
amendments were filed on that day,so the Returning Officer
issued a fresh notice announcing 21st November as the date
for filing the nomination papers.The Registration Officer,
on the order of the deputy Chief Election Commissioner,
added the name of the third respondent on 16th October,and
the name of the petitioner and his supporters on on 26th
October,in pursuance of their applications.There was ad
mittedly no new notification superseding that of 3rd.October
The High Court of V/est Pakistan held that,after the notifica
tion had been issued on 3rd.October,no additions or amend
ments could be made in the final electoral roll before the
conclusion of the election and the Registration Officer
anted in clear violation of the provision contained in subrule(3) of r .22 in adding the name of the petitioner,his
two respondents and respondent N0 .3.A similar view was
taken in G-hulam Qadir v.Election Tribunal( 30) .Upholding the

29).
30).

P.L.E.1966 N.I.
P.L.D.1968 Q.l.
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decision of the Election Tribunal,it was held that the appli
cation, which should have been made within the stipu.la.ted
period;had not been made and the electoral roll bearing
the name of the petitioner was in contravention of the law.
In Md.Yusuf v .. a rain Dad (31) >the fourth respondent was elected
as a member of the Electoral College.Then he contested for
Sj/fim SI

the/Chairrnan,under

the

cs:.c Democracies^Election of

Chaiman) Rules, the petitioner contended that as the respondent
was shown as twenty-four years on the final electoral roll,
he wasLxdiscnisiifijs did not qualify for election. The respondent
replied thatjhe had mare an application to the Registration
Officer,who by his order dated 7th October,1964- corrected
the entry.The Controllh g

uthority,relying on Misan Ali v.

.I.Chaudhry(32)which decision was erroneous and had been
overruled,dismissed the objection on the ground that he was

not competent to go behind the entries in the electoral roll.
Before the 'Tigh

hurt

;he petitioner argued that,even if

the correction was ordered by the Registration Officer,it was
in violation of r.22(3)

the Electoral College Rules,

because the notification calling upon the electors to elect
their representative had been issued on 3.10.64 and the

31) • 0 .1 .0 . 1 9 6 6 L .30 •
32).
.L. 3.1966 0.41.
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■egi strati on Officer was powerless to make amendments or

corrections until after 2.11.64,i•e.the date of the election.
° .A., ahmood, J .,held that, there is no manner of doubt that
the correction of respondent’s age was made in contravention
of subrule (3) of rule 22 . 'he /uprenJCourt has also taken the

same view in Rashid Ahmed v.Barkat Ali(33)•
.ith respect to amendments necessitated by the occurence
of deaths,the Registration Officer

ay issue a general or

special order,requiring any person in charge of the register
of births and deaths or a local or other authority to inform

hi: i of the death of a person above the age of twenty-one,as
and when that death occurs or is brought to the notice of
the Registration Officer,he must delete the name of the
deceased from the eLectoral roll(34).
the Electoral College ,ct was amended bh(35},so as to
introduce

.13-A. with effect from 14th October,1964• This new

33) • P.L.D.1966 3.C. 301.It was held that the name of the

34).
35).

respondent was included in the electoral roll ;,not
in accordance with the law but in clear disregard of
the mandatory provisions of subrule(3)of rule 22fJ.
Electoral College Rules,r.22(5).The provisions are similar
to those contained in reg.14 of the Representaion of
the People Regulations of 1950 in England.
By the Electoral College(Amendment)Ordinance 8 of 1964.
It authorised the Chief Election Commissioner to include
the name of any elector at any time, "whether before or
after the publication of the final electoral roll under
subsection(4)of S. . 3y s.7 of the lectoral College ,
(Inendnent)Act 2 of 1967,the word in inverted commas"
were deleted.

1C 1
section empowered the Chief Election Commissioner to
include in the electoral roll the name of any person qualified
to be enrolled.The Com' issioner may exercise the wide power
at any time and it provides another opportunity for a person
wrongly disenfranchised to be place

in the electoral roll.

It is necessary that the matter be brought to the notice of
the Registration Officer.

Revision of t he Electoral R o l l _

intially

ilvery electoral roll was/required to be revised annually;

the oeriod has been extended to eighteen months(36).The new
3.12(1) reads:”Every electoral roll shall for the purpose
of its maintenance up to date,be revised
with reference to the qualifying date,in
the prescribed manner within the period
of eighteen no ths immediately preceding
the day on which the term of the Electoral
College is due to expire sn as to complete
such revision xifh± at least six months
before such day.”
Under subsection(2),however,the Chief Election Commissioner
ray call for the revision as and when necesssry.A large dis
cretion is vested in him,for he may have the revision carried
out at any time which,it is submitted,is prima facie

36).

lectoral College Act, .12(1) as reenacted by the
.
‘lectors,! College(Inendnent$Act 2 of 1967 and
further amended by 3.8 of the Electoral College
( eco .K .amendment / \ct 17 of 1967.
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niltra vires the provisions contained in Chapter IV of the
Electoral College Act. iowever,the la?/ requires the pro
cedure

rescribed for the preparation of a draft electoral

roll to be foilowed(37).Failure to carry out the revision
does not affect the vaidity or continued operation of an
electoral roll prepared or revised earlier(38).
finality and Conclusiveness of Electoral Roll

The various provisions of the Electoral College Act
and the Rules made thereunder,which have been considered,
show that the Legislature has made sufficient provisions
for inclusion and raising objections to the inclusion of
a person in the electoral roll at various stages.The policy
of the law is that all questions as to the right to vote
must be raised before the Registration Officer and the
revising authority.The electoral roll thereafter becomes
final and every person included in it has a Constitutional
right to vote at the election to which it relates.In
Ghu.lam Qadir v.Ahmed Shafi(39),t e petitioner’s election
was set aside,on the election petition filed by the res
pondent ;on the

round that a large number of voters,who

had cast their votes were minors.The High Court set aside

37).
3£).

39)•

lectoral College Rules,r .23(2).
Electoral College ct, 1.13(1) asamended
by 3.6 of the
lectoral College(Amendment)Act 2 of 1967*By the amend
ment the words -not amended and corrected under section
8 or revised, under section 12” weresubstituted
for
■not revised under section 12*'.

.L.D.1967 L.68.
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the order of the ribrnal;it was held that persons entered
on the electoral roll have a right to vote and the Tribunal
had no authority to examine whether certain voters were dis
qualified. to vote on the ground of age.

The Returning Officer is,in relation to the elections
of the Electoral College,the President and the Assemblies,
specifically prohibited from encuiring into the correctness
and validity of any entry in the electoral roll(40). .23(3)

oroviso(iii) of the Electoral College Act reads:the Returning Officer shall not enquire
into the correctness or validity of any
entry in the electoral roll.”
The provision has been the subject matter of judicial inter
pretation. In Ahmed v. ir Id.(41),Anwaul Haq,J.,observed:11At first sight,the proviso does appear
to indicate that the entries in the
electoral roll are final for all purposes,
but oh a scutiny of the various provisions
contained in the Act as well as the Electoral
College Hules,relating to the preparation
of the electoral roll,it becomes clear that
that the elaborate procedure precsribed there
in is directed only towards one end,namely
to ascertain whether a person is eligible
to exercise the right of vote.”
Anwarul Haq,J.,was also a member of the full Bench in
. d.Tufail v.ijd.Salim(42) ,in which this question was

40)Electoral College 'ct,S.23(3)proviso(iii);Presidential
Election Act,3.18(3)proviso iii);National and Provincial
Assemblies^Election )Act,3.14(3)*
1 1 ) j : . 1 . J.1966 1.927 F t p.930. (42) .F.L.D.1967 K.104.
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thoroughly examined.The petitioner and respondent were
candidates for election to the Electoral College.At the
time of scrutiny,the petitioner objected to the respondent’s
candidature on the ground that he was less than twentyfive years of age(being shown as twenty-three years of age
on the electoral roll).The objection was rejected by the
Returning Officer on the respondent producing a counter
affidavit and an age certificate from the police surgeon
that he was above twenty five years;at the election the
respondent was elected.Refore the High Court the question was
whether it was open to the Returning Officer to go behing the
entry of age in the electoral roll,in view of the provisions
of S.23(3).In the respondent’s submission,3.23(3) enjoined
the Returning Officer,in clear and unambiguous language,
not to enquire into the correctness or validity of any entry
appearing in the electoral roll and that the finality
attaching to the electoral roll extends to the qualifying
age of a voter as well as the candidate.The Court by a
majority decision(Qadeeruddin,J.,Contra)rejected the
respondent's contention.Anwarul Haq,J.,with whom Waheeuddin,J
concurred,said,
11The injunction contained in the proviso

cannot be interpreted in a manner which
would confer a status on and finality on
the electoral roll which it was not intended
to posseess by these provisions of the Act
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and the Rules,under which it has been
prepared.The finality which therefore
attaches to the electoral roll and the
restraint which is placed on the Returning
Officer under the third proviso to section
23 of the Electoral College Act must be
interpreted to mean that the Returning
Officer shall not question the right to
vote of either the candidate or his
proposer or seconder while scrutinising
a nomination paper.If an objection is
raised regarding the fulfillment of a
candidate of the requirement og age as
prescribed by clause(l)of Article 158,it
is incumbent upon the Returning Officer to
satisfy himself that the requirement is
in fact fulfilled and he can in doing so
go behind the entries in the electoral roll.
(43)
It follows that the electoral roll is binding on the
Returning Officer to the extent that a perscc*whose name is
on the electoral roll,has an unrestricted right to vote at
the election to which the roll relates,and for no other
purpose.In other words,an electoral roll is not final or

43)*

P.L.D.1967 K.104 at p.US.The dissenting Judge based hi
view on a strict interpretation of the provision.He
said, "7/hatever difficulties there might be existing in
good and sound drafting of legal provisions,our system
of law must be supported and strengthened by the Judge
by giving effect to clear provisions of law and the
express intention of the Legislature uninfluenced by
self inclinations,however esteemable there motives'*,
at p.129.
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sacrosanct qua the individual entries contained therein.
This is discussed below.But,first a few words as to the
competence of the Election Tribunal to go behind entries
in the electoral roll.There is a divergence of opinion on
this point.
t

In Ghulam Abbas v.Additional Commissioner(44) >the peti

tioner’s election to the electoral College was set aside
by the Tribunal on the ground that a number of persons
who voted were less than twenty-one years of age.A division
Bench of the lest Pakistan High Court held that the Tribunal
cannot question the entries in the electoral roll,because:
(a)if the intention of the Legislature was not to make
it conclusive,the Returning Officer would not have been
forbiddenjto go into the correctness or validity of any
entry in the electoral roll,
(b)finality being given to the orders of the revising
authority,an objection to entries in the electoral
roll could not be gone into by another authority,and
the election tribunal is a creature of'/the Electoral
College Act. and the Rules,
(c)the Returning Officer,who is the chief scrutinising
officer,having been debarred from going into the correct
ness or validity of any entry in the electoral roll,it

44)-

P.L.D.1S65 E.645.
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was.necessary to put a further prohibition with respect to
the election tribunal,end
(d)there was no provision for making a voter a party in
the election petition.
From the above decision it appears that entries in the
electoral roll are binding on the election tribunal,irrespec
tive of whether they are in repect of the voter or the
candidate.But a recent decision of the V/est Pakistan High
Court reported as Md.Yusuf v .Earam Dad(45) has distinguished
the decision in Ghulam Abbass*s Case(46) on the ground that
it is based on the right of a voter and not the qualification
or disqualification of a candidate.Even the karachi Bench,in
a later case(47) held that the tribunal has khe power to go
nade

into r,requisite'fentries/in the electoral roll.In that
case the Tribunal had set aside the petitioner’s election
on the ground that his nomina.tion was proposed by a voter,
who was less than twenty-one years of age.So?the position
isx&xxiiar

of the election tribunal is similar to that

of the Returning Officer.lt is submitted that the decision in

45).
46).
47).

P.L.D.1968 L .30..
P.L.D.1965 X.625•
Ghulam Rasool v.Deputy Commissioner,P.L.D.1966 K.151.
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the case under discussion,is,however,open to the following
criticism
Although the law specifically ousts the jurisdiction of
the Returning Officer to question the entries in the electoral
roll,it makes no corresponding provision in the Act or the
Rules concerning the election tribunal.The Rules only say
that the decision of the Registration Officer is final(48).
Rule 19 reads:’’Every decision of the revising authority
under rules 14*15*17 and. 18 shall be final".It will be
observed that the words,"and shall not be questioned by
any authority" are not in the provision cited,and it would
be dangerous to imply such words in a statute.The learned
Judges have further held that,if the intention of the
Legislature was toallow a candidate to challenge the
electoral roll in an election petition,it would have been
provided that the voter,whose right to remain on the electoral
roll is challenged,should be made a party.It is true that the
right of franchise is a Constitutional one and cannot be
taken away without affording an opportunity to show cause
to the voterbut there is,it is submitted with great respect,
no bar to a voter being made a party to these proceedings.
Voters who have been denied their right to vote vat an election

48 ).

Electoral College Rules,r.13(5)*(6 ) and r.14*
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can be added as per forma respondents to the election peti—
tion to have the election decared void in toto under R.35(c)
of the Electoral College Rules.
Ahsan Ali v .Ghulam H i (49) tthe election of the
petitioner was set aside by the Election Tribunal,which found
that he had not attained the qualifying age on the date of
hils nomination.The petitioner was shown as being twenty-seven
years of age on the electoral roll and no objection ah had
been taken to this entry at any stage of the ^reparation
of the electoral roll or at the tine of scrutiny of the
nomination paper.The question for determination was whether
the election tribunal,constituted under the Electoral College
Act,was competent to go into the question of the age of
the petitioner and set aside the petitioner's election.
Chaudhury and Sayem,JJ.,observed,
!tSufficient remedies having been made
available for the correction of the
electoral roll,the age nfxths as shown
in the sameappears to have been taken
as the conclusive evidence of age of a
candidate and it is not contemplated
in the Act that it should be reopendd.
49)*

P.L.D.1966 D. 41*The decision has not been followed in
cases ;Abdur Ghafur v.Nur ltd. ,J?.L.D.1966 L.42 3 and
Abdur Rashid v.ltahmood Sadiq,P.L.D.1966 L.216,where
it was spedifically dissented from.
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According to the entry in the electoral roll
the Constitutional requirement has been ful
filled.Bo ,a question of disobedience to a
command of the Constitution does not arise.
Suffice it to say that the election tribunal
has not been saddled with the responsibility
of examining once again the question of age.
<Ve are of the opinion that it has to proceed
on the basis of the electoral roll."(50)
But the later decisions of the High Court(51) have taken the
consistent view that an election tribunal,like the Returning
Officer,has the power to go into qualifications and dis

qualifications of a candidate.In Abdur Rashid v .K ahnood Saiq(52),
the petitioner,respondent No.2 and respondent No.3 contested
election to the Electoral College;the petitioner, having
b * t Of-

secured the highest^votes was elected.Before the Election
Tribunal documentary evidence was produced to show that the
returned candidate was below twent-five years of age on the
nomination day and to contend that he was,under ARTICLE 158(1)
of the Constitution,disqualified from contesting the election.
The Election Tribunal set aside his election and declared
respondent No.2 elected instead.Before the High Court it was

5G).Ibid.,at p.47*
51).Abdur Rashid v.Rahmood Sadiq,P.L.D.1966 L.216;Abdul Ghafur
v.Nur Ed. ,P.L.D.1966 L.423;Ahmed v.ltir Md. ,P.L.D.1966 L.927;
Ed.Tufail v.Ed.Salim,P.L.D.1967 K. 104;Ed.Yusuf v.ICaram Dad,
P.L.D.1968 L.30.
52).p.L.D.1966 L.216.
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argued that the entry of the petitioner's age was final £ua
the tribunal,which was not entitled to go behind it.The
Court dismissed the petition and held that the question of
age could be examined by the Tribunal.lt was held,
"Since the entry in the electoral roll,
regarding the age of the petitioner could
be challenged in an election petition and
since the question of age of the petitioner
was in issue in the election petition,the
Election Tribunal had come to its ow^n
finding on its own appraisement of the data
before it."(53)
In Abdul Ghafur v.ITur I~d.(54),the Court based its decision on
ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution.Chauhan,J.,said,
"A perusal of the Article will show that
with regard to "election disputes" the
ultimate forum is to be the Election
Tribunal,and it is the decision of the
Tribunal which is to be given finality
and not the decision
of the administra
tive officers concerned with the preparation
and conduct of the election.If from the
various provisions of the Act it is to be
concluded that finality attaches to entryes
in the electoral roll,then this will meann
that the mandate given by the Constitution,
so as to make the lection Tribunal as the

53)*Ibid.,at p.219.
54).E.L. -.1966 L.42 3.ART.171(1)makes provisions concerning
disputed elections.lt is discussed in Chapter 8(Election
Dispute) and Chapter 9(Jurisdiction of Courts).
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final arbiter will be defeated

The
jurisdiction of the Election Tribunal
under the Electoral College Act has been
deliberately kept very wide and unrestricted
so as to enable it to go into all types of
election disputes'*.Disputes of age in the
present case being essentially an election
dispute,it will not be reasonable to hold
that it has been excluded from the jurisdiction
of the .lection Tribunal,whereas all other
disputes are included. (55)

khE::dEEiH±on::inx±bD:Ed::5:ir
:he decision in Ahnecl v. ir hd.(56) was based on

kTICLE

158(1) of the Const tution.lt was hold that an election
tribunal is under an obligat o:1 to ascertain the

age of

a candidate, so as to ensure that it is the minimum age of
twenty-five years prescribed by the Constitution;otherwise
the election tribunal would be acting in violation of the
Constitution and,as observed by S.A.I ahmood,J.,in Md.Yusuf v.
Earam Dad(57) ,rlits action would a. ount to placing a premium
on dishonesty,and perpuating a fraud,which a person may
practised by misrepresenting his age,in order to qualify
hj self for toeing

etumed as a member against the mandate

55).Ibid.,a : p.428.
56),P.X.D.1966 L .927 .A.to!1.158(1) reads:"The persons enrolled
on the electoral roll for an electoral unit shall,in
accordance with law,from tire to time elect from among
themselves a. person who is not less than twenty-five
years of age,who shall be known as the elector for
that unit".

U ) . p. LJ». 1468 Sio.
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of the Constitution” .To the same effect is the decision of

the Peshawar Bench in Than laraz v>] d.Iqbal(58) and the
arach Bench in . d.Jufail v. d.5alim(59).Finally,reference

nay be made to the decision of the Supreme Court in Imtiaz
.dmed v .C-hulam

d.(69) where Cornelius,J

as he t en was,

relying on two English Cecisions(61),said,
”It is settled that every person whose
name is entered on the electoral roll
is entitled to vote at the election to
which it relates,uless there be some
personal disqualification 62)
It is submitted that an election tribunal should go behind
entries in the electoral roll more particularly,for the

58).
59).
60).
1)«

63).

P.L.3.1967 P.41.
P.L.D.1967 K.104.
P.L.B.1958 S.C.238.
towe v.Jollife(lS74)9 1.7.C.P.734,where it was held
that the register is conclusive on a Returning Officer,
as well as an any tribunal which is to enquire into
the election unless there be some persnnal disqualification;Prembroke Borough Case(1905)5 0M.& H.135,where
it was held that the register is conclusive and the people
whose names are mentioned on it are presumed to have
the necessary qualifications and that it is necessary
to raise all ouestions as to the right to vote before
the Registration Officer and the revising authority
and that this had been done by preventing any such
question from being raised at any other time,or in
any other manner.
P.L.D.195S S.C.238 at p.241.
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1)There is no express bar ousting its jurisdiction,such
as is contained in 3.23(3)proviso(iii),concerning lack of
necessary power in the lieturning Officer;
2)the Returning Officer being held competent to go into
such entries,it is desirable that the election tribunal,to
whom the electiorjpetition lies, should be able to test the
correctness of the decision of the Returning Officer;
3)3.60 of the Electoral CollegeAct read with r.36 of the
Electoral College Rules,give wide powers to the election
tribunal,constituted thereuhder,to decide all election
disputes;the question whether a candidate is qualified or
disqualified is an election dispute.
It is submitted,with respect,that the reasoning based
on ARTICLE 158(1),prescribing twenty-five years as the age
for election,is not sound.The leaned Judges have,it is again
submitted with respect,omitted to note that a voter,too,must
be twenty-one years or over by virtue of a Constitutional
provision namely ARTICLE 157.So if we accept this reasoning
9

t

we must also allow the election tribunal to go into the
question of age of the voter.But we have already seen that
the aiithorities are against such a proposition.So,although
an electoral roll is to be acted upon in all matters relating
to an election,it is final only with regard to the right of
a particular person to vote.It is always subject to the said
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qualification.But it is different from saying that individual
entries in an electoral roll are conclusive .In the case of

!

Iehboob Ahmed v.Controlling Authority(63)»the order of the
Controlling Authority was assailed,iirber alia,on the ground
that he had no jurisdiction to go behind the electoral roll
of 1958,in which the petitioners nazhe age was shown as
twenty-five years,because the electrol roll was conclusive
with regard to th particulars mentioned therein.The Controlling
Authority removed the petitioner,setting aside his election

j

as a member and chairman of the Union Council on that score.

:

Anwarul Haq,J.,with whom Yaqub Ali,J•concurred,said,
"The conclusiveness which attaches to an
electoral roll is only with regard to the
right to vote enjoyed by a particular
person whose name appears in the electoral
roll,but with regard to no other matter.M(64)
(the underlining is by the author)
In Ahmed v.Mir Ud.(65)»the same learned Judge observed,
"The determination of the exact age is not
contemplated by any provision of law dealing
with the preparation of the electoral roll...
....Article 158 of the Constitution.......
lays down that persons concerned should be
enrolled as voters onthe electoral.roll of
the unit concerned and should not be less than
25 years of age.In other words,the qualification
63).
64 ).
65).

P.L.D.1961 B.J.15.
Ibid.at p.l^ .At the relevant time the law was the Elecoral
Rolls Act,1957>provisions whereof have been incorporated
in the Electoral College Act/Rules,1964.
P.L.D.1966 L.927.
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qualification of age has to be satisfied
independently of the entries appearing in
the electrol roll*M(56)
(the underlining is by the author)
In hanzure Aleem v.SahoorHussain(67) tit was held that the
Constitutional requirement of the age of a candidate as
laid down

inARTICLE 158,must be fulfilled independently

of the entries in the electoral roll.The decision was
quoted with approval by the full Bench in L:d.Tufail v.
lid.Salim (68) .In Ud.Yusuf v.lLaram Dad(69)»S.A.l.Iahmood, J.,
said,
"There is no real adjudication (f the question
of age by the election authorities
the
electrol roll must be considered as specifying
the minimum requirement of age,which would
confer on him the right to vote,but no other
question can flow from such a entry".(70)
The position is different in India.An entry in the
electoral roll is not conclusive proof that a person has the
requisite qualification.lt has been held that the tribunal
has power to ascertain and determine the reala.age(71) .The view

66).
67).
68).
60).
70).
71).

Ibid.^t p.930.
P.1.3.1965 1.262.
P.L.D.1967 It.104.
P.L.3.1968 1.30.
Ibid.,at p.39.
Parkash Narain v.Jagdish,(1953)4E.L.H.205,Subrahmanyan
v.Abdu1 Hamid,(1952117. L.R.4 32 .
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is aptly expressed in the following words
MTo be of a proper age required for being an
elector or candidate is a statutory quali
fication, the absence of which is a disqualifi
cation, about which there is imsric no waiver.
If a person is really below 21 years or 25
years,which are the qualifying ages for an
elector and candidate respectively,then he
is inherently lacking in the stautory quali
fication to become either an elector or a
can die!ate ,as the case nay be." (72)

72).

Hakikat TJllah v.bathu Shah, (1953)6E.L.R.10 at p.20.
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Chapter 4

THE CANDIDATE

This chapter deals with the qualifications which a candi
date for the Electoral College or an Assembly should possess,
and the disqualifications which he may incur under the law.
Qualifications or disqualifications common to both will be

treated together and those peculiar to the one will be discuss
ed separately.The law relating to nominations will also be
considered.
Qualifications

ARTICLE 158(1)of the Pakistan Constitution,which prescribe
the qualifications for a, candidate to the Electoral College,
is as follows:"The persons enrolled on the electoral roll
for an electoral unit shall,in accordance
v/ith law,from time to time,elect from among
themselves a person who is not less than
twenty-five years of age,who shall be known
as the elector for that unit.*1
The Constitution has laid down two major qualifications:the
candidate must have attained (a)the age of twenty-five
years,(b)his name must be entered on the relevant electoral
roll.This implies,that besides being of the prescribed age,
the candidate must also be qualified as a voter.The latter

presupposes a number of qualifications, which have been set
out in the previous chapter (1) and should be read as a part
of the constitutional provision quoted above.
A candidate for the National or a Provincial Assembly
must alsb have attained the age of twenty-five.

If he is a

candidate for a seat in the Provincial Assembly, his name
must be borne on the electoral roll of an electoral unit in
that province.

Por a seat in the National Assembly, it is

sufficient that his name should have been entered on arty
electoral roll (2).

The National and Provincial Assemblies

(Elections)Act, enacted under ARTICLE 164 of the Constitution
further provides that a candidate must not be disqualified
from being elected under the Constitution or any other law
in force (3) •
According to ARTICLE 158 (1) persons on the electoral
roll for an electoral unit are to elect from among themselves
a person who is not less than twenty-five years of age; S.21
(1) of the Electoral College Act provides that a voter may
propose or second the name of a person who is "duly qualified
to be a member of the Electoral College. S.12(1) of the
1). Namely, Chapter 3*
2). Constitution of Pakistan (1962) ART.103(1).
3). National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, 1964.
S.12 (2).

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act is to the
same effect*

Subsection (2) of the last mentioned Act further

states that a person is 'Qualified to be elected*1 as a member
of an Assembly, if he is not under twenty-five years of age.
One may, therefore, ask on what date must he have attained
the specified age.

Should it be the date fixed for

nominations, the date of the poll or the day when the election
result is announced?

The answer seems to be that the

material date is the day on which nominations are filed. In
other words, the words "duly qualified" have reference to the
day when the voters or the electors (as the casd may be) are
called upon to nominate their candidates.

Those in favour

of the opposite view contend that the date of presentation
of nomination papers, being only a step in the process of
election, the relevant date is the date on which the election
is completed, that is to say, after the entire election
programme is over,

A single case is reported under the

Basic Democracies Order, 1959, where this view has been
accepted (4)*

The High Court of West Pakistan itself took

a contrary view, a year later in the case of Md.Naziac v. Said
Md. (5).

In that case the nominations were filed on 3.12.59,

4).

Irfan v. Election Tribunal P.L.D.1961 D 189.

5).

P.L.D.1962 L 421.
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polling took place between the 26th and 29th December, and
the result was declared on 10*1.60.

Under the law then in

force a candidate had to be twenty-five years of age on the
first day of January preceding the election (6).

The

returned dandidate, respondent before the High Court, who
was born on the night following the 31st day of December 1934,
was twenty-five years of age on 1.1.60, so he was below
twenty-five years of age on the nomination day, viz. 3.12.59*
It was held that the age had to be reckoned from the
"nomination day" and the respondent was disqualified.
Kayani, C.J., giving the Judgement of the Court, said "We find it difficult to hold that the age
of a candidate should be determined with
reference to the final stage in the process
of elections. If election is a single
process from the date of publication of
the electoral roll to the date on which
the result of the election is declared,
like a chain with a number of links, then
the date preceding the election will be a
date preceding the first link in the chain
and not a date preceding the last link; for
a date preceding the last link would be a
date preceding the declaration of the
result, and all other links in the chain
would precede such date. In that case we
would be defining the term election as the
publication of the result of the election".
(7).
6).

Basic Democracies Order, 1959, Second Schedule, Part II,
para. 1.

7).

Md. Nazir v. Said Md. P.L.D.1962 L 421 at p.423.

The position is much simpler under the present law*

S. 72

of the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act
enumerates the grounds on which the election of a returned
candidate may be declared void*

One such ground is that

the returned candidate was, on the "nomination day", not
qualified for, or was disqualified from being elected to the
seat (8).

"Nomination Day" is defined as a day fixed by

notification for filing the nomination papers (9);

a similar

definition is given in the Electoral College Act (10). Again
at the time of scrutiny, the nomination paper of a candidate,
who is not qualified to fill the seat for which he has been
"nominated", must be rejected (11).

It, therefore, follows

that the material date should either be the nomination day
or the day on which scrutiny takes place.

But in both Acts

the "nomination day" and the "scrutiny day" are distinctly
defined (12).

Reading all these provisions together, the

conclusion is inescapable that the qualifications for a
candidate to the Electoral College or the Assemblies, and the
disqualification to which he may be subject, must all have
reference to the date of filing the nomination papers, which
is the crucial point of time in this regard.
8 ).

National & Provincial Assemblies(Elections)ACT S*72(l)(b)

9).
10).
11).

Ibid S.2 (16) read with S.11 (l)(a)*
S. 2 (11) read with S.19 (a).
National & Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act S.14(3)(a);
Electoral College Act. S.23 (3)(a).
National & Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act S.2(16)
read with S.11(1)(a) and S.2(25)read with S.ll(l)(b);
Electoral College Act.S.2(ll)read with S.19(a)and S.2(22)
read with S.19(b).

12).
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There are Obiter dicta of the High Court of _West Pakistan

(14)
in Manzur Aleem v. Zahur (13) and Abdul Ghafoor V. Uur Ahmed
that a person must be twenty-five years of age on the day
the nomination paper is filed, but the matter has not
actually been decided in any court.

Under S.100 (1) (9) of the Indian Representation of the j
People Act, 1951 a Tribunal may declare the election of the

j

returned candidate to be void "if on the date of his election

i

he was not qualified, or was disqualified, to be chosen to
fill the seat".

The date of election is defined as the

date on which the candidate is declared by the Returning
Officer to be elected (15)*

!

Thus even if a candidate was

qualified and was not disqualified on the date of his

5

nomination(16), if he loses the qualification or incurs a
disqualification by the date of his election, he will cease
to be a qualified candidate.

The position in India differs

from that under the Pakistan Acts.
Although a very large section of the public are against
the return of semi-educated or illiterate persons, the law
does not prescribe an educational qualification for a
candidate to the Electoral College or an Assembly.

At the

last elections a large number ofilliteratepersons were

returned as members of theElectoral College and the Assemblies
13).
14).
15).
16).

P.L.P.1965 L 262.
P.L.P.1966 L 423.
Representation of the People Act 1951 S.67 - A.
Overleaf
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the majority of the members of the Electoral College are
illiterate.
Those against the incorporation of education as a
qualification say that it is desirable but not necessary.
According to them, for the successful working of a democracy
education is not an essential qualification;

no matter how

ignorant a man is, in a democratic country, if he possesses
enough common sense to know what is good for the country,
electors should be allowed to elect him to represent them;
there should be no such checks on their free will (17). It
is submitted that, although these reasons may apply, with
some force to voters, they are not relevant to the
qualifications of a candidate for election to an Assembly or
the Electoral College in Pakistan, in view of the special
conditions prevalent there.

In England and the United States

of America, education is compulsory and free.

It is not so

in Pakistan and the percentage of illiterate people is still
large (18).

It is submitted that matriculation (equivalent

to G.C.E. f0' Levels) should be the minimum qualification for
a member of an Assembly.
16).

17).
18).

It is further submitted that a

S.36 (2)(a) states that the material date for the
qualification or a disqualification of a candidate for
the purposes of scrutiny of nominations is the date of
scrutiny itself.
Report of the Electoral Reforms Commission, 1956
(published in the Gazette of Pakistan extraordinary issua
dated 24.4.56).
According to the 1961 Census the literacy percentage
was 1 5 . 9 ( 1 7 . 6 # in the case of East Pakistan and
13.6^ in the case of West Pakistan).
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similar qualification should be required from those seeking
elections to the Electoral Colleges.

A member of the

Electoral College (19), besides electing the President of
Pakistan and Members of Assemblies, has to perform functions
relating to local government under the Basic Democracies Order,
1959 (20), to perform which literacy is either essential or

highly desirable but unfortunately, some of them have been
discovered to be unable to sign their names.
Indirect elections were introduced because the average
Pakistani qualified to vote was considered incapable of
exercising an intelligent choice in the selection of the
President or a member of an assembly.

The object will remain

unfulfilled unless candidates to the Electoral College are to
bear some kind of educational qualification.

19).

Commonly referred to as a Basic Democrat.

20).

Eor instance, a Chairman Union Council is chosen, under
the Election of Chairman Rules, I960, from among Basic
Democrats, and, inter alia has power to hear disputes
pertaining to Muslem Family laws.

PIS jjPALIFICA5I CM IS
'
l2u
Persons in the Service of Pakistan
A government servant”by virtue of his position and
authority can bring pressure to bear upon the electors.
Since any form of official influence in elections amounts
to a form of corruption, destructive of the democratic
principle and because to allow him to do so would create a
conflict between his duty and his ambition, a public servant
is not normally allowed to contest an election.

A person

holding office of profit in the service of Pakistan, other than
President of Pakistan, Governor of a Province or a Central
or Provincial Minister is disqualified from being a candidate
for the Electoral College or an Assembly (21).
has three necessary ingredients:

The provision

one, existence of an office;

second, the office should be in the service of Pakistan and
third, the office must be capable of carrying profit.
Office may be defined as a position of place to which
certain duties are attached more or less of a public character.
(22).

In the context, the term office may have the following

characteristics:
21).

22).

Constitution of Pakistan (1962)APT.103(2)(a)read with
Sub APT.(3)> Electoral College Act. S.53(l)(b) read with
APT. 103 (3) of the Constitution. The position regarding
a candidate to the Assembly has been altered by the
Constitution(Third Amendment) Act 1965.ART 103 (2)(a)
has been amended and a new Schedule has been added to the
Constitution. Persons holding the offices specified in
the new Schedule are no longer disqualified from being
members of an Assembly in Pakistan.
Yograj v. Sitaram (1953) 3 E.P.P.439*
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(i)

it should he independent of the person holding it,
that is to say, the office must exist notwithstanding
whether the person is there or not;

(ii)

it should be for a specified period; and

(iii) there must exist a relationship of master and
servant between the government on one hand and
the person holding the office on the other (23).
"Service of Pakistan” is defined in the Constitution
as any service, post or office in connection with the affairs
of the Centre or of the Province and includes an All Pakistan
service, any defence service or any other service, which may
be declared as a service of Pakistan by law;

but does not

include service as a Speaker, deputy Speaker or other member
of an Assembly or a Parliamentary Secretary (24).
held that in

:idetermining

It has been

whether one holds a government

service, the power of the government to appoint, or to continue
him in service, or to revoke his appointment, at its discretion
are relevant factors (25).
An office may or may not carry with it any remuneration;
here we are concerned with one which does.

The word "profit"

necessarily carries with it the idea of gain or advantage
inhowever^significant. Consideration paid in the shape of
remuneration, salary, "sitting fee" or "attendance fee" has
23).

Hoti Lai v. Raj Bahdur (1958) 15 E.L.R.55.

24).

Constitution of Pakistan (1962) ART*242*

25).

Maulana Abdul Skakoor v. Rikab Chand (1958)13 E.L.R.149*
Krishanappa v. Narayan Singh (1953) 7 E.L.R. 294.
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been held to constitute profit (26).

Out of pocket expenses

are, hov/ever, not within the scope of the term.

This brings

us to the expression "office of profit" which, one must
readily concede, is not particularly easy to define.
In Henry v. Galloway (27), a case stated by the
Commissioners for the general purposes of the Income Tax Acts,
(28) a director of limited company received a certain salary
as a director.

During the year of assessment he received

no salary but had received a salary in the previous year. He
was assessed to income tax for the year of assessment in
<yf

respect of his salary as directs computed on the amount of
such salary received during the previous year.
for an interpretation of "office of profit".

The case called
Finlay J,

observed as under:
"Now office of profit is not a thing particularly
easy to define; everybody, I think, has a good
idea of what it means, but certainly it is not
easy of exact definition.... It is, of course,
and must be an office, and no doubt it must be
26).

In the matter of Vindhya Pradesh Legislature Assembly,
(1953), 4 E.L.R.422.

27).
28).

(1933) 148 L.T.453;
Income Tax Act, 1918 (8 & 9)

Geo.5 C.40). On behalf of I
the respondents it was contended that tax was only
chargeable on the profits of "an office of profit" and
when on 21.8.29 the emoluments ceased in respect of the
respondents office of director he ceased to hold such
an office; the appellant, Inspector of Taxes, argued
that merely because in a particular year no profits are
received, although the respondent had continued to hold
the office, he did not cease to hold an office of profit.
The appeal was accepted.
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“an -office to which remuneration is in some
way or the other attached* You cannot have an
office unless you have got remuneration attached
to it. That does not, of course, mean that in
any particular year there must necessarily he
any remuneration. It is, I should think,
clear beyond any controversy .... that if
you take the case, the perfectly possible
case of a holder of an office renumerated
by share of profits and by reason of the
fact that in difficult times there are no
profits so that there is no remuneration;
it cannot be questioned that that would
nevertheless be an office of profit”. (29)
A similar view was expressed in Shive?ama v. Yenkataram (30),
in the following words
“What constitutes an office of profit does
not admit of ready answer. If the nature
and construction of the word “profit” is
any guide, we may assume that the remuneration
should be attached to the office”.
Again in May’s Parliamentary Practice (31) it has been observed
“what constitutes an office or place one of
profit is often a question of difficulty as
well as urgency... The principle that has been
adopted is that, if emoluments have been
attached to the office, the fact that emoluments
are not received by a particular holder is
irrelevant.“
If, therefore, follows that an office, in order to disqualify
a candidate, must be held under the Government and that pay,
remuneration, salary, emolument or allowance must be attached.
If there is gain, its quantum or amount will not be material.
29).
30).
31).

(1933) 148 1.1.453 at p. 454.
(1953) 3 E.L.R. 187 at p. 193.
The lav/, Privileges, Proceedings and Usage of Parliament
(1957. Edition), p. 214.
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But the amount of money receivable by a person in connection
with the office he holds may be material in deciding whether
the office really carries any profit*

As mentioned earlier (32), ARTICLE 103 of the Constitution
which prescribes the various disqualifications for a
candidate to the Assembly has been amended by the Constitution,
(Third Amendment) Act, 1965. S.2 of the Amending Act states
that "in ARTICLE 103 (2) in clause (2) in paragraph (a) after
the word"Pakistan" the words "other.than an office specified
in the Fifth Schedule" shall be added and shall be deemed
always to have been so added".

ByT its S.4, the same Act

added the Fifth Schedule to the Constitution. So persons
holding the following offices are not disqualified from
becoming Members of an Assembly in Pakistan:

32).

1)

An office v/hich is not a whole time office
renumerated either by salary or by fee.

2)

Offices of Lambardor, Inamdar, Sufedposh,
Zaildar, whether called by this or any other
title.

3)

The office of the Chairman of the Union Council,
Union Committee and Town Committee and of the
Tice-Chairman of the Municipal Committee and
District Council.

See footnote 21 ante

j

|

Reserves of Armed forces

A (i)
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The Pakistan A m y Regular Reserve of Officers

(ii) The Pakistan Army Regular Reserve of Junior
Commissioned Officers
(iii)The PakistanArmy Supplementary Reserve of Officers
(iv) The Pakistan Army Supplementary Reserveof Junior
Commissioned Officers.
Ii.(h)(i)

The Pakistan Naval Volunteers Reserve

(ii) The Pakistan Naval Reserve
k(o)

The Air force
(i)

The Pakistan Air Force Regular Reserve

(ii) The Pakistan Air Force Volunteer Reserve
3)

The Ansars raised under the Ansars Act, 19US (Bast
Bengal Act 3 of 19U8)

6) Any office the holder whereof, hy virtue of holding
such office, is liable to be called up for military
training or military service under any lav/ providing
for the constitution or raising of a force.
7)

Any office declared by Act of the Central Legislature
not to disqualify its holder from being elected or as
being a member of an Assembly.

Amending Act, 1963? ic a validating piece of legislation for
stated:
11 a person holding any of the offices specified

in the Fifth Schedule to the Constitution as
added by this Act v/ho has been elected as a
member of an Assembly before commencement of this
Act shall not be and shall be deemed never to
have been disqualified from being elected as a
member of an Assembly, and, notv/ithstanding anything
in the Constitution, the election of such person
shall not be questioned merely on the ground that
he held any such office at the time when he was
elected,f. (33)

The Constitution (Third Amendment) Act 1963 8 .p. The Act
came into force on 13th June, 19631

Officials of Statutory Corporations
Officials of a public statutory corporation or a local
council are in a position similar to persons ”in the service
of Pakistan”. While the grounds for disqualifying them are
the same, the provision of law

is different.

S.53 of the

Electoral College Act provides: "a person shall be disqualified
from being, or being elected as, a member of the Electoral
College^ if he is a wholetime salaried official of a
public statutory corporation or a local council”. (34)
She important words are "wholetime11 and Salaried official”,
which call for an explanation.

"Wholetime” work denotes daily

engagement or employment during routine normal hours for the
entire day;

a temporary or periodical cessation of work or

pay in continuing service is of no consequence.

It will make

no difference if, during a particular interval, a person does
no work, being either on leave for some reason, provided he
continues in a service which involves a wholetime appointment.
A person in receipt of a salary means one who is in the habit
of receiving a salary as a normal condition of the service in
which he continues to remain.
In Muklesar v. Sub Divisional Officer (35), the High Court
of East Pakistan dealt with the identical provision, under the
Basic Democracies Order.

The question was whether a person

34).

S.53 (l)(d). S.102 of the Rational and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act is also to the same effect.

35).

P.L.D.1963 D 497.
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on suspension can be treated as a wholetime salaried official.
It was argued that such a person is neither a wholetime or a
salaried official.

Murshed, J., (now Chief Justice) said

that the following question should be formulated in such
cases - Is he still in service which entails a payment by
way of emolument for work habitually rendered or for
continuing liability to render service when called upon to do
so?

It was pointed out that temporary interruption of work

should not always be taken as the decisive factor.
Thus a person, in whose favour a certificate of part-time
employment is issued, may contest an election, although the
decision whether he should be allowed to continue in service
after his election, will rest entirely with the authority
which employs him.

It may also be mentioned that persons

performing public functions and receiving remuneration therefor
in addition to their income from their normal vocations may
also be eligible for

election in certain cases. So a

lambardar (village headman) will not be disqualified on the
ground that he collects land revenue and receives a percentage
amount collected by him as remuneration, nor is a Chairman of
Union Council by reason of the fact that he performs a public
function and receives an honorarium in relation to it.

7/ives of government Servants

i ;
h

The wife of a person in the service of Pakistan will he
disqualified from being or being elected as a Member of the
Electoral College or an Assembly (36).

It is interesting to

note that the wives of the President, the Governors and
Ministers are, however, eligible (37) but whereas their husbands
would automatically cease to hold their respedtive offices upon
being elected to the Assembly (38), the rule does not apply to
the wives.

This, it is submitted, is against the spirit

lav/ and the purpose for which it has been enacted.

of the

It may be

mentioned that in response to a questionnaire issued by the
Pakistan Electoral PLeforms Commission in 1955, it was a common
grievance that all near relatives of a public servant should be
disqualified from seeking election from a constituency which
could be said to be under his direct influence.

It was pointed

out that Government servants were actually participating in
party and factional politics through their wives, children,
fathers and brothers.

More than fifty persons elected to the

Panjah Legislative Assembly owed their success to their very close
relationship to puhlic servants.

It was contended that relations

should be disqualified from seeking election because the choice
before the public servant v/as between loyalty to his dear ones
36).

Electoral College Act. 53 (l)(g). National & Provincial
Assemblies (Election) Act. S.101.

37).
38).

Ibid.
Constitution of Pakistan (1962) ART.103 (3).
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and loyalty to the principles of honest public service;
it was unfair to put such a heavy strain upon the honesty
of public servants.

To this the Commission did not agree

but ruled that wives of Government servants v/ould continue
to be disqualified as otherwise the women’s seats v/ould be
reserved for families of public servants.

This was given

effect to by the National and Provincial Assemblies (First
Elections)Order (39)* under which the first elections under
the 1962 Constitution were held.

It also finds a place in

the present laws. But by omitting to disqualify the wives
of the President, the Governors and Ministers , has the much
desired effect been achieved?

An amendment deleting the

words "not being a person mentioned in clause (3) of ART.103,,
from S.101 of the National and Provincial Assemblies Act and
S o 3 (l)(g) of the Electoral College Act is clearly called for.
A very interesting situation arose in the case of Be,gam
Shamsunhar (40), an elected Member of the Provincial Assembly
of East Pakistan, who subsequent to her election, got married
to a Divisional Commissioner.

The Speaker referred the matter

to the Chief Election Commissioner>who ruled that she had
become disqualified under ART 72 of the National and Provincial
39).

President’s Order 4 of 1962.

40).

P.L.D.I965 S.C. 120.
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Assemblies (First Elections)Order, 1962 (hi).

The Speaker

then issued a notification that ”Begum Shamsunhar is not a
Ilember of the Assembly’*. This was challenged in the High
Court but without success.

Before the Supreme Court it

was argued that the disqualifications mentioned in d f X i c t t
76 of the Order

contemplated the status of the member at

the time of her election and could not have any application
to events which took place after the election. The Court
repelled the argument and held that the appellant was
di sq.ualified.

Dismissed Servants
Dismissed government servants and employees of a
statutory corporation, whether compulsorily retired or
otherwise removed, are disqualified for five years from
becoming members of the electoral College or an Assembly.
Persons against whom such action is taken only on the
ground of inefficiency are, however, eligible (2+2).
The services of a government servant in West Pakistan,
for example, may be dispensed with under the government
S

(£,

D

e)

les, i960 or the

Cover.iinent Servants (Further Usefulness in Public Service)
Rules 1963. The scope of the former is very wide and covers
(41).

Provision identical with S. 101 of the national and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, 196i+.

(42).

Electoral College Act. S.33 (2)(b) read with S.33(1)
(h); Rational ^ Provincial Assemblies (Elections)
Act. S.I06 (l)(b) read with S. 102.
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all cases in which, there is an allegation of misconduct,
corruption or inefficiency. Under the latter set of rules,
an order of retirement can only be passed (a) when a person
is aue to complete twenty-five years of service, qualifying
him for pension ana(b) when he is about to complete the
33th year of his age;

the application is confined to a case

in which the "further usefulness of a person" is to he
determined.

It will he apparent that a person dismissed or

removed under the I960 Rules comes within the mischief of

S . 33 of the Electoral College Act and S.106 of t+ie Assemblies
(Election)Act hut a person retired under the 1963 Rules does
not.

In I.ld.did digue v. Ahmed Khan (i+3 ), the election of

the returned candidate for the constituency
was challenged on the

7 Sialkot,

round that, as he had been

compulsorily retired from Government service, on grounds
other than that of inefficiency, he was disqualified from
being elected as a I.ember of the National Assembly.

The

respondent had served in the Array for six years and v/as
later appointed a Superintendent of Jails and had a fair
service record.

The order of compulsory retirement in 196^

recited that he had "outlived his usefulness". Masud Ahmed,J.
Chairman of the Election Tribunal, held that these words
could not be said to indicate that the respondent was made
U3)

F.L.J.1966

J. .128,

19 0

1 *1J
to retire because he was inefficient.
The national and Provincial (First Elections) Order,
196 2, which laid down the law in respect of first elections
under the 1962 Constitution, did not contain a

disqualification ror membership of an Assembly on the ground
of dismissal from service.

But the disqualifying provision

v/as nevertheless present in another way.

The Elective Bodies

(Disqualification) Order 1939? promulgated by the President
of Pakistan in exercise of his power under ARTICLE 103 2 (e)
of the Constitution, provided that, notwithstanding anything
contained elsewhere, a person stood disqualified until the
31st day of December 1966 for being a Member or a candidate
for membership of an elective body11 if he is dismissed,
removed or mace to retire from the service of the Government
or a public statutory corporation on a charge other than that
of inefficiency1' (1+4).

This piece of legislation was

applicable also at the time of I96I+-63 Elections, but the
Legislature deemed it necessary to incorporate the provision
in the Electoral College Act and the ffatioial and Provincial

Assemblies (Elections)Act. It is wrong to suggest that after the
automatic repeal of the Elective Bodies (Disqualifications)

Order on 1.1.67? a person dismissed from service became eligible
to contest an election.

Until the period of five years

contemplated had expired, the disability v/ould continue to
subsist.
In some cases the view has been taken that the effect
or S. 106 of the National ano Provincial Assemblies (Elections
Act (45) was to reduce the period of in case of dismissal,
31.1 .

Ctrt*icd<L 5

dies

(Disqualification) Order 1939. It is said that, whereas under
the said Order, a person dismissed from Government was
disqualified till 31st December i960, under 8.106 of the Act

it was limited to a period

o f five years from his dismissal.

It is submitted, with the greatest respect, that the
statement is incorrect.

At the time when the National and

Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act v/as promulgated (46)
the life of the 1939 Order was only two years and four months
The intent of b .106, therefore, v/as that the period of
disqualification, which v/as shorter than that considered
sufficient for such a person to reform, should be maintained
for a minimum of five years from the dismissal.

The more

appropriate question v/as which provision laid the greater
penalty?

Of course, it could not be more than five years,

nor it it possible to contend so.

43)*

which is similar to Electoral College Act 3.53 (2)(h).

46).

26th August 1964; the Electoral College Act was
published in the official gazette on 18th August 1964.
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In some cases a Government servant is first convicted

and then dismissed from service, and the question arises
as to the point of time the disqualification should be deemed
to commence;
of conviction?
Officer (47).

should it be the date of dismissal or the date
The answer came in Azizul Hasan v. Returning
The appellant in that case was on 23.12.59

co. vieted and sentenced to seven years rigorous imprisonment
under the Central Martial Law Regulation Nos. 30, 5 & 32 by
a Special Military Court but on 26.8.60 the unexpired portion
of his imprisonment v/as remitted by the higher authority;
he v/as actually dismissed from service on 2.9*60.

At the

time of nomination, five years had not elapsed from the date
of dismissal but they had from the date of his conviction,
it was held that the appellant had been wrongly disqualified
by the Returning Officer.

Iqbal, J., as Member of the Election

Commission, observed that the real test would be the cause of
the disqualification.

If a conviction is the basis for

dismissal, the period of five years is to be reckoned from
the Court’s Order of conviction.

In a case of simple

dismissal, it should commence from the date of dismissal
irrespective of when it is notified.

1+7).

P.L.D. 19&5 E.G. (Journal Section) p.11+0.
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Convicts
A person convicted of an offence involving moral

turpitude and sentenced to imprisonment for more than six
months or convicted of a corrupt or illegal practice relating
to an election is under a disability to contest elections to
the Electoral College for a

eriod determined by Government(48)

The Act does not define moral turpitude but, generally
speaking, anything which is done contrary to principles of
morality involves moral turpitude. In other words, it is
an act that injures the moral fibre of a person and lowers his
moral values.

In Saudgar All v. Chairman District Council (49)

Sajjad Ahmed and Jamil Hussain, J.J.^of the .Vest Pakistan
High Court approved the following definition:
"anything done contracy to justice, honesty,
principle or good morals; an act of baseness
(sic), vileness or depravity in the private
or social duties which a man owes to nis
fellowmen or to the society in general;
something contracy to the accepted and
customary rule of right and duty between
man and man ".(50)
But what wi_j. amount to moral turpitude will always remain
a question of fact to be determined with caie and caution.
for instance, in the case already cited the petitioner v/as
alleged to have fra. dulently obtained the transfer of evacuee
land to himself and to have neglected to make the declaration

48).
49).
50).

Electoral College Act.S.53 (l)(e)read with S.53 (l)(i).
P.L.D.1963 L 601.
Ibid at pp 602, 603 referring to Ramanatha Aiyer’s Law
Lexicon.

U2
required by the lav/. It was held that, besides violating the ■
law, he was guilty or moral turpitude insofar as he tried to
retain his unlawful gain or acquisition.
Clause (i) of S. 33 (l) of the electoral College Act states
that a person is disqualified if "he has been convicted of a
corrupt or illegal practice relating to"any election".

It is

submitted that the word "any" is very misleading. Prirna facie
it v/ould seem that every election, held at any time under this
Act or a different law, is included within its ambit.

But

the word "election" t o has been defined in the Act, to mean
an election to the Electoral College under

the 196U Act.This

means that the expression is confined to elections

held

under this Act and does not include an election under some
other Act (bl).

A fortiori,

only a person convicted Of

corrupt or illegal practice, within the meaning of the
Electoral College Act 19bi+, will be disqualified (32). It
must, hov/ever, be made clear that if a disqualification of
the kind had been incurred under a previous lav/, the enactment
of the Electoral College Act, 1964 cannot
wiping out the unexpired portion thereof.

51). Electoral College Act. S.2

)•

32).

Ibid S.61 read with ss. 62,61± and 63.

33).

(next page).

have the effect of
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A case before the fast Pakistan High Cuurt with the
following facts arose.

The election of the returned candidate,

the petitioner before the court, was held void on the ground
that he had railed to submit a return of his election expenses
in the first elections held under the 1962 Constitution. The
ncn-eubmission of election expenses v/as an illegal practice
within the meaning of national and Provincial Assemblies
(First Elections) Order, 1962" (but not under the Electoral
College Act 1964), punishable with a fine not exceeding
Rs.500/- and, if the flection Commission made an order to that
effect, a disqualification up to four years could be incurred
(r3)»

The j)etitioner was convicted and fined but he was not

disqualified for future elections . It v/as held that he was

not disqualified^because the expressions "illegal practice"
and "any election" must only be given the meanings assigned
to them under the Electoral College Act (54).

It may be

emphasised that, had the petitioner been disqualified for
future elections for the maximum period of four years, he v/ould
have continued to be under a disqualification at the time of

1964 elections to the Electoral College.
./ith regard to elections to the Assemblies, a person
who, within five years of the election, has been sentenced to
53 ).

articles 54, 73(2) read with article 97*
Salefe

v. s.M.Mia^.L.D.1966 D. U39.
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transportation or to imprisonment for more than two years

on conviction for an offence, cannot contest (55) . Conviction
on commission of an electoral offence, whether a sentence of
imprisonment is or is not passed, may result in a
disqualification which may extend to four years (56). As
stated earlier, a law promulgated by the President in 1959
contained a general provision relating to all elective bodies
with a view to disqualifying a person from being a member of
an elective body 011 specified grounds (57)*

Persons convicted

on any count and sentenced to imprisonment for more than two
years were disqualiried for being members or candidates for
any elective body until 5^st December 1966(55);

the Electoral

College Act and the National and Provincial Assemblies
flections) Act specifically provided that suh persons v/ould
be ineligible (59) •
A question could have arisen in the past as to the
cvt&cAl-

effect 01 uaml

‘S

or the Elective Bodies (Disqualificatb)

Order under each of the two Acts,

Suffice it to say that the

former contained a more comprehensive provision including
55).
56).

Constitution of Pakistan (1962) ART.103.
National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act S.104

57).

Elective Bodies (Disqualification) Order, 1959.

5 8 ).

Ibid. ,0*t.5.

59)

Electoral College Act. S.53 (l)(h) and National and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act. S.102.
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all offences for which a sentence of more than two years had
been passed,the nature of the offence notwithstanding^60).
The Order expired on 31st December,1966 but its effect
is preserved by an amendment to chause(h) of 3.53(1) of the
Electoral College Act.Under the new clause a person is dis
qualified from membership of the Electoral College if,"he
has been on conviction for any offence sentenced to transpor
tation or imprisonment for not less than two years or has
been sentenced to de.ath and that sentence has been commuted
to transportation orimprisonment51(60a).
It is pertinent to observe that the period
to which a person issentenced may subsequently

of imprisonment
be reduced or

remitted.One way in which a, sentence may be reduced is upon
indulgence shown by an appeLlate or revisional court.In some
cases an appellate court’s judgement is that "the conviction
is maintained but the sentence already undergone is sufficient
to meet the ends of justice*1.Again executive authorities are
empowered to pardon offenders(6l).A pardon extinguishes
60).

60a)
61).

ART.103(2)of the Constitution disqualifies a person from
membership of an Assembly if the conviction and sentence
was passed within the last five years.3.53(1)of the Elec
toral College Act disqualified a person convicted of an
offence involving moral turpitude and sentenced to six
months;by the Electoral College(Second Amendment)Act 17
of 1967>the provision became similar to ART.103(2),except
that it does not specify the period during which the
conviction and sentence should have taken place.
w.e.f.16.12.67 vide Amending Act 17 of 1967 and footnote60,
As under S.401 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
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conviction and sentence but though remission has the effect
of reducing the sentence, it does not affect the conviction;
commutation does not affect the conviction but substitutes
a sentence of a different kind.
How “reduction11 and “remission11, when referring to a
sentence of imprisonment or fine, are distinct terms with
different legal meanings.

In the case of reduction the

sentence is curtailed but the conviction remains intact;
the order 01 remission has the effect of releasing the convict
for the period for which the sentence is remitted.

In certain

cases of remission, a condition may be imposed on the convict
that if he com its a default of the specified nature, he may

be called ,pon to undergo the remitted portion of the sentence,
In other words, remission has a bearing on the execution of
the sentence;

it absolves the convict of his liability to

undergo the fall term of imprisonment;
always reduce the sentence.

but it does not

So spExifisaiiyxgzic if by law a

Court of Appeal or Court of Revision were specifically given,
in addition to the power of acquittal, conviction or reduction
of sentence, a power also to remit a sentence, and^in a
particular case dealing with appeal or revision it remits the
>

sentence, its obvious effect will be that the convict will be
absolved of his liability to undergo the imprisonment for the
period remitted but it will not have affected the sentence.
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In Saudagnr Ali v . Chairman, District Council (62),
the High Court or v/est Pakistan had occasion to examine this
very question.

The petitioner v/as tried under the Martial

Law Regulation (No.49) ana convicted by a special Military
Court to a sentence of five years and a fine of Rs. 10,000/-.
In confirmation proceedings, on 22.2.62, the sentence was
reduced to one year* s imprisonment and the fine to Rs 3,000/-.
On 3.4.62 the unexpired portion of his sentence was remitted
as also the fine.

The petitioner thus only suffered forty

days imprisonment in all.

It was held that the remission

had the ex feet of wiping off the sentence which remained
unserved, and th<

t disqualified. Sajiad

Ahmed, J., said,
”remission absolves the sentence where the
remission is total and where it is partial,
to the extent of sentence remitted. In the
case or total remission the sentence will be
deemed to have never been passed. In a case
where the portion of the sentence is remitted,
it will be deemed as if the portion thus
remitted v/as never imposed” (63).
Thisview has not been

followed in a receiit case, which

involved similar facts (64).

The appellant was convicted

under the Central Martial Regulation (nos.30, 5 and 32) by
a Special Military Court on 23.12.39? hut on an application
made under paragraph 6(3)? the unexpired portion of the
62).
63).
64).

P.L.D.1963 L 6C1.
Ibid at p.606.
Azizul Hasan v. Returning Officer P.L.D.I963 M .0.
(Journa1 Lection) 140.

imprisonment was, on 23.3.6c, remitted by the Commander-inChief, as the Deputy Chief Martial Lav: Administrator. At the
time of his nomination for the Assembly elections, an
objection was raised that he suffered from a disqualification
on the ground of his conviction.

The objection v/as over-ruled

by the Returning Officer, who held that the Order o

Y

also had the effect of red cing the sentence for a period of
less than two years.

On appeal, the Election Commission held

that, when the Commander-in-Chief remitted the sentence of

the appellant, it did not infere with the order of the Military
Court but affected only his liability to undergo the full term
oi his imprisonment;
stood as it was.

the order of conviction and sentence

Although the matter before Mohammed Iqbal,J.,

Member Election Commission, related to the provisions of the
Martial Law Regulation, whereunder the deputy Chief Martial
Law Administrator or a Zonal Martial Law Administrator are
not courts, but functionaries vested v/ith special powers,

the view was also expressed that a sentence remitted by a court
or an executive authority are to be treated on the same
footing and a remission by either does not have the effect of
reducing the sentence.

The view in India is that remission

granted to a convict under the Code of Criminal Procedure
cannot modify a judicial sentence; the Courts have interpreted
11sentence” to mean a sentence that is actually undergone and
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Other Disqualifications
not the one which was awarded (65) . The following classes of
persons are also disqualified from being elected to the
Electoral College or an Assembly:
a)

Persons preventively detained for niie months or more
until live pears have elapsed since the detention order
was passed (66). Preventive detention may be ordered on
the subjective satisfaction of a designated executive
authority that the interest of Pakistan requires it to
prevent acts prejudicial to defence, external affairs,
security of Pakistan, maintenance of public order or
supplies and services essential to the community (67);

b)

Persons who are undischarged insolvents; (68). A person
may be adjudiciated insolvent if he cannot pay his debts
amounting to Rs 500/- or more or has committed acts of
insolvency.

The creditors cannot proceed against him

and he cannot acquire any property. The Court which
adjudges a man insolvent can discharge him but will not
do so if he cannot pay, As.ii in the Rupee (under the
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act 19^9) or As.8 in the Rupee
(under the Provincial Insolvency Act 1920) and in certain
other c ircumstance s;
65).

and

66).

Klagendra Hath v. Umesh, (1958) lb E.L.R.G07; G-anda v.
Sampuran, (1953) 3B.L.R.17.
Electoral College Act, S .53(l)(k)read with S.53(2)(a);
National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act>
S.10 6 (l)(a);

67).

The main Central Stavute dealing with the subject is the

68).

Security of Pakistan Act 1952.
Electoral College Act S 3 (l)(a); Constitution of Pakis/
(1962)ART.103(2)(b).
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Persons convicted of a corrupt or illegal practice (69),
or any offence under the Act (70) or who have been found

guilty of corrupt or illegal practice by the Tribunal(71).
S.33 (l)(i) of the Electoral College provides that if a
person has bee 1 convicted of a corrupt or illegal practice
he cannot contest an election to the Electoral College
unless two years, or a shorter period, prescribed and
notified by the Government, has elapsed from the date of
the expiration of the sentence or, in the case of a
sentence of fine only, from the date of conviction, . Under
Clause (j) of the same subsection a person against whom a
finding of corrupt practice has bee

recorded incurs a

similar disqualification for the period specified by the
Central Government in the Official Gazette. S.104 of the
national and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act is to
the following effect -

The conviction is by a court of lav/ as distinct from an
, v, v election authority.
Electoral College Act, S.33 (l)(i);/S.104 of the
ITatio ial and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act employs
the words 11found guilty of the corrupt or illegal
practice”. The reason being that such a finding can only
be given by the Tribunal and not by a Court or for that
matter another election authority, such as Member of the
Election Commission.

only in respect of election to the Assemblies (vide S1G4
of the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act.
Electoral College Act S .33 .(i)( j); National and Provincja]
Assemblies (ElectionsJAct.S.104 (see footnote 70 above).
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"where a person has been convicted for any
offenceunder this Act, or has been found
guilty of any corrupt or illegal practice
by a Tribunal, he shall, if the Commissioners
make an order to that effect, be disqualified,
for such period not exceeding four years as
may be specified in the order, from being or
being elected as amernber of an Assembly” .
o points emerge from the provision above quoted:

the imposition of the disqualification lies in the
discretion of the Chief Election Commissioner.

The

conviction or the find ing of corrupt or illegal practice
(as

thecase may be) must be endorsed by him or his

delegate and
the period of disqualification may extend up to four years.
Contractors
^The purpose of disqualifying persons who hold contracts with
the Government is to prevent a conflict between interest
and duty that mi :ht otherwise arise.

Government contractors

may exert undue pressure and undue influence on the
Government in obtaining or accepting performance of contracts
on terms favourable to themselves, if they are chosen mmnbers
of an Assembly.

This not only reflects unfavourably on a

Ministry but also may adversely affect the public exchequer.
(711)
India and En la] j, the Pakistan Representation of the
People Act, 1937 contained this disqualification but on
23.12.37 the same was removed with retrospective effect (72).

7/0). &
(tc IW*
^
72). By Representation of the People (Repeal) Act, 1937 S.2 %
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•The National and Provincial Assemblies (First Elections)
Order 1962 i.e., the lav/ relating to the first elections to

Assemblies under the 1962 Constitution, deliberately
excluded it from the list of disqualifications.

The absence of such a provision in the present statute,
namely the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act
1964 is to be regretted.
The position with regard to election to the Electoral
College is, however, different.

The Basic Democracies Order

1959 disqualified a person who had a contract for goods or
services with a union council or a town committee (73).

The

Electoral College Act, 1964 makes a similar provision in the
foilowing words:-

r,A person shall be disqualified from being or
being elected as a member of the Electoral
College for any electoral unit if..... he is
a party to a contract for work to be done for
or goods to be supplied to a union council or
a town committee within whose jurisdiction such
electoral unit is situated or has otherwise any
liary interest in such council or committee" .f74j
The contracts,in order that they may
of this clause,

come within the mischief

must be confined to a union council or a town

or union committee (73)? within the territorial jurisdiction
of the electoral unit for which election is being sought.
73).

Second Schedule Part li para 2(e).

74).
73).

Electoral College Act S.33 (l) (f).
SEE OVERLEAF

15?
Thus work done for another local body v/ill not
disqualify,

Agai , one disqualification applies

a) if the prospective candidate is a party to a contract
for worl: to be done or goods to be supplied to a union
council or a town committee within whose jurisdiction
the electoral unit is situate,
b) if he has any pecuniary interest in such council or
committee.

"Pecuniary interest", whether small or

insignificant, and whether or not the prospective candidate
is a party to the contract will result in a disqualification.
(7b).

The words used in the clause are of a wide impact and

include not only contracts with a town committee but also
contracts for work to be done for the committee,irrespective
73).

76).

a union council, a town committee and a union committee
are the local council’s Constituted under the Basic
Democracies Order, 1939* In the rural areas a number
of villages are grouped together to constitute a union
for a population of ten thousand people; each union has
a council which serves as a base on which the super
structure of basic democracies rests. There are 7241
union councils (4033 in B .Pakistan and 3138 in W.Pakistan
Town committees are set up for small towns having a
population of less than 14,000 persons. They are
substantive bodies and all necessary powers of local
government rest in them. There are altogether 223 such
committees. 26 in E.Pakistan and 195 in \7.Pakistan.
Cities with population exceeding 14,000 persons are
divided into unions called union xlixssxxxthxpxpulxfxEci
committees. They are auxiliary bodies and alongwith an
union councils and town committees form the basic tier
of Basic Democracies in Pakistan (vide Afzal I.Iahmood:
Basic Democracies (1964 ed) p.26.
Hasan v. flection Tribunal, P.L.^. 1966 14 346.
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of the agency which is to execute the work or lets out
the contract (77)• it follows that even an indirect interest
in a contract of the hind specified, will bring the
prospective candidate within the mischief of the provision
of law.
A contract for the supply of goods is not synonymous
with the supply of goods.

to sell;

The former is merely an agreement

the latter a completed sale. Contract includes,

inter alia, a proposal, acceptance of that proposal, free
consent and a lav/ful consideration (78).

Merely because a

person’s name is on the list of the contractors, is no
disqualification.

In every case the nature of the agreement

between the parties must necessarily be looked into, and its
terms strictly construed (79)*
It is very essential that the contract should be of an
abiding and subsisting character. In Chaturbhuj v. Lloreshwar
(80) the goods had been supplied and the only thing that

remained was recovery of outstanding dues from the Government.
The Question was whether a contract terminates when the goods
are supplied or does it continue in being till payment is
made.

It was held that it continues in being till it is

fully discharged by performance on both sides. It is
77).

Karam Dad v. Md. Yaqub, P.L.D.1965 L 622.

7o).

Contract Act, 1872, S.2.
laram Bad v. Md. Y
.L.D.l
. I; Md.Hasan v.
Election Tribunal P.L.D.1966 If 348; Abdul G-haf ;.r v.
Nur lid. P.L.D.1966 L.423.

-'

SEE OVERLEAF.
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submitted that this view is not acceptable.

Having fulfilled

his part of the contract, a person merely becomes a creditor
of the Government, whose only right is to recover the money
payable under the contract.

It would be wrong to suggest

that a mere delayan making payment on the part of Government
should have the effect of disqualifying him as a candidate.
It cannot be the intention of the Legislature that the

ia

subsidjry relation of * debtor and creditor should itself
operate as a disqualification.

Otherwise an omission on the

part of the Government to x>ay even a small amount in some
case, a trifling balance to a contractor, who had completely
fulfilled his cont act

urould create disability.

In Royce v. Birley (61), a contract was entered into in
June 1868 for the supx)ly 61 goods for the public service of
India.

The contract was completely executed by the

contractors by delivery and acceptance of the goods by 23rd
October 1868;

but the contractors did not receive payment

from the India Office until 18th January.

In the interval,

18th November, one of the partners of the firm of contractors
was elected as a member of the House of Commons.

The delivery

60). (1956-) 9 E.L.R.301, based on S.7 (d) of Indian
(Representation) Act. 1951 which disqualifies a xoerson
"if there subsists a contract entered into the course
of his trade or business by him with the appropriate
Government for the supply of goods to, or forthe
execution of any works undertaken by that Government"

81). (1869) 6- L.R.C.P 296.

15G
of goods was completed before the day of election but the
price was not paid until after that date. It was held,
"at the time of the election the contract
was no longer executory, and nothing remained
to be done upon it but for the government
to pay the price of the goods. The legislature
intended it to apply only to contracts of a
continuing nature, such as contracts for the
building of works, and contracts for a
single supply of goods, though I do not say
that a contract for a single supply of goods
is within the terms which are used. But to my
mind it very plainly appears that the statute
did not mean to disqualify a contract, unless
the contract was in the executory state on his
part, that is to say something remained to be
done by him". (82)

Pa :istan Courts are neither bound by decisions of an English
or an Indian Court. But until a Superior Court take an
independent view, it is suggested that the view taken by
the English Courts seems to be logical, and also in keeping
with the provision in the (Pakistan) Electoral College Act,

1964.

82).

Under S.l of the If.use of Commons (Disqualif ication)Act
1872, a person who contracts for the public service, or
knowingly and wil ingly furnishes in pursuance of such
contract any wares, to be used in the public service,
is incapable of being elected or sitting as a member
of the House of Commons while he holds the contract
flrfr k * *
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the lay/ op nomination

The procedure for nomination is in itself a simple
matter but careful regulation of the formalities is required
to prevent controversy about nominations alleged to be invalid,
The lav/ must provide for notice of the time and puace for
nominations.

The number of nominators, authentication of

nominators, verification of the candidates1 qualifications,
payment of deposit and the making of necessary declarations
by the candidate.

Although strict observance of the

X)rocedure should be required, a nomination paper should not
be rejected for a defect or misdescription which is not of
a substantial character or upon grounds which are frivolous.
It is proposed to deal separately with nominations 'under
the Electoral College Act, 1 9 6 k and the National and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act, I96I+.
Nomination fur Election to the Electoral College
Section 21(l) of the Electoral College Act reads thus:
"any voter of an electoral unit may for
the purpose of election as a member of the
Electoral College from that unit, propose
or second the name of any person who is
duly qualified as such member."

Only a "voter" may propose or second the name of a candidate
for a person who cannot vote should not be permitted to
nominate.

The voter has to decide for whom he must vote and

a person nominated is declared elected if no other candidate
is nominated.

It has been held that the phrase "duly

qualified" has reference to ARTICLE lpb(l) of the Constitutior
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which provides that a member of the Electoral College
should be enrolled on the electoral roll and have attained
25 years of age (63).

But, the term should further be

construed as meaning that such a person is not subject to
any of the disqualification mentioned earlier.
The nomination paper must be signed by the proposefT,
the seconder and the candidate himself.

The candidate’s

consent is essential and he must also certify that he is
not under any disability (84) . Unless a deposit of Rs 50/is made, the nomination is liable to rejection (85).
Although a person may be nominated on more than one nomination
paper in the same electoral unit (86), a voter cannot
subscribe to more than one such nomination paper; if he does,
his signatures will be operative only in the case of the
83).

Id. Tufail v. Lid. Salim. P.L.D.1967 K. 104;
fanzur Aleem v. Zahoor Hussain, P.L.D.1965 L, 262 «
Sit-). Electoral College Act, S 21 (2).
63). Ibid, S.22 read with. S.23 (2)(c).
86).

The law does not place any limit on the number of
nomination papers that can be filed in favour of a
single candidate. The object appears to be twofold:
a) it helps to ascertain the strength of a particular
candidate and b) it ensures that the nomination of
a candidate is not rejected on the basis of one or
more of his nomination papers being declared invalid.
The Election Commission in its report has pointed out
that in 1965 for a seat to the Provincial Assembley
as many as 70 nomination papers were filed in respect
of one candidate although, in its opinion, a maxiiim
of 10 nomination papers should normally suffice.
Report on General Elections in Pakistan 1964-65 Void.

p .20.
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first (87)*

A candidate may bring his proposer, seconder

and one other person to the scrutiny and any of them may

object to any other nomination paper.

The Returning Officer

must give them reasonable opportunity to subs tantiate any
objections that may be raised

(86 ). A

defect, which is not

of a substantial nature~\~iill be allowed to be remedied but if
a candidate is not qualified to be a member of the Electoral
College, or the signatures

of the proposer or seconderare

doubtful or either of them

is not qualified to subscribeto

the nomination paper, the nomination paper must be rejected (89)
The lav/ requires that the Returning Officer must endorse on
each nomination paper his decision giving brief reasons for
accepting or rejecting it, and finally he must publish a list
of candidates v/ho have been validly nominated (90).
The question whefher a person possesses the requisite
qualifications for election can be gone into

atthe time of

scrutiny has caused some concern to the Pah is tan Courts. It
arises out of the third proviso to S.23 (3) of the Electoral
College Act and the different interpretations to which it may
be open to.

The proviso is couched in the following words:

electoral College Act, 6.21(h)* A & & & &
>)l Electoral College Act, S.23 (1) & (2).

89).

Ibid, S.23 (3).

9 0 ).

Ibid, S.23 (h) readwith S.2d,

SeuMteMp

"■the Returning Officer shall not enquire
into the correctness or validity of any
entry in the electoral roll”.
It has been contended that neither the Returning Officer

nor an election tribunal has jurisdiction to go behind the
entries on an electoral roll;

if a person is shown as

25 years of age on it, he is qualified, notwithstanding the
strong objection that he in fact is below that age.
her h<

Lt

On the

been maintained that it is incumbent on them

to see that a candidate is of qualified age and the finality
which attaches to an entry in the electoral roll should be
confined to the right to vote.

Those who advocate the first

view base their case on a literal interpretation of the

above provision, which, according to them, is quite unambiguous
and ought to be given effect to;

those in favour of the

second largely rely on ART.158 (1) of the Constitution, under
which the minimum age of a candidate for the Electoral College
is prescribed as twenty five years.
The power of the Returning Officer may be considered
first.

In .ban Earaz v. I,:d . Iqb al (91) > the nomination of

the petitioner was sought to be challenged on the ground that,
as he was shown as only 21 years on the electoral roll, he was

gteamxscgxBLHxy disqualified since the entry of his age was
clothed v/ith finality.

(91).

In reply it was contended that a

P.L.D. 1967 Pesh.lfL.
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that a Retur .ing Officer was under a constitutional obligation
to enquire whether a particular candidate possesses the
requisite qualification for being an elector and on entry in
the electoral roll regardiuq the age of a candidate could not
supersede the constitutional provision.

It was held that,

"Since A IT.15 8 of the Constitution disqualifies
an elector from contesting election, if he is
not 25 years of age, it is rendered obligatory
on the Returning Officer to embark upon summary
enquiry in regard to the constitutional
qualification of an elector regarding the age
and he is under a constitutional duty to reject
the nomination paper, if the elector is below
25 years of age and the entries in regard to age
are not in the least conclusive or binding on
the Returning Officer... Section 23 (3)proviso(iii).
... is controlled by ART. 138 and not vice versa".

tfl*)

Accor ing to the court, unAesa the proviso was interpreted in
that manner, very extraordinary results could ensue. For
example, a minor might be entered as being 23 years of age and
vice versa, and in such a case the constitutional provision in
regard to the requisite qualifications would be by-passed. The
High Court of West Pakistan constituted a full ftench,

consisting of three senior judges, khx to examine this question

(92 ). In this case, both petitioner and respondent contested
elections to the Electoral College.

The former objected to

the latter’s nomination on the ground that he was below 25
years of age, being shown as 23 years on the electoral roll.
.

92).

ftv'A a> Jo.

.

Md. tfufail v. Lid. Salim.

P.L.D.1967 K, 101+ ^

The respondent produced counter affidavits to disprove what
was stated b y the petitioner, and further produced a certificate
of age from the police surgeon that he was well above the
qualified age.

The Returning Officer, who scrutinized the

objections, rejected the objection;
respondent was declared elected.

at the election the

To support the contention

that finality is attached to an entry about a candidate's age,
it was.inter alia, contended that there is no other machinery
provided by the Constitution to ascertain the age of an
intending candidate except ART. 158 which leaves no doubt
that the election of members of the Electoral College of
Pakistan is to be Min

accordance with lav/1' and the relevant

law is S.23 of the Electoral College Act, which specifically
forbids the Returning Officer to enquire into the correctness
or validity of any
it istherefore
on

entry appearing on the electoral roll;

clear that the finality attaching to entries ::v

theelectoral roll will extend to the qualifying agefor

election to

the Electoral College as well. Anwarul Kaq^j. (with

whom Waheedudin J. concurreq), saia:11the injunction contained in the proviso cannot
be interpreted in a manner which would confer
a status and finality on the electoral roll which
it was not intended to possess by these provisions
of the Act and the Rules under v/hich it has been
prepared. The finality which therefore attaches
to the electoral roil and the restraint which is
placed on the Returning Officer under the third
proviso of section 23 of the Electoral College
Act must be interpreted to mean that the
Returning Officer shall not question the
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"right of vote" of either the "candidate" or
the proposer or seconder,while scrutinsing a
nomination paper.If an objection is raised
regarding the fulfilment by a candidate of
the requirement of age as prescribed by clause
(1) of Article 158,it is incumbent upon the
Returning Officer to satisfy himself that the
requirement,iSjin fact^fulfilled,and he can
in doing so go behind the enteries of age in
the electoral i?oll."(93)
The decision is in consonance with the decisions(94) that the
finalisation and revision of the electoral roll is directed to
wards the sole question of a person’s qualification as a
voters 95)•
In Crhulam Abbas v.Additional Commissioner(96) and AhsanjAli
v.Z .A.Chaudhury(97)>it was held that even an election tribunal
is precluded from going into the question of age of a candidate.
The desision in both cases did' not deal thoroughly with the
question and were disapproved in the subsequent cases(98).
A rational view would be that,although the Returning
Officer may be considered as incompetent to question the
93).
94).

95)*
96).
97).
98).

Lid.Tufail v.Ld.Salim,P.L.D.1967 K.104

-W.

Imtiaz Ahmed v.G-hulam Lid. ,P.L.D.1958 3. C.238 ;Mehboob v.
Controlling Authority,P.L. D.1561 B. J .15 ;Ahmed v.LIir Hd.,
P.L.I).1966 L.927;Ghulam Qadir v.Ahmed Shafi,P.L.D.1967
L.68;Allah Ditta v.IvId.I;Iunir,P.L.D.1966 L.770 ;ITeasuruddin
v.A.R.Khan,P.L.D.1966 D.617.Thse cases have been discussed
in Chapter 3 under Pinality of electoral rolls.
And the recent decison^of the Lahore High Court in
Md.Yusuf v .
,
P.L .D.1968 L.I 30.
P.L.D.1965 M.625•
P.L.D.1966 D.41.
See Overleaf
-
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entries of age in the electoral roll, due to the third proviso
to S. 23 (3)5 the powers of an election tribunal, in 1.1 s
regard, remain unfettered.

A perusal of ART. 171 (l) of the

Constitution shows that, with regard to election disputes,
the ultimate forum is the election tribunal.

A dispute

relating to the age of a candidate being essentially an
"election dispute", it v/ill be unreasonable to hold that such
a dispute is excluded from the jurisdiction of an election
tribunal, whereas all other sorts of election disputes are
within its domain.

There is certainly no reason v/hy the

two should be placed on a different footing (99).
A High Court also, in the exercise of its jurisidction
under ART 98 (commonly referred to as the writ jurisdiction),
has

power to make the necessary order in a case where a

person is not qualified to hold a public office and a person
who does not possess the basic qualification under the
constitution to be elected as ajmember of the Electoral College
cannot be allowed to function in view of the mandate of the
Constitution (l).
98).

Abdur Rashid v. Khawja I.Iahmood, P.L.D. 1966 L. 216;
Ahmed v. Mir Lid. P.L.D.I966 L. §27, Abdul G-hafur v.
., P.L.D. 1966 L. 1+23; Gazi v A .R.Khan P.L.D.I966
D.617
*

99)

read with S .60 (2) of the Electoral College Act and
r. 36 (l-A) of the electoral College Rules, 196U.

1).

Allah Ditta v. Iid.1 unir, P.L.D. 1966 L. 770.
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A candidate whose nomination paper has been rejected
may prefer an appeal to the Officer, specified in this
behalf by the Chief Election Commissioner (2).

The right of

appeal may be exercised before the election and the right to
file an election petition can be exercised after it.

If no

authority within the terms of S.23 (5) is specified, an
election petition will lie and it is obviously desirable that
it should be decided before the poll.
bar to filing an election petition (3).

Failure to appeal is no
The appeal, which must

be accompanied by a deposit of Rs.30/- towards costs, is to
be filed within three days of the rejection of nomination.
The

owers of the appellate authority are expressed in

general terms.

According to r 27 (8), an appeal shall be

disposed of either summarily or after such summary enquiry
as may be considered necessary;

the decision as to when an

appeal should be heard summarily is left to the discretion
of the authority.

Two cases in which it might be done are

(a) when the appeal is out of time, (b) when the deposit of
security is not made.

There is, however, no specific

provision to the effect that failure to file the appeal in
time or deposit security will entail dismissal of an appeal.

An examination of r 27 (l), on the other hand, shows that it is
not imperative to file the appeal within the period of
limitation:

cases of election petitions filed under the Act

confi rm the view.
2).
3).

Electoral College Act, S.23 (3) read with Electoral
College Rules, r.3r.
Khan Faraz v. Md. Iqbal, P.L.D.1967 P.l
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Although the improper acceptance or rejection of a
nomination paper is considered as a grave irregularity, an
aprjeal is only provided in the case of the latter (i-j-).

The

heturning Officer’s order accepting a nomination would thus
a pear to be final.

But there seems to be no bar to such an

order being subsequently attacked before the Election Tribunal,
which can declare void the election of a candidate on the
ground that there has been a contravention of the provisions
of the Act.

In Karam Dad v. lid. Yaaub (b) it was. contended

that the omission to provide a remedy for improper acceptance
was a clear indication of the intent of the Legislature that
the acceptance of a nomination paper be final and that it
could not be called a question before an Election Tribunal.
But, the contention was repelled by the Court for it held:-

k) •

In this respect the Election Commission remarked:!,The
law did not provide for an appeal against the acceptance
of a nomination althoug a wrongly accepted nomination
could form the subject matter of an election petition.
It has been felt that there should be a provision for
review against acceptance of nominations, and this
power of review should be exercisable by the Commission
if a malafide acceptance of nomination is brought to its
notice by the Chairman or a member of the Commission" .
(Report on General Elections in Pakistan 196i+-65 Vol.l
p.156).

5).

P.L.D.1965 L. 622.
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''in view of the clear and unambiguous language
employed in subsection (2) of section 60 and
sub-rule (l) of rule 36, any limitation on the
power of the Tribunal in this behalf will have
to be expressed in clear terms in the relevant
statute and cannot be left to be inferred only
indirectly from certain omissions in another part
of the Act dealing with an antecedent stage in
the entire process of elections to the Electoral
College "(6
After the list or the contesting candidates has been published,
a candidate may withdraw on or before the day fixed for
withdrawal.Jt must be done by notice in writing and delivered
to the heturning Officer either personally or through an
authorised agent (7).

If the Returning Officer is satisfied

that the signatures are genuine, he will publish it in the
prescribed manner (8).
is then prepared (9).
(10);

A new list of contesting candidates
a

notice of withdrawal is irrevocable

so the candidate must already have made up his mind

before its delivery to the Returning Officer,
Similarly, a candidate may retire from the election but
only within the seven days before the poll (ll).
held to be imperative (12)

This has beer

but it is laid down in S. 36 that

a candidate who fails to bring his ballot box before the poll
may be considered as having retired from the contest (13),
6),

7).
8).
9).

Karam Dad v. Md.Yaqub, P.L.D.19op L. 622 at pl625.
Electoral College Act, S.25 (!)•
Ibid, S.25 (3).
Ibid, 8. 25 (i+).

electoral College net, S.25 (2)«
11) . Ibid, f. 26 (1).
12). Md. Afaal v. Miraj Din, P.L.D.I966 L. 689.
15). read with 8.37 of the Act; and Sher Md.v.Deputy Commiss.
P.L.D.1966 P. 15U, where it has been held that retirement
in such cases is automatic and does not require a
notification to that effect.
________
10).
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which would suggest that it is merely directory . It is
submitted that retirement may be effected at any time
before the poll.

Cnee given, a notice of retirement is

also irrevocable.
nomination for Election to Assemblies:
An elector, whose name appears on the electoral roll and is
not disqualified by the Constitution, the National and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act or any other law, may
propose or second the name of a person, of 25 years of age,
to be a candidate for a seat in an Assembly.

The nomination

paper must contain a declaration by the candidate that he has
consented to the nomination, that he is not under any kind of
disability and, if elected, he will uphold the sovereignity
and integrity of Pakistan and always bear true faith and
allegiance to its Constitution (id).
Id).

Although APT.105 of the Constitution provides that a
person shall not, at the same time, be a candidate for
election to more than one seat in an Assembly or to a
seat in one Assembly and to a seat in another Assembly,
the filing of nomination papers in more than one
constituency, in respect of a particular candidate, is
not specifically prohibited. The Election Commission
reports that during the 1965 elections two persons filed
their nominations from tv/o different Central Constituencies
in .7.Pakistan. In one case, both the nominations were
accepted but he later withdrew one of them. In the second
case, the Returning Officer himself knowing that a perso l
was a candidate in another constituency in which his
nomination papers dad been accepted, rejected that
person's nomination£his constituency. The Commission
remarks that as the intention of the Legislature is only
to prevent double candidature in cases where a candidate
is filing nomination papers in more than one constituency
he should be required to intimate this facfe in the form
of declaration to the Returning Officers of all
constituencies where his nominations are filed.(Report on
General elections in Pakistan 196d-65 Vol.l op 30, 31 &
___________________ J g ____________
1
5
8
)
.
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There is no limit to the number of nomination papers
that can be filed for one particular candidate in the same
constituency.

But an elector should not subscribe to more

than one such paper, because the first in time only will be
treated as valid.

The deposit req ired of a candidate for

election to an Assembly is higher than that required for
election to the Blectoral College.

It is Rs.1,000/- for a

seat in the National Assembly and half as much for seat in
a Provincial Assembly (lp).
The nomination papers are scrutinized by the Returning
Officer (lo).

The candidates, their agents, proposers and

seconders may attend and raise objections (17) without takin
into account defects, which are not of a substantial nature,
if it appears that a candidate, proposer or seconder is not
qualified or the procedure for filing of nomination has not
proposer
been complied with or the signatures of a prapsr or seconder
are not genuine, the Returning Officer will reject the
nomination paper (18).

It is noteworthy ih at the signature

of the candidate is to be accepted at its face value (19).
The reason appears to be that in his case the signature
is appended to a declaration of assent and oath on solemn
Ip). Rational and Provincial Assemblies (Electlon)Act. S.13.
1$).

Ibid,

17).

Ibid,3.14 (1)

).

S. 14.
and (2)-

Ibid, 3.14 (3) read with S3
ledSaeed v.

12and 13.

Md.Nawaz, P.L.D.1966 L 68.
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affirmation;

any untrue statement is made at his cwn risk

ana may involve a heavy penalty.

The rejection of a nomination

paper has no effect if the candidate is validly nominated on
another nomination paper, though this may create difficulties.
For instance, in a given case it might he difficult to say
which nomination paper was received first.

Afiiithe

Electoral College Act, it is stated in the

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act that a
Returning Officer must not enquire into the correctness or
validity of an entry in the elecLoral roll, prepared under
the ElectoralCollege Act (20).

The question, whether a

Returning Officer must determine the true age of a candidate,
if an objection is raised thereto, once again arises. The
position may be expressed thus.

.Vhereas the qualifying age

of a candidate for the Electoral College is stated in the
Constitution and, on that basis, it is possible to contend
that it is the duty of the Returning Officer to see whether
the constitutional qualification has been fulfilled, it is not
so in the case of candidature for elections to the Assemblies.

But the answer seems to lie in S. 12. and S lb. when read together
Under subsection (3) of S.lk a Returning Officer must reject
a nomination paper, if he is satisfied that a candidate is not
20).

Rational and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act;
S.Ik (3) provis/o (ill).
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qualified to fill the seat for which'he has been nominated.
This clearly means that the nomination of a person, who is
less than 25 years - which is an essential qualification
do

become a candidate (21) cannot be accepted.

Even if the

Electoral Roll describes a person as being of full age, that
entry will not be sacrosanct and the Returning Officer must
hold an index)endent enquiry.

It is submitted that this

intention is further manifest in clause (c) of subsection 3
of £.14,

which, inter alia,says that if "any provision of

section 12" is not complied with, the nomination paper must
necessarily be rejected.

Nov/, it is one of the requirements

of that section that a candidate must be 25 years of age.
is it then rjossible to contend that the Returning Officer
should treat the age shown in -the electoral roll as final?
The answer must be in the negative.

But it may further be

asked why incorporate the p?ovision in section 14? It is
submitted that it is there for a limited purpose, namely that
the right of a candidate or a proposer or a seconder to be
on the electoral roil will not be allowed to be raised; to

this extent the jurisdiction of the Returning Officer is barred
A tribunal, constituted under the act, can set aside the
election of a returned candidate on the ground that his
nomination is invalid or that he did not qualify, or was
21).

as held in I d.Tufail v. Ed.Salim, P.L.D.I967 K. 104.
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subject to a disqualification, on the nomination day (22).
So even assuming that there can be an ouster of jurisdiction
of a Returning Officer to

o behind entries in the electoral

roll, it cannot be inferred in the case of an Election Tribunal
The Returning Officer must endorse his decision on each
nomination paper;

in the case of an order of rejection, it

is essential to give reasons therefor

(23).

An appeal lies

to the I!ember of the Election Commission within five days of
the order rejecting a nomination paper (24).

The appeal must

set forth, in the form of a memorandum, the precise reasons
for making it, and should be accompanied by a deposit of
Rs 200/- (25).

A summary enquiry only will be held and,

if the appellant is successful, his name will be entered in
the list of the validly nominated candidates (26). A finding
that the appeal was vexatious or frivolous renders the whole
or part of the deposit liable to forfeiture (27). It may be
mentioned that though no appeal has been provided against an
order accepting a nomination, an election petition would be
competent (28).

If an Election Tribunal has been appointed

the petition lies to it;

otherwise it must be presented to

the Chief .lection Commissioner, who will take measures to
have it decided as expediticusLy

as possible. An express

provision that all disputes with regard to nominations be
settled before the poll seems necessary.

22). national and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act/S72( l) (a)
and (b ).
23). Ibid, S.Id (4). 24). Ibid, S.14 (5) read with National &
Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Rules. r 5(l).

.

\

5).

17?
The lav/ permits the validly nominated candidates to
deliver to the Returning Officer a notice in writing, duly
signed by them, before the day fixed, indicating their
intention to withdraw from the contest (29).

The notice can

be served in person or through an agent authorised on his
..ehalf, and is irrevocable (3C), if the Returning Officer is
satisfied that the signatures are those of the candidates
proposing to withdraw their candi da tup es(Sj).Notices of such
withdrawals are affixed on his notice board

1. , Although the

law is silent about the reason for this, it is possibly done
for the purpose of inviting objections, especially because a
notice of withdrawal is not open to cancellation. A list of
contesting candidates is then drawn up afresh in the same
manner as the list of validly nominated candidates, prepared
after scru tiny ^33^-11 may be observed that the time oa the day
specified for withdrawals on which a candidate may withdraw
will, of course, vary from constituency to constituency.
26) .

CM

•3

Ibid, r 5 (7) and ( 8 ) .
Ibid, r 5 (9)28) . See observation or the Election Commission (footnote k) .
29) • National and. Provincial Assemblies (Elections )Act S.16.
30). Ibid, S.16 (l) and (2).

31).
32).
33).

Ibid, S 16 (3).
Ibid, S. 16 (h)•
Ibid, S.17.
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A candidate may, similarly, retire from the contest
on a day "not later than seven days before the poll".ex It
has been held that seven clear days should intervene between
the date of retirement and the date of the poll ( 34) • In the
case where it was so held, nine persons, including the
petitioner and respondent, filed nominations for elections

to the Provincial Assembly of .Vest Pakistan on 10th April 1965.
According to published time table for the election (35), the
scrutiny of nomination papers was on 11th April, the last
date for withdrawal was 19th April and the polling was fixed
for lbth May.

The Petitioner and another candidate withdrew,

leaving seven ^ersons in the field.

Three others presented

their application, for retirement on 9th May.

Notices were

published on the same day and they ceased to be contesting
candidates Under S. 17 (4).

In the end, the respondent was

left as the only contesting candidate and was elected unopposed

(36).

It was contended that the Returning Officer had

misinterpreted the provisions of Subsection (l) of S.17 of the

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act because seven

clear days had not elapsed between the date of their retirement
and the poll an.d the respondent could not be declared as

34)» Md. Afzal v. I/.iraj Din, PJL..D. 1967 L. 669 .
35).
36).

under S.11 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act.
under S.20 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(E 1ect ions)Act.
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elected unopposed because the petitioner* s retirement v/as
invalid.

In the case of death of a contesting candidate before
the close of the poll, the entire proceedings relating to
the election are terminated.

There must be a fresh election

(37).'
Nomination to the Reserved Seats
Concerning nominations for the "reserved seats", under
ARTICLE lo9 of the Constitution, any person whose name appears
on a list of electors for a zone may nominate and any other
such person may second the name of a woman, qualified to1 be
a member of the Assembly, to represent that zone.

As in the

case of nomination to the general seats, every nomination
must be by a separate nomination paper and the requirements
with regard to the cerit icate by the proposer and the

declaration and the oath or affirmation by the person nominated
have to be complied with.

A nomination paper, for a reserved

seat in the national Assembly must be accompanied by an
extract from the electoral roll for any electoral unit,
wherein the candidates name is entered as a voter; in the case
of such a seat in the Provincial Assembly a similar extract
from the electoral roll for an electoral unit in the Province
is essential (38).
37).
38).

national and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act S.18.
Paragraph 3- of the Directions for Elections to the Seats
Reserved Exclusively for V/omen, issued by the Election
Commission under S.mb of the national and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act. (The Provincial Assembly
1 (2nd ed . )
2.
of
, . . 1 ...
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The provisions in the national and Provincial Assemblies

(Elections) Act with regard to nominations for the general
seats, such as, de osit. scrutiny, withdrawal and uncontested
elections also apply to reserved seats.

CHAPTER 5
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THE ELECTIONS

Elections must be held in an atmosphere of complete
freedom and with absolute fairness and impartiality.

An

honest and independent election staff, maintenance of law
and order at the polls and the observance of secrecy of the
ballot constitute important factors in this regard. ARTICLE
153 of the Pakistan Constitution provides for arrangements to
be made r,to ensure that the election is conducted honestly,
justly, fairly and in accordance with the law and that corrupt
practices are guarded against." This chapter is, therefore,
devoted to the study of the procedure for election of members
of the Electoral College and the Assemblies in Pakistan (1).
Where a provision is common to the Electoral College Act and
the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act, they
will be dealt together and cases decided under one may
advantageously be used for purposes of the other.

Any points

of distinction will, however, be specifically brought out.
The Chief Election Commissioner
The head of the election organisation is the Chief
Election Commissioner.

He is appointed by the President (2),

1.

The law concerning the election of the President is not
discussed here but will be extensively dealt with in the
next chapter, namely, Chapter 6.

2.

Constitution of Pakistan (1962), ART.1^7.

’
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although what qualifications he should possess, prior to his
appointment, are not stated. ARTICLE 1^9 of the Constitution
entitles him to the same salary and allowances as a Judge of
the Supreme Court (3) but his other terms and conditions of
service are left to be determined by an Act of the Central
Legislature or, until so determined, by the Presidait. ARTICLE
152, however, provides that should the office of the Chief
Election Commissioner fall vacant, whether permanently or
temporarily, a Judge of the Supreme Court, to be nominated by
the Chief Justice, will act as the Chief Election Commissioner.
Again, the manner of removal from office is that contemplated

by the Constitution for the removal of a Superior Court Judge (*+).
From this it may safely be inferred that the terms and conditions

of service of the Chief Election Commissioner are similar to those
of a Judge.

It is needless to mention that he must be a person

of highest calibre and his conduct impeccable.
Before assumption of office, any other office of profit
must be vacated and an oath taken before the Chief Justice of
Pakistan that he will discharge his duties and perform his

|

functions to the best of his ability, faithfully in acardance

j

with the Constitution and, without fear or favour, affection or

ill-will, at no time allowing his personal interest to influence !
3.

The salary is Rs.5>l°°/- (approximately £**75)
vide
the Second Schedule enacted Tinder ART.12^ of the Constitution,

h.

ART.150 read with ART.128.

'
his official conduct or decision (5)*
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The appointment is for

a period of three years unless the Chief Election Commissioner
sooner resigns, by notice in writing to the President (6).

The

same person can be reappointed but the President must obtain
the concurrence of the National Assembly;

this can only be

done before the expiry of two years from the date of completion
of the first term (7)*

The reason for the last proviso is that

a person who has held office as Chief Election Commissioner may
not hold another office of profit in the service of Pakistan for
two years after he ceased to hold that office (8).
Since it is the responsibility of the Chief Election
Commissioner to ensure free and fair elections, the Constitution
requires all executive authorities in Pakistan to assist him
achieve this (9)»

The rules for carrying out the purposes of

the Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act can only be made after consultation
with him (10).
5* Ibid, ART.lW read with the First Schedule.
6. Ibid, ART. 150 (1) and 0+).
7. Ibid, ART. 151 (3).
8. ART.151 (1): the provision is noticeably identical with
that concerning a Judge of the Supreme Court or a High
Court under ART.126 (2).
9* Constitution of Pakistan (19&2) ART.163*
10. Electoral College Act. S.86; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act, S.I1* (being a member (Chairman)
of the Election Commission, he could be delegated powers
of the Commission in this regard)•
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Under 8.82 of the Electoral College Act, the Chief Election
Commissioner may issue such instru ctions and exercise such
powers, including the power to review an order passed by an
officer empowered under the Act, and may make such consequential
oraers as, in his opinion, are necessary for ensuring that an
election is conducted honestly, justly and fairly, and in
accordance with the law;

S.109 of the National and Provincial

Assemblies (Elections) Act is also to the same effect.

Where

the statutes make provisions for anything to be done, but no
provision or no sufficient provision exists therefor, it may be
done by an Authority and in a manner specified by him (11).
With regard to elections to the Assemblies, the Chief Election
Commissioner may even exercise the powers of any authority,
except the Election Tribunal or the Election Commission
exercising judicial functions (12).

The discretion of the Chief

Election Commissioner is assured in that no proceeding, whether
civil or criminal, will lie in respect of anything done by him
in good faith under the Act or any rule or order made or any
direction given thereunder (13)*

WThat has been said above

applies also to a delegate of the Chief Election Commissioner.

11.

Electoral College Act, S.87; National and Provincial Ass.
(Elections) Act, S.115.

12.

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act, S.108.

13*

Electoral College Act. S.85; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act, S.113.

The power to remove him vests in the President but the
following procedure is required to be observed (1*+)* When
information is received that the Chief Election Commissioner
has become incapable of properly exercising his duties, due
to physical or mental incapacity, or is guilty of gross
misconduct, the President may refer the matter to the Supisne
Judicial Council of Pakistan, constituted uner ARTICLE 128 of
the Constitution, to enquire into the conduct of Judges.

If

the allegations are found to be true by the Council, it will
recommend to the President the removal of the Chief Election
Commissioner.

But the ultimate decision rests with the

President himself;

he is not bound to accept the recommendation

Under ARTICLE 128 (5) of the Constitution, information from any
source is considered sufficient ground to initiate proceedings
against the Chief Election Commissioner;

this might leader to

a number of frivolous and vexatious applications which cannot
be discouraged by an award of special costs.

It is submitted

that a person who has a complaint against the learned officer
should be required to

bring it to the notice of the Supreme

Judicial Council, or another body specially constituted for
the purpose, to decide whether there is, prima facie, substance

in the allegations, before the complaint is admitted for hearing
The Council, either of its own finding or on the matter being
reported to it, should then hold a formal enquiry;
lb.

if

Constitution of Pakistan (1962), A1T.150 (2) read with
ART. 128.
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necessary the formal sanction of the President should be
obtained;

it should, after hearing the complaint, send its

recommendations to the President, whose confirmation should
be essential.
It may be mentioned that the powers of the Chief Election
Commissioner may be delegated by him to a subordinate officer
or authority (15)*

Powers concerning appointment of officers

and arrangements for conducting elections to the Electoral
College, under the undermentioned sections (16), were
delegated to the Provincial Election Authority, constituted
in pursuance of S.3 of the Electoral College Act.
The Election Commission
For elections to the Assemblies, the President and
referenda, an Election Commission is appointed (17)•
Chief Election Commissioner acts as its Chairman;

The

the other

two members are Judges of the High Court, one from each High
Court, appointed by the President after consultation with the
Chief Justice of the Provincial High Court to which each Judge
belongs (18).

It is submitted that, to secure a complete

15*

Electoral College Act, S.83 and Electoral College Rules,
r.38; National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,
S. 111.

16.

Electoral College Act, SS.5,6.7 (1) & (2), 8,15,16,19,
22,23 (5),28,30,33,3*+,36,38,*+8,52,53,5*+,55,59,80,82.

17*

Constitution of Pakistan (1962), ART.153 (D*

18.

Ibid, ART.153 (2).

independence for this important body, the two members should
preferably be appointed by the Chief Election Commissioner
himself and not the President (19)•

Of course, the consent

of the Chief Justice will be necessary for administrative
reasons, for it might be that the services of a particular
Judge could not be dispensed with for the relevant period*
\

The Commission can delegate its powers but only to
its Chairman or members;

the delegated authority may be

for the exercise and performance of all or any of its powers
and functions (20). The legality of the actions of the
Commission and its delegates, in respect of things done in
good faith, cannot be called in question (21).

The object

of these provisions is to enable the holding of free elections
or referenda, as the case may be.
The Returning Officer.
The person sogc more directly concerned with the conduct
and supervision of elections in Pakistan is the Returning
Officer.
19*

It will be seen in the eighth chapter, dealing with
election disputes that the Election Commission or
rather one of its members, sits in appeal in disputes,
inter alia, relating to the count of votes.

20.

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.110.

21.

Ibid, S.113.
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To conduct elections to the Electoral College, the
Chief Election Commissioner has to appoint an officer of the
Government or local authority, to function as the Returning
Officer for an electoral unit (22).

For administrative

convenience, the same person may be Returning Officer for two
or more units, but this must not cause interference with the
performance of his duties.

Concerning elections to the

Assemblies, there must be a Returning Officer for each
constituency (23)*

The appointment is made by the Election

Commission and, subject to any conditions imposed by it, the
Returning Officer may require the assistant Returning Officers,
also appointed by the Commission, to perform all or any of
his functions (2*+).
It is the duty of the Returning Officer to secure the
secrecy of voting and to do everything necessary for
effectually conducting the election in accordance with the
law.

He must act with utmost impartiality throughout the

elections.

It is his duty to exercise a general superintendence

and control over the whole election.

For example, if he

observes anything improper done by a candidate or his polling
agent or other person, who may have been admitted for special
22.

Electoral College Act, S.16.

23*

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,S.? (1)*
By the explanation attached to the subsection, the
definition of a constituency, as given in S.2(7)? does
not include a constituency for a reserved seat.

2*+.

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.7(2)
and (3)«
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purposes to a polling station, it is his duty to see that such
agent or person does not take advantage of his position to
violate the law.

If he sees a polling agent stealthily

communicating with another person outside the polling station,
thereby violating the principle of secrecy, he may have such
person removed from the polling station and take such preirarcrc
further steps as may be necessary to prevent repetition of
any breach (25).
The following are some of his main duties under the
Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act: 1.

To provide a polling station for each
electoral unit or constituency (as the
case may be) (26);

2.

To appoint a Presiding Officer and Polling
Officers for each polling station (27);

3.

to invite nominations (28), decide
objections thereto (29) and publish the
list of validly nominated candidates (30).

25.

Parker: Election Agent and the Returning Officer (1950 edO
p.31 •

26.

Electoral College Act. s.17
S.17 National
Assemblies (Elections; Act, S;8 (3).
S.18 National
Act, S.9 (1).
S.20 National
Act, S.11 (3).
S.23 National
Act, a.ib.
Electoral College Act, S.2*f National
Act, s.1 5 .

30*

and Provincial
and Provincial
and Provincial
and Provincial
and Provincial

*
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4. To publish the list of contesting candidates after
withdrawal, if any (31)? publish notice of retire
ment (32) and publish the name of the returned
candidate in the case of uncontested election (33)?
5*

to allocate symbols and give notice of the poll .(3*0
and fix hours of the poll (35)?

6. to

supply (36) and inspect ballot boxes (37)?

7* to adjourn the poll due to interruption and fix
a fresh date for the election (38); and
8.

to declare and publish the election result(39)*

For elections to the National or a Provincial Assembly,
a returning officer is further required to fix the

31)* Electoral College Act, S.25 (4); National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections; Act, S.lo (4-).
32). Electoral College Act, S.26 (3); National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act, S.17 (3).
33)* Electoral College Act, S.29 (2); Under S.20 of the Nat,
and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act, the candidate
is declared elected by the Returning Officer but his name
is published by the Election Commission.
34). Electoral College Act, S.30; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections; Act, S.21.
35)* Electoral College Act, S.33; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act, S.26.
36). National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.27;
S.36 of the Electoral College Act, however, requires every
candidate to bring his own ballot box (the merits and
demerits of the system will be shortly discussed).
37)* Electoral College Act, 336(2) and (3); as the ballotbox
is to be supplied by the Returning Officer, a detailed
procedure for inspecting the ballot box is not contemplated
under the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)
Act.
38). Electoral College Act. S.34; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections; Act, S.27 (under subsection (2))
Clause (b) prior approval of the Election Commission is
necessary for fixing a fresh poll).
39* Electoral College Act, S.46; National and Provincial
j
Assemblies (Elections)Act. S.4l. In the case of an Elector*
^
E?311^ . ^ 3 declared by the Presiding; Officer &
pOTlished by the Returning Officer: in the case of an
i?.n “ if declared
the r t t t S m f n f Of?i

time and place for counting the votes (40), to verify the
count in the presence of the candidates and their agents

or to

recount (4l), to verify the ballot paper account (*+2) and to
receive and keep the returns of the election expenses (43).
Thus in addition to his specified duties, the
Returning Officer must do everything that is necessary for
effectually conducting the election because he is charged with
the general superintendance and control over the elections.

At

no point of time must he participate in a campaign for or against a candidate;

he must not prevent any person from giving his vote

or commit any act calculated to further or hinder the election of
a candidate.
The Presiding Officer and his Staff
But the successful arrangement of an election will also
depend, to no small extent, on the efficiency of the Presiding
Officers and their staffs.

A Presiding Officer is to be appointed

by the Returning Officer for each polling station.

To assist him

an adequate number of polling officers are also appointed. But
neither he nor a polling officer should, at any time, have been
in the employment of a candidate (44).
40).

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.37

41).

Ibid, S.38.

42).

Ibid., S.39.

43).

Ibid, S.50*

v,)-

^<(Stflonal
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The Presiding Officer presides at the polling station
as o. representative of the Returning Officer;any fact or

incident,which is likely to affect the fairness of the election,
must be immediately reported to him;he must conduct the poll in
accordance with the law and maintain order at the polling station(45).His duties,inter alia,are to maintain the secrecy of
the ballot,by regulating the number of voters to fes
be s.dmitted at a time,by excluding any person whose presence

is not necessary,by removing any person who misconducts himself,
by issuing ballot papers to authorised voters,by examining the
official mark on each ballot paper, so that none but the stamped
papers are taksx inserted in the ballot box and that no ballot
papers are taken out of the polling station.
Under the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
Act,the Presiding Officer may,during the poll, entrust such
of his functions , as

may

be specified by him,to any polling

officer (46).There is no similar provision in the Electoral
College Act,but it is submitted that it should be
in that staute.

Both

Acts

provide

that

if

absent, one

inserted

the
of

Presi

ding

Officer is ,for some reason,

the

45).

Electoral College Act,S.l8(2);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S. 9(2).

46).

National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,5.9(2).

polling officers should be authorised by the Returning Offiw-fey

to perform his functions in his absence(47).In Eoulvi Abdullahv.
S.Sher Ali(47a) the Election Tribunal held, that the proviso to
clause(2) of S.9 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act applies to a delegation by a Presiding Officer,
who remains in the polling station but clause(3) applies when
the Presiding Officer is absent and the delegation must be by
the Returning Officer before the absence commences.
No qualifications are prescribed for becoming a Presiding
Officer or a polling officer but it is stated that,if a person
is in the employment of a candidate he will be disqualified!46).
Past employment is a disqualification only under the Electoral
College Act.The ommssion in the Assemblies(Elections) Act is
to be regretted.lt is submitted that Presiding Officers and

polling Officers should not be appointed from among the executive
and revenue departments of the Government,if persons from other

governmental or semi goverrnental institutions like colleges,banks,
cooperative and other departments are available.lt is not
suggested that in practice this is often done but the need
is for a specific provision in the election laws.
A Presiding Officer or a polling officer,who does not
perform his functions properly is to be suspended by the
Returning Officer after recording his reasons for doing so(49).
47).

Electoral College Act,3.18(3);National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act,S.9 (3) •
47a). P.L.D.19S8 J.79.
4 8 ). Electoral College Act,3.18(1)proviso;National and Pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.9(l)proviso.
49). Electoral College Act,3.18(4 );National and pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.9(4).
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Since the said action can be taken by the Returning
Officer atany time, even during the

poll, it is desirable

that alternative arrangements should be first made in ihrder
that the conduct of the election is not materially affected.
It is submitted that a failure to do so will constitute a
material irregularity committed by the election staff, and
a fresh poll will be ordered by the Election Tribunal.
Procedure Before the Poll
Before describing the actual poll, a brief account of
the provisions of law concerning meetings, polling stations,
ballot boxes, symbols and polling agents may be useful.
ARTICLE 173 of the Constitution, inter alia, requires
the Legislature to ensure 11 a)

b)

that each candidate at an election has
the opportunity, and so far as practicable,
equal opportunity with other candidates of
addressing the persons who are entitled to
vote at the election; and
that the persons entitled to vote at the
elections have the opportunity of
questioning each candidate, face to face."

To implement these constitutional directions,
provisions have been included in ssA6 and 4-7 of the National
and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act, 196*+. The meeting,
which may only be called as and when required by the Election
Commission, is to be presided over by a member of the Judicial
Service or a non official, who is not a partisan in the election

On the day fixed for the meeting the holding of any other meetin;
within the constituency is prohibited;

this is considered
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necessary

in the interest of public order.

At the meeting a candidate may explain his election
manifesto but he must refrain from casting reflection on
other contesting candidates, except insofar as it relates to
the aims and objects of that candidate.

Questions relevant

to the candidature of a candidate may only be asked by the
electors.

Any question, which is calculated to scandalize

a contesting candidate, must be discouraged and disallowed by
the Presiding Officer.
Any person who misconducts himself at a meeting, by
acting in a manner conducive to the maintenance of order,
commits an offence and is liable, on conviction, to a sentence
of imprisonment for one month or a maximum fine of Rs .100/-(50).
There was no express provision for representatives
of the press to attend, but it Has later incorporated in the

original Act by the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections]
(Amendment) tod&neoc&M, 1965 (?!)• Newspaper reporters may now
attend and prepare a factual account of the proceedings; a
question, the publication of which has been forbidden by the
Presiding Officer, must not be included.

It is illegal to

publish anything relating to a meeting, except a correct factual
report of its proceedings, or to give headlines to it for a

(52)
purpose other than of designating the meeting to which it relateq
50.
51.

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.93.
Ordinance 1 of 1965? S.6 (gazette of Pakistan Extraordinary
dated 5th Jan, 1965)*

*
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By 6.10 of the Constitution (Second Amendment) Act,
196b an explanation was appended to ARTICLE 173> the effect

of which has been to make the ARTICLE inapplicable to elections
to the Electoral College.

Thus no provision is to be found in

the Electoral College Act for the holding of meetings between
the candidates and voters.

In the Act, as originally framed,

S.7^j dealing with punishment for misconduct at such a meeting
appeared.

But realising the error on the part of the Legislature

an amendment was passed and the said section deleted (53)•
However, this indicates the anxiety of the Legislature to provide
for the holding of meetings under the Electoral College Act.
It is submitted that such provisions ought to be incorporated
in the Act for the following reason.

There being no specific

bar, it cannot be argued that it is illegal for the candidate
to address the voters at an election to the Electoral College
and in that case, there should be provisions regulating their
procedure, to ensure quiet elections.
For elections to the Electoral College the Returning
Officer is required to provide at least one polling station for
each electoral unit(<<,).

52.

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, 3A6(2)
read with S.93.

53•

Electoral College (Amendment)Ordinance, 196^, 3.8.

5^«

Electoral College Act, S.17.

For elections to the Assemblies the Returning Officer must
submit to the Election Commission a list of the proposed
polling stations in a constituency.

After amendment, if any,

the final list is published by the Election Commission (55)*
The Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act provide that a polling station may
not be located in any premises in the occupation or possession
of a candidate (56).

But it may be pointed out that the

provisions in both statutes, concerning location of polling
stations, are inadequate;
Electoral College Act.

this is especially true of the

It is submitted that an expression

provision for inviting objections and suggestions should be
incorporated in the law.

In doing so, the convenience of

the voters and the candidates must be kept in mind.

Under

Section 36 (1) of the Electoral College Act every candidate
has to bring his own ballot box, which must conform to the
specifications prescribed by the Chief Election Commissioner.
Section 36 (2) reads:
t!At least three davs before the coll.
every candidate shall produce his
ballot box for inspection of the
Returning Officer who shall, if he is
satisfied that the ballot box is of
the required specification, paste thereon
a slip containing his initials and the
date of inspection and return it to the
candidate for delivery to the presiding
officer at least one hour before the
commencemen^bf the vollFl
(The underlining is that of the
author).
55)* National & Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, Sl8
56. Electoral College Act S 17 provisfo, Nat. & Prov. Assm.
I&lectionsMct § 8 (*+)•
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It will be seen that a further duty is cast on the candidate to
produce nis ballot box for examination of the Returning Officer
three days before the poll; if the Returning Officer is
satisfied, he will return the box with his initials thereon;
the candidate should then deliver it to the Returning Officer,
at least half an hour before the commencement of the poll.
According to the Peshawar Bench of the West Pakistan High Court
(57)) these provisions are mandatory because of the following
penal clause attached to S.36, which is couched in the following
words:
,fA candidate who fails to produce
his ballot box to the Returning
Officer for inspection shall be deemed
to have retired under Section 26".
A literal interpretation of S.36 (2) is that it prescribes two
separate duties: a) "production" of the ballot box for inspection
of the Returning Officer and b) its "delivery" to the Presiding
Officer;

each duty is qtite independent of the other and must

be complied with.

But whereas failure to produce for inspection

as in a) calls for punitive action under S36 (3);

the failure

to deliver the box to the Presiding Officer within the
stipulated time does not.

If this interpretation be accepted,

one must readily concede that the provision, under discussion,
is very harsh, insofar as a person who fails to produce his box
three days before the poll will be deprived of his candidature,
although he may have been prevented from soing so for reasons
57)*

in Sher Md. v. Dy. Commissioner, P.L.D.1966 p.l5^«
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beyond his control*

It is submitted that in cases where a

candidate can give sufficient excuse for non compliance with
the technical provision, the penalty shaiLU not be imposed*
As regards the production of the ballot box before the
Presiding Officer, the expression ,fat least one hour before the
commencement of the poll" in S 36 (2) is only directory; no
penalty is provided for in case a candidate fails to bring his
box by the stipulated time.

The said expression can be best

interpretated in the light of S.3? which states that half an
hour before the poll, the Presiding Officer must, inter alia*
ascertain that every box delivered to him is empty and
demonstrate this to the candidates and their polling agents*
So it is reasonable to infer that a ballot box produced, before
the Presiding Officer proceeds to act under S 37, will be deemed
to have been properly delivered and the Presiding Officer has
no power to refuse it.

But the matter can be resolved, if the

system of requiring each candidate to bring his own ballot box,
which proved unsatisfactory at the 196*+ election, is discontinued
for future elections to the Electoral College.

It may be

mentioned that the principal reason why this system was adopted

j
i

for elections under the Electoral College Act was that voters
being i l l i t e r a t e w e r e not capable of marking their ballot
papers suitably.

This would be untenable in the face of serious

criticism (shortly to be stated).

It is submitted that the law

should be amended to as to introduce the single ballot box system

as existing under the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections]
Act.

196

19 %
,.’
'i5he position under the National and Provincial

Assemblies (Elections) Act is different*

At each polling

station, one ballot box, of the kind prescribed by the Commission,
must be used for all the contesting candidates; when it becomes
full another may be used C58)•

It should be noted that the

responsibility to provide ballot boxes is that of the Returning
Officer and not the candidates.

It is for this reason that there

is no provision similar to S.36 of the Electoral College Act.
The question whether a single ballot box for all
candidates or a ballot box for each candidate should be used at
an election has been the subject of discussion in Pakistan (59)
The advantage and disadvantages may be briefly stated thus:
those who favour the former system say that it ensures a check
against a miscreant, supporting a particular candidate,£to
destroy or remove the latter!s ballot papers or otherwise
destroying the same without breaking the box.

As against this,

it is argued that under such a system, a single set of ballot
papers containing the names or symbols or both of the candidate
will be used, and each voter required to put the prescribed
mark against the name or symbol of the desired candidate, which
presupposes a higher intellectual standard than the average
Pakistani possesses, most of the voters being illiterate. In
favour of a ballot box for each candidate it

may be said that

as every ballot box will have the distinguishing symbol of a
58).National & Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act,S.29•
59)•Report of the Electoral Reforms Commission, 1956.

■!
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candidate on its outside, it is easy for the illiterate voter
to select the box of the candidate of his or her choice;

ballot

papers need not contain the name of any candidate or his symbol
which will facilitate counting

and is thus timesaving

and ensures

early completion of elections*
There is an additional

reason why a single ballot

should be used in elections to the Electoral College*

box

The

Constitution and the law require a voter to cast his vote in
secret;

ballot boxes of the contesting candidates of an

Electoral College election are placed in separate secret
compartments;

this could enable the unscrupulous voter to take

the ballot paper out of the polling station, show it to his
favourite candidate and either give it to him or hand it over
to another voter, at the instance of the candidate, to be cast
subsequently thus violating the principle of secret ballot.
The symbols from which candidates may choose are
prescribed and limited (60)*

Where possible the preference of

a candidate willjbe taken into account but the powers of the
Returning Officer are subject to any directions of the Chief
Election Commissioner, in the case of elections to the Electoral
College, and the Election Commission, in the case of elections
to the Assemblies ($1).

The allocation of symbols is not a very

serious matter and no dispute has so far been referred to the
Court under the present election laws in Pakistan*
60)* Electoral College Rules,r.29(2) and Schedule 1; Nat. & Prov.
Ass. (Elections) Rules, r.19*

61 ). Electoral College Act, S.30(1)(a): Nat.& Prov.Assem.
(Elections)Act, 3.21(1)(a).
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The appointment of a polling agent is not imperative
but if a candidate desires to appoint one, and it is always
advisable to do so, it can only be done befBre the commencement
of the poll*

The maximum number of polling agents that may be

appointed is two for elections to the Assemblies and one for
elections under the Electoral College Act (62)*

But it appears

from the decision of the West Pakistan High Court in Ha.ii v.
Election Tribunal (63),

a case under the Electoral College Act,

that the appointment of more than the permissible number is only
an irregularity and the result of the elections cannot be said
to be materially affected thereby.

No qualifications are prescribed for a polling agent;
Government servants are eligible, provided they confine them
selves to only such functions, in connection with the poll, as
are authorised under the law.

It may be mentioned that a

considerable amount of care is necessary for selection of a
polling agent.

His duties demand tact, judgement and discretion

only persons with these* qualifier /should be appointed.

A

familiarity with the voters in the polling area and knowledge
of the election law is desirable.
Whereas under the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act, besides polling agents, an election agent may
also be appointed, the latter for the sole purpose of keeping

62 ). National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,3.23•
Electoral College Act, S.31.
63).

P.L.D. 1966 K.312.
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books of account (6^)5 the Electoral College Act speaks only
of a polling agent.

The reason seems to be that the failure

to file areturn of election expenses

is neither a corrupt nor

an illegal practice nor, in fact, is there any requirement
that an account of expenses be kept.

The functions to be

performed by polling agents under both Acts are expressed in
the following general terms
"a polling agent shall perform such functions
as are required by or under this Act to be
performed by a polling agent 11(65 )
(The underlining is that of the author).
It is interesting to note that “such functions" have not been
specified.

Yet a polling agent should be advised to conduct

his candidate!s election with due care, dilligence and skill,
not forgetting that a true election is one that is both legally
and honourably won.
It is useful to refer to S.53 of the English
Representation of the People Act,

whereunder a polling agent

must not interfere with or attempt to interfere with a voter
when recording his vote, obtain or attempt to obtain in a
polling station information as to the candidate for whom a voter
in that station is about to vote or has voted, communicate at
61*).

National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,SS.22,2 b
(1). The duties of an election agent will be stated while
dealing with the chapter on Election Offences
7

65) •

Electoral College Act. S.3lO)> National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections;Act, S.2H- (2).
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anyjtime to any person any information obtained in a polling
station as to the candidate for whom a voter in that station
is

about to vote or has voted or as to the number on the back

of

the ballot paper given to an elector at the election.

Moreover, he must not induce a voter to display his ballot
paper after he has marked it so as to make known to any person
the name of the candidate for or against whom he has or has not
voted.

Besides preventing personation, by challenging voters

who appear to him to have committed it, he must also discourage
plurality in voting.

It is submitted that these provisions may

be usefully incorporated in the Pakistan statutes.

Although by

no means exhaustive, they are some of the duties which should
be required of a polling agent.
The appointment
he

of a polling agent may be revoked if

becomes incapable ofacting.

It is absolutely

necessary

to give notice of the new appointment to the Presiding Officer^).
The Poll

General Provisions

,

.

-------- Th’
e'p offing day is to be appointed by notification
in the Official Gazette.

It is essential that ten clear days

should lapse between the day fixed for withdrawal of candidature
of the Electoral College and the taking of the poll;

66).

the

Electoral College Act. 331(2); National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act S.23 (2).
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interval in the case of elections to the Assemblies must be
of fifteen days (67 ).

The hours during which the poll will be

taken are also fixed.

Since the statutes require strict

observance of the polling hours, it is necessary that the
Returning Officer should give public notice of the same (68 ).

The polling progamme may not be changed even with the consent
of the contesting candidates (69 ).

Polling may not commence

before the time fixed for its commencement nor should it be
allowed to continue beyond the time stipulated for its close.
In Jassimuddin v. Matiur Rehman (70), the poll was schediled to
close at 2 p.m.

But finding that all the electors had cast

their votes^the. Presiding Officer closed the poll and completed
the counting long before the scheduled hour.

It was held that

it was encumbent on the Presiding Officer to have waited till
2 p.m. and therefore, the result of the election had been
materially affected.

To maintain law and order at the polling station,
canvassing within a radius of ^-00 yards is forbidden by law (71) >
6?).

Electoral College Act, S.19(1) & S.30(l)(C)j Nat. & Prov.
Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.11(1)(d) and S.21(1)(C).

68).

Electoral College Act, S.33> Nat. & Prov. Assemblies
(Elections) Act, S.26.

69).

Md. Ismail v. Haji: Akhtar (1935-50) 1 D.E.C. p.36 .

70 ).

P.L.D.196^ J. 16.

71)*

Electoral College Act, 3.66*, National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.85»
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unauthorised persons and persons who misconduct themselves
are to be excluded and the number of voters admitted into
the polling station at any time is regulated (72).

A

ballot paper must be issued after the Presiding Officer

is satisfied about the identity of the voter or elector, as
the case may be (73)* This can be difficult.

It is a matter of

common knowledge that in towns with a floating labour force,
where people are cor^bantly changing their place of abode, it is
difficult to identify persons who claim that right to vote.
This is particularly true in large cities^ where often one does
not know onefs next door neighbour;
common in urban areas.

as a result personation is

The Electoral Reforms Commission, which

submitted its report to the Pakistan Government in 1956,
suggested the issue of identity cards with photographs for all
those eligible to vote, although an si objection had been raised
that it would be impractical, especially in the case of female
voters.

The provision is incorporated in the National and

Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, 1964-;

under rule 10 of

the Rules framed thereunder, every elector must be provided with
an identity card under the seal and signature of an officer
appointed by the Commissioner.

This card must be shown to the

Presiding Officer at the time the ballot paper is issued.

It

72 ).

Electoral College Act. SS.38,39; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act, SS.30,31.

73)*

*Voter1 for election to the Electoral College;
for election to the Assemblies.

‘elector1
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may be mentioned that identity cards have been given to all
members of the Electoral College and basic democrats and to avoid
duplication, tle^Sommission directed that those already in
possession of identity cards may not be given one under the
provision stated above*
In Electoral College elections in 196^, personation
was reported from polling stations reserved exclusively for
women voters*

The reason is that most women are or claim to

be "pardha nasheen" (7^) ladies at the time of the elections
and it is not possible to challenge their identity, even if
the station is run under the control of a lady Presiding Officer
and her staff.

It is submitted that the recommendations of the

Electoral Reforms Commission should also be implemented in the
Electoral College Act;

issue of identity cards to voters would

help to cut down personation at elections held thereunder.
Under the law, a duty has been cast on the Presiding
Officer to put the official mark and his initials on every
ballot paper issued by him (75)* The question as to whether
this provision is mandatory or directory or, qtoput it in other
words, what effect the absence of either the* official mark or
the initials would have on the validity of a ballot paper, arises
7*+) •

Women who observe the veil and should not appear in public.
They are in certain cases also exempt from personal
appearance in a court of law*

75)*

Electoral College Act, S A O (2) (C); National 4ndProvincial
Assemblies (ElectionsjAct, S.32 (2;(b).
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The difficulty is due to the presence of S.*+5(1) (a) in the
Electoral College Act which appears to be inconsistent with
S.lf0(2)(c) and. S .36 (1) (b)(1) and 3,38(2) (a) in the National
and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, which are prima facie
inconsistent with S.32 (2)(b) of the same Act,

It is useful

to set down these provisions for facility of reference and
interpretation.

S.*+5 (1) of the Electoral College Act xks&sxxxx

reads
“Immediately after the close of the
poll... the Presiding Officer shall...
open the ballot box of each contesting
candidate... and count the ballot papers
contained in the ballot box so opened
excluding invalid ballot papers, that is
to say, the ballot papers
a) which do not bear the official mark, or
b) ...................................... 11
It will be seen that a ballot paper can be rejected as
invalid, under clause (a), if it does not bear the official
mark but not if the initials are missing therefrom.

In other

words, an official mark is considered more authentic and
absence thereof will render a ballot paper invalid.

The

position, however, is different under the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act.

Section S.36 (1) provides: -

“Immediately after the close of the
poll... the Presiding Officer shall...,
a) open the used ballot box.••«..;
b) count...... the ballot papers in
favour of each contesting candidate
excluding from the count the ballot
papers which bear i)

no official mark or initials of
tne Presiding OffT&er.
(the underlining is that of the
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It will be observed that the conjunction "orn has been used
in subclause (i) of clause (b) which means that a ballot
paper which does not bear either the official mark or the
initials must be excluded.

Similarly, while counting^the Returning Officer must
reject a ballot paper^if it bears no "official mark or

initials of the Presiding Officer " (76 ). In Jamal Shah v.
Nasarullah (77) the Returning Officer excluded two ballot
papers of Jamal Shah on the ground that they did not bear

the initials of the Presiding Officer.

In appeal, the learned

Member of the Election Commission held that they were valid
and counted them.

He was of the view that a ballot paper

which contained either the official seal or the initials of
the Presiding Officer should not be rejected^because it would
tentamount to disenfranchising a person for no fault of his own.
A writ was sought from the High Court, under its extraordinary
jurisdiction under ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution, to set
aside the order of the learned Member as being devoid of
lawful authority.

A Full Bench of the High Court, inter alia.

held that the intention of the Legislature was to strictly
enforce S.32 (2)(b) of the Act and a ballot paper which does
not bear both the mark and the initials should be rejected tny.

76 ).

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,S38 (2)(a)

77).
78 ).

P.L.D .1965 J. 89.
Khan
Nasarrullah v. Manber, Election Commission*
P.L.D.I966 L. 850.
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§n appeal to the Supreme Court,Cornelius,C.J.,expressed the view

that the duty to apply the official seal and place initials was
clearly that of the Presiding Officer.His Lordship said,
"There is,therefore,a ground for thinking
that the existence of the official mark
is by itself sufficient to show that the
paper passed through this process at the
hands of the Presiding Officer,and it was ..
mere act of inadvertance on his part that
he failed to initial it at the same time."(79)
Thus the Supreme Court was inclined towards the interpretation
that a failure to initial should not invalidate a ballot paper
under the National and Provincial Assernblies(Elections)Act.
Some of the cases under the fleetoral College Act may
now be stated.In Malekuddin v.R.Islam(80),the petitioner
filed an election petition contending that twenty-six ballot
papers of the respondent,which did not bear the official
mark,as required by S.40(2)(c),were liable to be excluded from
the Count.The Tribunal found the allegation to be true but de
clined to grant the relief,on its interpretation of S.45>that
hSl

since the ballot papers did bear the initials,they could/be re
jected. The High Court reversed the order.Sattar,J.,said,
79).

Jamal Shah v.IIember,Election Commission,P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l
at p.43.

80).

P.L.0.1966 D.120.
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"The positive mandate of the Section (SA5),
therefore, is the Presiding Officer is not
to count the ballot papers which do not bear
the official mark. This provision, in our
view, cannot by any stretch of the imagination
be only directory and not mandatory .11(ol)
S.A.Mahmud, J . , of the West Pakistan High Court, is of the
following view:-

11Section *+5 (1) serves two purposes. It
defines an invalid bhllot paper and
secondly it enjoins that the Presiding
Officer shall count the ballot papers
found in the ballot box, except the invalid
ballot papers. The invalid ballot papers
are those a) which do not bear the official
mark or b) on which anything is marked or
written by tne voter by which he can be
identified.
The ballot papers falling
under these two classes are invalid. The
other ballot papers not falling under these
clauses are not invalid and by reason of
the mandate in this section (SIC) must be
counted in favour of the candidates from whose
ballot box they are recovered. The provision
that the Presiding Officer shall count the
ballot papers except those invalid, is
mandatory, so that the Presiding Officer has
no option in the matter. A candidate is
entitled to demand that ballot papers,
other than invalid papers found in his ballot
box, shall be counted in his favour11. (82 ).
The Court held that a duty was imposed on the Presiding Officer
to stamp the ballot paper with the official mark and initial if
under S A o ( 2 )(c) but that was merely directory;

ballot papers

bearingAofficial mark but not initialled by the Presiding Officer
cannot be declared invalid under S.^5 (1) and excluded from the
81).

Ibid at p. 121.

82). Md. Ibrahim v. Section Tribunal, P.L.D.I966
and 796.

at pp 795
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count;

and it was mandatory for the Presiding Officer to count

all ballot papers except those found invalid under S.1^ *
In Raziur Rehman v. Akbar Ali (83 ) it was held that
the provision being unambiguous and penal in its nature, its
consequence could not be extended so as to invalidate ballot
papers without the initials of the Presiding Officer;

the

official mark is a sufficient indication that the ballot paper
is genuine;

and S.*+0(2)0 of the Electoral College Act, ±x which

requires both the official mark and the initials,is directory
only.

This case went up to the Supreme Court,where their

Lordships held that the Legislature had only provided under
S.*+5 (l)(a) that the Presiding Officer shall exclude the i^allot
paper which "does not bear the official mark" although S A O ,
which prescribed the voting procedure, frnter alia, laid down
that a ballot paper before issue to the voter, be stamped with
the official mark and initialled by the Presiding Officer.
Yaqub Ali, J., giving the judgement of the Court said:
“There is no inconsistency between
the provisions of Section **0 and
Section
they are read side by
side. While the Presiding Officer
may be required by Section *+0 to
fulfill both the conditions, a ballot
paper shall be rejected only if it
does not bear the official mark11. (8*+)
83).

P. L. D. 1967 L 699-

8^*).

Akbar Ali v Raziur Rehman, P1D 1966 S.C.l+92 at p. ^-97.
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The view expressed by the Supreme Court is the law declared
and is binding on all courts and authorities.
At the time of issue of a ballot paper, the counterfoil
must be initialled by the Presiding Officer;

in an election

under the Electoral College Act, it should also bear the
official mark and the number of the voter as given on the
Electoral fToll (85)*

To check against double voting and

impersonation, it is further provided that a mark be placed on
the electoral roll against the name of the voter or the elector,
which will indicate that a ballot paper has already been issued
to him (86 )•
tendered Ballot Paners
Tendered ballot papers may be issued to voters under
the Electoral College Act but not under the National and
Provincial Assenblies (Elections)(Act (87).

This gives a voter

an opportunity to exercise the right, if he claims to vote but
the electoral roll shows that a ballot paper has already been
issued to him or to someone who has impersonated him.

The name

and number of such a person must be entered in the "tendered"
85)* Electoral College Act, S.1+0(2)(d); under S.32(2)(c) of the
National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act the
elector is required to put his signature or thumb
impression on the counterfoil of the ballot paper.
86 ). Electoral College Acti S.*+0(2)(b); Nat and Prov.Assemblies
(Elections)Act 3.32(2) (a).
87). Electoral College Act, S.*+l Provisions have been made under
the English Representation of the People Act 19^9$
the
Indian Representation of the People Act; 1951*
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voters list". (88)

A tendered ballot paper, instead of being

put into the ballot box, must be given to the Presiding Officer
to be kept in a separate packet "with the name of the candidate
for whom he wishes to voteb"(89)* The provision for endorsing
the name of the candidate, in whose favour the tendered vote
has been given, calls for a comment:

it is submitted that thjs

is against the principle of secrecy of the ballot, which is
required to be maintained in all elections held under the
Constitution (and which we shall be dealing with presently)
Neither the Parliamentary Elections Rules contained in the
Second Schedule of the English Representation of the People Act
19^9 nor the Indian Conduct of Election Rules 1961, on which He
present provision in the Electoral College Act are based,
incorporate such a provision.

It has been held in Dil Md. v.

Election Tribunal (90) that a tendered ballot paper cannot be
counted in favour of the person for whom it was intended to be
cast and that the result of the election should be declared
without taking it into account. Its object was expressed by
S.A.Mahmood, J., as follows:88).Electoral College Act, S.1+1(3); Electoral College Rules,
r.31 and Form XII of the Schedule.
89).Ibid, S.hl (2).
90).P.L.D. 1966 L 669 at p 672.
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!,the purpose which tendered ballot
papers may serve is to show that some
11bogus" person casting a vote in place
of the real person, who obtained the
tendered ballot paper, and who was the
genuine voter...* the vote cast by the
other person could be discounted from
the count, if the Election Tribunal is
satisfied that the same person has not
come again to obtain a tendered ballot
paper .lf
Challenged Ballot Papers

A candidate or his agent may object to the issue
of a ballot paper to a voter under the Electoral College Act
(91)*

This is known in law as a challenge of voter and is

subject to two main conditions: la) a declaration must be made
by the candidate or the agent (as the case may be) that there
exists a reasonable cause to believe that the voter in question
has committed the offence of personation and he can substantiate
his allegation in a court of law andU>) a deposit of Rs.5 is made
as required by Rule 32 of the Electoral College Rules.

After

such a person has been warned of the consequences of persomtion
and his signatures and thumb impression have been taken down
on the counterfoil, the Presiding Officer will issue a ballot
paper to him and enter his name on the Challenged Votes List.
Challenged votes are not required to be separated from the other
votes^which might lead one to think that they are to be counted
91)*

Electoral College Act, S.*+2.
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while preparing the result*

But/ Shah Md. v. Nawab- Khan (92)

they were excluded under those circumstances.

At the election

the petitioner obtained 230 votes as against the respondent who
received 222.

The latter challenged 13 votes of the former,

which had been excluded from the count by the Presiding Officer,
but the Election Tribunal included them in favour of the
unsuccessful candidate.

It was, inter alia, contended that, as

the said 13 ballot papers had been collected from the voters,
it was wrong to presume that they, in fact, wanted to vote for
the petitioner;

only the ballot papers which a were recovered

from his ballot box could be counted.

It was argued that it

was difficult to say with conclusiveness that every prospective
voter, whose vote is challenged,would cast his vote for the
challenging candidate.

Afzal Cheema, J., said,

"The contention has obviously some
force as the possibility of changing
one's mind at the last moment, before
inserting the ballot paper in the
ballot box or inadvertently putting it
in the ballot box of the candidate other
than the one for whom an ignorant and
illiterate voter might have intended to
vote, cannot be ruled out. It is a
matter of common knowledge that in
keenly contested elections there may
be cases of equality of votes or success
or failure by the narrowest inadvertance
on the part of the ignorant voters,
though not very frequent, have been
noticed and cannot be altogether excluded.
93).

P.L.D. 1966 L.90^.
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Even otherwise the emergence of a voter
from the camp of a certain candidate is
not per se a sure test of his choice for
him as experience has completely belied
such a presumption"*
@).

It may be mentioned that the particular circumstance^which
weighed with the court in declaring the order of the Tribunal
as being in excess of his jurisdiction,was that the challenged
votes were not recovered from the ballot box but collected
from the voters5 indeed it will be difficult to say for whom
they were intended to be counted*

Till a court rules otherwj®,

in the face of the language of the Statute and the absence of a
provision for separating chaMienged votes from the other ballot
papers, as in the case of tendered ballot papers, such ballot
papers should be regarded as valid and be counted.
The manner of challenge ofavoter is the same in India.
But the Presiding Officer must hold an on the spot enquiry and
issue the ballot paper, only^if he considers the challenge has
not been established (9^)*
Secrecy of the Ballot

The purpose of an election in a democracy is to give
an opportunity to the people to choose their President and
legislators, not only to exercise the executive and legislative
powers but also to act as custodians of the Constitution.
93).

Ibid, at p*909*

9*+).

(Indian) Conduct of Elections Rules, r*36.
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It can be an instrument for peacefully effecting a change of
Government, if so desired by the people.

It is necessary that

the people should be enabled to make their choice freely by
protecting them from

pressure from persons or parties.

Voting by secret ballot is a system for ensuring a fair and
honest election.
To ensure secrecy of the ballot is to assure a voter
that he can exercise his vote uninfluenced by an extraneous
pressures, undue influence, intimidationj coercion and the like.
There must be an effective guarantee to the elector that he can
exercise his vote secretly, without any fear of his identity
being disclosed and a corresponding duty on the voter to prevent
his ballot paper being seen by any person.

A breach of secrecy

of the ballot may result in the following three ways:
i)
ii)

iii)

interference with an elector at the time
when he records his votej
obtaining in a polling station information
as to the candidate for whom an elector in
that election has voted or may vote| and
communicating that information to others.

The Constitution of Pakistan has advocated tksX the
principle of secret ballot in the following words:
"All elections and referendums (sic) under
this part shall be decided by secret ballot" (95).
95). art. 172.
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While interpreting this ARTICLE in Jamal Shah v. Nasarullah (96)„
Iqbal, J., observed that it implies that secrecy of ballot does
not confer any right on an elector.

If so^ he could waive it

and show his vote to some other person.

But he cannot do thos^

because it would encourage persons or parties to declare that
they did not want the protection afforded by the voter and
would declare their choice before casting their ballot papers
into the ballot boxes;

this would subvert the system of

elections by secret ballot^ which the Constitution has imposed on
all persons conducting and participating in an election.
Whether that purpose has been served by the enactment
of the Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act may now be examined. S.28 of the
latter Act provides "The elections under this Act shall
be decided by secret ballot and every
elector shall vote by means of a ballot
paper the form whereof shall be prescribed.11
S.29(6) requires that a Presiding Officer must see that every
elector marks his ballot paper in "secret" before the same
is folfed and inserted in the ballot box. S.32(3) directs the
elector to put "secretly" the prescribed mark on the ballot
paper.

Under $.36(1)(h)(ii) and S.38(2)(b) ballot papers which

have a mark by which an elector can be identified are to be
96).

P.L.D.I965 J. 89.
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excluded from the count and rejected*

It is an offence under

S 88 to interfere with the secrecy of the ballot, for which a
punishment of six months imprisonment or fine upjto Rs.jOO/p
may be imposed*An election official, a candidate, an election
agent, a polling agent and a person authorised to attend the
count, is liable to be puhished if he i)

fails to maintain or aid in maintaining the
secrecy of voting^

ii)

communicates, except for any purpose authorised
by law, to any person before the poll is closed,
any information as to the official mark)

iii)

communicates any information, obtained at the
counting of votes, as to the candidate from
whom any vote is given by any ballot paper (97)*

Concerning elections to the Electoral College, it is stated
that
rtevery voter shall cast his vote by means
of a ballot paper which shall be in such
form as may be prescribed"♦ (98)
It will be noticed that the words "secret ballot", which were

contained in Sections 28 of the National and Provincial Assembliei
(Elections)Act,have been omitted*

But this does not imply that

the elections thereunder are not held by secret ballot; firstly
because the Electoral College Act has been enacted under the
Constitution and is intra vires the same and secondly, whenever
97)•

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S*89.

98).

Electoral College Act; S*35.
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the law simply says that voting shall be by ballot, without

specifically saying it shall be secret, the system nevertheless
implies secrecy (99)5 and thirdly the following, amongst other,

provisions negative any such sugge&ion:"the voter on receiving the ballot paper
shall forthwith enter the room or
compartment in which ballot boxes are
placed and shall secretly place his ballot
papers in the ballot box**.* of the candidate
for whom he wishes to vote" (1).
(the underlining is by the author)

Again 3.^5 (l)(b)' provides for exclusion of a ballot paper
on which anything is marked or written by the voter by which
he can be identified*

Interference with the secrecy of voting

is an offence under S.69 and failure to maintain secrecy is
also an offence under S.70*
Thus secrecy of the ballot is considered sacred and
care has been taken to give full legislative effect to ARTICLE
173*

Its success will depend upon the substantial compliance

with the provisions, contained in the statutes, at the time of
elections.
The Marking of Ballot Paper
Since separate boxes are used for candidates under
the Electoral College Act, the question how a ballot paper
should be marked, arises only in the case of elections to the

99)*

Panjab Landholder's Case|2 D.E.C.163*

1).

Electoral College Act, S*^0 (3).

Assemblies.

The National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)

Act, as originally enacted, provided for a mark to be placed
against the name of a candidate.

Before the elections, however,

the words "the prescribed mark" were substituted for "mark"(2).
The "prescribed mark" means a "cross mark in any form, and no
other mark" (3)*

The words "no other mark" indicate the mandatory

nature of the provision, which is further affirmed by the
provision that a ballot paper which does not bear the prescritad
mark,is to be excluded from the count by the Presiding Officer(*0
and rejected by the Returning Officer (5)*

In Jamal Shah v.

Member Election Commission (6), instead of the prescribed mark
their ballot papers contained either a tick mark or a line.
It was held that the requirement that a voter should put the
prescribed mark on the ballot paper is mandatory, which
intention was manifest ffom the amendment and a non-compliance
therewith rendered the ballot papers invalid.
The elector is required to put the prescribed mark
against the name and symbol of the candidate (7)*

This provision

2). National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Amendment)
Ordiance, 19655
3). National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Rules, rtll (i).
*+)• National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,S.36(1)(b)
(iii).
5). Ibid., S.38 (2)(c) •
6). P.L.D.1966 SC. 1.
7)* Natioal and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,S.32(3)(b).
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is

not mandatory.

It does notsay that the markshould be made

in

any particular place on the ballot paper.

In

other words, if,

by looking at the ballot paper, it can be ascertained that the
elector intended to vote for a particular candidate, the ballot
paper cannot be invalidated.
In Jamal Shah v. Nasarullah (8), the cross

mark was not

put in its appropriate chamber but in the column which contained
the symbol of the candidate. Iqbal, J., observed:nIt is not required under the Act or
Rules that the mark should be made in
any particular place of the ballot
paper. If a space is provided for the
purpose and the elector does not put the
mark in that space, but against the name
(or the symbol) of the candidate, thereby
indicating his intention to vote for a
particular candidate, the requirement of
the law is satisfied and the ballot paper
cannot be rejected on that score”. (9)
The view of the learned Member of the Election Commission was
upheld by the Supreme Court of Pakistan (10).
In Abdul Hai v. Election Commission (11), a case under

the National and Provincial Assanblies (First Elections)Order(12) ,
and the Rules (13), the cross mark had been

put on the left j

of the candidates name instead of the place provided on the right.
It was held ttat the failure to put the mark at such a place
cannot be said to be a violation of a mandatory provision; the
requirement that it should be marked against the name of the

8). P.L.D. 1965 J 89.
9). Ibid at p.93*
.
i
10). Jamal Shah v. Member, Election Commission,P.L.D.1966 S.C.l* ■
11). P.L.D.1966 D-660
|
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candidate had been fulfilled. According to Sattar and ChowcLhury
JJ., "fixation of place was for the guidance
of the voter. Place fixed, it is true,
was to the right of the name of the
candidate but the mark has been put to
the left. It has nevertheless been
against the name of the candidate. We
also agree with the finding of the
appellate authority, the Election Commission,
that the ballot paper in question has been
marked at a place, which clearly shows the
intention of the voter was to cast his vote
in favour of respondent No.2^(1*+) •
The overriding factor then is the intention of the voter.
If it can be ascertained by looking at the ballot paper, the
ballot paper must be counted.

According to Schofield,in all

cases which have been before the Courts, the Judges have
indicated that the voter!s franchise should not be lightly lost
by declaring a vote to be bad, if there is a clear intention
shown as to what the voter intended to do (15)*
A voter or elector must refrain from putting any
mark by which his identity can be disclosed.

A ballot paper

which bears a mark by which the elector can be identified,is to
be excluded from the count under S.36 (l)(h)(ii) and S.38(2)(b)
of the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act (16).

13). R.5 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(First Election^
Rules, 1962, corresponds with r.ll of the National and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Rules 196^.
Ih). P.L.D. 196^ D. ^60at p. ^f65.
15)* Schofield N.J., Parliamentary Elections (1955)* P*38.
16). It may be mentioned that under S.**5 (1) (b) of the
Electoral College Act a ballot paper on which anything
is marked or written is invalid.
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The words "bear a mark" have been interpreted to include an
article that may be put in the fold of a ballot paper (IV). The
provision that a ballot paper, which bears a mark and thereby
discloses the identity of the elector, is to be rejected, is
capable of two meanings.

Onetthat a candidate or some other

person concerned with the election is in fact able to identify
the voter on account of the mark and the other that, although
the elector may not be in fact identified, the mark is of a kind,
which if permitted, can be used as an identifying device.
Kaikaus, J., of the Supreme Court, is in favour of the latter
interpretation because^a) it invalidates all ballot papers which
have such marks as can be used for identification and(b) it
provides a simple rule and creates no difficulty in the way of
the Presiding Officer and the Returning Officerf According to
his Lordship, an elector is to make only one mark on the ballot
paper indicating the candidate for whom he intends to vote and
if, idspite of the knowledge that he is to make only one mark,
i

he puts another mark, the ballot paper will become invalid.
Considering the argument that in that case the provision should
have been differently worded, so that every mark other than that
prescribed would invalidate a ballot paper instead of "any
mark by which the voter can be identified*, his Lordship said:• Jamal Shah v. Member,

Election Commission, P.L.D.I966 S.C.l.
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"... it is possible to conceive of a mark
which may not be used as an identifying
device. It may be too insignificant. It
may be accidental or the Legislature could
have employed these words without coming
to the conclusion whether these words could
or could not be marks which were incapable
of use as identifying devices" (18).
Whether a mark is one by which the elector can be identified
is a question of fact and in dealing with such a siti^ion, the

|

Returning Officer must form the best judgement he can upon the
material placed before him (19)•

The overriding condition for

the application of the rule enunciated by this provision is
evidence of pre-arrangement or design (20).

In Jamal

Shah 1s

case (21), the Presiding Officer, inter alia, rejected twelve
ballot papers, in which one Rupee currency note had been enclosed^
one ballot paper in which part of a five Rupee note was enclosed
and one ballot paper in which a coin was enclosed, on the
ground that each bore a mark by which the elector could be
identified.

But on appeal, the learned Menber, Election Commissin

allowed them as valid.

It was contended before him that twelve

ballot papers,which also bore chits with the words "bismillah ir
rehman ur Rahim" (22)^ should also have been rejectedibecause by
addition of the foreign matter the elector could be identified.
The learned Member held that, even regarding them as a mark, such
foreign objects did not, in the absence of proof of arrangement
18).
19).
20).
21).
22).

Ibid, at p.61.
Parker, Election Agent and Returning Officer (1950) p.199*
Jamal Shah v. Member, Election Commission, ELD. 1966 S.C.l.
P.L .D. 1966 S.C.l.
Arabic meaning**in the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the
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between the electors and the candidates, suffice to identify
the voters.

The decision was reversed by the High Court (23)

but affirmed by the Supreme Court (2^-).
A voter or an elector who is blind or otherwise
incapacitated,may vote with the assistance of a companion (25).
Under the Electoral College Act, the companion may be any persoi,
whether an elector or not, including the Presiding Officer or one
of his staff;

under the National and Provincial Assemblies

(Elections)Rules, 196^, an elector, a candidate or an agent
will be imcompetent (26).

Subrule 2 of r. 12 of the National and

Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act Rules further provides
that the Presiding Officer must ask the person, accompanying
the incapacitated elector, to mark the ballot paper in accordance
with the choice of that elector and to observe the secrecy of,
voting, by not divulging to any one the electors choice of
candidate•
Any interruption or obstruction, beyond the control of the
Presiding Officer, will result in stoppage of the poll in an
Electoral College election;

in an election oto the Assembly there

is a further condition that the poll cannot be resumed during
polling hours.

In both cases the Returning Officer, must be

notified and a fresh poll arranged with the approval of the
Chief Election Commissioner or the Election Commission, as the
23)* Nasarullah Khan v. Member, Election Commission,P.L.D1966L.850
2*0. Jamal Shah v. Member Election Commission, P.L.D.1966 S.C.l.
25). Electoral College Act. S.*+0(5); National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.3326). National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Rules r.12.
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as the case may be (27)*
will be cancelled.

All votes taken at the previous poll

In Md. Rashid v. Md. Shafl (28),' there were

temporary stoppages of the poll, firstly due 1d a disturbance
and later under a direction from the Returning Officer. It was
contended that these were in the nature of "suspensions" and not
"stoppages". Reference was also made to S.27 (1) of the
National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Acttin support of
the contention that fresh election can only be held if, after
the interruption or obstruction, the poll cannot be resumed
during polling hours.

Sajjad Ahmed and Mohammed Gul, JJ., held

that "the above section (S.S^d) is unqualified
in its terms and would cover an
interruption or obstruction, whether
temporary or otherwise, subject, however,
to the only overriding condition that such
interruption or obstruction is "for reasons
beyond the control of the Presiding Officer".

Once this condition is satisfied the Presiding
Officer is left# with no option but to stop
the poll and inform the Returning Officer,
vho in turn is bound to order a fresh election
in consultation with the Chief Election
Commissioner. The provision is mandatory
and admits of no exceptions. The words of
the Statute are free from any ambiguity, it
will not be permissible,both in principle
and judicial authority, to refer to any
external aid to find out the true meaning
of the Statute... rather the premptory
provisions of the section are significant
of the anxiety of the legislature to ensure
that elections to the Electoral College are
conducted in perfectly calm and orderly manner
so that the electors are allowed to exercise
their right of vote without any fear or pressure".
(29).
27). Electoral College Act, 3.3*+; National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elect!ons)Act, S.27*
28). P.L.P.1966 L.9V7.
29). Ibid at p.950.
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Polling must be stopped after those parsons, who are
in the polling station at the time of the close of the poll
waiting to vote, have cast their votes (30). Thereafter the
procedure under the two Acts differs and it will be convenient
to state them separately.
The Count and Result
Under the Electoral College Act, the Presiding Officer
must open the ballot boxes in the presence of such contesting
candidates and polling agents as may be present, and count the
ballot papers;

those which do not bear the official mark or are

marked in a manner whereby the identity of the voter can be
disclosed, are to be excluded (31);

the candidate obtaining

the highest number of voters is to be declared elected (32).
But in the case of equality between two contesting candidates or
more, the Presiding Officer should draw a lot and the candidate
on whom it falls will be

declared elected (33)- Tt is important

that the lot is drawn at the polling station and without undue
delay (3$) • The Presiding Officer must prepare a "ballot paper
account" showing the number of ballot papers entrusted to him;
the number of ballot papers taken out of the ballot box and
counted, and the number of unissued ballot papers and spoilt
30). Electoral College Act, S3.^l*,*+5; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections! Actj S3.35*36.
31). Electoral College Act, S.M-5 (1)*
32). Ibid., S.>+6.
33). Ibid., S.1*5 (2).
3*0. Abdul Aziz v. Provincial ElecUonai Authority^ P.L.D. 1966 D.608,

ballot papers and send it to the Returning Officer

separate

sealed packets containing, inter alia, valid ballot papers
received by each candidate, the invalid ballot papers in favour
of each candidate, a statement showing the result of the count,
.tt*.

unissued ballot papers, the tendered ballot papersmarked copy
of the electoral rolls, the counterfoils of the Issued ballot
it*
papers,^tendered votes list and the challenged votes list (35).
After closure of the poll at an election for the
Provincial or National Assembly, the ballot box or boxesj if
more than one was used, are opened in the presence of tie
candidates, election agents and polling agents.

The ballot

papers received by each candidate must be counted and placed in
separate packets.

Ballot papers without the official mark or

bearing a mark by which the elector can be identified or which
are bad for uncertainity are to be excluded from the preliminary
count;

they must also be put in a separate packet. The Presiding

Officer must prepare, inter alia« a statement showing the votes
in favour of each candidate and those excluded by him. These
must be sent alongwith the ballot paper account to the Returning
Officer (36).

The count is conducted by the Returning Officer^

who must notify all the contesting candidates and their agents.
Every reasonable facility must be provided them of watching the
count; necessary information may also be given, consistently
35).

Electoral College Act, S.J+7^

36).

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections )Act.S.36
read with r.l1* of the National and Provincial Assamblies
(Elections)Rules.
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with the orderly conduct of the proceedings (37)• The following
procedure is required to be observed.

The Returning Officer will

open the packets containing the ballot papers, verify the
correctness of the ballot paper account and examine the ballot
papers excluded from the count by the Presiding Officer. A
ballot paper erroneously excluded by him
invalid ballot papers will be rej ected.

must be counted; the
If a candidate or an

agent objects to the rejection of a ballot paper, the Returning
Offker should endorse on it the words "rejection objected to"
and record his reasons therefor (38).

But before a ballot

paper can be rejected^reasonable opportunity should be provided
to inspect it (39)*

The count of votes is a serious matter; on

which the result of the election depends and, therefore, an
appeal has been provided against any proceedings relating to the
count, which necessarily includes the question of the validity
of a ballot paper.
3.36 and S.38 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Electicns)Act have been interpreted by Iqbal, J., in Z.H.Lari v.
Returning Officer (*+Q).

These sections deal with different

matters and are devised to meet different situations. S.36

is

procedural and lays down what the Presiding Officer is to do
after the close of the poll;
3?).
38).
39).
1*0).

its purpose is to ensure that there

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, S.37«
Ibid, S.38.
National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Rules, r.17*
P.L.D. 1966 J. 13.
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is no interference with the votes cast in the period between
their despatch to the Returning Officer and their receipt by him.
The Presiding Officer cannot reject a ballot paper but may only
exclude it from the count without giving any reason for doing
so; these

proceedings do not confer any right nor impose any

liability.

On the other hand, S.38 deals with matters of

subB tance;

the Returning Officer is empowered to reject a

ballot paper and, if the rejection is objected to, he must make
a note of it on the ballot paper;

the result is declared on

the basis of the count by him and it gives a person a basis for
a legal right to be declared elected.

In the case cited, his

Lordship even went to the extent of holding that,
uthe Legislature does not seem to have
intended that the procedure given in
Section 36 was in respect of the count.
If it had so intended, there was no
reason why it should not have placed
Section 38 under the heading of "count".
(4-1). The word "count" is used more than
once in S.36, but since the same was for a
purpose other than the one for which it was
in fact meant, the same being the declaration
of the result dependent on that, the
proceedings under Section 36 do not deal
with the count and the fact that the
Legislature did not put it under the head
"count" lends support to this view At any
rate... the classification., leaves no
doubt as to the fact that Section 38 is not
in continuation of proceedings conducted
under Section 36 of the Act." (4-2).
4-1).

S.36 occurs under the marginal heading "Procedure
on close of the Poll".

4-2).

P.L.D. 1965 £13 at p.26.
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It is submitted that the view taken by the learned Judge is
correct but it may be added, with respect, that the proceedings
under S. 36 can appropriately be described as relating to the
Preliminary Count.

This will not derogate from the fact that

it is only the count under S.38 which will confer rights on
the candidates.
Votes may be recounted by the Returning Offieer, either
suo motu, or on a request of the candidate or his agent 0+3).
The Returning Officer must exercise his discretion with the
greatest care and should not accede to a request which is
unreasonable or intended to delay the result of the election.
The candidate receiving the highest number of votes is
declared elected (*+4).

In the event of equality of votes

between two or more contesting candidates, the Returning Officer ;
must at once refer the matter to the Election Commissionand fix
a fresh poll.

But a fresh election must not be held if anappeal

has been preferred and is pending (4-5) •
The name of the person returned as ^member of the
Electoral College or the Assembly is required to be published
in the Official Gazette (46).

This is only a formality. The

status of a returned candidate is deemed to be conferred from
the time of the declaration of the result (*+7)*
4-3).
44).
4-5).
46).

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,3.38(5)•
Ibid, S.ML*
National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act,S.40.
Electoral College Act.S.*+6(2);National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act, 3.4-1 (3).
^7). Ibrar Hussain v. Provincial Election Authority,ELD1965 S93i
(continued overleaf)
^
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A candidate;who secures less than one-eighth of the

total votes cast at an election^forfeits his deposit to Government
A candidate who secures one-eighth or more of the votes is
entitled to the return of his deposit at the end of the election

0*8).
A person elected to the Electoral College may resign his
membership by giving notice to the Chief Election Commissioner
A strict compliance with the provisions of the section is
essential.

In Rahim v. Chief Election Commissioner (50) the

petitioner had written his letter of resignation to the Controlling
Authority instead of the Chief Election Commissionerj there was
no request that it should be passed on to the latter.

It was

held that the latter did not comply with the requirements of
S.56 of the Electoral College Act and was, therefore, of no
consequence.

A member of an Assembly can resign under ARTICLE

107 of the Constitution.

Three conditions are laid down:(a)

there should be a notice of intention to resign, (b) the notice
must be in the handwriting of the member concerned and (c) it
must be addressed to the Speaker (51)*

A letter of resignation

may be revoked before it reaches its destination (52).
*f$)•(continued) Manzurul Haq v. Controlling Authority,* P.L.D.I963
S.C.652; Md.Nazir v. Bakhtiar; P.L.D.1962 L>23.
W). Electoral College Act, S.4-85 National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections jAct, S.**2.
1+9)* Electoral College Actj S.56 (1).
50). P.L.D.1967 L.4-9.
1*52)• Fazalul Quader, A.K. v. Syed Shah Nawaz, P.L.D.I966 SC. 105
l51). ARTICLE 107 (a).
££&•
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If a vacancy occurs in the Electoral College due to the
disqualification, death or resignation of its member, the Chief
Election Commissioner must notify it in the Official Gazette(53).
An Election to fill up the vacancy must be held within the time
specified by the Chief Election Commissioner or the Provincial
Election Authority;

the procedure is the same as that

prescribed for the general elections to the Electoral College.
A bye-election must be held to fill a vacancy in an Assembly
which arises within 180 days before the term of the Assembly
is due to expire (5*0«
The procedure in elections to seats, reserved
exclusively for women under ARTICLE 169 of the Constitution,
is the same as ttt for elections to general seats in the
Assemblies.

The procedure has been laid down in the directions

issued by the Election Commission, in compliance with S A 5 of
the Rational and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, (55) but
as there are no points of distinction, it will not be necessary
to give further details#

53).

Electoral College Act, S.5^ (6), S.55(2) and S.56(2).

5*0•
55)*

Constitution of Pakistan^ART. 170 read with ART.107#
Directions for Elections to the seats reserved exclusively
for women. The Provincial Assembly of West Pakistan ManuaL
(1965) p. 38*f.
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ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT

Ecnoral

The Constitution of 1956,under which the President was
to be elected through votes of the members of the Assemblies,
was short lived.After its abrogation in 1 9 5 8 Commission
was set up to frame a new Constitution for Pakistan.To them
the idea of electing the President

through an electotal

college composed of members of the Assemblies was unacceptable:
the President is not responsible to themjthe member^ could
bargain with him and render him less effective in the exercise
of his Constitutional powers.It was argued taat in a presi
dential form of government,the President,being the only person
at the head of the State,inextricably connected with the
administration that affects the common man,it was necessary
that he should command the confidence of the people;this
confidence would jax only be forthcoming,if the President
were elected by $hem(1).As will be seen later,the recommendation
was not accepted.The Franchise Commission,too, advocated direct

1).Pakistan Constitution Commission Report,1961.
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[thought it feasible to hold the first elections to the

office of the President indirectly but by a strong electoral
college(2).But ARTICLE 165(1) of the 1962 Constitution had
already provided that,"an election of the office of the
President shall be decided by the votes of the members
of the Electoral College".
The election is by some 80,000 members of the Electoral
College.After their election under the Electoral College Act
and Rules,they become "electors" for the purposeof electing
the President and the Assemblies*An oath is administered to
every elector.inter alia,requring him to make his choice
honestly,regardless of personal gain or interest,fear or
favour,affection or ill will(3).Under ARTICLE 164-,the manner
ixx which the elections are to be held and decided had to
be provided by law.The Presidential Election Act,196l+- and
the Presidential Election Rules, 196** have been enacted in
compliance therewith and it is with refrence to th provisions
contained in these statutes that the law relating to the
election of the President will be described.

2).Pakistan Franchise Commission Report,1963-The merits and
demerits of the system are discussed in Chapter 1.
3).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.159 and First Schedule.

"
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The election is conducted by the Election Commission,
unless it delegates its power^s and functions to one of the
Members or the Chief Election Commissioner 5the delegation of
functions to subordinate officers must be in special circum
stances only(^-).To ensure that the election is conducted
honestly,justly and fairly,instructions can be issued by
the Election Commission(5)*lhe election must be held within
120 days of the dissolution of the National Assembly or on
the day immediately preceding the day on which the term of
the office of the President is due to expire,if it falls
within the period first mentioned;in any other case it must
be held within 90 days from the time the President ceases
to hold the office(6).
After the notification calling upon the electors to
elect the President is published under S.3 of the Presi
dential Election Act,one assistant Returning Officer for
each Province must be appointed(7).The appointment is made
by the Election Commission after consumption with the President.

k) .Presidential Election Act,S.4-.

5).Ibid.,S.^3.
6).Constitution of Pakistan( 1962),ART. 165;Presidential
Election Act,S.3*
7).Presidential Election Act,SA(1).

s
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It is submitted that,as the Commission should be independent
of the executive,the approval of the President should not be
necessary.The provision is provocative and'should‘be amended
owing to the.importance of freedom of choice in these elections.
The Chief Election Commissioner must himself act as the Retur
ning Officer but his powers cati be delegated to the assistant
Returning Officer,in respect of all or any of his functions(8).
It may be recalled that the Chief Election Commissioner is
appointed by the President(9)•Considering that under ARTICLE 166
the President is eligible for reelection,it is possible that
the same Chief Election Commissioner,as has been appointed by
the President in his discretion,may be the xieturning Officer
who,during his term of office,should the President offer himelf
for a second term,would'be required to conduct the election.This
anomaly in the Constitution,in the submission of Mr.Brohi,the
learned author of the Fundamental Law of Pakistan,acquires a
sinister significance,if regard is to be had to the provision
which says that the validity of the election of the President
shall not be called in question in any Court(10).

?)lbid.,S.4 read with 3.2(p).
9).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART. 14-7.The office of the
Chief Election Commissioner has been discussed in Chapter 5*
10).The refrence was to Articlej2(3) of the 1956 Constitution;the
corresponding provision in the 1962 Constitution is ART.171(2)
which reads;"when a person has been elected as President,the
validity of the lection shall not be called in question in any
Court or authority whatsoever".

Qualifications and disqualifications of Office
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The candidate for the office of the President must possess
all the qualifications of,and is subject to the same disquali
fications as are imposed on,a member of the Assembly .These have
been fully discussed and need not be repeated(11).Two further
qualifications are essential:the candidate should be a Muslim
and he must have attained

the age of 35 year s.The minimum

age suggested by the Constitution Commission was *+0 years,as
jcu±x& had been the case under the 195& Constitution,but 35
years is the minimum in the similar provision in the Indian
Constitution(12).The word "Muslim" provoked comment from the
minorities in Pakistan.Although about three per cent of the
respondents to the questionnaire,issued by the Constitution
Commission,were against this qualification,a small number,
though not opposed to the election of a Muslim to the post,
argued that the use of the word "Muslim" was unnecessary .The
following observation of a member of the mnority is of interest
"We do not mind that a Muslim should
be the head of the State.As a matter of
fact,a Muslim should be the head,when
the pecentage is overwhelmingly Muslim.
But why should you safeguard it by saying
that he should be a Muslim;why do you want
11).Chapter k on the Candidate
12).Art*£58(1).
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the protection at all.I only think
that it is a question of sentiment
that you have put it like that,other
wise there is no chance of a non-Muslim
being chosen as head of the State"(13)•
It is submitted that the decision of the Commission not to
delete the word "Muslim" was correct .Pakistan is an Islamic
State,so a clear provision in the Constitution that the Presi
dent should be a Muslim is essential.lt may be mentioned that
some countries provide in their Constitutions that the head
of the State should belong to a particular sect of the Christain
Church,and there is nothing unusual or sinister in laying
down that the head of the State should be a Muslim.
But the Constitution has,in fact,itself made an exception
in this regard.Under :
■ ARTICLE l6,if for any reason the office
of the President is vacant,the Speaker of the National Assembly
acts as the President.Under ARTICLE 108,the Speaker is chosen
from among members of the Assembly,and consequently^possesses
the same qualifications as any other elected member of the
National Assembly .Since being a non-Muslim is not ome of the
disqualifications for a candidate to the National Assmbly, it is
possible that the Speaker may be a member of

Ck,

minority religion

in Pakistan.lt is submitted that the intention of the framers
of the Constitution was and is that only a Muslim should be
the President.Perhaps it would be better if it is provided
that the Speaker should also be a Muslim to remove the likelihood
of any other person acting as the President under ARTICLE 16.

13)-Constitution Commission Report,1961,p.82.

"■
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Under ARTICLE l66,a person who has held office a s P r e s i 
dent for a period of eight years is/iSigible for reelection,
unless his candidature is approved by a majority of the members
of the National and Provincial Assemblies present at a joint
sitting,If the National Assembly is dissolved^ majority of
the members of the Provincial Assemblies in a joint sitting
will suffice(14-).It is interesting to note that the effect
of a Provincial Assembly being dissolved is not provided for,
Prima facie,in such a case the President would not be eligible
for reelection.
Nomination

irr'erector may,by a nomination paper,propose the name

of a person,who is qualified to be elected as President *The
nomination paper should be signed by the proposer and the
seconder and consented to by the candidate,The candidate
must declare that he is eligible and that,if elected,he will
uphold the sovereignity and integrity of Pakistan and
bear true allegiance to its Constitution( 1 5 ) deposit of
Rs.5*000 is required; the money may be either given in cash
to the Returning Officer or deposited in a Government bank

1^).The procedure is the same as for the selection of the
candidate(shortly to be stated),
15)•Presidential Election Act,S.6.
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or treasury jits receipt must be attached to the nomination
\
paper(16).The provision is mandatory and failure to comply
with it will result in the rejection of the nomination
paper(17)*A candidate can be nominated on more than one
nomination paper but,as in the case of nomination for the
Electoral College and the Assemblies,where a persom subs
cribes to more than one nomination paper,whether as a
proposer or as a seconder,the nomination paper received first
in point of time is alone valid08).
The scrutiny of nominations may be attended by the
candidate,his proposer and seconder^and one other person,
specially authorised in this behalf by the Returning Officer.
Any of them may raise objections and demand an enquiryC19)•
The law provides for a summary enquiry only.A nomination
paper will be rejected;if the candidate,the proposer or the
seconder is not qualified or the signatures of the proposer
and seconder are not genuine or if there has been a failure
to comply with provisions concerning the filling up of the
nomination papers or the deposit of security(20).In the case

16).Ibid.S.7.
17)•Ibid.S.8(3)(d)•
18).Ibid.S.6(5)*
19).Ibid.,S.8(1).
20).Ibid.S.8(3).

"
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of rejection,a brief statement of reasons should be given
by the Returning Officer,to facilitate the filing of an
appeal(21).
Within two days of the order rejecting a nomination
paper an appeal can be preferred to the Election Commission
and will be heard by one of its Members(22).The manner in
whuch the appeal would be disposed of is left entirely to
the discretion of the appellate authority;he may dismiss it
A

either summarily or after holding^summary enquiry.The decision
is required to be arrived at within three days (23)-It is
submitted that a proper enquiry should be provided for in
every case brought by way of appeal.Serious consideration
of objections to nominations should be regarded as an
important stage in the election.The decision of the appellate
authority is final(2*+) and there is no further remedy by way
of election petition,as in the case of elections to the
Electoral College and the Assemblies.
The contesting candidate can withdraw his candidature
within two days of the publication of the list of validly
(21). Ibid.S.80+).
(22).Ibid.S. 8 ($) 5Presidential Election Rules,r.5*

(23)-Presidential Election Rules,r.5(*+)•
(24*).Presidential Election Act,S. 8 (5)-

'
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nominated candidates but he must inform the Returning Officer(25)*

The notice,which must be in writing and delivered to the Returning
Officer,is irrevocable(26).A candidate may,in the same manner,
retire but not within seven days of the poll(27)*
The number of candidates who can ultimately contest for the
presidency is fixed at three(28).This appears to be arbitrary.
It is submitted that it is unlikely that a perscw,who has not
earned a reputation and fame throughout the country by his
patriotism,selfless devotion to the public service,meritorious
work,calibre and ability and who ha^ neither sufficient means
nor the backing of a strong political party,can secure nomination
to this high office.The number of such persons being small,the
number of candidates nominated is unlikely to exceed three or
four.Again,the deposit of Rs.5,000 adequately restricts the
field;if the amount is not considered/lufficient deterrent,it
may be doubled.At the only election yet held there were only
four candidates,two of whom received little support from the
electors.Be that as it may,the procedure laid down for the

i

25).Ibid.S.9 read with r.6(1) of the Presidential Election Rules.
26).Presidential Election Act,8.9(1) and (2).
27).Ibid.S.15.
/

23).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.167.

election of the candidates is as follows
If the number of contesting candidates exceeds three,
the Returning Officer must inform the Election Commission,
refers the matter to the Speaker of the National Assembly#It
is the latter*s responsiblity to convene a joint sitting of
the members of the National Assembly and the Provincial
Assemblies or if the National Assembly stands dissolved,of
the Provincial Assemblies only and to select three candidates
for the office of the President#The quorum is compJete in the
first case if 128 members are present;if the National Assembly
stands dissolved 80^iembers suffice.The meeting must be presided
over by the Speaker or,in his absence, by one of the members
present.The proceedings must be conducted with a view to
ensuring the orderly and expeditious disposal of the business,
and every candidate should,as far as possible,be given equal
opportunity of participating thereat and of addressing and
being questioned by the electors#The person presiding over the
meeting may disallow a question,which is sub .iudice in any
Court,or which reflects upon the personal conduct of the
President,a Judge of the Supreme Court or the High Court or is
defamatory of or is calculated to scandalize any other candidate
or is couched in offensive,abusive or vulgar language or is

irrelevant.The three candidates are to be selected by a
secret ballot.The names of the three candidates,who receive
the highest number of votes,will be communicated to the
Election Commission(29)•
Two points emerge from studying the provisions regarding
the joint sitting of the members of the Assemblies.There is
no provision for the constitution of a joint session^if a
Provincial Assembly dissolved and how the candidates will be
selected.Again,under clause *+ of ARTICLE 167,"where the person
holding office as President is a candidate for election,his
candidature shall be disregarded for purposes of this Article".
In other words,it is not necessary for him to be present at
the joint sitting to address the members and,most important,to
submit to being questioned about his candidature.Does this then
mean that he is to be accepted as a candidate merely because
he is already in office?If so,it should have been stated that

the object of the joint sitting is to select two candidates instead
of three.But this would seem to be repugnant to the intendment
of the Legislature.The m. impression derived from reading
ARTICLE 167 and S.12 together is that the three candidates are
to be chosen from amongst those present at the sitting and in
respect of whom voting takes place.As ARTICLE 167(2) says that a
candidate may address the joint session,so presumably he is not

29)‘Presidential Election Act,S.12;Constitution of Pakistan(1962),
ART.167.
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obliged to do so*But,if no candidates appear to submit to
questioning by the members,they are deprived of the criteria
for making their selection.lt is submitted that the provision
needs to be simplified and clarified,or it should be anarenggig
deleted.lt may also be mentioned that the system of giving
members of the Assemblies the right to select the candidates
is undesirable.lt is submitted that it could provide the
members with an opportunity to bargain with the candidates and
select a President dependent on them.But taking the provisions
as they are,a further question arises:Should the newly elected
or the outgoing members make the selection?It is submitted that
it ought to be done by the newly elected members of the Assemblies
format the time when the nominations are made,the representative
character of the outgoing members may be diminished by the
impending expiration of the term of the Assemblies;in any case,
they will be less representative than the newly elected members.
Lastly,it may be pointed out that the time for selection of
Presidential candidates is material in an indirect system of
election.The election of the President involves two stages:in the
first the primary voters elect members to the Electoral College
(who may be called secondary voters)and in the second the
President is elected by the Electoral College.Since the secondary

ITS
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voters derive their authority from the primary voters^ it is
desirable that the latter should know the names of the presi
dential candidates^when they are called upon to elect the

!

members of the Electoral College;this would make the dele
gation of authority by the primary voters to the secondary
ones real and effective.The law should expressly provide
that the list of validly nominated candidates be published
before the electors are chosen.
The election to the office of the President
be completed and its result declared

must normally

fourteen days before

the term of the ruling President is due to expi r e (30).I f ,
after scrutiny and withdrawal,there remains only one validly
nominated candidate,whether approved by the joint sitting or
not requiring such approval^or if the candidates retire,so
that only such candidate remains,he will be elected,but not
before the appeal of the candidate,whose nomination paper
has been rejected,has been disposed of or the time of pre
sentation of his appeal has elapsed(31)*

The Poll
In the case of a contested election,polling stations
are constituted at suitable places (32).The date and time
of the poll is fixed and notified;thirty clear days must
intervene between the date of the nomination and the p o l l (33)•

30).Constitution

of Pakistan

(1962),ART.165(2).

3 1 ) .Presidential Election Act,S.l8 read with SS.8,9 &15*

32)•Ibid.S. 23•
33).Ibid.S.1l+.
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The hours of the poll must be fixed in advance and due notice
of the progamme should be given to the electors(3*+).Each candi
date is to be assigned one of the five symbols prescribed by
r.9 of the Presidential Election Rules.The name of each candi
date must be prominently displayed at the polling stations(35)•
A Presiding Officer is required to be appointed for each
polling station.To assist him an adequate number of polling
officers are also appointed.In addition,the Returning Officer may
entrust a polling officer with all the powers of the Presiding
Officer,while the latter is ill or,for some other reason,is unable
to perform his functions(36).At the last presidential election
an objection was raised by the combined opposition parties v/ith
regard to the appointment of Presiding Officers.They argued that
Presiding Officers should not be appointed from amongst officers
under the direct control of the executive;they should be judicial
officers under the administrative control of the High Courts;if
the number of such judicial officers was small,the services of the
principals and professors of colleges and other educational

3*+).Ibid.S.26.
35).Ibid.S.19.
36).Ibid.3.23.

■^LeruA^

cational institutions^/be utilized,The Election Commission
did not accept this in view of a clear provision in the law
that executive officers of the Government may be called
upon,as of right,to assist the election machinary in the
discharge of its duties,whereas the judicial officers are
available by the courtesy of the High Courts.The Commission,
however,promised to take extra care in the selection of presidng officers^so that only the persons with best qualifications
and service record are appointed.lt was also stated thatj'every
objection with regard to the suitablity of an individual
Presiding Officer would be carefully looked into by the
Commission and it would not hesitate to reconsider the appoint
ment (37) •
As in relation to Assemblies1 elections,meetings of
electors may be arranged and a contesting cndidate provided
opportunity to address them.The purpose of these meetings
is cto provide an excellent opportunity to the candidates of
explaining their aims and objects;they also play a signi
ficant role in influencing the electors.Such meetings in the
last election of the President were not open to the public
but were restricted to the members of the Electoral College,
accredited representatives of the press and officials of the
election authority.The reason is to be found in the following

(37).Report of the General Elections in Pakistan(196^-65),
vol.1,p.80 read with p.106.
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words
"unrestricted entry of the public
would have required elaborate arragements for the maintenance of law
and order.Moreover,sufficient acco
modation was not likely to be avail
able if there was to be unrestricted
entry of the public to these meetings.
It was feared that with mounting
interest in the first Presidential
election in the country,there would
be an unmanageable rush at these
meetings."(38)•

It is submitted,with respect,that although these reasons
would have been fully applicable to the conditions prevalent
at the last election to the office of the President,they should
not be resorted to in future.In order to win public confi
dence, it is essential that the entry to these meetings be
unrestricted.To ensure maintenance of public order at the
a
meetings,^.aw should be made to regulate their procedure.
The candidate may appoint an election agent.His authority
may at any time be revoked and a new person appointed instead.
If no election agent is appointed ,the candidate will be
deemed to be his own election agent(39)•There is also a provision
for the appointment of two polling agents for each candidate.
They may be appointed by the candidate or his election agent but
before the commencement of the poll and with notice to the
Presiding Officer (^-0) •

38)Ibid.at pp*92,93»
39)Presidential Election Act,S. 20.

*+0)Ibid. S. 21.
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As against the American system of plural voting,whereunder there is a danger of the majority groups in the
electoral college combining to prevent the minority groups
securing the election of any any of their nominees,the system
of^single non transferable vote for each elector has been
prescribed^).To give effect to the mandate of the Consti
tution that in all elections secrecy of the ballot must be
observed(*+2) ,3.12 of the Presidential Election Act states that
the election of the candidates is to be by a secret ballot.
The ballot boxes are to be provided by the Election Commission.
As in the case of election to an Assembly,one ballot box is
to be used for all candidates;if it becomes full it will be
sealed and kept apart and another box substituted(^3)-The
duty of maintair^g order at the polling station falls on the
Presiding Officer and his assistants(M+).The number of persons
admitted into the polling stationJat one particular time,
is to be regulated and unauthorised persons excluded therefrom
(*+5).A person who misconducts himself or disobeys any lawful
order of the Presiding Officer must be forcibly removed from

*+1).Ibid.S.32(5).
^2).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.172.
^3)Presidential Election Act,S.29*
¥f)Ibid.S.2^(2).
^5)Ibid.;S.S.30.

the polling station and may not reenter without permission.
But if he is an elector^he should not be deprived of his
lawful right to vote (^6).Before issuing a ballot paper,the
identity of the elector must be ascertained by lookirg at
the identity card issued to him under r.11 of the Presiden
tial Election Rules;the ballot paer should be stamped with
the official mark and initialled by the Presiding Officer,
although the existence of the former would be sufficient;
the signaturee or thumb impression of the elector should be
obtained on the counterfoil to indicate that he has voted(4-7)«
Arrangements are to be made by the Presiding Officer to enable
an elector to mark his ballot paper in secret(4-8).An elector,
who inadvertently spoils his ballot paper, may, on proof of
inadvertance to the satisfaction of the Presiding Officer,
be given a new oneC^DThe elector should put only the cross
mark against the name of his or her choice and,after inserting
the ballot paper in the box,must immidiately leave the polling
station(50).A blind or otherwise incapacitated elector will

be

*+6) .Ibid.S.31
(1).
i
kf) .Ibid.S.32.
kQ) .Ibid.S.29(6).

*+9) .Ibid.S.31*.
50) .Ibid.S.32(3) and C1)-);Presidential Election Rules,rr. 12 &11*.
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aided by a companion.lt is important that the companion
should not be an elector;he should mark the ballot paper
strictly in accordance with the wishes of that elector;
he should respect the secrecy of the ballot(51)«
A fresh election is to be held if one of the contesting
candidates dies before the election is completed(52).A fresh
poll will be taken in case of an interruption or obstruction
which is beyond the control of the Presiding Officer(53)*
After the close of the poll,the Presiding Officer,at
each polling Station,counts the total number of ballot papers
in each ballot box in the presence of the candidates and their
agents present(5*+).The valid ballot papers polled on favour
of each candidate are counted;those which are bad for uncer
tainty or do not bear the official mark or bear a mark from
which the identity of electors can be known must be excluded(55)•
The valid and the invalid ballot papers should be sealed in
separate packets and sent to the Returning Officer,along with
the ballot paper account,to enable him to consolidate the
results received from polling stations situate in both Provinces
51).Ibid.S.33;Presidential Election Rules,r.13*
52).Presidential Election Act,S.16(1) and (2).
53).Ibid./S.27(1) and (2).
5*+) .Ibid.yS.36(1) (a).
55).Ibid.,S.36(1)(b).
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of Pakistani56).Whereas under S,38 of the National and Provincial
Assemblies/Act,the count of votes takes place in two phases,a
A*
preliminary count by the Presiding Officer under S.36 and the
11countn by the Returning Officer;it is only the count under the
latter provision which confers the right to be elected.The
position under the Presidential Election Act is different.The
function of the Returning Officer is merely to consolidate
the result received.Thus the counting by the Presiding Officer
is authentic and final.There is no provision for a recount.
For consolidation of the results,the Returning Officer
must give notice in writing to the candidates and their agents
of the time and place for the purpose(57)•If two top candidates
secure the same number of votes,the Returning Officer should
forthwith direct a fresh poll to be taken in respect of them(58);
otherwise he should declare the candidate with the highest votes
elected and publish his name in the official Gazette( 5 9 ) candi
date,who has retired or failed to secure one-eighth of the total
votes cast,forfeits his deposit to the State(60).

56).Ibid.£>•36(3) and (5);Presidential Election Rules,rr. 15 and 16
57)•Presidential Election Act,S.37(1)?Presidential Election Rules
r.l8(2) and Schedule,!orm VIII.
58).Presidential Election Act,8.37(2).
59).lbid.S.38.
60 ).Ibid.S.39*
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'The President gleet
It will be observed that the procedure prescribed for
electing members of Assemblies applies mutatis mutandis to
the election of the President.The election has,however,been

J

placed on a higher plane.It is taken for granted that the
candidates for the high and august office are above distrust
and would be unlikely to apply illegal means to get elected.
This explains the absence of provisions relating to the
corrupt and illegal practices in the Presidential Election
ActBut

the matter does not rest there. According to

clause 2 of ARTICLE 171 of the Pakistan Constitution,"where
a person has been declared to have been elected as President,
the validity of the election shall not be called in question

before or by any court or authority whatsoever".There is,therefore^
no provision in the Act for questioning the election of the
President before an Election Tribunal or another authority.
The clause,mentioned above,refers to the stage after the
election.As was seen earlier,an appeal is provided against
rejection of nomination,but in view of the Constitutional
clause,the decision of the appellate authority would be final
for all intents and purposes.Whether the Pakistan High Courts,
in exercise of their extraordinary special jurisdiction con
ferred by ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution,would be prepared
thh election of
to look into a petition,to call in question/of the President,
is a question which will be answered in the chapter on the

.
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Jurisdiction of Superior Courts in election matters(61).Suffice
it to say that the bar to jurisdiction contained in the abovementioned clause appears to be stronger than that concerning jpa
questioning the validity of elections to the Assemblies and
the Electoral College.
Even conceding that the election of the President should
stand on a different footing from other elections,the Presi
dential Election Act is incomplete in that it does not deal
with corrupt end illegal practices or the consequence of
indulging in them.It is submitted that the Constitution
should permit judicial review of Presidential elections.lt is
one thing to say that candidates for the President’s office
should be deemed to be persons of high integrity but another
to assert that elections to that office will be fair and
honest in every respect^It is submitted that foul play by
an election agent,if not by the candidate himelf and other
irregularities at the pb.11^ can not be totally rifled out.
Provisions punishing election offences should be inserted in
the Presidential Election Act.Even if itjwere provided that no
election could be challenged on this score,punitive provisions
alone would tend to ensure that elections were fairly and
properly conducted.If the Constitution were amended so as to
permit a Presidential eiection to be called in question,the

61).namely Chapter 9«

'
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the commission of an election offence,at least if it affected
the r e s u l t ,should be a ground for declaring the election void.
It may be pointed out that the bribery and undue influence
are offences and grounds winter a l i a .for declaring the election of
the President in India void.The jurisdiction to hear an election
petition vests in the Supreme Court;the election petition is heard
by five Judges for the purpose of determining all doubts and
disputes arising out of or in connection with/illc&lection( 62) .

A

petition to avoid the election of

Dr.Zakir

Hussain,the reigning

Fresident of India,was presented to the Supreme Court;the grounds
were extensive corrupt practices and undue influence by the
executive.In 1957?the election of Dr.Hadha Krishen was challenged
on the ground that there had been violations of the Constitution(63) .Dr.Khare,the petitioner,prayed t h a t ."grave doubts that
exist in connection with the Presidential election be enquired
intfl,resolved and decided" and that "the entire proceedings of
the election be quashed as void".The petition was dismissed on the
ground that Dr.Khare was not competent to bring the election
petition,whichyunder S.1*f of the Presidential Election A c t , 1952
could only be brought by a contesting candidate or by at least
ten electors.

62) .Constitution of India, Art. 71 (1); Presidential Election Act (Ind.)

j

S.1*+ read

with

Supreme Court Rules,Order

37*

6j).Dr.Khare,N.B. v.Election Commission,(1958)13E.L.K.J18.
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Thus in India cases calling in question the election of
the President have arisen.They could arise in Pakistan as
well.It is expedient that the Constitution and the Presi
dential Election Act be amended in the light of what has been
stated above.
The term of the elected President is five years from the
date on which he entered upon his office,butJnotwithstanding
the expiration of his term,he may continue to hold his office
until his successor enters upon the office^1*) .He is eligible
for reelection for any number of terms provided his candidature
is approved by a joint session of the members of the National
and Provincial Assemblies(65)*The maximum number of terms
for which the President could remain in office was two under
the late Constitucion(66),because it was considered that the
continued exercise of power by one person might encourage
him to concentrate his activities on successfully contesting
the next election and would prevent,on grounds other than merit,
other persons from stepping into the office.In the United States,
by the 22nd Amendment,it was provided that,Mno person shall be

6^f).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),Article 12(1) and (2),as amende
ed by ConstitutionCSecond Amendment)Act,196^.
65)•Ibid.Article 166;Presidential Election Act,SS.11,12 and 13*
66).Constitution of Pakistan(1956),Article 32(2).
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elected for the pffice of the President more than twice
and no person who has held the office of the President or
acted as President for more than two years of the term to
which some other person was elected shall be elected to
the office of the President more than once11.Before this
amendment there was no bar against reelection.Brohi reports(67)
that most of the Presidents were elected for two consecutive
terms and President Roosevolt successfully contested for the
third.The Indian Constitution enables its President to offer
hismself for reelection for any number of terms(68).Thus the
Constitutions of Pakistan and India have similar provisions
in this respect.
The President of Pakistan may resign his office at any
time by giving a not ice, in writing,to the Speaker of the
National Assembly(69)•The notice of resignation is not liable
to cancellation.
Removal of the President
The Constitution also provides for his removal on the
grounds of (a)phpical or mental incapacity(70) and (b) gross
misconduct or wilful violation of the Constitutional)•In each

67)-in Fundamental Law of Pakistan(1958)p.95*
68).Constitution of India,Art.57•
69).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.12(3)•
70). Ibid.ART. 11+.
*
?1).Ibid.ART.13.
1

■
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case a detailed procedure is laid down.Under ARTICLE 1*+ a notice
to move a resolution,asking for the removal of the President
on grounds of his physical or mental incapacity,must be moved by
at least one-third of the members of the National Assembly.
The notice,which should set out particulars of the alleged
incapacity,is served on the President^calling upon him to
submit himself to examination by a medical board consisting of
five qualified medical practioners as follows:(a)senior most medical officer in the civil heath service
of the Centre,
(b)senior most medical officer in the medical service
of Pakistan Army,
(c)senior most medical officer in the health service
of the Province of East Pakistan,
(d)senior most medical officer in the health service
of the Province of West Pakistan,and
(e)the person who is consultant pi|sician to the Pakistan
Army♦(72).
It is submitted that the persons,enumerated above,who are to
form the medical board,are administrative officers rather
than specialists in titae medical science.But the question,
which the board will be called upon to consider,is whether the
reigning President is mentally or physically capable of perform
ing his functions,so persons with specialized knowledge of

(72)Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.15*
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medicine only should decide it.It is suggested that the board
should consist of members selected by the members of the
executive committee of the Pakistan College of Physicians
and Surgeons,instituted under Ordinance 20 of 1962 (73)*

73)-Pakistan College of Physicians and Surgeons Ordinance.Its
object«inter alia.is to establish a college of physicians
and surgeons in Pakistan for maintaining high principles
of medical profession,promoting specialist: medical practice,
arranging postgraduate medical training and matters ancillary
thereto(Preamble and S.5)-Persons holding postgraduate
medical qualification with experience in teaching,research or
public health,and who have attained eminence in any branch
of medical science and public health are to be appointed
Fellows of the College (S.1*)
body of 20 members,called the
Council of the College,is constituted from amongst the
Fellows(S.6).The members of the Council elect a president,
two vice-presidents and a treasurer(S.7)-The executive
committee is appointed under S.11 and consists of the
president,the vice-president,the treasurer,the secretary
and two members elected by the Council from amongst them
selves. The executive committee exercises and performs such
powers and functions of the Council,in the management of the
college,as may be entrusted to it by a resolution of the
Council or as the President may,in the case of emergency,
require the executive committee to exercise and perform.
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The resolution may not be moved before fourteen clear
days have Expired since the notice was given to the Speaker
or later than thirty days(?*+)•If the President does not appear
before the medical board within the stipulated period of ten
days or after the report of the medical board,before whom
the President appeared for an examination,has been received,
the resolution should be voted uponjanf if three-fourth of
the members vote in favour the president would cease to hold
office forthwith(75).Clause 9 of ARTICLE 1^- provides a deterent
insofar as a resolution which does not obtain support of atjieast
one-half of the members can result in the disqualification
of the members who intially gave the notice to the Speaker;
however this will not apply when the President himself did
not submit to examination of the medical board.
The action of impeaching the President for having ’’wilfully
violated the Constitution” or being ’’guilty of gross misconduct"
operates as a brake on the natural disposition,inclination
or desire of the President to act in a high handed and un
constitutional manner or otherwise misconduct himself.The
procedure for the commencement of impeachment proceedings has
been designedly made difficult:there must exist a strong case
agaist the delinquent PresidentAbefore he can be summoned to

7*0 .Constitution of Pakistan(1962) jART.I^-C1*).
75).Ibid.ART.1^(6),(7) and(8).
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the bar of the National Assembly to answer the charge upon
which the impeachment is to be based•Under ARTICLE 13,
one-third of the total members of the National Assembly
must combine to make a request to the Speaker of the
Assembly for the commencement of the proceedings(76)•This
is done by a notice,giving particulars of the charge,and
forwarded by the Speaker to the President(77)•Although no
period has been laid down in clause 3 of Article 13,during
which the President should answer the notice,it is provided
that the resolution may only be moved after the expiration
from foot

of fourteen days^on which notice of the resolution is co
mmunicated to the President(73).This appears to be a safe
guard against hasty action.At the stage of consideration of
charges against him,the President has the right to appear and
be represented when making his defence,and there has to be
a three-fourth majority of the total number of members of
the National Assembly before a declaration that the charges
have been substantiated can be constitutionally made (79).As

76).Ibid.ART.13(1).
>
77)•Ibid.ART.13(2)and(3)•
78). Ibid.1ART. 13 OO.
79)•Ibid.AHT.13(5)and(6).
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in the case of a resolution on the ground of incapacity
of the President,if the resolution is supported by less than
one-half of the members,punitive action would be taken against
the members who gave the notice under ARTICLE 13(1);under clause
7 they would cease to be members of the National Assembly
henceforth.
Under the United States Constitution,where a similar
provision exists for th£ impeachment of the Fresident(80),the
only instance is that of President Johnson in 1863.hut no
such resolution has ever been passed.Mr.Brohi,has summed up
the utility of the provision relating to impeachment in the
following words:"(it) lies in its existence and the
resort to it can only be made to
punish the delinquent holder of the
public office as to make an example
out of him for the purpose of puri
fying public life in the country"581).
Indirect Election
That the President is indirectly elected has invited
criticism from many people of Pakistan.lt is submitted that
in a presidential form of Government it is desirable that the
election of the head of the State should be direct,no matter

80).U.S.Constitution,Art.2,section *+.
81).Fundamental Law of Pakistan(1958)p.97«
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whether it be on the basis of universal adult suffrage or
restricted franchise.Direct and indirect systems of elections
to the Assemblies have been discussed in the first chapter.
The view taken was in favour of a direct system of election
for membership of the Assemblies;the view equally hold good
for an election to the office of the President in view of the
extraordinary position he occupies under the Pakistan Constitution
The problem may be seen here with particular regard to the
question whether the Electoral College,as constituted under
the Electoral College Act,or a special electoral college,consist
ing of either the members of the Assemblies or elected on another
basis,should elect the President.
Under the 1956 Constitution the President was to be elected
by members of the Assemblies,as is done in India even today.
The objections to such a system are many.There would be a
constant intrigue for the election;the Legislatures and the
candidates would bargain and and play into one another’s hands;
votes would be given under promises and expectations of re
compensing the members of the Legislatures by services to
them or their friends;the executive would be the mere creature
t
i

of the Legislature so appointed,for he is impeachable by that
body;there would be a world of intrigue,of c^bol and of faction(32).

82).William L Martin,Presidential Electors;Let the State
Legislatures Choose Ehem,^ A ,3 ,A .J. 1182.
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The matter was looked into by the Pakistan Franchise Commission
who gave a unanimous vote against it.It was observed that if
the President,who is ivested with immense powers,is to be
elected by the members of the Assemblies acting jointly,those
members to whom the President is not at all responsible may
be in a position to bargain with him and thereby render him
les^/effective in the exercise of his constitutional powers
and even on matters of policy and principle;such a situation
is not conducive to good government and smooth administration.

7/hereas in a parliamentary form of government,where the ministers
are more powerful and the head of the State has very little
discretionary power,the election by the mebers of the Assemblies
might well be suitable;the position in the presidential form pf
government is altogether different.In the latter pattern of
government it is clearli|. unsuitable and is repugnant to the

underlying principle that the President,in order to be effective^
must not be dependent on the Assembly members.The Commission
also observed that if the President dissolved the National
Assembly for any reason under ARTICLE 23 of the Constitution,he
himself would eease to hold office upon the expiration of 120
a
days after the date of the dissolution and/general election of
the members of the Assembly has to be held within 90 days thereof(83).But it may not be possible to complete the election,within

83).Constitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.168.
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the said period,and if the dissolved National Assembly cannot
be reconstituted within the stipulated period,there would be
no National Assembly to reelect another President within that
period,This could result in a vacuum in the office of the
President,which would be avoided.,if the electoral college
for electing the President were not composed, of members of
the Assemblies.lt was further pointed out,when the members
already have had, a say in the selection of the three candidates

for the presidency,it would be wrong in principle to give them .
any further right of electing one of their selected candi—
-

dates as President.184)•

^
t

^

Election of the President by the members of the Electoral
College is supported on the ground that the average aoult in
Pakistan is incapable of discriminating amongst the various
candidates ;his knowledge is limited to locadL affairs in his
a„rea;he does not possess the capacity to understand provin
cial and. national issLies to support a claim to cast his vote
with a due sense of responsibility;he is incompetent to judge
the suitability or otherwise of a candidate who does not belong
to his area,.It is said that a member of the Electoral College is
of high caibre,has greater ability and deeper sense of res
ponsibility .It is,however,significant to observe that neither

84).Pakistan franchise Commission Report,196®,Gazette of
Pakistan Extraordinary 23rd August,1963*p«637ah.
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the Constitution nor the Electoral College Act prescribes
any educational qualification for a candidate to the Electoral
College and an illiterate and ignorant adult can be elected,
provided he can obtain the confidence of the majority of
voters,even by his wealth and influence(85).Thus although
the average adult is discarded as incompetent,a person with
similar or no better qualifications is deemed capable of judging
tt

between the vario/s candidates for the presiaency.lt is submitted
that an illiterate person may,as regards local needs,be competent
to make a -reasonable choice among the candidates but for the
election of the President he may be as incapable as the voters
who elected him to the Electoral College.lt may be asked:Why not
impose educational qualificatios for members of the Electoral
College? The answer is that it mijJstnot be possible to get enough
persons to stand for election in certain electoral units;and if
persons from other constituencies are allowed to stand,the main p
purpose of the scheme of indirect election,namely that the
average adult voter can elect from among those with whom he
moves and can reasonably be expected to be acquainted,would be
violated.Speaking in favour of election of the President through
the Electoral College,Mr.Akhtar Hussain,the then Chief Election
Commissioner,observed:-

85).This has also been discussed in the Chapter on the Candidate,
namely,Chapter Four.
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"to vest the powers to make the choice
of the President in a mass electorate
will be taking a great risk
when
the supreme executive authority of t&e
State is vested in one person,the method
of his selection should ensure the best
possible choice...... we consider that
the Electoral College is best suited for
the purpose.This College should have
roots in the local administrative set up.
The election will then take place in a coo]
and calm atmosphere and the President will
be selected for his personal suitability,
by people who can appreciate his capability
due to their association with administration(86)M.
This view,as also the other reasons given in suuport of the
indirect election,were not shared by the majority of the
Commission,who^after a careful consideration of the arguments
for and against it,concluded that the election of the President
should be by the citizens of Pakistan.Since in this thesis we
are concerned with the law and not the system of elections,it
Hot

is^desirable to discuss the merits and demerits of the system
at length.The reasons given in Chapter Ohe,concerning direct
elections to the Assemblies,in the opinion of the author,apply

86).Pakistan Franchise Commission Report,1963>per Akhtar
Hussain.Contra.
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with greater force to the Presidential Election under the
1962 Constitution,The overall consideration appears to be that,
if the President of Pakistan is directly elected euke*x&«oL by
its people,all adults will have the satisfaction of having
participated in the election of the President,hold him in high
esteem and acknowledge him as their leader,which conciousness
in the masses,it is submitted,is essential for the proper
functioning of a strong Presidential form of government.lt
may be mentioned that the election of the American President
is often criticized and the Electoral College,which elects him,
has been described as"an unnecessary,ennfusing and potentially
harmful

is in America a stfong demand for

amendment of the system and a call for the direct,popular,
nation-wide vote for the President and Vice President.At present,
every four years,the electors in each state vote for the nelectord'
who,in turn,elect the President and the Vice President,in the
manner directed by the Legislature of such state(88).The electors
are to meet in their respective states and ballot separately
for the President and the Vice President,at least one of whom

87).per Kennedy of Massachusetts in "How We Elect Our President"
J.F.Dolan (1956) A.B.A. J.
88).United Staes Constitution,Art.II S.1.

2S9
shall not be an inhabitant of their state.A signed list
shoving their votes is transmitted to the seat of the United
States Government directed to the President of the Senate.
The votes are counted in the presence of the Senate and House
of Representatives•A majority of the votes of the whole
number of electors appointed is necessary for election.If
there is no such majority,the House of Representatives elects
the President from the three candidates receiving the largest
number of votes.In such an election,each state casts but a
single vote,with a majority of the state's congressional
delegation thus controlling the vote of the state.a majority
of votes is necessary to elect,and^in the absence of such
majority^the Vice-President acts as President;in the absence
of a majority of vice presidential electoral votes,the Senate
elects the Vice-President from the two highest candidates by
simple majority vote.
Alexander Hamilton,while stressing that the election of
the chief executive should be made by men "most capable of
analysing the qualities adapted to the station,and acting under
circumstances favourable to deliberation,and to a judicious
combination of all reasons and inducements which were proper
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to govern their choice,praised indirect election of the
President in these words:-

Tra small number of persons selected
by their fellow citizens from the
general mass will be most likely to
possess the information and discernment
$
requisite to such complicated investigation
(89)
But this no longer holds good as will be seen from the follow
ing observation:"the most thoroughgoing reform of the
electoral system calls for the election
of the President and the Vice President
of the people of the United States with
out reliance on electoral votes,electors,
or House of Representatives.The direct
popular vote system is simple and
comprehensible;many Americans believe
they cast their votes for iimiz presi
dential and vice-presidential candidate 5
this would make it so*iRis system there
would be no electors and no possibility
ofcminority President"
(90)

89).The Federalist No.68 at p . L o d g e edition 1388).
90).Honlieu J.C.:Presidential Flection Procedures:University of
Gincinati Law Review,Vol.35 winter 1966 p.1.
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Estes Kefauver,another writer,has observed:“The chief advantage of the proposal(91)
is obvious;would completely eliminate
the possibility of the so called ’’minority
President"(92)which cannot honestly be
claimed for any other proposal".(93)•
The learned writer while discussing the elimination of electors,
which idea,according to himfis almost as old as the electoral
college itself,informs us that, as soon as the two party system
and popular democracy caused electors to become mere "dummies",
propose) amendments in the Congress began to include and centre
upon provisions for abolition of the office of elector.A Senate
Committee headed by Senator Thomas Kart Benton in 1826 re
commended a form of the district system^under which the people
would vote directly for the President without the interventiom

National Elections
92).The term refers to a President who is elected without a
majority of the popular vote although with more popular votes
than any opponent.
93)*Kefauver Estes,The Electoral College Law and Contemporary
Problems:27 (1962)p.l88.The other proposals wre for the
"district system" includes district and proportional plans
aimed principally at the unit rule,the former by divi
ding electoral votes among districts within each state
and the latter by proportioning electoral votes in each
state in accordance with its popular vote.
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of electors.Its report stated;-

11In the first election held under the
Constitution,the people looked beyond
these agents,fixed upon their candidates
for President and Vice President,and took
pledges from the electoral candidates
to obey their will.In every subsequent
election the same thing has been done.
Electors,therefore,have not answered the
design of their institution.They are not
the independent body and superior characters
which they were intended to be.They are
not left to the exercise of their own
judgment;on the contrary,they give their
vote,or bind themselves to give it,accor
ding to the will of their constituents,in
a case whivh requires no agency,and where
the agent must be useless,if he is faith
ful,and dangerous if he is not". (9*+)*
President Andrew Jackson,in his first annual message to Congress,
is reported to have urged the people within the states should
vote directly for the President,wanning that,
"in proportion as agents to execute the
will of the people are multiplied,there
is danger of their wishes being frustrated.
Some may be unfaithful;all are liable to
err"(95)•
9*+).Senate Select Committee,Resolutions Proposing Amendments to
the Constitution of the United Sta tes,S.Rep.No.22 19th Cong,
ist session *+(1828).
95)*Jackson Andrew,Annual Message 10,Message to Congress 8 Dec.
l829(seeond edition 1835)*

j
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According to Dolan(96),
"another criticism levelled at the
existing system is that it pcsjeuajo&s
permits electors to ignore the voters
of their state.Electors are generally
regarded as persons who should ignore
their own desires and merely vote the
preftrence expressed by the voters of
their states.But the Constitution has
never required this.Indeed,the original
intent of the framers of the Cohstitution
was just the opposite.They wanted the
electors to pick the President,not the
people.Gradually the system has evolved
so that the electors are regarded to be
moaally bound(some states bind them as
law as well) to cast their votes for the
man to whom they are pledged".
In Pakistan,on the other hand,one of the demerits of the
system of indirect elections is that the electors ignore the
wishes of the voters and hence there should be a direct election.
It is submitted,and indeed it has already been pointed out,that
the elector in most cases is no better qualified than the adult
voter and,therefore,the view taken is sustainable.
96).Plow We Elect Our President

956 )A ,B. A .J. h 2 ;1037.
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Finally,if the Constitution is not amended as to
introduce direct elections in Pakistan,the desirability of a
large Electoral College may be considered*This would meet the
serious objection that a small Electoral College of approxi
mately 80,000 members is easily approachable and encourages
the commission of corrupt and illegal practices at elections.
It is learnt that a proposal was made by a member of the
National Assembly that the number of electoral units should
be fixed at 120,000,when the law Llinister introduced a bill
raising the number of nebers of the Assemblies(97)•But,having
studied the consensus of opininon in respect of indirect elec-tion,it would be better to hold a direct election to the
office of the President in future.

97)Radio Pakistan News Bulletin,8th Dec.1987*
of the Electoral College
Act(as amended by b.3 of the Electoral College(second
A m e n d m e n t )A c t ,1 9 6 7 )
provides for the delimit; at ion oi
each "province into 60,000 electoral units•xhe Amending
I c t U ? of 1967) appeared in the Statute part of the

p.l.D. in Feb.1968.
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MISCONDUCT AT ELECTIONS

The Constitution of Pakistan requires elections to he
conducted"honestly,justly,fairly and in accordance with the
laws’*,and so that "corrupt practices are guarded against"(l).
To detemine whether,and to what extent legislative effect has
been given to this constitutional provision,it is desirable to
to see if the Pakistan electoral law makes adequate provisions
for avoidance of "corrupt practices".This chapter is devoted to
i£/he study of election offences and may be conveniently classi
fied into the following:(a)corrupt practices,which are mala in se,and imply guilty
knowledge or intention;
(b)illegal practices,which are mala prohibita,that is to
say,commission of an act that is forbidden by law,as for instby
anve/inadvertance but without any intention to violate the law;
(c)other statutory offences relating to elections.
However,as "corrupt practices" are specifically mentioned in
AHTICLE 153(4),we will be principally concerned with the former
category.But a statement of law relating to categories (b) and
(c) will also not be without significance.

1)

Constitution of Pakistan(l962),ART.153(3)•

Corrupt Practices
Bribery, personation, undue influence, the making or
publishing of a false statement^, concerning the personal
character of a candidate, his relations or his symbol,
falsely alleging that he has withdrawn his candidature,
persuading a voter to refrain from voting on the ground of
religion, race, caste, sect or tribe, lending or borrowing
vehicles to convey electors to or from the polling stations
and inducing a voter to leave without voting are corrupt
practices within the meaning of Section 61 of the Electoral
College Act and Section 80 of the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act.

Under the National and Provincial

Assemblies (Elections) Act any contravention of the provisions
relating to the expenses incurred by a candidate in connection
with the election, is also a corrupt practice (2);

this is

neither a corrupt or an illegal practice within the meaning
of the Electoral College Act (3).

Of these corrupt practices,

"bribery", "undue influence", and "personation" are the more
important being widely practised during elections in
Pakistan, so it is desirable to deal first with them;
decisions, both Pakistani and foreign (in so far as they are
relevant) will be considered.

2)

Section 80(1).

3)

Saheb Mia v. Mia, P.L.D. 1966 D. 439.

Bribery
Bribery is one of the most obnoxious corrupt practices*
It is sometimes described as a ,fsale of votes" • But this is
not quite correct; bribery, in election law, is a comprehensive
word including a number of ingredients.

The Pakistan statutes

have assigned it the following meaning:-

"A person is guilty of bribery, if he
directly or indirectly, by himself or
by another person on his behalf (1) receives, agrees or contracts for any
gratification for voting or refraining
from voting or for being a candidate, or
withdrawing or retiring from an election;
(2) gives, offers or promises any gratifi
cation to any person (a) for the purpose of inducing (i) a person to be or to refrain
from being a candidate at an election;
(ii) a voter (4) to vote or refrain
from being a candidate at an election;
(iii) a candidate to withdraw or
retire from an election, or
(b) for the purpose of rewarding (i) a person for having been or for:
having refrained from being a candi
date at an election;
(ii) a voter (5) for having voted or
refrained from voting at an election,
or
4)

An "elector”^under the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections) Act.
n

5)

Ibid.
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(iii) a candidate for having with
drawn or retired from an election”(6)

Electoral College Act, Section 63; National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act, Section 82. It may be mention
ed that Section 171 - B of the Pakistan Penal Code, 1868,
which occurs in Chapter IX A of the Code, was introduced
by Section 2 of the Election Offences and Inquiries Act,
1 9 2 0 defines bribery as under
(1) ”v/hoever (i) gives any gratification to any person with
the object of inducing him or any other person to exercise
any electoral right or of rewarding any person for having
exercised any such right; or (ii) gives any gratification
as a reward for exercising any such right or for inducing
or attempting to induce any such person to exercise any
such right, commits the offence of bribery. Provided that,
a declaration of public policy or promise of a public actioz
shall not be an offence under this section.
(2) A person who offers or agrees or offers or attempts to
procure a gratification shall be deemed to give a gratifi
cation.
(3) A person who obtains or agrees to accept or attempts
to obtain a gratification shall be deemed to accept a
gratification and a person who accepts a gratification as
a motive for doing what he does not intend to do or as a
reward for doing what he has not done, shall be deemed to
have accepted the gratification as a reward.” This
definition is only of academic interest, because of t&ai
one iscontained in the law, namely the Electoral College
Act and the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)
Act.

-
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Subsections (l) and (2) deal with the bribery in contempla
tion of misconduct in relation to an election,subsection (3)
with rewards for misconduct committed.Subsection (1) deals with
the person who agrees to receive or accepts any kind of grati
fication ;subsection (2) makes a person,giving,offering or
promising a gratification to another person thereby "inducing"
him to vote or refrain from voting to be or not to be a candi
date, guilty of bribery;subsection (3) makes it an offence to
reward or offer or promise any gratification by way of re
ward, for influencing or having influenced the decision, of a
voter or a candidate.lt follows that the offence may be commit
ted by any person and whether with or without the consent of
the candidate or his election agent;it may be committed during
or after the election;it may take the form of a gift,offer,
promise or reward;both the bribe-giver and the person bribed
are equally guilty.
The value of the gratification is not very material but

the fact that it is small would be relevant to prove or negative
a corrupt intent.It is not necessary that the person bribed
should have actually received the gratification(7) or that

7)Coventary Case, (1869) 1 0*I£.& H.97 •Willes,J ., said, "it cannot
be supposed that an offer to bribe is not as bad as the
actual payment of money"(at p.107) ;Iialik Ghulam v.Malik Ld.,
P.LD.1968 J. 26.1'Iasud Ahmed, J.,Chairman of the Election Tri
bunal,said, "bribery is not confined to actual giving of
money,but also includes mere offer,or promise of gratifi
cation, though there be no acceptance of it"(at p.28).
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he never meant to vote(8).The word "gratification" includes
money or anything the value of which is estimable in money
and includes entertainment and employment for reward(9)*
TTreating",though defined in the English Act(10),is not defined
in the Pakistan law but would be included within the meaning
of "bribery".To bring the gift,offer or promose of particular
gratification v/ithin the mischief of the law,a corrupt motive
or intention must be proved and each case decided on its facts.
The Indian Representation of the People Act,1951 as amend
ed up to date,makes one distinction in its definition of
bribery;it requires that the gift or offer or promise should
be made by the candidate or his agent(11).So the definitions
of bribery has a much wider scope in Pakistan than in India.

8)iichfield Case,(1869) 1 Cm. H. 22 .V/illes ,J., said, "neither
is the bribe less complete because the voter was one who
never ought to have voted"(at p.29);Halik Ghularn v.Malik lid.,
P.L.D.1968 J.26,Masud Ahamad,Chairman of the Election Tribu
nal, said, "The offence of corruption is,therefore,complete....
irrespective of the fact
whether hehas vote or
not."(at p.28).In the last -mentioned
case there was no
independent or disinterested witnesses to substantiate the
allegations of corrupt practice.
9)Explanation to S.63 of the Electoral College Act and S.82 of
the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act.
10)Representation of the People Act,1949*S.100.The English
definition of "Treating" is discussed in the latter part
of this Chapter.
11)8.123(1).

*
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According to the English Representation of the People
Act, a person is guilty of bribery if he, directly or
indirectly, by himself or by any other person on his behalf^
gives any money or procures <#£ any office in order to induce
any voter to vote or refrain from voting or corruptly does
any of the aforesaid acts on account of any voter having voted
or refrained from voting or makes any such gift or procurement
as aforesaid to or for any person in order to induce that
person to procure the return of any person at an election or
to vote for any voter, or if,upon or in consequence of any
such gift or procurement as aforesaid^he procures or envisages,
promises or endeavours to procure the return of any person
at an election or the vote of any voter (12).

It will be seen

that this definition, though detailed, is similar to that in
the Pakistan Acts insofar as it concerns the right of a voter
to vote in a particular manner; not only a candidate and his
agent but any other person may be guilty of bribery; the
person who gives money or procures any office for the use of
any voter or for the use of any other person on his behalf and
the voter who directly or indirectly receives or agrees to
receive the same is also guilty; if after an election any
person, directly or indirectly, by himself or hy his agent,
receives any money or valuable consideration on account of
any person having voted or refrained from voting or having

12)

Representation of the People Act, 1949, Section 99(2).
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induced any person to vote or to refrain from voting^he is also
guilty of bribery.

The definition, however, does not cover

the case of a person who induces a candidate to stand or
refrain from contesting, by compulsory withdrawal or retire
ment, which, as has been already observed, is an ingredient
of bribery in the Pakistan and the Indian laws of elections.
It may be pointed out that the definition in Section 99(2) of
the Representation of the People Act consolidates the provision
contained in earlier statutes and takes into account judicial
decisions under them.

Por our present study of the corrupt

practice of bribery, Indian and English decisions are relevant
to the extent indicated below.
Continuing with the definition of bribery, the gift,
offer or promise must be for the purpose of "inducing”
(a) a person to be or not to be a candidate or to withdraw or
retire from the contest or (b) a voter to vote or to refrain
from voting at the election.
Sankardas (13)>

In Pyari Mohan v. Durga

the Orissa ^igh Court held that the expression

"inducing to vote” is different from doing "propaganda work"
for a candidate and that there must be some influence brought
to bear upon the will of the voter.

The same High Court, in

another case, also expressed the view that the inducement to
vote or refrain from voting must be in respect of a particular

13)

(1958) 14.

E.L.R. 338.

~
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candidate (14)•
As regards the offer or promise which may amount to
bribery the following cases are instructive.
In Swamimatha v. Ramadingam (15), the election of the
respondent was impugned on the ground that he,at a public
meeting^made promises of land and cattle to those who voted
for him.

The holding of the meeting was admitted and

respondents own witness deposed that the respondent said:
"if you vote me into power, it will be good for the poor....
rich men

have lots of lands.

votes are given to

us,

Poor people have no lands. If

poor people can do cultivation oflands

instead of doing work for "cooly" (porter) under the rich
people."

In considering whether the respondent was guilty

of having committed bribery, the Tribunal formulated the
following five points for its guidance
1)

the meeting was open to the public and not exclusively

meant for poor people;
2)

the offer was

3)

the offer was
audi enc e alone;

4)

obviously meant for all poor people;
not meant for the benefit of the

the offer was not meant by the respondent as an offer
by himself in his personal capacity or for his
personal property or possessions; and

14J

Dharanidhra v. PraSipta, (1958) 17 E.L.R. 427.

15)

(1952) 2 E.L.R. 390.

*
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(5) the respondent said openly that he intended to carry
out his policy by legislation* The Tribunal held that there
was nothing wrong with the address, which was not different
from what all candidates said at such meetings. It was
observed!
"we are inclined to hold that the offer
of land and cattle to the landless and the
poor, irrespective of caste, creed,
community and religion, does not consti
tute an offence. For giving land to the
landless and improving the position of
the poor in general is in line with the
lessening of inequality wealth and
income, which is the commonly accepted
aim and object of the statesman and the
Government in most democratic countries."
(16)
In XCataria Takadas v. P. Frederick (17), an offer to
repair

and renovate a "dargah" (a Muslim holy shrine), with

the object

ofinducing the Muslim voters in the locality to

vote in favour of that candidate, whether carried out or not,
was held to constitute bribery.

Similarly, a promise to

construct a well with a view to inducing the villagers to vote
for the canvassed candidate was held as falling within the
statutory definition of bribery (18).

Before the Madhya

16) Ibid at pp. 395,

396.

17) (1958) 18 E.L.R.

403-

18) ^aganlal v. Hari

Vishnu, (1958) 15 E.L.R. 205.

-
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Pradesh High Court (19) the returned candidate was alleged to
have, in pursuance of a demand made by the "Harijans"attended
the auspicious digging ceremony of a well and promised to have
a T/ell constructed after the election.

The Court declined to

interfere with the order of the Tribunal on the ground that
the petitioner-appellant had failed to establish the respondent
had promised to give any financial help or that it was made to
induce the "Harijans" to vote for her.

In yet another

interesting case (20), the election of the Congress candidate
was challenged on the ground of large scale bribery or illegal
gratification given by the Congress government to the salt
merchants of the locality, for securing their support for the
respondent in the coming elections.

What happened was that

a Minister of Health addressed a meeting at which the salt
traders in the locality brought to his notice the deterioration
of the salt trade in the area.

A few days before the polling

was to take place, the quota of salt was raised by 30 per cent.
But the Court refused to upset the order of the Tribunal,
which had concluded that it had not been proved that the
increase was made at the instance of the respondent or that
the action of the Government was for the purpose of securing
votes.
19)

In Sarla Devi v. Brindera Singh, (1959) 20 E.L.R. 275-

20)

Soowalal v. P.M. Chaudhary, (i960) 21 E.L.R. 137*

-
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Any gratification with the object, directly or indirectly,
of inducing another aandidate to withdraw is bribery as held in
Ahmedmiya Sherumi.ya v. Chip pa Ibrahim (2l).

In this case th^ae

candidates, the first respondent, a nominee of the Maha
Gujrat, the second respondent, a congress nominee, and the
third exponent, another Maha Gujrat candidate, were the
contesting candidates.

In order to avoid a split in the votes

for the Maha Gujrat, the first and the third respondent agreed
to refer to arbitration the question which of them should with
draw; the

candidate who withdrew was to be paid Rs. 3,500

by the other towards his election expenses.

As a result, the

first respondent contested and was declared elected.

In

accordance with the terms of the agreement he had given a
chaque for Rs. 3,500 after the arbitrators gave their decision.
Before the Election Tribunal, Ahmedabad, his election was
challenged on the ground that this amounted to bribery.
Chagla, C.J., affirming the decision of the Election Tribunal,
held that;
(i)

21)

since payment of Rs. 3,500 was a condition upon
which parties agreed that one of them should withdraw^
it was difficult to regard this as an independent
contract, which had nothing to do with the with
drawal, in pursuance of the award,

(1958) 17 E.L.R. 218.
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(ll)it was,on the other hand,an inducement for the withdraw
ing candidate and the candidate who paid out was guilty of the
corrupt practice of bribery.

x

In Gokulanand v.Jogesh Chandra(22),an old member of the
Congress,who was not given a tickect by his party,stood as an
Independent candidate but later withdrew "to avoid a triangular
fight between the Socialist-,the Independentand the Congress
candidates”.In fact,in deciding to withdraw,he had been also
influenced by a letter written by the Congress candidate and
some Congressmen pledging themselves to give him full support
at the next elections and to make an appeal to the Congress
authorities in this regard.The Orissa High Court held that
there was no offer or promise of gratification to the Independ
ent candidate to withdraw and consequently that Congress candi
date was not guilty of bribery.Barman,J.,said that the promise
of a seat in the future election was ”a pious wish rather
than a promise of gratification1^ 23) *An sd_legation of payment
of Hs. 1,600 to a candidate to withdraw by the returned candidate
was not accepted in Sri Ram v.L'ld.Taqi(24) as there was no
direct evidence;it was based on circumstancial evidence.
22)

(1958)18 E.L.R.76.

23)

IBicUat p.84.

24)

(1953)8 E.L.R.139.
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Election tribunals and counts have drawn a distinction
between a promise which is "private" and one which relates to a
"public action" (25).

In the case of Radhakrishan (26),

promises given by the candidate, his agent and mockers, to
rddress public grievance or to elect public amenities, such as
hospitals, were treated as falling outside the definition of
bribery.

It was held that the candidate has a right and

privilege to make his policies known to the electors to help
them make the correct choice between different contesting
candidates.

The Allahbad High Court also took a similar view

in observing that a promise relating to public action, which
does

notbringany

private or personal benefit to a voter or is

a declarationofpublic policy cannot be an offer
tion.

of gratifica

It was said,
"The promise for which the evidence has
been given is, however, one under which
no personal advantage could be obtained
by any voter; the advantage was to the
benefit of the whole constituency; if at
all....The advantage.to the constituency
was also to be obtained by the respondent
by using his influence in such a way that
the public action of the State Government
in its development, plans was to ensure

25)

Radhakrishana v. Tarachand, (1956) 12 E.L.R. 378; Balwant
Rai v. Bishan Saroop, (1958) 17 E.L.R. 101; Gangadhar
r.laithani v. Narendra Singh, (1958) 18 E.L.R. 124; Soowlal
v. P.K. Chaudry (1959) 21 E.L.R. 137.

26)

(1956) 12 E.L.R. 378.
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to the benefit of the residents of this
constituency.This means that the promise
was a promise relating to a public action
and was not a promise relating to any
private or personal benefit to any voter."(27)
That this view is sustainable in Pakistan courts is clear
from the intent of the legislature in providing that "a
declaration of public policy or a promise of public action
shall not be an offence".(28).
As regards employment of voters for canvassing and
/A**

payments to them,it must be rem/bered that such employment
is illegal only if it is colourable,i.ewith

the oft-

repeated object of inducing the voter or the candidate!29)♦
So fan as the payment is concerned,if it is commensurate
with the work done in the constituency,the payment of such
workers is not bribery!30).

27)

Maithani v.Narendra Singh, (1958)l8E.l.Pc.l24 at pp.127-129

28)

Pakistan Penal Code,1860,3.171-B.

29)

Akashya Narayan v.Maheshwar,(1958)16E.L.R.337;Eatari
lakadas v.P.Frederick,(1958)l8E.L.R.403;Penryn Case,
(1869)1 0*Ii.& H.127*Tn the last mentioned case, V/illes,J.,
said,"unless the employment was colourable,uniess,that
is to say,it was employment only in name,and it was
shown that the money was given either for doing nothing
or was given in excess for the services fairly rendered
by the voter,there was no bribery".

30)

The decision of the Orissa High Court in Pyari Mohan
v.Burga Sahkar, (1958)143.1 .3333.
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"Treating", prima facie, is regarded as innocent, and
when it is of the quality of mutual treating between equals
or in connection with business matter, it does not constitute
an election offence (31)*

But it will apply to the sort of

treating which gives the person supplying it influence over the
person treated, and secures to the former the goodwill of the
latter (32).

(£3)

In the Breton Case, Lush, J., said,
"...(it) must be connected with something
which preceded the election, must be the
complement of something done or existing
before or calculated to influence the
voter while the vote was in his power.
An invitation given before to an enter
tainment to take place afterwards; or
even promise to invite or a promise of
giving entertainments after an election,
which it may be supposed the voters would
calculate on would be, if followed up by
the treat afterwards, give to it the
character of corrupt treating" (33)*

Thus there must be some understanding or expectation of
treating before the election.

In the case cited the treat was

not thought of till after the election was over and was held
not to amount to a corrupt practice.

The important factor is

31)

Badarul Haq v. Election Tribunal, P.L.D., 1963* S.C.704;
Halsburyfs Laws of England (3rd edition) Vol.14 p. 381.

32)

Norwich Case, (1886) 4 O fM. & H. 84.

33)

(1871) 2 0 MI. & H. 43 at p. 45.
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whether "it was done with a corrupt design to influence the
election or to obtain a vote or votes". (34)

In considering

whether a currupt motive is present such circumstances as that
the treating was openly doigfft and that persons were included
who were not voters must be weighed in favour of the person
treating.

The only case reported from Pakistan is that of

Badarul Haq v. Election Tribunal (35).

In that case the grounds

to call in question the election of J to the National Assembly
was that he had supplied tea and sweets to the electors in the
meeting held some days before the election, which amounted to
bribery.

The meeting in question was to enable voters to get

34)

Badmin Case, (1869) I’OlvI. & H. 117 - per Willes, J., at
p. 123; North EorfolK Case, (1869) 1*011. & H. 236 where
Blackburn«Jat p. 244 said, "But I can say that whenever a
candidate or agent gives any meat or drink he does what is
a foolish and imprudent thing because it becomes a
question what the intention was in doing such a thing,
and if a Judge who tries the case finds that the intention
was to influence and affect voters, it vacates the
election"; see also Coventary Case, (1869) I*0M. & H.
97; Bin Layal v. Beni Parsad, (1958) 15 E.L.R. 131; B#**aj
Bhusan v. Raja Anand, (i960) 22 E.L.R. 225.

35)

P.L.D. 1963 S.C. 704. This was a case under the National
and Provincial Assemblies (First Elections) Order, 1962;
art. 62, which deals with bribery, is similar to the
provisions under the 1964 Act.
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acquainted with the candidates, who were to make their policies
known through speeches. It was alleged that 300 persons,of
whom 100 were voters, were served with tea. and sweets by J.
Two Members of the Tribunal held that the alleged treating had
been proved by evidence, that it was meant for the electors,
among others, and was lavish; the treating took plaC'e at a very
material time, i.e. 12 days before the election; it was for the
purpose of inducing the electors to vote for J. or to refrain
from voting in favour of B, his rival.

The third.Member

thought the corrupt practice had not been proved and that, in
any case, merely giving two or three sweets and a cup of tea
to voters at a “projection'1 meeting did not prove that this was
done to induce the electors to wote in any particular manner;
a guilty knowledge must be established separately; the enter
tainment offered was not excessive and it was “extremely
doubtful“ whether the entertainment had any continuing operation
or influence on the voters who cast their votes 12 days after
the entertainment was open to electors as well as non voters,
the rival candidates and the candidates to the Provincial
Assembly.

According to the dissenting Member treating in the

case^ was an isolated instance and would not be regarded as a
practice.

The matter went up to the East Pakistan High Court

and eventually to the Supreme Court of Pakistan.

The following

extract from the judgment of the letter is significant, as
laying down the principles applicable;-

29?

"It was not a political meeting arranged
to canvass 1^0* Mr. Jaznalussattar alone.
If that had been the case... .and he had
provided modest refreshment for those
who appeared, it might well be thought
that a small matter like that would not
weigh with the voters in making their
choice, particularly if equal refreshments
were offered to many who are non voters,
but here the occassion was one which was
a substitute for the ordinary procedure oi
each candidate calling his own election
meeting. Canvftjrfcing was not permitted,
in the ordinary way, and the Assemblies
were confined to occassion like the
present, on which all the candidates
appeared at the same time, and made their
policies known to the electors. If on
such an occasion one of the candidates
should undertake to treat all these
persons, there can be little question but
that he would be directly influencing the
voters in his favour. Moreover, the
election to the National Assembly was an
indirect election....the 200 non voters
were themselves, very likely, members of
the primary constituencies and consequantly would be thought to be persons
connected with voters in their midst...
the fact of the presence of non voters
woiild thus rather magnify than to minimise
the effect of treating the voters." (36).
36)

Ibid at pp. 711, 712.
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A word of caution is necessary about the thin line of
demarcation that exists between bribery (in the focus of
treating) and charity; whereas the former is a corrupt practice
the latter is not until it ceases to be innocent * But it is
difficult to ascertain

charity ends and bribery begins.

Imminency of the election may be an important factor but the
deciding factor would be the intention of the donor.

As

observed in the Nottingham Case (37),
"What hne has got to look at is what we
think is the governing principle in the
mind of the man; that is to say, that if
we think this was real charity, and that
incidentally, as it were, he also saw
and was milling and had the intention of
taking advantage of the fact that there
was popularity to be gained by it, and
therefore that there were votes to be
gained by it, th&tiifmthe real governing
thing in the mind was charity, that would
not be illegitimate. On the other hand,
if the real thing was to get popularity,
to debauch the constituency...and to do
it under the name and pretence of
charity, why, of course, that would be
bribery of a very serious nature."

37)

(1911) 6 O'M. & H. 304.
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In Sankre Gowda v. Harriyyappa (38), the election of the
returned candidate was challenged on the ground of bribery and
undue influence having prevailed throughout the constituency,
thereby materially affecting the results of the election*

As

regards the corrupt practice of bribery, it was contended,
inter alia, that two payments of Rs* 4,000 had been made to the
managing committee of a High School and a hospital in exchange
for votes.

It was observed that though elections are not

intended to prevent charity,

there must be no influence on the

electorate in the "guise of charity", but if the motive behind
it is corrupt it is a visible form of bribery."

The last

observation was reiterated in Braj Ehusan v. Raja Anand (39),
in which case the returned candidate was alleged to have
distributed sweets to children, who joined the procession and
shouted slogans in his favour.

According to the Allahbad High

Court the distribution of sweets was not actuated by a corrupt
motive but was a "benevolent motive” not falling within the
mischief of bribery.

It was remarked that though this might

increase the popularity of the candidate, being indirect
propaganda, it had not been shown that the electors had been
induced to vote or that they refrained from voting.

In an

earlier case (40) also, w&wsihb the returned candidate who had

38)

(1953) 9 E.L.R. 101.

39)

(I960)

40)

Farukhabad Case, 1 D.E.C. 383.

22 E.L.R. 225.
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never made any donation before, gave Rs. 100 to Romilla
Committee during the election campaign.

It was held that this

generosity could not be the outcome of any object but to gain
votes.

In the Wigan case, (41), Bowen, J., said,

"I wish to answer the suggestion that this
was merely charity. Charity at election
times ought to be kept by politicians in i
the background....In truth, I think, it
will generally be found that the feeling
which distributes relief to the poor
at election time, though those who are
distributors may not be aware of it, is
really not charity, but party feeling,
following in the steps of charity,
wearing the steps of charity and
mimicking her gait." (42)
Thus what are apparently charitable gifts may, in reality,
be nothing more than a spacious and subtle form of bribery, a
pretext adopted to veil the corrupt purpose of gaining or
securing the votes of the recipients.

The question to be

asked is: whether the motive behind the charity was pure?

If

the answer is in the negative., then the person is guilty and
it matters not under what pretext, in what form, to what
person, or through whose hands, the gift may be bestowed, or
whether it has proved successful in giving the desired object

41)

(1881) 4 0 fi:. & H.l,

42)

Ibid. at p.14-

or not.So,Lush,J.,in the Plymouth Case(43),said,
"on the other hand... ..may be purely
benevolent impulse,and,if this be its
character,it matters not whether the
recipient makes a good or a bad use of
it ot what its effect may be upon him"
(44)
The evidence in regard to the offering of bribe must be
conclusive ag&in£t the respondent and beyond all shadow of
doubt;it is not possible to xzome to a finding of guilty on
the basis of assumptions,which may land the court in the
valley of surmises(45).The reason is that a charge of bribery
is a quasi criminal charge and such an allegation is to be
treated,for the purpose of evidence,on the principles appli
cable to the trial of criminal charges.This matter will be
discussed later in the chapter.
Undue Influence
A person is guilty of a corrupt practice if he,by
influence brought to bear upon the voter or candidate,in
duces him to vote or refrain from voting one way or other
or to withdraw from the contest.This subtle form of corrupt

43)

(1880) 3 0•M .& H.107.

44)

Ibid.at p.110.

45)

Md.Saeed v.Election Petitions Tribunal,P.L.D.1957 S.C.91
at p.123.
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practice may occur at an election in many forms and it is
the purpose of our study to find out what really consti
tutes the offence of undue influence.The definition,appear
ing in the Electoral College Act and the National and Pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,is as follows:tfA person is guilty of undue influence
if he:
(1)ln order to induce or compel any
person to vote or refrain from voting,
or to offer himself as a candidate,or
to withdraw his candidature,at an elec
tion, directly or indirectly,by himself
or any other person on his behalf(a)makes or threatens to make use of any
force,violence or restraint;
(b)inflicts or threatens to inflict any
injury,damage,harm or loss;
(c)calls down or threatens to call down
divine displeasure of any saint ort,pirM;
(d)gives or threatens to give any re
ligious sentence ;or
(e)uses any official influence or
governmental patronage;or
(2)on account of any person having voted
or having refrained from voting or having
offered himself" as a candidate or having
withdrawn his cahdidature,does any of the
acts specified in clause (l);or
(3)t>F abduction,duress or any fraudulent
device or contrivance,(a)impedes or prevents the exercise of
the franchise by an elector;
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(b)compels,induces or prevails upon any
elector to vote or refrain from voting.”
(46)
The offence consists in application of force,physical or
moral,or of threats or intimidation which distinguishes it
from the offence of bribery already discussed#The definition
is very wide;it includes all forms of physical,temporal or
spiritual influence,with

a view to affect the free exercise

of the franchise ;it may be exercised by f,any" person,whether
directly or indirectly,and with or without the connivance of
the candidate or his agent#The definition is similar to one
in S#10l(2) of the English Representation of the People Act,
with the exception that influence brought to bear on the will
of the candidate is not undue influence#In England,the use of
force,violence or restraint is confined to tfinduce or compel
that person to vote or refrain from voting or on account of
that person having voted or refrained from voting”(47)-The

46)Electoral College Act,S#65;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,S#84*The expression is also defined in S.171
(c) of Pakistan Penal Code,1860,which definition is similar
to the one given in S.123(2) of the Indian Representation of
People Act,1951*It is also defined in the Contract Act,1872
as,"where relations between parties are such that one of then
is in a position to domingJgsJ^e will of the other and uses
the position to obtain an/advantage over the other;this
definition has no relevance for our purpose.
47)Representation of the People Act,1949*S.10l(2)(a)•
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corresponding provision in the Indian Act is S. 123(2) which
lays down that the interference or attempt at interference with

the free exercise of an electoral right must be by the candidatf

his election agent or a person with the consent of the candidate
or his agent.The Indian defintion does not mention a "fraudulent device or contrivance" specifically,as is done in the
English and Pakistan Acts but,it is sumitted,that if a contri
vance or device interferes with the free exercise of any electo

-ral right,it would fall within the provision.lt is not possibly
to enumerate all the froms that such devices or contrivances
as

maynassume;as observed by Das,J.,"they must perforce be^unlimiItjL

ted as^ingenuity of the human mind"(48).
At the outset it must be mentioned,and indeed it is clear
from the use of the adjective "undue"before the word "influ
ence", that it is not all kinds of influence which are within
the mischief of the section;legitimate exercise of influence
is excluded.Thus it was held that a refrence to eminent leaders
like the Quaid-e- Azam,the founder of Pakistan,and the late
Liaqat Ali Khan,his lieutenant,by a candidate did not consti
tute the offence(49).It is only when a person has exceeded the
bounds of such legitimate influence as he has right to exercise,by resorting to force,violence or restraint,exercises or

48)Radhakanta Mishra v.Nityandra Mahapatra,(1958)19E.L.R.203.
49)Phool Kd.v.Md.Sharif,P.L.D.1963 J 67.

!
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attempts to exercise illegitimate influence,to deprive a voter
to of the liberty to exercise his franchise as he freely wishes
that he may be said to commit this corrupt practice.Willes,J.,
while dealing with an allegation of bribery,made this signi
ficant observation:"the law can no more take away from a man
who has property or who can give employ
ment the insensible but powerful influ
ence he has over those,whom if he has a
heart he can benefit by the proper use
of his wealth;then the law cannot take
away his honesty,his good feeling,his
courage,his looks,or any other qualities
which give a man influence over his
fellows.lt is only the abuse of influence
with which the law can deal.Influence
cannot be said to be abused because it
exists and operates"•(50)
So,the question arises whether a particular exercise of influ
ence is due or undue,legitimate or illegitimate.As will become

50)Lichfield Case,(l869)l 08M.& H.22 at p.28;Windsor Case,
(1869)1 O'M.&H.l at p.6 that,"the mere fact of a person
having influence and intentionally retaining it,is not alone
evidence of unduly exercising that influence" ;Radhakanta v.
Niiyandra, (1958)19E.L.R.203,where it was held that,"it is
only the abuse of influence which is prohibited under the
law and amounts to undue influence".
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obvious from the decisions cited hereafter,it has always
presented some difficulty to the Judge trying an election
matter,in which an allegation of undue influence is raised;
the principle followed is to confine the deeision strictly
on the facts and the evidence adduced.
Before proceeding to examine the definition a short
point may be made.Clause(a) of subseetion(l) deals with the
use of force,violence and restraint and clause(b) of the same
subsection refers to the infliction or threat of injury,
damage or loss.It is submitted that,although placed in sepa
rate clauses,the two provisions are complementary to each
other and may be read together for the purpose of interpre
tation.
As regaidstorce,restraint or threat,an attempt thereof
will be culpable;an unsuccessful threat was held to be undue
influence(51).The threat must,however,be serious(52) and
deliberately uttered with the intention of carrying it into

effect and not in a moment of anger(53),although it is immateri
al whether the person using the threat had the power to carry
it out(54).The actual words spokenrmay be highly relevant,as

51)Northallerton Case,(l869)L OSM.&H.I67.
52)as held in the North Norfolk Case, (1869)1 OfIu.& H.236.
53)the decision of ther Orissa High Court in Dhamidhar v.
Prapdipta,(1958)17 E.L.R.427.
54)01dham Case,(l869)l 0,LI.& H.151 per Blackburn,J.?at p.162.
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observed in Jagan grasad v.Krishna Datt(55)»In that case
the election of the respondent was challenged,inter alia,
on the ground that;at the instance of one B,an ex Ivlahraja
and a ruling prince who commanded great influence among the
Jat tribe,he had exercised considerable influence over the
Jats of the constituency.lt was alleged that at one of the
public meetings B said that^ whereas the people of India had
been asking for a ban on the slaughter of cows,sacred to the
Hindus,the Congress party and the Congress prxnsE Prime
Minister had turned down the request;and those who voted for
the appellant,a member of the Congress party,"would go to
hell".It was held that the words,"go to hell",in the context
in which used,amounted to a threat or the exercise of undue
home
influence.lt may be noted that in order to bring/the offence
of undue influence,it is not necessary to show that force
or restraint was actually used or applied;the case of
Sardul Singh v.Hukam Singh(56) is relevant in this respect.
The election of the respondents 1 and 2,who were candidates
set up by the Akali party for election to the House of the
People from the double-member constituency,was impugned,
inter alia,on the ground that they had made a systematic

55) (1959)20 E.L.R.443 at p.468.
56) (1953)6 E.L.R. 316.
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appeal to the general body of Sikhs on the ground of reli
gion,through four newspapers where they were represented
as Panthic candidates(57)»signifying thereby that they solely
stood for the interest and welfare of the Sikh community and
religionjthe petitioner contended that to vote for him,a
Congress candidate,was represented as an act of sacrilege
and this amounted to the exercise of undue influence.lt was
held that there was no undue influence, as it could not be
said that the persons addressed were made made to believe
that non compliance would be irregular or sinful.Buring the
course of the decision it was observed that it is not ne
cessary that there must be any actual threat or physical
compulsion held out but the method of inducement adopted
must convey to the mind of the person addressed that noncompliance with the wishes of the person offering the induce
ment may result in physical or spiritual harm to himself or
to any other person in whom that person may be interested.
Regarding what is harm or loss in the context of undue
influence ,Blackburn,J.,said,

"suppose
the case of a person who is
in the habit,at intervals,of frequenting
a shop and giving the tradesman some custon
if he chose no longer to give the custom
but to take away that custom and go else
where, is that a loss or not?I think if the
•

J

57) The word "pantha" has a religious sanctity for the Sikhs.
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loss proposed to be inflicted were to
such an extent and in such a way as would
seriously affect the saleable value of
the goodwill of the man’s business,it
would clearly be a loss.11(58)
It was also observed that harm or loss would apply to cases
where,though a person has a perfect right to do it,he does
not do it with the motive of affecting the vote,yet the doing
of it does inflict harm upon the otherj^ide.In the West bury
Case(59)tproof of a manufacturer having exercised coercion on
a large scale,in order to force his employees to vote,was
considered an infliction of damage or loss in the context of
undue influence.In the Oldham Case (60),Blackburn,J.,held that,
though the loss and harm to be done to a man may not be an il
legal harm,not a matter that would be a crime like treating a
voter or destroying his property,yet, if it be a loss inflicted
for the purpose of affecting the vote,it would constitute an
exercise of undue influence.
In Pakistan,a person is also guilty of undue influence if,
by abduction,duress or any fraudulent^ device or contrivance,he
impedes or prevents the exercise of free franchise or compels

58)North Norfolk Case, (1869)1 0HI.& H.236 at p.241*
59)(1869)1 O’ M.& H.47*
60)(l869)l O’ M.& H.151.
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induces or prevails upon any voter to vote or refrain from
voting(6l).The corresponding provision in the English Act
is similarly worded(62).Abduction is not defined in the
election law but under the Pakistan Penal Code a person is
said to abduct when he by force,compulsion or by any "deceitful
means" induces any person to go from one place to another;in
the present context this must be done to impede free exercise
of franchise.Abduction would itself be a fraudulent device or
V

contrivance and so would duress.In the Lichfield Case(63)»it
was contended that two voters were abduuted on the day of the
election by respondent’s election agent;the election was set
aside•
The words "contrivance" and"device" are qualified by the
word "fraudulent",so it would be necessary to establish a
fraudulent intent.The only case on the point,in Pakistanis

Ha.ji Khan v.Election Tribunal(64) .The undue influence was allege
ed in the following manner.An agreement was reached between the
candidates that the lady voters would not vote .Accordingly,
not a single woman cast her vote at that electoral unit.The
61)Electoral College Act,S.65( 3) >National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.84(3).
62)Representation of the People Act,1949>S*101(2)(b).
63)(1880)3 O’ M.& H.136.
64)P.L.D.1966 K.312.
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Election Tribunal held that this constituted undue influence
within the meaning of S.65(3) of the Electoral College Act
but the High Court reversed the order.Anwarul Haq,J.,saids"in the prsent case there is no evidence
that the agreement was fraudulent in any
manner;on the contrary,it may be purely
honest agreement based upon the social
scruples of the contesting candidates to
prevent their women folk from appearing
at the polls."(65)
The use of the word "any" in the clause under discussion
signifies that the devices or contrivances may be innumerable.
For instance,in the North Louth Case(6$) a number of voters,
who could read and write,were induced to vote as illiterates
and so to disclose unnecessarily the name of the candidate for
whom they voted.In the Stepney Case(67)»a yellow card was sent
to every voter containing the polling hours,the voter’s name
and register number and the words,"to secure the return of Mr.I
poll eraly,and mark your voting paper as below".Then followed
a copy of the ballot paper showing the petitioner’s name in

65)Ibid.at pp.313,314.

66)(1911)6 0'M.& H.103.

67)(1886)4 0'M.& H .3#atp.tb
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large type and a "cross mark" against it.At the end were the
words:"be careful not to sign your voting papers,nor make any
other mark except the cross as shown above or your vote will be
lost".The question was whether the circulation of this document

was sufficient to disqualify the petitioner as having been guilts
of an act deliberately committed in order to trick the voters.
Denam,J.,held that this did not establish that some elector or
electors had been actually deprived of their liberty of choice
thereby.But,in similar circumstances,Blackburn,J.,observed that,
"It was immaterial whether any voter had
actually been influenced by the card in
question.The real question is what was
the effect likely to be produced and if
I came to the conclusion that those who
issued the card intended to trick the
people into putting no mark for Robinson
(the other candidate),for fear that it
should invalidate their votes,that I
suppose would be a fraudulent device"(68)
Bishwanath v.Hira Lal(69)»the appellant used the tricolour
flag of

Congress in his election campaign,alleging that he

had been selected by Mr.Nehru(the late Indian Prime Minister)
and thereby was able to secure the support of many electors.

68)G-loucester Case, (1873)2 0'M.& H.59 at p.61.
69)(1958)16 E.L.R. 405.
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It was held that,though the voters might have thought he was
a Congress candidate,the mere fact that a candidate and his
agent who did not belong to the Congress party,were moving in

a Jeep flying the Congress flag,is not undue influence.Similary,
inducement to vote by wrongly imputing statements to leaders
like Mohatama Gandhi,which they have not made,have been held
by the Assam High Court not to amount to undue influence(70)•
It may be recalled that the Indian Act does not contain the
words "fraudulent device or contrivance" but these cases may
be cited in Pakistan as instances of a fraudulent device,alth
ough not necessarily with the same result.
Porms of Undue Influence
Undue influence can take many forms such as influence
exercised by a landlord or "zamindar" on his tenants(71) or

employer over his employees(72),a tradesman over his cutomer(73j
70)Ghayyur Ali v.Kheshav,(1958)16 E.L.R.155.
71)Roth Norfolk Case,(1869)1 0’M.& H.236;Galway Case,(1869)
1 O f M.& H.3035Windsor Case(l874)2 D f M.& H.88.
72)Blackburn Case,(l869)l OfM.& H.198;01dham Case,(l869)l O'
M.& H.151;Westbury Case(l869)l 0'M.&H.47.
73)North Durham Case,(l874)2 0fM.& H.2Sxl52.

a priest or a "Mullah" over his congregation^74)-In the
North Norfolk Case(75),Chad,the proprietor of a large agricul
tural estate in the district had canvassed for respondent’s
agent among his tenants .Blackburn, J.,observed that,although
a landlord has a perfect right to choose his tenants or evict
them,if the landlord threatens to evict or does evict any
of his tenants for his refusal to vote in the manner indicated
by him,it amounts to undue influence.In the West bury Case (76)
it was proved that the manufacturer told his workmen that no
workman should remain in his employment who voted for the
petitioner(who was rival in his trade).The men told him that
they did not intend to vote at all.He commended their resolutior
and extracted a promise from them that they would adhere to it.
Later some of the men changed their minds and were obliged to
leave his employment in consequence of their refusal to abstain
from voting.It was held that the dismissal was for political
reasons and,therefore,he was guilty of exercising undue inflenc<
74)Ram Dial^j.Sant Lai,(1959)20E.L.R.482;Muzaffarnagar Case,
2 Jagat Narainl20jEerozepur Case,Zhanna’s Election Cases,
Vol.ii p.l87;Malik Barkat Ali Case,Hammond Election Cases p.
469;Longford Case,(1870)20’M&H6g±;Galway Case,(l869)l $fH&H
303;Galway Case,(1872)2 O ’M&H 46;Tipperary Case,(1870)2 0’
M&H 31;Southern Division of Meath Case,(1892)4 O ’M&H 130;
North Division of Meath Case,(1892)4 O ’M&H 185.
75)(1839)1 O’M&H 236.
76)(1869)1 O’M&H 47.
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The following observation of Willes,J.,is interesting:"though in some sense they might have
gone voluntarily and willingly, they did
not go willingly,any more than a man acts
willingly when he voluntarily takes to a
small boat inthe middle of the ocean
when his ship is on fire.There was a
compulsion upon these men,which they
could not resist,and ifem satisfied that
9
I
±±x£xgamgx±Hx±hgxg3angin:g±E[Ex±ha±xthBgg
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psspiExinis. all these men would have
remained in the employment of the responde
but for their having promised to vote for
the petitioner or if they had changed
their minds as willed and had voted for
the respondent^ 77) •

It is submitted that the observation will apply even in the case
of a workman who ill-treats another or causes his dismissal
from their place of common employment for political reasons.
There is no reason why a customer should not deal exclu
sively with a tradesman or his political views.But where
friendly relations have existed between the customer and the
tradesman and each is satisfied with the other’s performence,it
will be highly questionableJif they should suddenly fall out
and part companyjbecause they do not hold the same political
opinions.(78)
77)Ibid.at p.51.
78)so held by Bramwell, J.,in the North Dc&h&mOase,(1874)
2 0*M •& H.152.
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A religious leader has the right freely to express his
opinion on the comparative merits of the contesting candidates
but it is doubtful if he can exercise his influence in favour
of any pnli±iEai particular candidate by canvassing voters and
others for him.According to the Indian Supreme Court such a

ee

course of conduct on his part will not only be a use of great
influence among a particular section of of the voters in the
constituency;but it will amount to an abuse of his great in
fluence, if the words he uses in a document or utters in his
speech,leave no choice to the persons addressed by him in the
exercise of their electoral rights(79)»In this case the influ
ence had been exercised by a spiritual head of the Sikhs Jin the
course of the judgment,Sinha,J.,observed:”if the religious head had merely said
that he pref/eired the appellant to the
other candidate}because in his opinion
he was more worthy of the confidence of
the electors for certain reasons,good,
bad or indifferent,and addressed words
to that effect to the persons who were
amenable to his influence,he would be
within his rights and his influence,how
ever, great could not be said to have been
misused”.(80).
79)^an±xIiaixxRam Dial v.Sant Lai, (1959)20E.L.R.482.
80)Ibid.at p.492.
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In the Muzaffar Nagar Case(81) ttal^Inoulvit, arrived on horseback
at a polling station heading a procession

which included a

flag bearer and announced to the assembled voters that those
who voted for the petitioner would become ,fkafirs'* (non-Muslims)
it was held that this was clearly undue influence.A different
decision was arrived at in the Feozepur Case(82),which had
these distinctive facts.The “ulemas’* of different places issued
a “fatwa” that ,,mirzaisn(Ahmedyas) were not true Muslims and
should not be their representatives.The petitioner,a Mmirzain,
alleged that ths "fatwa11 had been widely circulated and even
pleaded by some “moulvis1* in the polling station.lt was held
that in saying that '’mirzais” had no concern with Muslims and
were sns inimical to them,the ”fatwa’1 did not transgress the
limits of the legitimate advice.In Malik Barkat v.Moharram
Ali(83) 9 the election had been challenged on the ground that
the respondent had used the influence of “pirs11(Muslim saints)
who had issued instructions asking people to vote for the
respondent.lt was contended that although there was no actual
threat by the issue of these instructions,a fear had been cast

81)Khanna,s Election Cases,Vol.II p.205*
82)Khannafs Election Cases,Vol.II p.187*
83)Hammond*s Election Cases p.469*
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on the minds of the followers that if they did not vote for
the respondent they would commit a sin.The argument was re
pelled on the ground that the question of what the persons
addressed thought is a secondary one and does not arise if no
corrupt intention is sfessEan shown on the part of the *'pirs".
With regard to the scope of a Catholic priest's right
to canvass at the election,the following observation of
Fitzgerald,J.‘
* is noteworthy:f,the priest may counsel,advise,recomend,
entreat,and point out the true line of
moral duty,and explain why one candidate
should be preferred to another,and may,
if he thinks fit,throw the whole weight
of his character into the scale;but he
may not appeal to the fears or terrors
of superstition of those he addresses.He
must not hold out hopes of reward here or
hereafter and he must not use threats or
temporal injury or of disadvantage or of
punishment hereafter".(84)
It follows that clergymen may legitimately address the congre
gation upon the conflicting claims of the candidates.Because of
the high position they are capable of exerting great influence
on the voters and the Judges must regard the same with extreme
jealousy and seek by the utmost vigilence to keep it within
proper bounds.It is advisable that a clegyman should not hold

84)Longford Case,(l870)2 0'M.& H.6 at p.16.
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hopes of
out/reward hereafter or threaten to excommunicate,to withhold
sacraments,or to denounce the voting for any particular candidate
as a sin.It may be mentioned that Liuslims have no regular priest
like Christains.The spiritual influence may be exercised by men
who pursue the usual avocations but have some standing in
society,If Haul ana Ivlaudoodi,Amir-e-Jamat-e~I slam, and an "alim"
weilds considerable influence,the same was true of the "mullahs**,
"pirs" and religious scholars.In Sardul Singh v.Hukam Singh(83),
an editor of a religious newspaper and magazine was held to be
such a person,so also a layman for whose opinion the community
ih had great regard(86).The limitations imposed on the exhortat
ions of the priest apply with equal force to such people.It
should be noted that a person who threatens to impose a religious
penalty is specifically included in the definition of "undue
influence in the Pakistan statutes(87);to call down or threaten
to call down the divine displeasure of a saint or a "pir” is
an offence by itself(88).It is,moreover,a distinct corrupt
practice to call upon or pursuade any person to vote or refnain
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxfrorn voting for any candidate on the ground
of religion(89)•

85) (1953)6 E.L.R.316.

86) Amritsar City J-ohammedan Constituency Case,l D.I.B.C.276.
87) Electoral College Act,S.65(1)(d);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.84(1)(d).
88 and 89)

Please see overleaf .
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Prom the above discussion we conceive that the legitimate
exercise of spiritual influence is permissible and it is only
the abuse of such influence,actuated by a corrupt motive or in
tent to affect the decision of a candidate or a voter,that is

i

culpable.lt is suggested that such influence should be altogether
avoided or exercised subject to restraint.In any case,candidates
must take extra care in invoking the aid of spiritual leaders
and the spiritual leaders themseles,on the other hand,before
addressing their followers,should consider very carefully the
effect &£ their words would have upon each and every section of
such followers.
Although government officials are at liberty to hold
their opinions about the merits of a candidate,they must un
equivocally be directed to remain aloof from politics.They
must observe great care that their personal views are not
voiced,expressed or given in such a manner or under

88)Electoral College Act,3.65(1)(c);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.84(1)(c).In the English Repre
sentation of the People Act,1949>this \70uld be covered by
the expression "inflicts or threatens to inflict.......
spiritual injury,damage or losd’(S.104(a)).The corresponding
provision in the Indian Representation of the People Act,1951
is 3.123(2),which makes it an offence to induce a candidate
or an elector to believe what he or any other person in whom
he is interested,will become or be rendered an object of di
vine displeasure or spiritual censure.
89)Electoral College Act,S.61(3);National and Provincial Assemb
lies (Elections)Act,S.80(4)*
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circumstances as might invest them with official,authority.
While speaking on the importance of free elections in a demo
cratic country,the tjren Prime Minister of Pakistan,in his
speech at Lahore in December 1955>observed:"no matter how discreet it looked,any
form of official influence in elections
amounted to a form of corruption or
distortion of public morals and of low
ering the standard of society in general.
Every public servant has been appointed
to serve the public and those duties
do not include the exercise of influence
on behalf of a particular party".
He^aid^that although some politicians would make approaches
&nd would suggest seemingly innocent and discreet methods of
using their influence,the officials would desist from doing it.
3±xsiaEXEEtggE3EiEEtx±ha±xn££±E±a± The Electoral Reforms Commission
was strongly of the view that every kind of official influence
must be excluded at the time of electiond.lt was suggested that
officials should not be allowed to canvass or otherwise inter
fere or use their influence in connection with or take part in
elections to the legislative bodies,except by way of freely
exercising their rights to vote and,even in this respect,they
must be enjoined not to give any indication of the manner in w
which they purpose to vote or may have vote(90).

90)Pakistan Electoral Reforms Commission,Report,1956,p.80.
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The use of ”Official influenee” or "govermental patronage”
is undue influence under the Electoral College Act and the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act(91).These
provisions are to be commended for their stringency;direct
or indirect official influence or interference,whether at
the instance of the candidate or not,is deemed a corrupt
practice.
But reference may be made to the recent decision of the
East Pakistan High Court in Ayeb Ali v.Election Tribunal(92)»
which ±s the only case reported at the time of wri*ting;the
allegation of official interference was under these circumstances
The petitioner and respondent no*4 were candidates for election
to the Electoral College from district Lyallpur.The petitioner
obtained 274 votes,as against the respondent’s 216,and was
declared elected.The said respondent filed an election petition,
inter alia,on the ground that the circle cum Returning Officer,
who was joined as respondent no.3 to the petition,and his wife
had used undue influence in favour of the petitioner;the tri
bunal set aside the election.Before the High Court it was conter
-ded that the order of the tribunal,setting aside the petioner’s
election,was based on no evidence and should be quashed;this
91)Electoral College
92)P.L.D.1968 D.138.

A c t , S . 6 5 ( l ) (e);N.&
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(l)(e),
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submission was accepted by the High Court.During the course of
the decision,Salahuddin Ahmed,J.,observed:"There was nothing wrong with the part of
the circle officer and his wife to exer
cise their right of franchise in parti
cipating in the election in question.
There is no legal bar to such participat
ion and in view of the fact that votes
were cast by secret ballot,the casting
of votes by the circle officer and his
wife could not possibly have created any
undue influence in favour of any of the
candidates at the said election"(93)
The decision does not alter the position already stated.It is
submitted that,if the petitioner-re^ondent had been able to
substantiate the allegations in his petition before the Tri
bunal, the decision of the High Court would have been otherwise.

Personation
Personation comprehends the assumption of false identity
at the polls.The offence is perhaps as old as elections them
selves and to prevent its commission has been one of the main
objects of election law.The safeguard provided,inter alia,in
clude a duty imposed on the Presiding Officer to put questions
to a voter to establish his identity before issuing a ballot

93)lbid.at p.142.
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paper,the right of a candidate or his election or polling
agent to challenge any person claiming the right to vote
and the power of a officer at a polling station to put an in
delible mark on one particular finger of a voter,to prevent
him from voting more than once,and the issue of identity
cards to voters.Although personation is very rarely reported
in the English parliamentary elections,so that this offence
may be takent to be almost extinct £mi s in that country,it
is widely prevalent in India and Pakistan.However,the Re
presentation of the People Act,1949 still retains it as a
corrupt practice in England.lt is provided:-

,f(2)A person shall be guilty of personation
at a parliamentary or local election if
be
ta)votes in person or by post as some
other person,whether as an elector or as
a proxy,and whether that person is living
or is a ficticious person;or
(b)votes in person or by post as proxy(i)for a person who has a reasonable
ground for supposing to be dead or to be
a ficticious person;or
(ii)when he believes or has reason
able grounds for supposing that his
appointment as a proxy is no longer in
force
(3)For the purpose of this section,a per
son who has applied for a ballot paper
for the purpose of voting in person or
who marked,whether validly or not,and
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returned a ballot paper issued fir the
purpose of voting by post shall be
deemed to have voted."(94)
In other words,to apply for a ballot paper in the name of
some other person,whether living,dead or unqualified to vote
is an offence.The law has taken care to provide that in case
of a person voting by post,the mere marking of the ballot
paper by him is not an offence;but it will be the moment he
posts it.Moreover,a person who abets the commission of per
sonation must receive the same punishment as the person who
actually commits the offence.lt may be mentioned that,prima
facie,knowledge,motive and intent are not the ingredients of
the section but the defintion of the offence,it is submitted,
necessarily involves the question of corrupt motive or irlent;
and loiowle^e may be relevant to prove it.
A somewhat similar defintion appears in the Pakistan elec
toral law and may be reproduced in extenso,for convenience of
reference and interpretation.lt is provideds"A person is guilty of personation if he
votes or applies for a ballot paper,
whether Jrhat person is living or dead or
ficticious."(95)
The provision requires that a person should have (a)applied
for a ballot paper,(b)with the knowledge that he is not the
voter on whose behalf he wishes to vote and (c)with intent
94)Representation of the People Act,1949,S.47.
^Electoral College Act,S.64;National and Provincial Assemblies
(■^'^-®etions)Act,S •83*
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to actually vote.Thus a person,who innocently applies for a
ballot paper,possibly due to an error of print or other mitakes

in the electoral roll,cannot be guilty of the offence.Similarly,
a person who wilfully applies for a ballot paper in the name of

another,but after its receipt,leaves the polling station without
casting his vote will,prima facie,be not within the mischief
of the section.
The consensus of judicial opinion is that mens rea should
be deemed an essential ingredient in a case of personation,and
it will be necessary to prove that a corrupt intent was present
when the ballot paper was applied for and/or cast.(96).The
leading case on the point is the Stepney Case(97);the borough
had been divided into two divisions.A voter who had been
rEgjastEEEd

registered in both,voted twice in the belief that

he was entitled to do so;it was held that he had not committed
the offence of personation.Denman,J.,observed
M
unless there be corruption,and a
bad mind and intention in personating
96)Stepney Case,(l886)4 0'M.<5:.H.34;Atblone Case,(l880)3 O'M.&H.
57;Gloucester Case,(1873)2 OH1.&H.59;Gounder Subaraya v.
Palaniswami, (l955)HE.L.R.251;Linge Gowdia v.SHivanjappa,
(1953)6.E.I.R.288;Shankra Pandia v.V.V.Ramaswami,(1953)
5 E.I.R.417.
97)(1886)4 O'H.a H.34.
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it is not an offence.If it be done under
an honest belief that the voter is
properly there for the purpose of voting.,
......no offence has been committed"(98)
In India,personation ceased to be a corrupt practice with

the coming into force of the Represenation of the People(Second]
Amendment)Act,1956 (99)-The Indian Conduct of Election Rules,
1961,require an elector to allow his forefinger to be examined
by a presiding officer or the polling officer to enable him to
put an indelible ink mark on it(l);r.36 provides that a polling
agent may challenge the identity of a person who claims to be
a particular voter on depositing Rs.200.00 with the Presiding
Officer;under r.35 the presiding officer is empowered to employ
such persons as can assist him in the identification of the
electors;in cases where identity cards are issued to electors
they must be examined.These are the safeguards against per
sonation, although it must be observed that of all these the
only effective check would be the production of identity cards;
but they are not issued to all the electors but only to noti
fied constituencies in municipal areas(2).The rule authorising
the issue of identity cards can,however,be easily avoided as

98)Ibid.at p.46.
99)Act 27 of 1956.
1) r.37.
2) (Indian)Registration of Electors Rules,I960,r.28.
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will,appear from the following proviso appended to it

"Provided that if the elector refuses to
or avoids to have the photograpgh taken or
cannot be found at his residence by the
official photographer in spite of repeat
ed attempts,no such identity card shall be
prepared fbr the elector and a notice of
such refusal or evasion or that the elect
or could not be found at his residence in
spite of repeated attempts shall be made
in the copy of the roll mad maintained by
the Registration Officer.”
Thus,the safeguards are not sufficient to rule out personation
in India.Similar safeguards,like the challenge of the voter
and the production of identity cards issued to members of the

Pakistan Electoral College are provided in the Pakistan elector
al lav/ but .It was considered desirable to make personation one
of the corrupt practices.Similarly,in England,although persona
tion is very rarely practised in elections,it is an electoral
offence.The deletion of the nrovision from the Indian Act is to
be regretted.lt nay,however,be mentioned,that caselaw under the
Act,as originally enacted,will be relevant in Pakistan.Cases
of personation have been reported under the present election
law in Pakistan,in one of which,Zakaur Rehman v .Salahuddin(4)
3)See chapter 5 of the thesis,on the Elections.
4)P.L.D.1966 J. 109.
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at an election to the National Assembly

of Pakistan,a voter

was alleged to have voted in the name of his deceased father.
But none of these cases is relevant for our present purposes
as they do not provide a judicial interpretation of the
definition of "personation”;in the case cited the tribunal
dismissed the petition on the short ground that the petitioner

had failed to allege that personation took place at the instance
of the respondent,which is essential if the election is to be
set aside(5).
Finally,it may be pointed out that personation is not

merely a corrupt practice but also a criminal offence within the
meaning of 3.171-D of the Pakistan Penal Code.The provision
reads as follows:-*
"whoever at an election applies for a
voting paper or votes in the name of any
other person,whether living,dead or in
a ficticious name,or who having voted
once at such election,applies at the
same election for a voting paper in his
own name,and whoever abets,procures or
attempts to xorocure the voting by any
person in any such manner,commits the
offence of persoimtion at an election."
The definition is stikingly similar to that in the English
Bepresentation of the People Act and more lucid than that
contained in the Electoral College Act and the National and
Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act in Pakistan.But as the
P. A. (Elections) Act,3.72 :diccu^discussed

in Chapter 8.
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Acts last mentioned are special laws,applicable to elections

to the Electoral College and Assemblies,it is unlikely that
personation at elections to these bodies will be charged
under the Penal Code.

Other Corrupt Practices
The remaining corrupt practices(6) may be briefly examined
now.3.61(2) of the Electoral College Act and S.80(3) of the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act declare that
a person will be guilty of corrupt practice if he-

"makes or publishes a false statement:
(a)concerning the personal character or
conduct of a candidate or his relati on( 7)
calculated to adversely affect the election
of such candidate or for the purpose of
promoting or procuring the election of
another candidate,unless he proves he had
reasonable grounds for believing,and did
believe,the statement to be true;
(b) relating to the symbol of the candidate
whether or not such symbol has been allo
cated to such candidate;or

(c)regarding the withdrawal of a candidate11.
It will be observed that a statement must be made or published;
it must be false;it must relate to the personal character of a

6 )Except the one relating to excessive election expenses,which is

important and is discussed at some length later in the chapter.
7 )The inclusion of a TJrelationfi of the candidate is peculiar to

the Pakistan election law and is probably due to the close
family system,where a person may be identified on the basis
of his relatioship with another person,without having a dis
tinct identity of his own.
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candidate or his relation;it should be calculated to affect
adversely his election.But where the maker or publisher has r&sonable grounds for making or publishing the statement,he does
not aommit the offence;if the statement relates to the symbol
or withdrawal of a candidate the falsity of the statement need
only be established.The law does not prohibit other sorts of
criticism at candidates.
Adverse criticism,however indignified or ill-mannered,
however regrettable it might be in the interest of purity and

democracy of public life,in relation to political views,position
reputation or action of a candidate,is permissible,so long as

it does not tend to affect the personal character of a candidate
or his relation.The Bombay High Court has observed that in such
matters the court cannot* judge the statements in the light of
their decency or desirability in so far as they are political
statements not calculated to attack the personal character or
conduct of a rival candidate(8).In the North Louth Case(9),
Gibson, J.,has observed that*a politician may be criticised for
his public conduct butvwhen the man beneath the politician has
his purity assailed,he would have a right to demand that his

constiuents should not be poised against him by false statements

8)Sudhir Laxman v.S.A.Binge,(1958)17E.L.R.373
9) (1911)6 0 *11.& H.103.
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While considering 3.123(4) of the Indian Representation

|

of the People Act,the view taken in India is that criticism of
political conduct and activities of a candidate do not fall wit!
-in the ambijr of the subsection(lQ).A fortiori,false allegations
against a political party,its activiiies and workers are not
within the mischief of the law.
'//hat kind of statement relates to the personal character
or conduct of a candidate(or his relation)may be observed
from the decision in Lladan Singh v.Ladhu Ram(ll).In that case
a political poster showed a bearded Rajput,whipping a tenant
tied to a tree,under the orders of another Rajput Sardar with

'

a turban,wearing a typical ’kchkiritlong coat) with a sword,while
the tenant’s wife lay at his foot praying for mercy.The poster
was circulated in some districts(constiuencies) and the peti
tioner, who was a Rajput ftJagirdarM(landowner) and a candidate
for election contended that this amounted to publishing a false
statement relating to his personal character and conduct.But
it was held that this caricature was of a typical Rajput,and
not of the petitioner,so its publication did not constitute a

10)Dharnidhar v.Prapdipta, (1958)17 E.L.R.427;Mast Ram v.Ijbal
Singh,(1955)12 E.L.R.34-S.123(4) of the Indian Represenation
of the People Act provides:nThe publication by a candidate 01
his election agent of any statement of fact which is falsi,
and which he either believes to be false or does no$> believe
to be true,in relation to the personal character or conduct
of any candidate,being a statement reasonably calculated to
prejudice the prospects of that candidate’s election,is a
a corrupt practice.
11)(1955)11 E.L.R.99-

a crrupt practice.
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In England,the law on the subject is contained in S.91
of the Representation of the People Act;but it is an illegal
and not a corrupt practice.The definition is similar to that
given in Pakistan:the false statement must be a statement of
factjmust be in relation to the personal character or conduct
of a candidate;must be for the purpose of effecting the return
of that candidate at the election.lt is further provided that
the offence may be committed before or during the election;it
can be committed by a body corporate.Although the latter two
ingredients are not specifically set outih in the Pakistan
Acts,under the General Clauses Act,a "person" includes a body
corporate and it is unlikely that courts will accept as a
defence the fact that the act was committed before the election.
S.61(4) of the Electoral College Act and S.80(5) of the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act discourages
and prohibits the use of any kind of vehicle or vessel with a
view to conveying voters to or from the polling station,by
making it a corrupt practice.The provision,however,is not
douched in absolute terms and readily admits of two exceptions
(shortly to be stated).A number of ingredients,however,must be
satisfied before the provision can be applied.For facility of
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reference the provision is reproduced hereunder:nA person is guilty of corrupt practice
if.Jb.e1 ) ................................................

2 )..............................

3)................................
4)................................
5)knowingly,in order to support or oppose
a candidate lets,lends,employs,hires,
borrows or uses any vehicle or vessel for
the pyrpose of conveying a voter to or
from the polling dtation except when(A)a person conveys himself or any
member of the household to which he belongs
to or from the polling station or
(b)a voter conveys himself or several
voters convey themselves to or from the
polling station!*(l2)
(the underlining is by the author}
It is significant to observe that this is the only corrupt
practice which,in explicit terms,specifies "knowledge” as an
essential ingredient;the subsection requires that the act of
letting,borrowing,lending or hiring must be wilful,that is to
say,the offender must have prior knowledge of the fact that the
vehicle or vessel will be used for conveying the voters either
to or from the polling station.lt is submitted that two condit
ions must be satisfied before an act\may be said to fall with
in the mischief of the subsection:(a)the act should consist in
12)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.80.The
relevant provision in the Electoral College Act is S.61(4).
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the letting,lending,borrowing or hiring of a vessel or vehicle
(b)at the time of letting,borrowing,lending or hiring a person
should have known that the vehicle or vessel would be used for
the conveyance of voters.So,although the subsection contemplates
that any person,whether a borrower or a lender,whether a hirer
or a person letting on hire,and whether with or without the
knowledge or consent of a candidate,can be guilty of this
corrupt practice^tt is possible to conceive of a case where
one may be guilty while the other not guilty.For example,a
borrower,who at the time of borrowing the vehicle knows that
it will be used for the corrupt purpose v/ill be guilty but the
lender,if he is unware of the purpose for which the Vehicle is
borrowed,may be innocent in the eye of law.It may be asked,'
whether the actual conveyance of the voters is also a necessary
ingedient? It is sumitted that it is difficult to spell out

such an intention from the language of the provision.What appeals
to be important is the "knowledge of the purpose" rather than
the purpose.But there are no decided cases on the point in
Pakistan.India makes the hiring or procuring,whether on payment
or otherwise,of any vehicle or vessel bj^a candidate or his agent
or by any other person with the consent of the candidate or his
election agent for the purpose of conveying an elector(other
than the candidate himself,the members of his family or his
agent)to or from any polling sta,tion,a corrupt practice within
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the meaning of S.123(5) of the Representation of the People A
Act(l3)-It may be mentioned that the provision is differently
worded from its correponding provision in Pakistan and the
absence of the word ”knowingly”is striking.Perhaps it may be
possible to argue in an Indian Court that the actual conveyance
of voters must be proved as well as the other ingredients.Indeed
the Allahbad High Court has observed, in the case of Madan Lai
v.Syed Zargham(l4) that the corrupt practice consists in the act
of procuring the conveyance and not that of the voters.The same
High Court in another case observed that,

"a plain reading of the subsection(S.123(5)
shows that the basic ingredient of the
corrupt practice referred to consists in
the procurement of any vehicle or vessel
by a candidate or his agent or by any
other person for the conveyance of any
elector other than the candidate himself,
the members of his family or his agent,to
or from the polling station.The actual user
of the vehicles for conveying electors is
not an ingredient of the corrupt practice”
*15)

13)The subsection,however,further permits the hiring of vehicles
by an elector or several electors(as in Pakistan),and an elec
tor at his own cost of a public transport(which calls for no
commentexcept that it is rendundant).
14) (1958)1 3P. R.456•
15)Jagan Prasad v.Krishna Datt,(1959)20E.L.R.443 at p.449*

The court also observed that the evidence of such user would be
unnecessary except in so far as it may have some bearing on the
question of the purpose of the pronouncement.But one would be

failing in onefs duty if the tendency of the Indian Supreme Court
towards the other view was not pointed out.VThile considering
what particulars should be given in an election petition,which
raises an allegation of a corrupt practice under S.123(5)>Shah,
J.,observed that,”in considering whether a corrupt practice
described in S.123(5) is committed,conveying of electors cannot
be dissociated from the hiring of a vehicle(16).
In England,engagement of payment of conveying electors to
the poll is not a corrupt but an illegal practice.Under S.89(3)

of the Representation of the People Act,if any payment or contrad
for payment is "knowingly" made either before,during or after an
election,for the purpose of promoting or procuring the election
of a candidate on account of the conveyance of electors or their

proxies to and from the polling station,the person making payment
oijcontract and a person receiving the contract or being a party

to the contract,only if he knew it was in contravention of the

Act,are guilty of illegal practice.But for polling stations which

16)Balwan Singh v.Lakshmi Narain,(I960)22E.L.R.273 at p.280.
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are inaccessible except by sea,means may be provided for con
veying the electors or proxies by sea to their polling place(l7)«
But perhaps the most significant feature of the Pakistan
electoral laws,in the context of corrupt practices,is that even
the slightest interference with a voter’s right of franchise has
Seen deemed a corrupt practice•The reference is to S.61(5) of
the Electoral College Act and S.80(6) of the National and Pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act which provide that,"to cause
or attempt to cause any person present and waiting at the poll
ing to depart without voting "shall be a corrupt practice.The

provision is,prima facie,expressed in very wide terms:the corrupt
practice may be commited by any person,whether at the instance
of the candidate or with his knowledge or connivance;the use of
force, or pressure is immaterial;the only ingredient is the act
of causing or attempting to cause the voter to leave|so tjiat he
may not cast his vote.
A critical examination of the section,however,reveals that,

if the intention of the Legislature was to give it a wide import,
it has probably not succeeded;the words "polling station” quali

fy the generality of the provision.So,a person who causes a votei
to go away before he has set foot in the polling station,cannot
be held guilty,although he may be acting in violation of another
provision of the law,which forbids convassing within a radius of

5-7)Representation of the People Act,1949>S.90(4)and(5) •
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400 yards(1$) or may be guilty of disorderely conduct near the
polling station(19);these offences are quite distinct from a

!

corrupt or illegal practice.lt may also be pointed out that,
as only authorised persons are entitled to gtay in the polling
station,the application of the section,must be deemed as
confined to'such persons as the candidates,their polling and
election agents and one other person,specially authorised
on behalf of each candidate.Be that as it may,the provision,
which has no parallel in the English and the Indian Acts,is to
be commended as a definite step towards securing free elections
in Pakistan.
Excessive Election Expenses
The last corrupt practice,dealing with election expenses
and matters ancilliary thereto,is peculiar to the National and
Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act;the absence of a correspond
ing provision in the Electoral College Act is to be regretted.
S.80(l) of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections]
Act states that whoever "contravenes the provisions of S.49"will
be guilty of a corrupt practice .S.48 provides Ikinterpretaiion of
what are election expenses and may,therefore,be read as part of

18)Electoral College Act,S.66;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,S.85 .
19)Ele6toral College Act,S.67;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,S.86.
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S.49»It defines election expenses as "any expenditure incurred
or payment made,whether by way of gift,loan,advance,deposit or
otherwise,for arrangement,conduct or benefit of or in connection
with or incidental to the election of a candidate,including the
expenditure on account of issuing of circulars or publications
or otherwise presenting to the electors the candidate or his
views,aims or objects,but does not include the deposit under
S.13”(20).Under subsection(3) of S.49>the election expenses
which a candidate may incur are limited to Rs.10,000 in the
case of a seat in the Provincial Assemblyn and Rs.15*000 to
a seat in the National Assembly;besides a candidate may incur
personal expenditureuto the

of Rs.200 (21);and any person

may,if so authorised by the election agent,specifying a maximum,
make payments towards stationery,postage,telegram and other

petty expenses(22).Unless the candidate is also his own election

20)Under S.13>a candidate must deposit Rs.500 for a seat in the
Provincial and Rs.1,000 for a seat in the National Assembly.

21)S.49(2)(i).It is significant to point out that money spent in
excess of this limit is not accountable towards election
expenses(it was otherwise under the National and Provincial
Assemblies(First Elections)0rder,1962).So,a candidate,who
incurs personal expenditure over and above Rs.200,although
not exceeding the overall limit of Rs.10,200 and Rs.15*200,
will be guilty of corrupt practice.lt is submitted that the
provision is harsh and should be amended;if the overall
aggregate of election and personal expenses is not exceeded
a candidate should not be invested with penalty.

22)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.49(2)(ii).
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agent,payments should be made to,and expenses incurred by,the
election agent(23)*In order to ensure strict control of ex
penditure in connection with the election of a candidate,
it is incumbent upon him,if he incurs personal expenditure,and
on every person making any payment,to send a statement to the
election agent within fourteen days of the declaration of the
result;a corresponding duty is cast on the election agent to
vouch for,by a bill,stating the particulars and by a receipt,
every payment made in respect of election expenses,if the
amount exceeds Rs.25 (24)•Thus,the section demands absolute
compliance,when read with S.80(l).The section does not merely
make the expenditure incurred in. excess of the maximum a corrupt
practice.Even the slightest contravention of its provisions,on
the part of a person,on whom the duty is imposed,may render
him liable to a charge of corrupt practice.
It is significant to point put that S.49 read with S.48
of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act is
a consolidation of the provisions contained in S3.61 to 64 of
the English Representation of the People Act.Although the
difference is largely one of arrangement of provisions,the

23)Ibid.,S.49(l) and(2).
24)lbid.,3.49(4) and (5).
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position under both Acts cannot be said to be strictly
identical.But in essence it is the same.Subsection(l) of S.61
of the English Representation of the People Act provides that
an account of election expenses in the shape of payment,advance
or deposit made by a candidate,his election agent or another
person should be made to the election agent;subsection(4)
forbids a person,other than the candidate,to pay money,whether
as gift,loan,advance or deposit,except to the candidate or his
election agent;under subsection(6) a person who makes any
payment,advance or deposit in contravention of either of
the subsections is guilty of an "illegal practice".S.62 deals
with and limits the personal expenditure of a candidate(25);
under sn S.63 a prohibition is imposed on "outsiders" or
"strangers",that is,persons other than the candidate or his
agent,to incur expenses with a view to promoting or procuring
the election of a candidate at an election,such as holding of
of
public meeting or organising any public display,issuing/adver
tising, circulars or publications,except publication of any
matter relating to the election^in a newspaper or other periodi
cal or of otherwise presenting to the electors the candidate
or his views or the extent or nature of his backing^or dis
paraging another candidate;the latter will have no application

25)Similar to S.49(2) of the Pakistan National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act.
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to any expenses not exeeeding,in the aggregate,ten shillings,
which may be incurred by an individual and are not incurred in
pursuance of a plan suggested by any person in travelling or
living away from home or similar expenses(26).Subsection(2)
makes a similar provision as S.49(4)of the Pakistan Act,and
makes it obligatory on a person,who has incurred expenses as
above,to file a return of the amount of those expenses,giving
full particulars and verifying the same.But whereas in Pakistan
every contravention of S.49 is a corrupt practice,by virtue of
S.80(5)of the

National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)

Act;in the English law relating to election expenses a person
is only guilty of a corrupt practice if he "incurs,or aids,abets
counsels or procures any other person to incur any expense in
contravention of this section or knowingly makes the false
declaration required by subsection(2) thereof falseljK27);but
failure to send any declaration or return or copy thereof is
an illegal practice(28).The expenses incurred in excess of the
maximum amount may render the candidate or his election agent
guilty of an illegal practice}unless he can show that it was
done innocently and without knowledge ofbthe fact that it

26)English Representation of the People Act,1949>S.63(1)(c)
proviso (ii).
27)lbid.S.63(5).
28)Ibid.S.63(5).
/
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amounted to contravention of the provision of law(29).
The position in India deserves special mention.The
Representation of the People Act,1951,as originally enacted,
made the incurring or authorising by a candidate or his agent
of expenses in respect of the conduct and management of an
election,in excess of the maximum amount prescribed under S.77,
a major corrupt practice,entailing a disqualification of a
period of six years(30);while the making of a false return of
election expenses or verifying it amounted to a minor corrupt
practice but with the same punishment(31)•Further,the incurring
or authorisation by a person other than the candidate or his
agent,of expenses 11 for the purpose of promoting or procuring
the election of the candidate,without written authority of the
candidate,was made an illegal practice;the disqualification
could be upfto four years( 32) .The law in India was thus similar
to that in England-and was perhaps more stringent-with one
significant distinction that^whereas the contravention of the

29)Ibid.S.64(l).
30)lndian Representation of the People Act,1951,S.123(7) read
with S.140.
31)Ibid.S.124(4).
32)Indian Representation of the People Act,as originally enacted
3.125(1) and S.140(2).
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provisions limiting election expenses was dec*fcd.red a corrupt
practice per se in India,in England S.64(1) already quoted,re
quired knowledge of the candidate or the election agent.This

i

finds support from the decision in I.Iunnuswami ys Cas e(33)* While

!

disposing of the issue whether the return of election expenses
furnished by the respondent was incorrect and false and he had
further spent a sum larger than that allowed by the law,the
tribunal observed:-

11From the foregoing sections(34),it is cleai
that the Legislature prescribed a maximum
limit in respect of election expenses and
also enjoins that a contravention of the
limit calculated under whatever circumstan
ce of good faith or misapprehension vitiate
the election.V/e may observe here that that
rule appears to be less stringent in Eng
land than in India....Under 3.64 of the
English Representation of the People Act,
knowledge has to be imputed to the candi
date or agent,committing an illegal prac- '
tice by exceeding the maximum.V/e have no i
doubt that the departure from the English I
law in our Act is deliberate and that the j
Legislature has,in its own wisdom,rendered
33)lhmnuswami v.TQiader Sharif,(1953)4 E.L.R.283.
34)Namely,S3.123,124,140 of the Indian Act,1951*

the exceeding of the maximum a corrupt
practice per se."(35)

It was further observed that this appeared to be in pursuance o±
a statutory and fundamental principle of democracy.So far so
good.The stringent provision had proved a means of checking co
rrupt elections.But this did not please the Congress Organi
sation and with a view to deliberately render the said provi
sion less effective,and through the majority it held in the
Parliament,it brought about amendment in the Act(36).S.123(6)
of the amended Act provided that,"the incurring or authorising
of expenditure in cont avention of S.77" would be a corrupt
practice.3.77 laid down that the total election expenses must
not exceed the limit prescribed by law(37)j & candidate or his
election agent was obliged to keep a separate and correct
account of all expenditure incurred or authorised by a candidate
or his election agent in connection with the election(38).The
period of election expenses was confined to the date of the

35)lunnuswami v.Ehader Sharif,(1953)4 E.L.R.283 at pp.288,289*
36)By Representation of the People(Second Amendment)Act,1956.
37)Representation of the People Aet,1951(as amended),S.77(3)•
38)lbid.S.77(l) and(2).
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publication of the notification of the election and the decla
ration of theresult;whereas under the original
dature was deemedto

Act the candi

commence from the date on which a candidate

publiclyannouncedhis candidature(39)>from which date

he was

required to render the account.This change was fully noted in
Shiv Ram v.Partap Rao(40).Desai,J.,said,
"This would suggest that election expenses
incurred by a candidate prior to the date
of the publication of the notification
would be exempt from the fixed limit and
need not be mentioned in the account of
election expenses hyx± to be maintained
by the candidate.lt may be questioned
whether such was the intention of the
Legislature.But the language does seem
to be clear and we do not see any ambig
uity in the language employed byothe
Legislature in subsection(l) or in subsectio(3).”(41)
The following observation of the Indian Election Commission is
also significant
"It will be seen that the ^restriction of
the periodbof accounting to the interval
between the dates of the notification and
39)Hunuswami v.Khader Shari,(1953)4E.L.R.283 .It was held that as
soon as a person makes his choice and declares unambiguously
his intention to stand for election and expresses it through
an overt act,he becomes a candidate.
40)(195S)17E.L.R.37.
41)lbid .at p.61.
1
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the date of the declaration of the result
completely exempts all expenses incurred
or authorised by a prospective candidate
prior to the notification. tf(42)
It was pointed out that an unscruplous candidate was thereby
legally entitled to exceed the legal maximum of election ex
penditure by adopting several subterfuges.He may,inter alia,
buy and pay for all the petrol needed for him for his election
campaign before the date of the notification;engage and pay for
all his workers and agents before the date of nomination,stipu
lating that they must render their services to him later during
the election campaign;he may pay large sums of money to his

party and friends before the material date on the understanding .
that they will spend the amount oh his behalf and during the
election,without any further resort to him in respect of each
individual item of expenditure,and pay the bulk of the whole
of his printing and publication charges before that date.The
Commission opined that,"however large the expenses actually
incurred by a candidate in respect of his election may therefore
be,there is ample scope for him under the present laws to manage
to keep the portion thereof accountable in law down to a figure
well below the maximum".(43)•

42)lndian Election Commission R e p o r t (concerning the Second
General Elections) ,1957 p.187.
43)Ibid.;at p.187.
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But the matter does not rest there,At tjaze present,a
contravention of subsection(3)of S.77,which states that,"the
total of the said expenditure shall not exceed such amount
as may be prescribed"(44) is alone a corrupt practice;it is
not possible to contend that a contravention of the other
provisions of the section,namely subsection(l)and(2),which
lay down the method and manner in which an account of the
election expenses is to be kept,is a corrupt practice.In other
words,an improper maintenance of accounts or non-maintenance
of true accounts or failing to present accounts of election
expenses will not be a corrupt practice in India.However pain
ful this interpretation of SS.77 and 123(6) may appear to be,
the courts have accepted it as,according to them,the language
of these provisions is clear and free from any ambiguity.So
Desai,J.,of the Bombay High Court,observed
"the language of clause(6) of S.123 is
express and explicit and apart from the
consideration that any clause which lays
44)Under r.90 of the Indian Conduct of Election Rules,1961,the
maximum total expenditure in connectmon with an election in
any one Parliamentary constituency is Rs.25,OO0 in the case
of a constituency in any state and Rs.10,000 in the case of
a constituency in any union territory;the maximum expenses
in the case of an election in any one assembly constituency
must not exceed an amount ranging from Rs.6,000 to Rs.9,000
in the case of fourteen states mentioned in the section.
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down that any corrupt practice must he
strictly construed,clause(6)of S.123
does not say that the contravention of
that section is a corrupt practice.What
it says is that incurring or authorising
of expenditure in contravention of that
section is a corrupt practice."(45)
In this case it had been argued that the provisions of 3.77 are
mandatory and as the respondent failed to

a correct

account of electioh expenses and suppressed material facts
relating thereto,the election tribunal should have held him
guilty of corrupt practice under S.123(6).Before the Panjab
High Court a case with these facts came up for consideration.
The respondent had committed small irregularities in the form
in which accounts were maintained and a few items were not supp
orted by vouchers.The tribunal found that it was so,but declined
to hold that it constituted corrupt practice.In a.ppeal(46) ,it
was argued that S.123(6) included Mcontravention of 3.77” and
in as much as subsections(l)and(2)therai> imposed on the candi
date the duty of keepig a separate account of all expenditure
in connection with the election,incurred or authorised by him
or on his behalf,a failure to maintain the account,as prescribed

45)Shiv Ram v.Partap,(1958)17E.L.R.37 at p.53*
46)in Verma,N.L. v.Mnni Lai,(1958)15E.L.R.495•
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by subsections (1) and (2),should be regarded as corrupt practici
It was contended that,if the intention of the Legislature was to

exclude subsections(1) and (2) from the ambit of 3 .123(6 ),
reference should only have been made to subsection(3) of S. 77*
The court observed that there was no ambiguity in the language
of the section.Why the Legislature had not mentioned 3.77(3)
simpliciter in subsection(6) of 3 .123 *"may have been preferable
as a natter of drafting”.Kapoor,J.,on behalf of the Court,
concluded that:"Itvis not the appellant’s ca.se here that
the expenses incurred........exceeded the
prescribed amount.Now the corrupt practice
mentioned in subsection(6) of 3.12 3 con
sists in the incurring or authorisation
of expenditure,which must therefore have
reference to subsection(3) of 3.77 and
not to any contravention of the provision
of subsection(l) or subsection(2) of 3.77"
(47)
The view has been upheld by the Allahbad High Court(48).Bhargav,
J.,in one of these cases,said,
"The two subsections(the reference was to
subsections(l) and (2) of S.77)thus merely
require that correct and separate accounts
be kept and give the content of these
47)lbid.,at p.499*
48)Karan Singh v.Jamna Singh,(1958)15 E.L.R.370;Ali v.Keshav,
(1958)16 E.L.R.154;Ram Abilakh v.Election Tribunal,(1958)
14 E.L.R.375-
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accounts.They do not provide any limitat
ion on the incurring or authorising of
expenditure.All that is laid down by
subsection(1) is that expenses which have
been incurred or have been authorised/to
included in the account.Inclusion in the
account is not a condition of.incurring
or authorising an expenditure.The incur
ring of an expenditure is limited to the
provision of subsection(3) of S•77>which
lays down that the said expenditure shall
not exceed such amount as may be prescrib
ed51.(49)
The Rajistan and Assam High Courte are of the same view(50).
Thus the law of election expenses in India is far from
satisfactory and ought to be amended in view of the learned
observations of the various authorities quoted-above.
It is significant/to point out that^Pakistan Legislature,
which since the partition of the subcontinent has shown a
constant tendency towards transplanting Indian provisions into
its own laws,was vigilant enough not to follow the Indian lav/

49)Karan Singh v.Jamna Singh,(1958)152.L.R.370atpp.3^2,383;in
this case there was omihssion to enter certain accounts or
were not regularly kept fro::: day to day.
50)Shecpat Singh v.Harish Chandra, (1958) 16E.L.R. 103;Biresh Uisra
v.Ram Nath, (1958)1715.L.R.243.
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on the pdnt.While enacting its Representation of the People
Act,1957ySS.86 to 90 were made identical with the corresponding
provisions in the English Eepresenation of the People Act,1949.
The National and Provincial Assemblies(First Slections)Order,
1962,under which the first elections to the Assemblies under
the present Constitution were held,adopted these provisions
without any material change(51)•The position under the present
law may now be more specifically discussed.
It has been seen that a contravention of S.49 amounts to
the corrupt practice.With regard to the application of S.49
a two-fold question of fundamental importance arises:(a)What
are election expenses? and (b)Fron what point of time does the
lav; requires them to be accounted for?The answer for the one
depends on the other.
As to what are/Election expenses",recourse may advantage
ously be had to 3.46 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,which reads:-

"Election expenses mean any expenditure
icurred or payment made,whether by way of
gift,lean,advance,deposit or otherwise
for the arrangement,conduct or benefit of,
or in connection with,or incidental to,
the election of a candidate,including the
expenditure on account of issuing circu
lars or publications or otherwise present5l)The relevant provisions joere contained in ants.50 to 54 of
the Order.
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ing to the electors the candidate or
his views,aims and objects,but does
not include the deposit under S.13*H$

|
i

The section is couched in general terms and is v/ide enough to

include practically all expenses in connection v/ith a candidate^

j

election.lt is further amplified by the v/ords,"for the arrange- !
i
ment,conducjr or benefit of,or in connection with or incidental
to the election of the candidate’1;these may be reasonably

i

interpreted as covering all conceivable expenditure,incurred
by any person,in whatever manner and v/hether before,during or

'

after an election.The question whether a particular expenditure

ia an "election expense” is always one of fact.In S.64(1) of the
English Representation of the People Act,1949>the words used
in this contextare,"on account of or in respect of the

coquet

or management of the election"(52).So any interpretation
placed on this expression by English courts is relevant before
a court in Pakistan.lt may be mentioned that,the expression
has been considered as a key to the interpretation of the pro
vision. According to Denman,J.,

"the court must in every case consider
(not by reference only to the definition
of candidate)whether the payment in ques
tion is payment,which is made in respect
52)This provision reanacts S.8 of the Corrupt and Illegal
Practices Act,1883*except for the dEistxim alteration in
the maximumm permitted amounts;so cases decided under the
old Act are still relevant.
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of such election.Upon these words our
decision must turn"(53)•
In this case it had,inter alia,been contended that Respondent by
himself,his election agents and other persons,on his behalf,
made payments in respect of election expenses(£274 incurred at
two meetings, at one of which the respondent had consented to
become a candidate and at another meeting at which a resolution
accepting the candidate was passed),not accounted for,incurred

on account of and in respect of the conduct and management of tha
election.In the Maidstone Case(54),it was held that,if expenses
are primarily or principally incurred for the promotion of the
interests of the candidate,they are election expenses.Again in
the East Dorset Oase,(55) it was observed that,they(election
expenses)are those which have ho connection with the association
or the promotion of the political side to which the candidate
belonged,but were expenses,which belonged to him personally
in the course of his election.Similarly,in the Great Yarmouth
Case(56) it was said that,"any expenses which you can identify
53)The Norwich 8ase,(l886)4 0fM.& H.84/;it was also held that
such a question is always one of fact.
54)(1906)5 0fM.& H.200.
55) (1910)6 01II•& H.22.
56)(1906)5 0fM.& H.176 at p.l8l.

j

35^52
as being expenses for the promotion of the political views of
the candidate’s party do not corne within the category of ex

penses in respect of the conduct and management of the election".
It may be pointed out that these words have also been interpret
ed as relative to a candidate’s election campaign for it was
held in the Elgin Case 157)that the conduct or management of
such elections means a definite election within the knowledge
and contemplation of the parties who are engaged in conducting
and managing it.It follows,therefore,that the term "election
expense11 as defined in S.48 of the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,includes expenditure incurred with a
view to promoting the election of a candidate as distinct from

that in respect of propogating general political propoganda but^
j
as observed in the Norwich Case(58),whether or not any parti- *
cular expense is an election expense will always be a question
of fact.
This brings us to the second question,namely when should
a candidate start keeping an account of the election expenses?

The answer would seem to depend on the definition of "candidate”,
as used in the context of SS.48-50 of the National and Provin
cial Assemblies(Elections)Act,1964,S.2(4)of which defines it

57)
58)

(1895)5 0*k.& H .1.
(1886)4 0’I:I.& H.84.
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as "a person proposed as candidate for election to a seat”.Now
a person may be nominated or rather proposed as a candidate
after a notification is issued under S.ll(3)>calling upon the
electors in a particular constituency or constituencies to
nominate,that is,to propose and second the name of a duly quali
fied person to fill the seat for the constituency(59)•This
notification follows at least seven days after the notification
under S.6,under which the Election Commission notifies that
elections to the Assemblies will be held(60).If we confine
ourselves to this narrow interpretation,the position is no
different from that obtaining in India.But this'could hot^have'
been the intention of the Legislature,when it deliberately opted
for the English rather the Indian provisions of lav/,in enacting
the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,1964.So
whereas the definition of a candidate given in S.2(4) may hold
good in other respects,for our present study we must look for
a different definition of the word "candidate".Indeed,it has
been considered desirable to give a different meaning to
Candidate" ocurring in S.63 of the Corrupt and Illegal Practices

Act,1883(61),for purposes of S.8 of the said Act (62),which deals

59)read with S.12(1).
60)S.11(1)(a).
61)provisions now contained in S.103 of the Representation of
the people Act,1949*
62)provisions similar to S.64 of the 1949 Act.
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with election expenses.As observed by Prof.Holland,the learned
author of the law Relating to Election Expenses",

"It may be said that the section refers
to the expenses incurred before the elects
ion,so that the context must be taken to
require another, meaning for the word
candidate.......... Nevertheless the
judicial decision on the point indicates
quite clearly that a person may become a
candidate for the purpose of S.8 before
the dissolution or vacancy or the idsue
of the writ and that accordingly the sect
ion must apply to, e.xpenaes inc\?r.red .before,,
the occurence of any of those events."(63)
It is useful to refer to the definition of "candidate" in the
English Act,to see how far it is similar to the Pakistani defi
nition and therefore the judicial interpretation placed on it

relevant.S.103 of the Represenation of the People Act,1949 reads:

"candidate,in relation to a parliamentary
election,means a person who is elected to
serve in Parliament at the election or a
person who is nominated as a candidate at
the election or is declared by himself or
by others to be a candidate for election,
to the office to be filled at the election,
on or after the day of the issue of the
writ for the election or after the disso
lution or vacancy in consequence of which
the writ was issued."
63)The Solicitor,vol .17( Jan. 1950), p.76*p. $
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It may be mentioned that this definition is more comprehensive
than in the Pakistan Act.Y/hereas under the latter a person be
comes a candidate when he is nominated,the English Act goes on
to provide that a person who has "declared" himself or is "de
clared" by others to be a candidate,also comes within a the
defintion;again it may be "on or after the day of the issue of
the writ for the election or after the dissolution or vacancy
in consequence of which the writ was issued".But as the Courts
have placed a different interpretation on this definition,in
the context of election expenses,it will be interesting to ex

amine some of those decisions.Thus the contention that,no elect
ion expenses may be incurred at a parliamentary election before
the issue of the writ for the election or the dissolution or
vacancy in consequence which the writ was issued,because there
canbe no"candidate" within the statutory definition,has been
rejected(64).In the Rochester Case(65),since his defeat at the
last election,the respondent had subscribed £250 in 1890 and
£300 in 1891 to the Rochester Constitutional Association,whose
Secretary later acted as respondents election agent;the money

64)Rochester Case,(l892)40fM.&H.156;Cornwall Case^(1906)50$I;l.&H.
225;East Dorset Case, (1910)6CM.&H.22;Great Yarmouth Case,
(1910)50,M.&H.176;Lancaster Case,(1910)50*M.xH.39;Northumber
land Case, (1910)50f!I.&H.l.
65)(1892)4 0'M.& H.156.
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was alleged to have been spent in promoting the return of the
respondent and in looking after registration.In May,1892,the
Association decided to give a "conversazione";the respondent
assented and refreshments were provided at a nominal price and
the extra expenses were borne by the Association;none of these
expenses were returned in the respondents return of election
expenses.II? was held that these ought to have been included
and the election was declared void.Cave,J.,observed:"in some case canvassers are set at work
and committees are formed long before the
dissolution or the issue of the writ.If
those expenses are not to be returned to
as election expenses,the msds words of
the Act are set at nought."(66)
Again he said,

"it is impossible to say that the only
expenses are to be retuned which are
incurred after the writ is issued.The
time which elapses in many cases between
the issue of the writ and the date of the
election is too short to admit of the
necessary preparations being made for
conducting the election,and it is absolute
ly essential that preparation of that kind
should be begun and expenses be incurred
in anticipation of the writ."(67)
66)Ibid.at p.157.
67)lbid.rat p. 159.
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In the Stepney Case(68),a vote had been objected to on the
ground that the voter had been retained and employed by the
respondent for the purpose of the election;it was argued that
the employment had taken place before the respondent had been
actually selected as a candidate,and that,therefore,the money
paid to the voter was not required to be included among the
election expenses.Denman,J.,repelled the argument in the
following words:-

"It would have been a very dangerous thing
fifov the respondent not have included this
in his election expenses.lt would be afvery
easy way of avoiding the whole effect of
the Act of 1883,if these sorts of employ
ments and payments were to pass muster,
because the person who wished to be accept
-ed as a candidate,when there were two or
three in the field,and who was finally
accepted as the candidate,might obtain a
very great position and much popularity
by spending money upon persons who were
voters and who would afterwards vote....
....By S.63 of the Act,l883 the word,
"candidate" is defined and the respondent
clearly comes within the definition.We
should be frittering away the Act and
deciding very wrongly,if we held that this
vote should stand."(69)
68) (1886)4; 0»H.& H.34.
69)Ibid.at p.
.
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In the Elgin Case(70)»the respondent had described himself as a
prospective candidate in Feburary 1894 but the election did not
take place till July 1895;it was observed that:-

"He described his position as that of a
prospective candidate and that seems good
enough designation,if you will limit the
meaning of candidate to its official mean
ing as that of a person nominated on the
nomination day;but of course in constru
ing the Election Acts it is impossible to
put so limited a meaning on the word candi*
date and I think that from Feburary,Hr.
Gordon was a candidate"•(71)
In the Walsall case(72),it has been held that the candidature
of a person commences frs for purposes of election expenses,
from the time he announced his intention to present himself as
a candidate for election at the next ensuing election;that a

70)(1895)5 0 »K.& H.l.
71)lbid.at p.2,

I
|
I
i

j
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!

72)(1892)4 0 ’I£.& H.122;in this case it was proved that the
respondent had been engaged as a candidate on 2.7.1892 by
the Conservative Association and a little later by the
Licensed Victualler’s Association and that from that time
these Associations had procured the candidature of the respondent by canvassing the borough and holding meetings ;but
the election agent was not appointed until June 24 and the
election took place on July 6.Hawkin,J.|observed:"it would
not have been unreasohable to say that a man who contepmlates
in the year 1892,becoming a candidate in the year 1896,could
not:;,; ...... I think the limit of time to which v/e ought fairly
to apply our minds is a period commencing from the time when
it was first known that the respondent announced his intention to present himself as a candidate".
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candidate has begun his election campaign will be a determining
factor in this regard.
It is doubtful whether Courts

in Pakistan would

be inclined to accept the extended definition of "candidate" and
draw a sharp distinction in respect of election expenses.They
would argue that when the Act had defined "candidate",as one who
is proposed as such for election to the seat and the word
Selection",as an election to the seat held under the Act,it
would be wrong to import other words into these definitions.But,
as stated above,a literal interpretation would lead to absurd

results,which the Legislature had tried to avoid.Apart from this,

the matter presents little difficulty.The words "for the arrange^
ment,conduct or benefit of,or in connection with or incidental
to,the election of a candidate" are sufficiently comprehensive
to include election expenses as relating to a period before the
candidate is nominated.In other word,it may be said that the
context of 3S.48 to 50 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act requires another meaning to the word "candidate",
and indeed the interpretation clause,namely S.2 is made subject
to "anything repugnant in the subject or context".
The position may be summed up in the light of the afes&rs
4

conclusions arrived at bi| Prof.Holland,while interpreting the
corresponding provision in the Representation of the People Act.
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According to the learned author,S.64 of the Representation of
the People Act may he invoked if these ingredients are present:
an election campaign must have started(this comprehends the

existence of a candidate,but in a wider sense than the definition
of "candidate" in S.103)>the expenses must have been incurred
with the sole object of promoting the election of that candi
date, they must be identifiable as having been incurred by the
candidate(or the election agent) but not in connection with
general political propaganda(73)•

Nature 6f the Charge
Having examined the various corrupt practices in relation
to elections,two questions remain to be considered.They are:
(a)what is the nature of a charge of corrupt practice;in other
words,how should election tribunals try an election petition
in which an allegation of corrupt practice is made and (b)vVhat
punishment does the law prescribe,that is to say,what conse
quences would aperson,found guilty of a corrupt practice,be
required to face.
The consensus of judicial opinion(shortly to be considered)
appears to be that a charge of corrupt practice is a serious
charge and should,for purposes of evidence,be treated as one

73)Hlland,D.C.,Law Relating to Election Expenses,the Solicitor
Vol.17(Jan.1950) p.7.
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relating to a criminal or quasi criminal jurisdiction.That is
why the law requires absolute obedience to the provision that
an election petition should contain full particulars of^all
corrupt and illegal practices(74).It may be argued that the
procedure prescribed for the trial of an election petition-and
this is particularly true of a petition to challenge the elec
tion of a member of the Assembly-is that prescribed for trial
of a civil suit and that the principles of the Code of Civil
Procedure should be applied(75).This position is untenable;what
we are concerned with is the nature of the issue and not the
constitution or the status of the court trying it.As observed
in Sri Ram v.Md.Taqi(76),whether a case is of a civil or cri
minal nature for this purpose does not depend on the nature of
the tribunal,which tries it,or the procedure by which it is t
tried but on the nature of the issue.There is another way of
locking at the matter.Even assuming that an election petition
is to be treated like a plaint in a civil suit,once it is
alleged that a criminal act has been committed,the rule appli
cable to criminal charges should be followed.
Electoral College Rules,r.35;
74)frational and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.59 read
with S.67(a).This matter is fully dealt with in Chapter 8 ,
relating to Election Msputes.itxmayyhswsirszqpbExiaEiitxsnEtot
fch&fc
75lNational and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.66 ;the
Electoral College Act and Rules do not lay down a detailed
procedure for the trial of election petitions.
76Xl953)8 E.L.R.139.
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a
That there is similarity between a corrupt practice and
;a criminal offence is borne out by the decision of the Panjab
High Court in Curbanta Singh v.Piara Lai Ram(77)»where the
learned Judges went so far as to refer to an election petition
as a "first information report",which is the document on which
a criminal trial is initiated.Harbans,J.,with whom S a w Falshaw,
'J.,concurred,said:-

!
"..... it must be where a long list of
witnesses are given as being the persons
who will support a particular charge;no
witnesses can be produced thereafter,whose
names have not been recorded in the first
information report.In other words,their
evidence are always regarded by the courts
with some suspicion,unless some reason is
established for the ommssion of their
names in the first list."(78)

Chagla,C.J.,of the Bombay High Court,has observed
"The approach that we must make to this
enquiry by Lthe Tribunal must be the app
roach we would make if we were considering
a case of conviction."(79 )
The Supreme Court of India,in Harish Chandra v.Triloki Singh(80)
and the Pakistan Supreme Court in Md.Saeed v.Election Petitions
77)(1959)20 E.L.R.350.
78 ) Ibid.^at p. 358.

79)Ahmedmiya v.Chippa Ibrahim,(1958)17E.L.R.218 at p.223.
■80) (1958)12 E.L.R.461.
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Tribunal(8l) and BadurulHaq v.Election Tribunal(82) have firmly
held that charges of corrupt practices are of a quasi criminal
nature.This being the position,two secondary questions arise:
(a).on whom does the burden of proof or the onus probandi lie,

,

that is to say,is it necessary for the election-petitioner,like
the prosecution in a criminal case^to prove the allegation of
corrupt practice beyond reasonable doubt? and (b)what should
be the nature of evidence in such a case?

i

The provisions dealing with burden of proof are contained

|

in S3.101 to 105 bof the Evidence Act(8 3)*The principle deducible

from these provisions,so far as relevant for our purposes,is that
the burden of proof lies on the party who substantially asserts
the affirmative.We have to consider firstly,which party would
siicceed if no evidence was given on either sidejand secondly
to examine the effect of striking out of the record the alle
gations to be proved,bearing in mind that the onus lies which
ever party would fail,if either of these steps were taken.While
applying the same standard of proof as in criminal cases to
prove an allegation of undue influence the tribunal in

181)P.l.D.1957S.C.91.
182)P.L.D.1963S.C.704.
183)Act 1 of 1872 ,made applicable to the trial of election peti

tions by the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
.Act ,3.66(2) .It is also made applicable to the trial of elec
tion petitions in India by 5.90(2) of the Represexiation of
the People Act,1951*
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Dr.Gairola v. G-angadhar(84 ) held that the onus lay exclusively

on the “oetitioner to prove the corrupt practice.lt may be point
ed out that this is quite different from saying that the res
pondent is in a position of an accused person,and is therefore

absolved of his liability to disprove the case of the petitioner
It was said in Abdur Rau.f v.IIukhtar(85) that, although strict
proof is to be demanded of the person bringing the charge to
prove his case beyond all reasonable doubt,it does not fully
exonerate the person charged with corrupt practice from adduc
ing evidence,specially of facts within his special knowledge.
It follows that the bur&ennof proof would normally be on
the petitioner;if there are special facts within the knowledge
of the respondent,he must adduce evidence in rebuttal;failure
on the part of the respondent to do so does not lead to an
inference that the charge has been established against him

As regards the evidence itself,it has been established that
whether direct or circumstancial,it must be clear,enequivocal
and conclusive;the charge must be brought home to the person

alleged to have committed the act;in case of the slightest doubt
its benefit must go to him.So,Sag*jad Ahmed,J.,in Phool Md v.lvld.

84)(1953) 8D.L. it.105 •

85) (1952)2li.Ii.it.340.
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ISharif (86) ,said:-

"the evidence in regard to offering bribe
to the voters must be conclusive against
the respondent and beyond any shadow of
doubt;it will not be possible to come to
a finding on the basis o£ mere assumptions,
which might land us in the valley of sur
mises. (87)
Again.,Cornelius,<1,(aaad until recently the Chief Justice of
Pakistan)in the case of Lid.Saeed v.Election Petitions Tribunal
(88) remarked
"a charge of corrupt practice is a quasi

criminal charge and.........the great
volume of authority in the corpus ofjthe
election law is to the effect that such
an allegation must be treated for the
purposes of evidence on the principles
applicable to the trial of criminal charges
One suvh principle is that in a case of
doubt raised upon the evidence the benefit
of such doubt must go to the accused pers
on. In the concluding paragraph of its
re port, the Tribunal professed to have given.
(tMfc|
the respondents the benefit of reasonable^
86)P.L.D.1963 J, 67.
87)lbid.at p.80.This view has been quoted by L'lasud Ahmed( exJudge of Jest Pakistan High Court),Chairman of the Election
Tribunal,in the recent case of Halik G-hulam v.Llalik ltd.,
P.L.D.1968 E.T.(Journal Section)p.26.
88)P.L.D.1957 S.C.91.
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in the sense that what v;e have not
accepted as an inference against the
respondents,either from the evidence
or from the circumstances which were at
(sic)all doubtful.In the same passage
they have declined to follow the rule laid
before themselves by a great number of
tribunals,whivh in the past have dealt
with election disputes,as regards the
nature of a charge of corrupt practice
and the principle to be followed in the
trial of such charges.n(89)
'It was further observed that the tribunal is not at liberty,
’when confronted with conflict of evidence upon the same question
of fact,to resolve it according to their caprice or desire or

on consideration of probability or perhaps a reasonable proba
bility of the truth of the allegations of the petitioner.
^Consequences of Corrupt Practice
The Pakistan electoral law,apart from imposing criminal

penalties,render a person,who is found guilty of corrupt practice
disqualified for membership of either the Electoral College or
fan Assembly;commission of a large number of corrupt practices
(avoids an election;but disenfranchisement of the electors is
k>9)Ibid.at
p .123
K
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mot contemplated(90).
S.61 of the Electoral College Act and S.80 of the National
and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act prescribe a sentence
cof imprisonment for upjbo two years or fine or both( 91) .Under
’3*72(1)(d) an election tribunal must declare the election of
"the returned candidate to be void;if it is satisfied that " a
(corrupt or illegal practice is committed by the returned candi
date or his agent or by any other person,with the connivance of
"the

or his election agent" unless the candidate or the

c
fagent took all reasonable precaution to prevent its commission;
fsubsection(3) of S.72 empowers the tribunal to declare the
celection void in toto,if the result of the election is materi
ally affected "by reason of the failure of any person to comply
with the provisions of the Constitution or the Act or the Rules
"thereunder",or "extensive corrupt practices at the election".
3?he provisions appear,although in a simplified form,in the
Electoral College Rules.Rule 36-lA lays down that,"The Tribunal

90)The Government of India Act,1935 presecribed such a disquali
fication.It was retained in the Representation of the People
Act,1957.118 provided that if a corrupt practice was commitl
-ed by the candidate or with his connivance or with the con
nivance of his election agent,the candidate or the other per
son would be disqualified from being registered as voter for
upto six years or four years(as the case may be)from the date
of the order of the tribunal;this was in addition to the dis
qualification to become member of the Assembly for the same
period.This could no longer be incurred after the 1962 Consti
tution as may be seen from theNational and Provincial Assemblies(First Slections)Order,1962 and the present Act of 1964.
91)As in 3.111(1)of the 1957 Act and art.73(1)of Order 4 of 1962
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shall declare the election of the returned candidate or the
election as a whole to be void,if it is satisfied that the
result of the election has been materially affected by reason
of the failure of any person to comply with,or the contravention
of,any provision of the Act or these Rules".
But with regard to the disqualification,and especially in
so far as the period for which it may be specified,the position
under the two Acts differs .Under the Electoral College Act, a

^

person is disqualified from being or being elected as member of
the Electoral College if "he has been convicted of a corrupt or
illegal practice relating to any election unless a period of two
years,or such less period,as the Central Government may by noti
fication. in the official Gazette specify in the behalf,has
elapsed from the date of the expiration of the sectence or,in
the case of a sentence of fine only,from the date of conviction"
(92) or ,rif he has been disqualified consequent upon a finding

of such corrupt or illegal practice against him,unless the period

of disqualification,or such less period as the Central Government
may by notification in the official Gazette specify in this
behalf has elapsed".(93).Thus the Electoral College Act speci
fies two types of disqualification;one as a result of conviction
for commission of a corrupt practice,for

which

the maximum

92)Electoral College Act,S.53(1)(i)-See Chapter 4,on the Candi
date, where the disqualifications are discussed at length.
93)lbid.S.53(l)(j).
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maximum disqualification is upto two years;the other consequent
upon the finding of corrupt practice given by an election tri
bunal, which amy not exceed the period mentioned in the Govern
ment notification but for which no period appears to have been
so far prescribed.In the case of elections under the National
and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,the period of dis
qualification, whether incurred as/ a result of conviction for
any offence or a finding of guilty for a corrupt or illegal
practice should not exceed four years.S.104 reads:-

’’Whereas(sic) a person has been convicted
for any offence under this Act,or has
been found guilty of any corrupt or
illegal practice by a tribunal,he shall,
if the Commissioner makes an order to
that effect,be disqualified for such
period not exceeding four years as may be
specified in the Order,from being,or berg
elected as,a member of an Assembly. r’(94)
It m a y be observed that under S.104>a mere finding by the

Tribunal that a person has committed a corrupt practice does
order d>f
not by itself operate as av&isqualification.There must be a
94)The provision is similar to art.77 of the National and
Provincial Assemblies(Pirst Elections)Order,1962;under
S.117 of the Representation of the People Act,1957,however,
the period of disqualification could be upto six years,in
the case of a corrupt practice committed by the candidate
himself or with his connivance.
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further order from the Chief Election Commissioner endorsing it.
S.105 further provides that,if a person is disqualified under S.
104>he cannot become an election agent during the period of the
disqualification95) jmoreover the Commissioner is empowered jso
remit the disqualificationscincurred for failure to submit the
return of election expenses(96),provided that failure or an
error in statement was made due to the circumstances beyond the
control of the person seeking such remission(97)•
Under both Acts,however,the prosecution of a person for
a corrupt practice must be commenced within six months of its
commission;but if an election petition has been preferred,this
can be done within three months of the passing of the order by
the election tribunal(98).

95)As under art.78 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(first Elections)Order,1962;S.119 of the Representation of
the People Act,1957•
96)Which is an illegal practice(S.81(1)).But as the provision
says,"incurred for failure to submit the return ±h of elect
ion expenses as required under chapterV,or vor any error or
incorrect statement in such return”,it comprehends S.49>the
contravention of which,as already seen,is a corrupt practice.
97)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.106(2);
the provision is identical with that^in art.79 of the
National and Provincial Assemblies(£El*ections)Order, 1962 •

98)Slectoral College Act,S.79;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,S.98.
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In England,the commission of a corrupt practice,other than
psrsonation(99)>is a midemepiour and punishable with imprison
ment of up to one year or with fine,which must not exceed £200
(1).A person is liable,if summarily Eamm±tted: convicted of a
corrupt practice by a magistrate's court to imprisonment of a
term not exceeding three months or fine not exceeding £100 or
both;but if summarily convicted by an election court the impri
sonment can be up to dix months or a fine not exceeding £200
(2).Under S.146(6) of the Representation of the People Act,if
the corrupt practice is committed by licensed victualler on his
licensed premises,it may be a factor in determining whether his
license should be renewed.As regards the disability to sontest
elections or to vote thereat,the position is as follows.
A candidate,who is reported by an election court to be
personally guilty of a corrupt practice is incapable,from the
date of the report,of being elected to and sitting in the House
of Commons for the constituency for which the election was held
or* any constituency,which includes the whole or any part of the
area of the first-mentioned constituency,as constituted for the
purposes of the election,for ten years;if reported guilty by his

99)Personation is a felony for which a maximum imprisonment of
two years m a y be a®arded(S.146( 3) of the 1949 Act).

1)Representation of the People Act,1949»S.146(2).
2)Ibid.S.146(4)(a) and (b).
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agent,the candidate is subject to the same incapacity for seven
years(3)-A candidate or other person reported by an election c
court personally guilty of a corrupt practice or convicted on
indictment or by an election court of a corrupt practice is
for five years from the date of the report or of the conviction,
incapable of being registered as an elector or voting at any
election in Great Britain to any public office and of being eleci
-ed to and sitting in the House of Commons and of holding any
public or judicial office;and if already so elected or holding
such office,he would vacate the seat from that datq^lliere any
person is subject to any incapacity by virtue of the report of
an election court or the election commissioners and he or some
other person,in respect of whose acts the incapacity was imposed?
is acquitted of any of the matters ijj. respect of which the in
capacity was imposed,the court may order that the incapacity
should thereforth cease,so far as it was imposed in respect of
these matters(5) .‘
//here any person,who is subject to any such
incapacity,is on prosecution convicted of any such matter,no
further incapacity would be impoded by reason of the conviction;

5)Representation of the People Act,1949>S.139(2)(a)and(b).
4)Ibid.,S.140(3)*Under S.7(l)of the Election Commissioners Act,
19499 a similar incapacity is incurred,if the election commiss
ioners report a person guilty of a corrupt practice.
^Representation of the People Act,1949>S.152(1).
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subsection(4) of S.152 provides that,if a person,convicted of
a corrupt or illegal practice,is subsequently reported to have
been guilty thereof by an election court,no further incapacity

can be imposed on him;and under S.152(5) where any person is sut
-ject to any incapacity by virtue of a conviction or of the
report of the election court and any witness,who gave evidence
against that person upon the proceeding for the conviction or
report is convicted of perjury in respect of that evidence ,the
incapacitated may apply to the High Court for setting aside the
incapacity.
It may also be mentioned that the election of the returned
candidate would be void,if he is reported by an election court
personally guilty or guilty by his agents of any corrupt or
illegal practice(6);the election is also liable to be avoided
for extensive corrupt or illegal practices(7).
In India,the relevant provisions are contained in SS.139
to 145 of the Indian Representation of the People Act,1951.If
a person is convicted of a corrupt practice or is found guilty
as such by an election tribunal,he is disqualified (a)to become
a member of Parliament or a state Legislature and (b) of voting
at any election,for a period of six years.But whereas the dis
qualification incurred under the former may be removed or its

6 )lbid.,3.139(1).

7)Ibid.,3.142(1).
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period reduced,with respect to the latter the Election Commission
has only the power to remove the disqualification;however in
either case reasons must he recorded in writing.

From the above we find that there can be various cosequencei
arising from the commission of corrupt practices,extending from
a sentence of fine to a punishment of a very serious nature,

:
l

namely disability to vote at,and to stand for,the election
for a specified period.The provisions in the English Represen
tation of the People Act are more comprehensive and deserve
study,with a view to their adoption;those in the Indian Act

are very brief but tend to achieve the deshed result;the Pakistan

Act isnotable for not providing the punishment of disenfranchise
ment for persons held guilty of corrupt practices.Be this as it

may,it would not be wrong to say that there has been a sufficient
compliance with the provisions of the Constitution,demanding an
adequate safeguard against the commission of corrupt practices,

in the Pakistan electoral lav/ and this would seem to rest largely
on whether the law makes such stringent provisions as act as a
deterent for the electorate.The submission will find support
from the manner in which cases concerning violations of the
provisions relating to election expenses under the National
and Provincial Assemblies(First Elections)Order,1962 were
disposed of and the policy behind it.InrBll 581 persons were

!
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prosecuted for contravention of the provisions relating to elec
tion expenses.This number did not take into account the default

ers from Tribal areas,who were generally not prosecuted,as it was
felt that the tribal stetus of the "Maliks”(8) would thereby be
questioned in the tribal areas,which would create problem for
the administration and also because the elections held in the
tribal territories were the first of the kind and tribesmen would
not be conversant with the election law.Three hundred and sixtyfive cases ended in conviction,which could have entailed a dis
qualification from membership of the Assembly for a period of
up to four years but the Chief Election Commissioner,in his dis
cretion, granted a general amnesty on the ground that the candi
dates in particular and the public in general were not aware of
the action that could be taken against defaulters for contraven
ing the legal provisions.(9).The Election Commission reports tbsb
the number of prosecutions for non-submission of returns and de
layed submission of election expenses relating to the 1965 elec
tions was considerably lower;but it was not proposed to grant a

general amnesty to the persons convicted;each case must be decid
ed on its own merits.In the said Report the Commission observed
that out of 105 cases referred to the courts,there were 67 con
victions and 9 acquit tali, at the lime of the publication of the

report.The Chief Election Commissioner disqualified 42 and pardon
ed 25.Other cases were sub ju-dice.
8) A "Malik" is a tribal chief, in the N.W. Province of Pakistan.
9)Report on General Elections in Pakistan( 1964-65),Vol 3?pp JSJ.JL85 .
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Illegal Practices
Having examined the various corrupt practices,it is
proposed to deal very briefly with illegal practices under
the Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act(10).Illegal practices assume importance
because the Legislature has notyin relation to their consequen

ces^ differentiated them from corrupt practices^for wherever there
is reference to one^the other is also mentioned.For example,
S.104 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act
provides that a person may be disqualified from being or being
elected as a member of an Assembly if he is,inter alia,’'found
guilty of any corrupt or illegal practice by a Tribunal";
similarly a person>who has been "convicted of a corrupt or ille
gal practice(ll) or has been disqualified upon finding of such
corrupt or illegal practice against him(12) incurs a disquali
fication to become a member of the Electoral College for a
specified period.Thus the same disqualification,which arises

10)lt is not proposed to enumerate the illegal practices under
the English Representation of the People Act(there are no
illegal practices in the Indian Representation of the People
Act)since the amendment in 1956) as they would not serve any
useful purpose.lt is not possible to define what shauld be
and what should not be an illegal practice in an election
statute.Therefore,what may be an illegal practice in the Eng
lish Act may not necessarily also be illegal practice in the
Pakistan Acts.
11)Electoral College Act,S.53(l)(i).
12)lbid.,s.53(l)( j).
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from the commission of a corrupt practice also follows when an

illegal practice is committed.With regard to the ordinary crimi
nal penaltjj.e^, a small distinction in the matter of sentence is
however made.Whereas a person guilty of corrupt practice can be
given imprisonment of up to two years or a sentence of fine up

to Rs.1,000 or both,a maximum fine of Rs,500 only can be imposed
for commission of an illegal practice(l3)-But perhaps a matter
of greater significance is that,although illegal practices are
subject to penalties similar to those incurred by corrupt prac
tices, the former are easier to prove.What is required to be es
tablished is that there has been a violation of the law;but in
a case of corrupt practice a corrupt motive or intention is
insisted upon as a necessary ingredient of the offence.
The following illegal practices are common to the Electoral
College Act and the National and Provincial Assemblies(ElectLans)

13)Electoral Dollege Act,Ss.61,62;National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,SS.80,81.Under S.147 of the English Repre
sentation of the People Act,a person guilty of a corrupt pract
ice is liable,on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding £100
If reported personally guilty, a candidate is disqualified for
seven years and if reported guilty by his agent,during the
Parliament for which the election was held,vide S.139(2)(a) and
(c).Under 3.139(1),his election is void.
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Act
i)Obtaining or procuring or an attempt to
obtain or procure the assistance of any
person in the service of Pakistan,to
further or hinder the election of a
candidate.(14)
7/e have already seen that governmental patronage or official
influence may amount to the corrupt practice of undue influence.
The provisio^under discussion,is wide enough to include even
the slightest interference by a government servant,irrespective
of whether there is an exercise of undue influence oijiiot.With
regard to the the application of this provision,however,two
points arise:(a)the provision does not make the person rendering
the assistance guilty of an illegal practice (b)the operation
of the provision is not extended to the President,the two
Governors and the Ministers of the Central and Provincial
Government(15).With regard to the former point it is to be noted
that,although hot falling within the definition of "illegal
practice",it is a stsfcitory offence under both Acts,punishable
of

Hu*Q

‘fC 44S
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0

-jfw .

with iraprisonmenty[which may extend to Rs.1,000 or with both(16).

14)Electoral Collge Act,3.62(1);National and Provincial Assembl
ies (Elections)Act,S.8l(2).
15)By virtue of ART.103(2) of the Constitution of 1962.
16)Electoral College Act,S.73>National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,3.92.
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As to the second point it may be mentioned that the exclusion
is express in the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
Act but it would only seem to apply to the Electoral College
Act,S.53(1)(b),which clearly refers to ARTICLE 103(3) of the
Constitution and the omission in subsection(l) of S.62 of the
words "not being a person mentioned in clause(3) of Article
103" appears to be a slip rather than a manifestation of the
intention of the Legislature.However,the provision calls for
comment.lt is possible to conceive of a Minister canvassing
for a candidate of his party,even in the discharge of his offic
ial duties and it is submitted that the provision,in so far as
it permits interference by Ministers should be deleted.lt may
be argued that it is impracticable to require Ministers,when
elections are imminent,either to desist from canvassing for
and against candidates or desist from canvassing and performing
official duties but at least they might be forbidden,when visit
ing areas for canvassing,to insist on being accompanied by local

officials,as this might amount to exercising pressure on the ele<
-tors.It is to be noted that ARTICLE 173 of the Constitution
forbids any person to hold out himself or any other person or
candidate for an election as having the support of any political
party or organisation.
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ii)Voting or applying for a ballot paper
with knowledge that the alleged voter
is not qualified for or is disqualified
from voting. (17)
The Constitution and the law enacted thereunder have prescribed
the qualifications,necessary to be a voter at Electoral College
elections and an elector at the Assemblies' elections,and have
also laid down the disqualifications to which they may be
subject.They have been fully discussed in Chapter 3 and 4*But
there may be other cases when a person may be said to be not
qualified to vote.Thus a person applying for a ballot paper and

giving the name of some other person whether dead or living,is r

not only guilty of corrupt practice of personation but will also'
be committing an illegal practice within the meaning of the
above-quoted provision;for when he applied for the ballot paper
he was clearly not qualified to vote.So also is a voter who
applies for a ballot paper more than once,in the same polling
station or different polling stations,as the law forbids the
voter to do so and declares that votes cast in contravention
thereof would be void( 18) ,
nwhen he applies for a ballot paper
the second time,it amounts to a contravention and he is at that
time a person

not qualified for voting.

17)Electoral College Act,S.62(2);National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.8l(3).The provision is taken from S.48
of the English Representation of the People Act,1949.
18)Electoral College Act,S.40(6) and (7);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.32(5) and (6).
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iii)Voting or applying for a ballot paper for
voting(a)more than once in the same polling
station or (b) in more than one polling
station for the same election.(19)
The purpose of this provision is to prevent multiple voting,in
pursuance of 3.11 of the Electoral College Act,which lays down
that no person should be enrolled more than once or in more
than one electoral unit and,if so enrolled,"he shall not cast

{

1

vote from more than one electoral unit".Since the elections to
the Electoral College

and the Assemblies are to be by a single

non-transferable vote,S.40(6) of the Electoral College Act and

!

S#32(6)of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act
further provides that no elector shall vote at an election

;;

"more than once at the same polling station or at more than one
polling station";under S.40(7) of the former and S.32(6) of the
latter Act "votes cast in contravention" of subsection (6) of
S.40 or subsection(5) of S.32 (as the case may be) "shall be
void".But this was not considered enough and the Legislature
has now made it an illegal practice entailing serious consequen
ces.Thus the maxim,"one man one vote" has'been give full legi
slative effect.
19)Blectora.l College Act,S.62(3) and (4);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.8l(5) and (6).

■
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iv)Removing a ballot paper from a polling
station during the poll,(20)
This provision is to be commended,for it seeks to preserve the
secrecy of the ballot,which is essential for holding free elec
tions in the country.Indeed it is demanded by the Constitution
of Pakistan(21).It may be recalled that a voter must secretly
put the prescribed mark against the name of the candidate he
wishes to vote for(22),fold it and insert it into the ballot
box.The law further lays down that the voter or elector(as the

case may be) "shall vote without undue delay and shall leave the
polling station after he has put his ballot paper intfr the ballot
boxf,(23).It implies that no voter shall be allowed to leave the
polling station without having cast his vote;if a voter were
allowed to take his ballot paper outside the polling station,
might show it to an agent of the candidate for whom he had
voted,who might arrange for it to be deposited in the ballot
A*.

box by a voter who entered the station subsequently so/secrecy

20)-Electoral College Act,S.62(5) Rational and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.8i(7)•
21)Contitution of Pakistan(1962),ART.172.
22)As in the case of an Assembly election,where a single ballot
box and,consequently,one ballot paper is used for all the
contesting candidates.But in an election to the Electoral
College a voter does not have to mark the ballot paper nor
does it bear:-- the names of the contesting candidates or their
symbols;this is so because each candidate is requires his own
ballot box(discussed in Chapter 5,on the Elections).
23)Electoral College Act,S.40(4);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.32(4)•
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would be liable to be impaired or infringed.lt is probably for
this reason that it was considered to make its violation a
corrupt or illegal practice.lt should discourage voters and c
candidates from violating the secrecy of the ballot.
It will be observed that illegal practices,(ii)to(iv)
enumerated above,relate to the conduct at the polling station;
the provisions under both Acts are identical;a person who
knowingly induces or procures any person to commit an illegal
practice is equally guilty(24)•But mention should also be made
of S.8l(4) of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
Act,which makes it an

illegal practice,and punishable as such,

if an elector votes at an Assembly elction without having taken
the oath required by ARTICLE 159 of the Constitution(25).It is
submitted that this provision should be deleted(a)as being re
dundant and (b)because it is too stringent.The submission is
$

that this^covered by S.8l(3)?ss a person who has not taken
the oath in the prescribed manner would be a person "not
qualified......for voting" within its meaning and no further
provision was required.But even so,a mere omission ta take the
oath does not call for the penalty which is provided for the
commission of illegal practices.lt is submitted that the law
24)Electoral College Act,S.62(6);National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections)Act,S.81(7)•
25)Read with the First Schedule.The oath is to the effect that
when called upon to cast his vote,an honest choive would be
made by him between the several candidates,inter alia,with
out regard to personal gain or j^jinterst,fear or f&Vbttr,
affection or ill will.
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should be amended or the Election Commission should issue a
directive to all Presiding Officers to allow any person,who

is alleged not to have taken the oath,to do so at the time of the
issue

ofa ballot paper to him;this would do away with the

necessisty of the above provision.
We have already discussed the different provisions of
law relating to election expenses,when dealing with corrupt
practices;those relating to the return of election expenses are
contained in S.50 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
|Elections)Act.S.81(1) of the said Act states that^a person
who fails to comply with the provisions of S.50 is guilty of
illegal practice.So it is necessary to reproduce S.50,for
convenience of reference(26).It reads:-

"(l)Every election agent of a contesting
candidate shall,within thirty-five days
after the publication of the name of the
returned candidates under section 20 or
section 41>submit to the Returning Officer
a return of the election expenses in the

26)The corresponding provision in the English Representation of
the ^People Act,1949>is S.66.Sbsection(l) requires every claim
against a candidate or his election agent in respect of
election expenses,which is not sent & in to the election agenl
within fourteen days after the day on which the result of the
election is declared,to be deemed barred and not paid;sub
section^) requires all expenses to be paid within twenty eight days;subsection(3) makes an election agent,paying a
claim in contravention of subsection(2) guilty of an illegal
practice.
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prescribed form containing(a)a statement of all payments made by j
him together with all bills and receipts;
(b)a statement of account of personal
expenditure,if any,incurred by the contest
ing candidate;
(c)a statement of all disputed claims
of which the election agent is aware;
(d)a statement of all unpaid claims,if
any,of which the election agent is aware
(e)a statemen^t of all moneys,securi- 1
ties or equivalent of money received from a}
any person for the purpose of the elec
tion expenses specifying the name of every
such person.
(2)The return submitted under subsection
(l)shall be accompanied by an affidavit
sworn severally by the contesting candi
date and his election agent and,where a
contesting candidate is his own election
agent,only by such candidate.”
Ufader r.20 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
Rules,a different form of affidavit is prescribed for (a) a
candidate who is his

own election agent (b) a candidate who

employs anelectionagent and (c)

an election agent(27).Thus

not only a failure to file the return within time or omission
to file ifc or to support it by affidavit,but a contravention of
the provisions,which require particulars of different items to

27)Porm IX,X,X1 attached to the Rules.
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be given in the prescribed manner,amounts to^illegal practice
in law.But the Election Commission has shown leniency in this

regard.In cases where the election expenses,though filed in time,
were not accompanied by affidavits,vouchers,bills etc. or
were defective in form,it issued administrative instructions
to all Returning Officers that the returns should be deemed as

having been filed in time and that the defects could be remedied,
But this does not affect the law and was only done as an indulgence;having regard to the facts that the candidate in particu
lar and the public in general were unlikely to be conversant
with the action required by law.That the intention of the
Election Commission is to give full effect to the provisions of
S.8l(l) of the Act,finds support from the following information
from the Report of the Election Commission.

In twenty-eight cases of delayed submissions and in seventy
-seven cases of non-submission of election expenses returns(28)
relating to the 1965 elections,legal proceedings were launched
in courts of appropriate jurisdiction.As a result of convict
ions in these cases,forty-two persons were disqualified(29)
for illegal practices from being or being elected as members of

the Assemblies for various periods ranging from one to two jeaiJS^28)sixty-seven convicted,nine acquitted,twenty-nine pending.
29)eleven were pardoned with or without warning.
30)under S.104 of the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act.
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The law relating to the return of election expenses in the
National and Provincial Assemblies(First Elections)Order,1962
was similar except that the period during which the return had
to be file*( was limited to fifteen daysjfailure to comply with
the provisions was an illegal practice under article 54 .An
interesting case is reported concerning the first elections
under the 1962 Constitution as Zaffarullah v.Md.Hussain(31).In
that case the Returning Officer,a deputy commissioner,being on
leave,the return of election expenses was filed before the
extra assistant commissioner;it was contended that the return

was|.without effect and the respondent guilty of illegal practice.
The case of Imrat Hhan(32) was cited but the tribunal declined
to follow it,as the view taken was obviously a technical one
and ignored the basic principle of natural justice that a liti
gant should not be visited with a penalty for the ommissions or

31)P.L.D.1963 J. 44.

32)D.I.E.C.(1935-50)p.l.The return had been filed before the
extra assistant commissioner although the deputy commissioner
was the Returning Officer.lt was held that the extra assistant
not having the powers of the Returning Officer,the return
filed before him did not fulfill the requirements of r.2 of
part D of the Panjab Legislative Assembly Electoral Rules,1936
Even the contention that the return had actually reached the
Returning Officer the same evening and thus the provisions
had been complied with,was repelled on the ground that,"it
having,in fact,been lodged with Llalik Nadir Khan and not with
Returning Officer,it cannot be said that,because it eventuallj
reached the Returning Officer,it was lodged with the Return
ing Officer".It is submitted that the view taken was clealy a
a technical one and not acceptable .
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or faults of the officers of the court and other functionaires.
Sajjad Ahmed,J.,as Chairman of the tribunal,said,

"It seems preposterous to suggest that the
respondent should have chased the Return
ing Officer,who had gone on leave,to pre
sent the return personally to him
V/e
are not prepared to hold that the failure
of the respondent to comply with the
technicalities of the provision of arti
cle 52 (33) in the circumstances,which
were altogether beyond his control,invorres
the commisiion of an illegal practice by j
him,as contemplated by article 54 of
President’s Order 4 of 1962"(34)
As the law contained in the national and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,1964 is similar,similar arguments will apply
when construing its S.50.A reference to Haider Khan v.State(33)»
the only other reported case,may also be made.The petitioner
had been convicted of illegal practice for failure to file the
return of election expenses.He filed a criminal revision before
the High Court contending that his coviction should be quashed
on the grounds (a)that the illegal practice was committed by
his election agent and (b)that he(election agent) had not been

33)corresponds to S.50 of the Act of 1964*
34)Zafarullah v.Md.Hussain,P.L.D. 1963 J. 44 at p.57*
35)P.L.D.1965 P. 55.
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prosecuted with him.It was held,
"the candidate cannot escape his liability
on the plea that the failure to file the
return was on the part of his agent nor
can he be absolved from punishment merely
because tha agent .had not been prosecuted
along with him".(36)
S.50 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act
requires

anelection agent to submit the return and a candidate

may sometimes be his own election agent;it

is similar to article

52 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(First Elections)
Order,1962,so the observation of the learned Jud$es in the
Peshwar case will be relevant in a similar case under the
Act of 1964.
To conclude,it may be pointed out that commission of a
corrupt or illegal practice in an election is not a matter
which concerns only those who indulge in them.It is a matter
of vital public interest relating to the purity of elections

that such practices should be brought to light,duly investigate^
and,as far as possible, supressed.They do not carry the penalty
of disenfranchisement for the voter,as in England and India,
but there is a penalty by way of disqualification from being a
member of the Electoral College or the Assembly.There are
criminal penalties provided by the election statutes of 1964

36) Ibid., at p $7 •
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and the Pakistan Penal Code.Besides a corrupt or illegal
practice results in the avoidance of the election of the person
in whose favour it is exercised and in the case of extensive
corrupt or illegal practices,the election is rendered void(37)The finding of a corrupt or illegal practice is required to
be reached by an election tribunal in Pakistan;courts and
other functionaries have no jurisdiction in the matter(38).

37)Amir Abdullah v.IId.Yaqub,P.L.P.1967 L, 722 at p.728.It was
held,"The mere commission of corrupt or illegal practice
would not visit him'^the consequence of his election having
been declared void.It has to be proved
that not only
a corrupt practice was current but that it was of such a
large scale that it could neasonably be said to have con
taminated the entire election".This observation has been
approved by the Supreme Court in the case cited as Abdus
Sattar v.S.II. Zaidi(P.L.P.1968 S.C.331)*

38)This was emphatically stated by the Supreme Court in
Jamal Shah v.Member,Election Commission,(P.L.D.1966 3.C.1
at p.42.It is based on ART.171(1) of the Constitution,
which requires disputes arising out of the count to be
determined by the Election Commission(or its delegate)
and other disputes to be gone into by the election
tribunal.In the said case,the learned IIember declined
to go into an allegation of corrupt practice?on the
ground that it was not within his competence and should
be left to be determined by the election tribunal.The
West Pakistan High Court did not agree with this but
the Supreme Court approved the course taken by the
member.As all disputes under the Electoral College/let
are to be determined by an election tribunal,the matter
presents no difficulty.This is discussed in Chapter 8
on the Election Disputes and Chapter 9 on the Jurisdiction
of Courts.

Other Electoral Offences
The stautory offences relating to elections in Pakistan
may be conveniently divided into (a) those which are committed
by election officers and their staff,an

(b)

those for which

a person may,if he is found guilty,be punished.The punishment
includes a sentence of imprisonment and/or fine,and is consequent
upon an order of conviction by a magistrate.No prosecution for
these offences may be initiated,except upon a complaint made
in writing by or under the authority of the Chief Election
ComrnissionerC 39) >it is left bft him to cause such enquiries to
be made as he thinks fit.In the National and Provincial Assemb
lies^ Elections) Act it is further provided that a court convict

ing any person for an offence,other than corrupt practice,must
conviction
send a report to the Chief Election Commissioner of sucl^Z,together
with its recommendations,if any,considering the special circum
stances of the case,for the mitigation or remission of any
disqualification incurred by such person under the Act(40).
The offences created by the Electoral College Act and the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act may now be
enumerated.

39)Electoral College Act,S.78;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,S.97•
40)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.99*

A Registration Officer,Returning Officer,Presiding Officer
or a person employed by any such person(including their delegates
where properly constituted),in connection with his official du
ties imposed by or under the Act,is guilty of an offence punish
able with fine which may extend to Rs.500,for breaches of offi
cial duty in connection with the election.But if he proves that
there was a reasonable cause for the act or omission he cannot
z\

be convicted(41).Under S.71 of the Electoral College Act and

*1

S.90 of the SiEstsraixSEiiiEgE National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act officials are forbidden to act for or against
candidates.The provision reads
"A Returning Officer,Presiding Officer,

polling officer or any other officer or
clerk performing a duty in connection with
an election,or any member of police force
is guilty of an offence punishable with
imprisonment for a term which may extend
to six months,or with fine which may ex
tend to five hundred ruppees or with both,
if he,in the conduct or management of an
election or maintenance of order at g.
polling station(1)pursuades any person to give his v
vote;
(2 )dissuades any person from giving
his vote;
(3)influences in any manner the voting
of any person;or
41)Electoral College Act,S.72;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,S.91 •
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(4 )does a^iy other act calculated to
further or hinder the election of the
candidate.Tf
It will he observed that a person committing the above offence
would also be liable for the corrupt practice of undue influ
ence, as clauses(l) to (4 ) clearly fall within the mischief of
"undue influence" if accompanied by a corrupt motive or intent*
An offence is commited if a Returning Officer,Presiding
Officer or a polling officer(and also the candidate and his
polling agent) violates the secrecy of the ballot.'i'his may be
done in either of the following ways:
i)If he fails to maintain or aid in maintaining the
secrecy of voting,
li)tf he communicates to any person,except for any purpose
authorised by lav/,any information as to (a) the name or number
on the electoral roll of any voter who has voted or who has

not applied for a ballot paper,(b) the official mark and (c) the
candidate

ifaraa

whom any voter has voted*

A punishment of imprisonment,which may extend to six months or
fine or both is prescribed for persons convicted of this offen
ce^).
.Among the offences which may be committed by anyone,the
following deserve particular mention*

42)Slectoral College Act,S.70;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Sleetions)Act,S.89-
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The law prohibits canvassing in or near polling stations,
within a radius of four hundred yards(43)5 on the polling day no
meetings must be convened,called or organised within the said
radius nor votes solicited.Notices,placards,banners or flags
for the purpose of encouraging voters to vote or asking them to
desist from voting in favour of a particular candidate,although
exhibited outside the specified radius,require the previous
permission of the Returning Officer.Persons violating these
provisions can be fined up to Rs.250.lt may be mentioned that,
in the last elections to the Assemblies,the provisions were
relaxed on a complaint by the contesting candidates that,"unless
they were allowed to set up their camps within the specified
areas,it would be inconvenient to them and the electors(44 )•
Provision is also made for ensuring order near the poll
ing station.A person must not use a gramaphone,loudspeaker or
other apparatus for reproducing or amplifying sound so as to be
audible within the polling station(45 )>or persistently shout in
such manner as to be audible within the polling station,or do
any act whereby a voter is disturbed,when eErasnghis vote, or a
43)Electoral College Act,5.66 ;National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.85•
44)Information obtained from the office of the Regional
Election Commissioner,Lahore(Pakistan).
45)Under S.76(3) of the Electoral College Act and S.95 of the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act.A police
officer is empowered to seize such instrument or apparatus
and may even use force to prevent contravention of these
provisions•
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Presiding or polling officer is interfered with in the
performance of his duty(46 );if he does so he is guilty of an
offence punishable with imprisonment of up to three months or
with fine up to Rs.250 or both.3.69 of the Electoral College
Act and S.88 of the National and Provincial 4ssemblies(Election^
Act further makes a person,who interferes or attempts to inter
fere, with the secrecy of voting guilty of an offence;a senten.ee
of imprisonment(up to six months) or fine(up to Rs.500) or both
may be imposed.
Finally,tempering with a ballot box,a ballot paper and
other documents relating to an election is a serious offence
and punishable under S .68 of the Electoral College Act and S.89
of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act;the acts
stipulated in the provision must be either done with a fraudu
lent intent or without due authority.Under subsection(l) a per
son guilty of the offence may be punished with imprisonment for
a maximum period of six months or fined up to Rs.500 or both;
but,if the offence is commited by those performing official
duty in connection with the election,the imprisonment aan be
two years and the fine Rs.1,000.
46)Electoral College Act,S.67;National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,3.86.An abettor is specifically included with
in the meaning of”a person”,by virtue of subsection(4 ).
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Thus the Pakistan electoral laws defining corrupt practices,
illegal practices and statutory offences relating to elections
under the Constitution,may be said to have given legislative
effect to ARTICLE 153(3) and ARTICLE 172 of the Constitution,

to ensure free elections and to secure the secrecy of the ballot.
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CHAPTER 8

ELECTION DISPUTES

General

A full Bench of the West Pakistan High Court has held
that "election" means not only the taking of the poll and
subsequent declaration of the result but embraces the entire
process of an election(1).So election disputes would include
all disputes relating to an election,from the preparation of
the electoral roll to the declaration of the result.It is
possible to divide them into two categories.Disputes concern
ing preparation of electoral rolls,delimitation of electoral
units and constituencies,acceptance and rejection of nomi
nation papers fall in the first category and should prefer
ably be dealt with before the poll.Those dealing with the
commission of corrupt and illegal practices and interference
with the secrecy of voting come under the second category5their
determination ordinarily include the consideration as to
whether the act or omission complained of has materially
affected the result of the election.How these disputes

are

dealt with by the Registration Officer,the Revising Authority,
the Returning Officer and the authority appointed to hear
appeals from their decisions has already been discussed(2 );

1).Dost Md. v.Returning Officer,I.L.D.1966 L.5^0.The decision
was followed in Md.Afzal v.Miraj,P.L.D.196? L. 689.
2 ).namely chapters 2 ,3 ,*+ and 5 *
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this chapter is confined to disputes which are brought
before the Election Tribunal under the Electoral College
Act and the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)
Act,196^ or the Election Commission under the National and
Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act.This entails a study of the
lav/ relating to election petitions and the Election Tribunals.
In particular,it will be the author’s endeavour to define
the true status of the Election Tribunal under the Electoral
College Act.It would also be necessary to refer to the special
provisions in the Pakistan Constitution for the hearing of
appeals relating to the count of votes at an Assembly election,
and the jurisdiction vested in a Member of the Election
Commission.At appropriate places a reference will be made to
the English and Indian laws,with the object of comparing the
situation in Pakistan with those prevailing in the other two
countries.
It is well established that if the laws provides a parti
cular manner for doing a thing,it must be done in that manner
or not at all(3)»3o we must find out how election disputes
are required to be resolved in Pakistan electoral laws.In other
words,who is competent to hear election petitions and in what
manner must they be disposed of.ARTICLE 171(1) of the Pakistan
3).Leghari,A.M.A. v.Government,P.L.D. 1967 L.227;Akbar Ali
v.Eaziur Rehman,P.L.D.1966 E.C.^-92*
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Constitution requires election disputes to be heard by
specified authorities and tribunals for final determination.
The provision reads:"Subject to clause(2) of this Article,
provision may be made by law(a)for disputes arising in connection
with the counting of votes at an
election or referendum required to be
held under this Constitution to be
finally determind by the Commissioner
or the Election Commission;and
(b)for the other disputes arising in
connection with such an election or
referendum to be finally determined by
a Tribunal established for that purpose,
and no dispute arising in connection
with such an election or referendum
shall be decided otherwise than under such
a law.and the validity of such an election
or referendum shall not be called in
question except in accordance with such
a law."
(the underlining is by the
author to facilitate inter
pretation of the provision)•
It will be observed that the ARTICLE requires the Legislature
to make laws for determination of election disputes of speci
fied kinds.Where no law concerning disputes of the kind sti
pulated in the clause has been subsequently enacted,the

presentation and hearing of the election petition should,
according to one view,be as in pre existing legislation on
the s u b j e c t ,which has been preserved and perpetuated by the
C o n s t i t u t i o n ^ ) .But according to the other,in such a situ
ation, the question should be whether the right claimed is
such as is cognisable by a civil court or a political right
not §o XEgng cognisable;in the former the Court will have
jurisdiction but not in the latter(5).
Disputes have been divided into two classes:disputes
relating to the "count" and "other disputes"•Different
authorities are entrusted with the task of dealing with each
class.Disputes falling within the first class are to be deter
mined by the Chief Election Commissioner orca Member of the
Election Commission,those falling under the second class by an
Election I'ribunal.This demarcation was to for the first time i
introduced by the Settlement of Disputes(First Elections)
Order(6),which made provisions for the first elections to be
held under the 1962 Constitution and is discussed in the latter
part of this chapter(7)-But a short point may be made here,

b ).Brohi ,A.K. Fundamental Law of Pakistan(1958)p.657•
5).Monir,M.

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of

Pakistan(1965)p. 1.
6) . President's Order N o . 13 of 1962.
7).namely the part dealing with an Appeal from the Count.
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before proceeding to examine the rest of the provisions of
ARTICLE 1?1 (1) of the Constitution.The National and Pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,196*+ has.prima facie.been enact
ed in accordance with AATICLE171(1) in so far as it makes
provisions for disputes to be referred to the Election Commision and the Election Tribunal(8).However,in the Electoral
College Act the Legislature has apparently forgotten to make
the distinction of the kind made in clauses (a) and(b) of
the ARTICLE under discussion between disputes as to the count
and other disputes.The result is that all disputes in elections
to the Electoral College have to be tried by Election Tri
bunals .According to 8.58 of the Electoral College Act,an
election may only be questioned by means of an election
petition,which is to be presented to and heard by an Election
Tribunal(9)•It may be asked:Is the Electoral College Act
intra vires the Constitution of Pakistan?If not,what is the
effect?The question has come up for judicial determination
before the West Pakistan High Court in Ghulam Md.V.Md.Tufail(1Q)
an election petition challeged the count of votes in regard to

8).National and Provincial Asseblies(Elections)Act,SS.53>57•
9).Electoral College Rules,r.35.
10).P.L.D.1966 L.576.

m
an election to the electoral College;the tribunal set aside
the election on the grounds that there was something wrong
with the counting of votes by the Presiding Officer and the
counting was

not fair.The order of the tribunal was impugned

in thejliighCourt

inter alia

on the ground that the tribunal

i
had exceeded his jurisdiction,in that it was not competent
to decide a dispute regarding the counting of votes.It was
urged that.*_ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution only contemp
lated legislation for the disposal of disputes regarding that
count by the Election Commission or the Chief Election Commi
ssioner; it did not countenance legislation e^owering such
disputes to be heard by a Tribunal,an entirely separate
entity.Repelling the contention their Lordships said,
11any dispute in connection with the count
ing of

ballot p a p e r s ,which,in the contention

of one

of the candidates is invalid,is a

matter which has not been left to be deter
mined by the Commissioner or the Election
Commission,but has to be decided by the
Election Tribunal,which also decides all
other disputes.Therefore,the decision of
all kinds of disputes is entrusted to the
Election Tribunal,and the distinction drawn
by Article 171(1) between the two disputes
to be d e c i d e d by by two different bodies
has not been given effect to in the Elec
toral College A c t " (11).

And as

to whether the Act was a valid piece of legislation,

1 D . P . L . D . 1 9 6 6 L. 576 at p.SM.

their Lordships went on to observe,

"the result of this cannot be to make
the Electoral College Act repugnant
to the Constitution nor is it contended
before us;the Electoral College Act is
ah Act of the Central Legislature and it
is to all intents and purposes a valid
Act by reason of the legislative power
existing ih the Assembly.Therefore,it
cannot be argued that the Act has no
legislative force.11(12)
Their Lordships ultimately held,
"the decision of the Tribunal is under
the Electoral College Act and because
the law has not been enacted so as to
conform to the requirement of Article
171(1)>the most that can happen is that
the decision of disputes relating to
counting of votes may not have the pfcotection of Article 171(1) so as to make
it a decision,which shall not be called
in question in accordance with such a law.
If the Election Tribunal has been en
trusted with the the decision of disputes
as to counting of votes,the decision is
still by a body set up under a law en
acted by the Central Legislature,which
possesses the necessary authority and
power to decide the d i s p u t e ,though its
deeision may hot have the protection of
Article 171 of the Constitution"(13)•

12) Ibid.,at p.571.
13)Ibid.,at p.£71-
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The upshot of the above discussion is that the Electoral
College Act has not provided for determination of disputes
as to count as required by ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution;
it is nevertheless intra vires the Constitution.So,disputes
as to the count should be raised before the Election Tribunal
set up under S.59 of the Act.But the decision of the Tribunal in
such a matter is not clothed with finality and the bar of
jurisdiction stated in AAICLE 171(1),to be discussed in the
next chapter,would be inoperative.
Continuing the interpretation of ARTICLE 171(1),the
words "such an election" refer to elections to the Electoral
College of Pakistan and the Assemblies in Pakistan;tot both
are held under the Constitution."Such a law" includes the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,196*+ and
the Electoral College Act,196^ and rules framed under these
Acts.Elections to the office of the President have been exclude^
for the validity of such an election cannot be called in
question in any manner(l^).
According to the Constitution,the disputes are to be
determined only in accordance with the provisions of the
said enactments.The decision of the authorities is final and
is in no way amenable to the jurisdiction of courts.This is
an important aspect of election disputes and will be separately
discussed in the chapter dealing with the Jurisdiction of
I1*) .Constitution of PakistanC 1962) ,aAT. 171 (2).
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C o urts(1 5) •
F inally,ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution may not be
construed as authorising the enactment

of a law vesting in

the Flection Commission the power of dealing with a dispute
arising at a pre-election stage;it relates only to the situ
ation arising after the holding of an election(l6).
An election to the Electoral College and Assemblies
in Pakistan may only be challenged by an election -petition,
which in the context of the Electoral College Act means
"a petition under section 58 calling an election in question11(17)
and with reference to the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act means Man election petition under section 57"(18).
In India,an election to either House of Parliament or to the
Houses of Legislature of the State may only be challenged by
election petition under the appropriate law(19)*lhe “appropriate
law11 is the Representation of the People A c t ,1951,which lays
down that "no election shall be called in question except by an
election petition presented in accordance with the provision of

15).namely,Chapter

9*

16)*Fazle Mahmood v.Md.Hussain,P,L.D,196*+ L.?^ at p.8^.
1 7 ) ‘Electoral College Act,S.2(7)*
18).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S*2(11)•
1 9 ) ‘Constitution of India.,Art•329*

<K>S A
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this part”(20).The position in England is that a Parliamentary
election and return to Paliament may only be questioned by
an election petition.S.107(1) of the Representation of the
People Act,1949 reads:”No Parliamentary election and no retmra

to Parliament shall be questioned except by a petition complair
-ing of undue election or undue return(hereinafter referred to
as a Parliamentary election petition)presented in accordance
with this part of this Act(2l).
Thus the law in Pakistan,and England and India is that
disputes of the kind discussed in this chapter,may only be
initiated by means of an election petition which becomes the
basis of an inquiry before the tribunal.This brings us to the
questions what is an election petition,what is the law govern
ing its maintainability,amendments therein and withdrawal
thereof,and whether,and if so

extent to which,rules

of procedure,that are observed in a civil plaint or petition
before a court,are also applicable in regard to an election
petition.

20).Indian Representation of the People Act,S.80.
21).English Representation of the People Act,Part 111.
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The Election Petition
An election petition may be described as a post-election
remedy with a view to providing redress to the defeated candidate
The right to file an election petition is a statutory right,so
even, where the parties agree,at the conclusion of the election,
not to bring an election petition,the agreement is not binding.
This finds support from the decision of the West Pakistan High
Court in Abdul Shakoor v.Abdul Latif(22).Three rival candidates
had signed a written agreement that the election had been con
ducted in a fair and free manner and that none of the contesting
candidates had any complaint or grievance against the polling
staff.It was contended that the election petition filed by one
of them and based on such an allegation was incompetent.But
the Court said,
"on no discoverable principle can this
acknowledgement be regarded as con
clusive rim the facts stated therein
nor could it otherwise impair the
statutory right of the contesting
candidate to file the election petition".
(23)
22).P.L.D.1966 L.187.

23).Ibid.at p.l^.In Amir MdVAta Md.(1935-50)1D.I.E.C.98,it was
held that election petitions are not the concern merely of
the parties but are matters of public importance involving
the rights of the parties.
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a

petitioner should not file an election petition,unless

he has reasonable prospects of sustaining his allegations;it
it

is easy to file a petition but difficult to withdraw^this
requires the leave of the election tribunal^nd the leave
may be refused if withdrawal was induced by a corrupt bargain
or consideration^1!-)$there is also the possibility of reaimination(25 )against himself and the award of costs to the other
side(26).
Only a person,who was a”candidate" for the election is
competent to file an election petition(27)*A candidate under
the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act is a person
who is "proposed as a candidate" (28 );under the Electoral College
Act he is a person who was "nominated for election as a member
of the Electoral College from an electoral unit"(29)•It may be
mentioned that the term "contesting candidate" is also defined

2^)See part of this Chapter on Withdrawal of Election Petition.
25)-National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.70.
26 ).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.79;
Electoral College Rules,r.36 (2 ).
27 )-National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.57;
Electoral College Act,S.58.

28).S.200.
29 ).3.2 (2 ).
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and,in contradistinction to the word "candidate",means a
a person who has been"validly nominated and has not with
drawn his candidature"(30)•It has,however,been held that a
person whose nomination papers are rejected is a candidate
and entitled to bring an election petition(31)*4 fortiori
a person who subsequently withdrew his candidature would
also be competent to file a petition,S.79 of the Indian
Reoresentation of the People Act,1951 defines a candidate
as one "who has been or claims to have been duly nominated".
For the purpose of election expenses,it is further provided

that any such person would be deemed to be a candidate as
from the time when,with the election in prospect,he began
to hold himself out as a prospective candidate.S.38(1)
defines a contesting candidate as one who was included in
the list of validly nominated candidates and who has not
withdrawn his candidature within the period prescribed by
3.30(c) of the Act.At first,in England,it was considered
that a person whose nomination was invalid in form could
not present a petition(32);but the view was not accepted
in a later case(33)•Under the present law,the position is

30).Electoral College Act,S.2(lf);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.2(8).
31).Jaffar Khan v.Chief Election Commissioner,P.L.D. 1965 P. 2*+5•
32).Monks v.Jackson,(1876)1 C.P.D.683.
33).Harford v.Linskey,(1899)1Q

.852.
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quite clear:"candidate"means a person who is nominated as
a candidate at the election or is declared by himself or
others to be a candidate,on or after the day of the issue
of the writ for the election,or after the dissolution or
vacancy in consequence of which the writ was issued(34-).
Thus the expression "candidate",in the context,carries the
same meaning in Pakistan,England and India.
It may be noted that a voter cannot bring an election
petition in Pakistan(35)•It has been judicially held that
such a person has no locus standi to challenge an election(36).
Thirty women voters challenged the election by & writ petition
on the ground that they had been deprived of their right of
franchise,so the election was liable to be declared void.The
respondent relied on S,58 of the Electoral College Act,which
section,as already stated,provides that only a candidate is

3^).Hepresentation of the People Act,19^9?S.103.
35)‘Electoral College Act,S.58;National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.57*^his was also the position
for first elections to the Assemblies under the 1962
ConstitutionCvide art.9 of the Settlement of Bisputes
(First Elections)Order,1962) but under the Basic Democracies
Order,1959?the return of a "basic democrat"could be question
ed by a voter.
36).Hamida Begum v.Provincial Election Authority,P.L.D.1966 L. 560.
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entitled

to file an election petition.S.A.Mahmood, J•,dismissing

the petition,said,
"A right to vote is not a common law
right but is a creation of the statute.
A dispute as to the casting of votes or
other matters at an election must be
decided under and in accordance with
the enacted law.Therefore,in the instant
case,the election could only be challenged
under S.58 of the Electoral College Act,
that is,by an election petition by a
candidate"(37)•
However,in India and England the position is different.
The law concerning persons who may bring an election petition
in India is contained in S.81 of the Representation of the People
Act,1951.Subsection(1) reads
"an election petition calling in question
any election may be presented for one
or more of the grounds specified in
subsectionO) of 8.100 and S.101,to the
Election Commission by any candidate
at such election or any elector
"

(the underlining is by the author).
Thus,besides a candidate,"any elector" may bring a petitionjnow

!

the term "elector" is synonymous with the "voter"fas would appear
from the Explanation attached to 3.81 (1),according to whicix^n
elector is a person who was entitled to vote at the election to

37).Ibid.at p.561•

!
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which the petition relates,whether he has voted at that
election or not.In England,a parliamentary election petition
may be presented by any one or more of the following persons:1)A person who voted at an election or who had a right to
vote at an election to which the petition relates;
2)A person claiming to have had a right to be elected or
returned at the election;and
3)A person alleging himself to have been a candidate at
such election.(38).
There is a material difference between the law of Pakistan
on one hand and India and England on the other.Although a voter
is entitled to challenge an electioru^by an election petition,
in England and in India,he cannot do so in Pakistan.One may
he asked what remedy is open for a voter or a number of voters,

who are aggrieved by the result of an election.The answer would
seem to be that he has none.Civil Courts are concerned with
legal ,not political rights and it would be difficult to es
tablish that a voter's civil right has been infringed,if a candi
date has secured hms election by questionable means.3 .Qb of
the Electoral College Act expressly bars the jurisdiction of the
Courts over the legality of any action or decision of the
Commissioner,it Delimitation Officer,Registration Officer and
Returning Officer.A similar bar is laid down in S.112 of the

38).Representation of the People Act,19l+9>8.108.

-
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National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,in repect of
any action taken

of

decision made by or under |the authority

of the Election Commission, Coimnissioner, a Retuning Officer
or Presiding Officer or any other officer or authority appoin
ted under the Act.Though some offences under the Electoral
College Act are only cognisable on the complaint of the
Commissioner,others are cognisable offences,which a police
officer is obliged to investigate;but there are none of which
the voter could file a complaint in a criminal court.
Having discovered the person who can file the election
petition,it is necessary to ascertain the persons who may be
joined as respondents to the petition.This involves a two-fold
question:I& it only the returned candidate who is the necessary
party and what would be the effect if a person,who is a nece
ssary party,has not been impleaded as a respondent?S.58 of the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act is to the
effect that all contesting candidates and a candidate against w
whom an allegation of corrupt or illegal practice is made are
necessary parties to an election petition(39)*It has been held
that the law on the point is clear and unambiguous and the
Legislature requires a mandatory compliance therewith^ 39a).

(39)*There is no specific provision in theElectoral College Act
and Rules;in practice all contesting candidates are joined as
respondents.If it is desired to punish the person found guilty
of a corrupt or illegal practice he must be joined as respondenl
The principle is that an order does not affect those who are
not parties before the court.
(39a).Ahmed Nawz v.Abdul Qayyum,% P.L.D.1966 J. 126.

-
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It may be mentioned that .although a candidate,who withdrew his
candidature before the poll comes within the definition of
"candidate” he is not a necessary party and failure to implead
him as a respondent is not a fatal defect,so as to entail
dismissal of an election petition(40).In Sabir Hussain v.
Abdur Rehman(41),a case under the National and Provincial

Assemblies(Elections)Act,1964,one of the candidates had retired

but his notice of retirement did not reach the Returning Officer
within the time specified in S.17;he did not participate in
the election.lt was contended that as he did not "participate”
in the election nor any votes were cast in his favour,he was
not a necessary party to the election petition.lt was held
that,if allegations of a corrupt or illegal practice are
levelled against him it is incumbent on the petitioner to
join him as a respondent(41a).while interpreting S.82(b)of
the Indian Representation of the People Act,the provisions
whereof are identical with S.58(2)of the National and Pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,the Allahbad High Court
has held that its provisions required a candidate against
whom corrupt practice is alleged to be joined as a respondent,
notwithstanding that he may have ceased to participate in the
contest by withdrawing or retiring or becoming incapable
of participation in the election.According to the learned
4 0 Sadiq v.Ahmed Ehan,P.L.D.1966 J.128.
41)P.L.D.1968 J .106•
41a)Umar Jan v.lrunawar IQian,P.L.D. 1968 J.100,v/here the
Election Tribunal took a similar view.

-
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leanned Judges,if it was intended to restrict the scope of the
clause,this would have been made manifest by the Legislature ley
introducing appropriate words to convey that intention (*+2).
Although 3.82(b)of the Indian Representation of the people
Act is identical with

its corresponding provision in the Pakistan

Act,clause (a),however,differs from the corresponding provision
in ibhe law in Pakistan.In India,it is necessary to join all
contesting candidates as respondents^ if^ in addition to claim
ing that the election of all

or the returned candidate is void,

the petitioner seeks a further declaration that he or some other
candidate has been duly elected;in the absence of a prayer for
such a declaration,only the returned candidates are necessary
parties(**3)•The position under the English Representation of the
People Act is materially different from that prevailing in both
Pakistan and India;a member whose election or return is complain
ed of is the proper respondent in an election petition(M+).It
has been held that an unsuccessful candidate cannot be made a
respondent against his will(4-5)•The reasons were given in the

^2)iEa^raxJ3a±li[xxxChatur-bhu^ v.Election Tribunal, (1958)15E.L.R.301.
4-3) .Representation of

the People Act,1952,S.82(£).

M+).Representation of

the People Act,19^9>8.108(2).

4-5) .Lovering v.Dawson,(1875)L.R.10C.P.711„
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following wordss11If Poulton had come forward to claim
a seat,-if he had insisted upon making
himself a respondent,-it may be that we
should have held that he had taken upon
himself all the liabilities which attach
to a respondent.But it by no means follows
that the converse of the proposition is
true,-that without any act or consent on
his part and against his will a man can be
made a respondent,so that the petitioner
may gain rights against him" (*+6).
It has also been held that a petitioner,who has succeeded in his
petition and been granted a seat may not be petitioned against(^7)
Although there is no provision in the Pakistan election law
for impleading a Returning Officer as a respondent,in pradice,it
is invariably done.It follows that he is not a necessary party
to election proceedings.But,if anything is alleged against his
conduct,it would be desirable to implead him as one of the res
pondents (k8);he would then be entitled to the same notice as
is required to be given to an ordinary respondent(^9)•An Indian

^6) .Lovering v.Dawson, (1875) L.R.10C.P.711 *at p .717*
V?) .Waygood v.James, (1869)L.R*4C.P.361.
W.Salah Md.v.Md.Roz,F.L .D ♦1962 L 68$Hill v.Peel(l869)1 cmAI75*
The English Act has now expressly made provision in S.108(2).
^-9).Young v.Figgin(l868)19
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Election Tribunal has,however,taken a different view in
Returning Officer v.G.C.Kondiah(50).where it was held that}
though allegations are levelled against a Returning Officer^
he is not a necessary or a proper party to an election petition*
In coming to this conclusion reliance was placed on two earlier
decisions reported as Am.iad Ali v.B.C*Barna(51 )and 3.B.Aditvan
v*Kandaswami(52).It is submitted that none of the cases cited
were applicable

tothe case and the decision thus arrived at

is an erroneous view of the position andnz

on the subject.lt

is submitted that the position stated above,in respect of
Pakistan and England;should be fully applicable in India.
A petioner must pay particular heed to the short period of
limitation within which an election petition may be filed,for
a petition filed out of time will be dismissed.The provision
dealing with limitation in the Electoral College Rules reads

!tan election petition shall be presented with
-in thirty days next after the publication
of the result under subsection (2) of
section 4-6 by the Returning Officer in the
Official Gazette" C53)•
The provision requires that a petition to challenge an election

50)^1960)22 E.L.RAJ.
51)•0957)13 E.L.R.285.
52).(1968)11+ E.L.R.3 9^.
53).r.35(1).
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to the Electoral College must be filed within a period of
30 days ..from the date

of the publication of the result in

the Official Gazette.The High Court of East Pakistan has held
that this provision is absolute in terms and no petition filed
after the prescribed period can be entertained by the Tribunal(5*+)-It may be noted that whereas a period of limitation is
prescribed in the case ofl contested elections,there is none in
the case of an "uncontested election".The draftsman has un
wittingly failed to draw a distinction between "publication of
the result" (a) on completion of a contested election(55) and
(b) in the event of a candidate being declared elected unopposed(56);in consequence it has,it is submitted,inadvertently omitted
to msks prescribe any period of limitation to challen^; uncon
tested elections.lt is common knowledge that Rules should always
be consistent with the Act and the omission in the former cannot
have the effect of overriding the provisions of the Act,which
makes provision to that effect.It is submitted that,as S.29 of
the Electoral College Act contemplated uncontested elections and
makes provision for publication of result in respect thereof,but
no period of limitation has been prescribed in the Rules for
filing an election petition against such an election,the election-

5I+).Ahsan Ali v.Chowdhury,P.L.D.1966 D.

.

55)-under SA6(2) of the Electoral College Act.
56).under 3.29(2) of the Electoral College Act.
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petitioner would be competent to move the Tribunal within a

reasonable time.So,in Jaffar Khan v.Chief Election CommissionerC*57)
Faizullah Khan,J.,said,
"If a statute gives any right and the
Act or the Rules do not prescribe any
period for the exercise of such right,
then the person can exercise that right
irrespective of any period of limitation
provided the cause of action still

(58)
His Lodship further observed,
"the omission to frame rules in regard
to the period of limitation,when the
Act does not prescribe any period of
limitation for making election petition
in the case of unopposed election,would
not make the election petition moved
within thirty days to be bad much less
that the right specifically providing
for availing the remedy of election
petition be considered as abrogated"(5$$*

5?).P*L.D.1965 P*2k5*In this case it was contended that;as the
Rules did not provide for a period of limitation,the election
petition was incompetent;this position is quite untenable.
58).Ibid.at p.2^-8.
59).Ibid.at p.2^9.
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Under the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act
a limitation of 60 days,to be reckoned from the date on which
the name of the returned candidate is published in the official
Gazette,is prescribed(60).This may be in respect of an uncontest
ed election(6l)or a contested election(62).It may be noted that
before a petition is referred to the Tribunal,the Chief Election
Commissioner who is required.inter alia.to

scrutinize it in

order to satify himself that it is within time,otherwise an
order would be made dismissing it in limine(63) .It may be asked
whether the Election Tribunal can hear an elgection with regard
to limitation.The answer would seem to be that he cannot.Under
S.67,Mthe Tribunal shall dismiss an election petition if the
provisions of 3.58",relating to persons who are to be made
parties,and n8.59M,specifying what particulars a petition shpuld
give,the relief he may ask for,and the manner for verification
of the petition,nape not con^Lied with"$a similar order is to be
passed,if the petitioner fails to make the further deposit
towards security of costs,as required by S.66(If).Now the period of
60 days is prescribed by r.25 of the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Rules;it is done in compliance with 3.57
of the National and Provincial Assehlies(Elections)Act and has
no reference or relevance to either 3,58 or S#59*But if the
60).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Rules,r.25*

61).under S.20 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Ejections)
Act.
62).as provided by 3.^*1 of the National and Prov.Asseblies(Eleg££ors
6j).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Abt,3.60(1).
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intention of the Legislature was that the question of limitation
should also be dealt with by the Tribunal,it could have included
the words of 3.57 within the provisions of 8.67.The omission is,
therefore,intentional and intended to avoid a possible conflict
of jurisdictions.Examining identical provisions of the Settle
ment of Disputes(Fjrst Eiections)Order,1962 in Abdur Rauf v.
Abdul Aziz(6*+lthe Election Tribunal,presided by Sajjad A^mad,J.,
held that as the law had entrusted the question of limitation
to the Chief Election Commissioner,the Tribunal cannot attract
that jurisdiction to itself .H^s Lordship sM4,
'•^t is incongruous to argue that the
power to dismiss a petition and the
power to accept it on the ground of
limitation resides in two separate
jurisdictions"(65)•
It was further observed:"under the law if a duty is cast on a
statutory authority and it has perform
ed that duty,it shall be presumed that
it has been duly performed unless the
contrary is proved.It is not open to
us to fill in the vacuum of a lack of
finding on the question of limitation
where a finding is not clearly given
on the record by a presumption that the
election commission has not adverted itself
to the matter and has failed to discharge
its duty*.‘(66).
6W) .P.L.D.1963 E.T.(Journal 3ection)20.

650>*Ibid.at p.21.

(66).Ibid.at pp.22,23*
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As to whether the Tribunal could give a second finding,
Sajjad Ahmad,Jsaid,
"the argument obviously involves a conflict
of jurisdiction which could not have been
intended by the Legislature and nsns&liy
which normally it seeks to avoid.If field
of legal activity is occupied by one forum
of a special jurisdiction,another forum
cannot be permitted to supplement it in
that activity."(6?)

ji

The position under the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act,therefore,is that once an election petition
is declared to be within time by the Chief Election Commission
er, it is very unlikely that a question as to its maintainability
on this ground would be permitted to be raised before the
Tribunal(67a).
In India the question has arisen whether a petition which
is handed into the post office within the period of limitation
but received by the Election Commission after the expiry of
that period,should be considered as within time.It has
been held there that the post office is not an agent
of the Election Commission or Tribunal for receiving
election petitions,and a petition sent by post should
be deemed to have been presented when it is actually
received in the office of the Election Commission (68).
67)Ibid.,at p.23.
67a)So held in the recent case of Sabir Hussain v.Abdur
Rehman, P. L, 10.1968 J.106.
68)Bassapa v.ITagapa,(1954)lOH.L.H.497;Khilunal v.Arjundas,
(1952<J1E.L .Pl.497 .
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To deal with this problem,Rales framed under both Electoral
College Act and the National and Provincial Assemblies(
(Elections)Act have provided that an election petition
sent by registered post shall be deemed to have been filed
in time if it is posted within the prescribed period of
limitation(69)*If the last day of limitation expires on a v
public holiday,the petition may be filed on the next working
day(70)*This principle has been held to apply,notwithstanding that the Election Commission had made special arrangements
for receiving election petitions on that day(7l)»
S. 59 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
act reads as follows
"(l)Every election petition shall confcain(a)A precise statement of material facts
on which the petitioner relies;
(b)Pull particulars of any corrupt or
illegal practice or other illegal act
alleged to have been committed,inclu
ding a f$ill statement of the names of
the parties alleged to have committed
such corrupt or illegal practice or
illegal act and the date and place of
the commission of such practice or act;and
(c)The relief claimed by the petitioner#”
In other words,a petition to challenge an election to the
69).Electoral College Rules,r,35(3);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Rules,r.25(3).
70).General Clauses Act,1897*5.10.
71).Kapiledo v.Suraj,(1959)17 E.L.R.475.
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Assembly,must contain a full particular of any corrupt or
illegal practice or other illegal act alleged to have been
committed,besides giving a precise statement of facts on
which the petitioner relies and specifying the relief which
he claims(72).The word "material”,in the context,means
necessary for the puropose of formulating a complete cause
of action;the cause of action must be stated with complete
ness so that the petitioner may obtain relief.The ordinary
dictionary meaning of the word "particular”,inter alia, is
a single point,a detail and the verb "particularize” as
meaning to mention the particular of,to enumenrate in
detail.So,particulars in relation to an election petition
have been held to be for the purpose of filling in the
picture of the petitioner’s cause of a c t i o n ( 7 3 ) m a y be
askedsWhat is the object of enacting S.59(l)?It has been
observed in the Chapter on Election Offences(74) that an
allegation of corrupt practice is in the nature of a cri
minal or quasi criminal charge,so the object of a detailed

72)S.83 of the Indian Representation of the People Act maJces
identical provision,so cases decided thereunder are rele
vant.
73)*Hari Vishnu v.Election Tribunal,(1958)14 E.L.R.147*
74).Namely^chapter 7.
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petition

is to give the respondent adequate notice of

the case and enable him to come prepared for the trial•
The matter has been examined by the Pakistan Courts.Exa
mining identical provisions(75) of the
bsCzpvXtL&

*A&3*e*flfe3Ae<e(First Elections)Order,1962,in Iftikhar
Hussain v.Md.Hussain(76),Sajjad Ahmad,J.,said,
"it represents a salient feature of
the law of elections as administered
under the commom law in England and
under the statutory enactments in the
sub-continent of India;which is that
election petitions are in the natufce
of quasi criminal proceedings and the
successful respondent,whose election
is impeached,stands qua his alleged
corrupt and illegal practice in the
election,in the capacity of an accused
person,who is entitled to know from the
very outset the precise nature of the
charges and is not turned into a
rambling and roving inquisition."(77).
It may also be observed that under S.67 of the National and

75).art#12 of the 1962 Order,relating to particularisation
of grounds,corresponds to S.59 of the 1964 Act,and Srt.
21(3) to S.67.
76) .P.L.D.1963 J.14;the same view has been taken in Ghulam
Rasool v.Ghulam Md.,P.L.D.1966 J. 112.
77).Ibid.at p.15.
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Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,a petition which, does
not comply with S.59 must be dinsmissed;this interpretation
has been accepted in Zakaur Rehman v.Salahuddin(78).It may
be asked whether this is sacrosanct.In other words,how should
a petition which contains full particulars with regard to
one allegation bptt not the other be disposed of?Should the
petition be dismissed under S.67 or should the Tribunal
strike out the allegation which is not supported by full
particulars and proceed to hear the one which is so supported
or should the Tribunal allow incomplete particulars to be
completed by amendment♦The view in Pakistan and India differs
in this respect£)79) .The Indian Supreme Court (80)has formu
lated the following points for the guidance of election
tibunals and courts in India:(a)an election petition is not liable to be dismissed in
limine merely because full particulars of a corrupt practice
alleged in the petition are' not set out,
(b)where an objection is raised by the respondent that a
petition is defective because full particulars of an
alleged corrupt practice are not given,the Tribunal is bound
to decide whether the objection is well-founded,
(c)if the Tribunal upholds the objection,it shoud give an
opportunity to the petitioner to apply for leave to
78).P.L.D.1966 J.109.The decision of the Indian Supreme Court
in Bhi Kajee v.Brij LaJ_, (1955)10E.L.R. 357 is to the
same effect.
79).Although the provisions are similar in both countries.
80).In Bhalwan v.lakshmi,(I960)22E.1.R.273*The Court was
examining S.83(1)(b)and8.$0(5)of the Indian Representation
of People Act,which corresponds to S.59 and 5.66
(hjtvu-w.

('Q£jLe~UjBut \ A r l . IQAl.
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amend or amplify the particulars of the corrupt practice alleged;
in the event of non-compliance with this order,the Tribunal may
strike out the charges which remain vague,and
(d)although insistence upon full particulars of corrupt practice
is of paramount importance in the trial of an election petition,
if the parties go to trial,despite the absence of full parti
culars, but evidence of the contesting parties is led on the plea
raised by the petition,the petition will not be dismissed;the
defect in such a case is one of procedure and not one of jurj®diction of the Tribunal to adjudicate upon the plea.
On the other hand,Sajjad Ahmed,J.,in Iftikhar Hussain v.
Md.Hussain(8l) has laid down these principles for the guidance
of election tribunals in Pakistan:(a)if the allegations made in the petition are vague and
general and none of them contain any particulars,the petition
should be dismissed in limine,(8la),
(b)if the allEgafinnsxma petition consists of allegations of
corrupt and illegal practices,some of which are with and the
others without particulars,only that part of the petition
should be admissible for enquiry,which contains allegations
supported by full particulars (82),
(c)particulars that are vague and indefinite,not providing any
basis for a concrete enquiry,cannot be taken int account,i
81)P.L.D.1963 J. 14.

;

8la)Ibid.,,at p.l7«His lordship said,ftthe allegations of the kind
are still born and an attempt on. the part of the petitioner
to infuse life into it and to find flesh and blood for it
in the shape of subsequent additions of fresh particulars
and instances of alleged corrupt practices,r$annot be allowed.
inter alia?
82)The view has been uphelc^/by the Supreme Court in S.LI.Ayub v.
Yousaf Ali(l?.L.D.1967 S.C. 486).This is further discussed
later in the Chapter,under the heading Amendment of Election
Petition.
j
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(d)the enquiry should he directed to the special allegations,
as hacked hy particulars,which give l. sufficient: notice to
the opposite party regarding the nature of the accusations
\
made therein,
(e)fresh and additional particulars hy way of new instances
of corrupt practice alleged in the petition cannot he allowed,&
(f)amendments,by way of amplification of particulars already
suuplied,may,however,he made with the leave of the Tribunal,
Similarly,further and better particulars about instances
already given may he furnished with the leave of the court.
Thus an allegation of corrupt or illegal practice must
be supported hy full particulars;fresh allegations hy way of
amendment to the petition cannot he permitted,hut those
already in the petition may he amplified in appropriate
cases with permission of the tribunal;an allegation which
is not supported hy particulars,and severable from those
fully supported hy particulars,would he struck off.
Grounds of Election Petition
An election to an Assembly can he challenged as being
void for non-compliance hy a person with the provisions of
the Constitution and the law,or because a large number of
corrupt practices were committed thereat;the election of the
returned candidate may he impugned on the ground that his
nomination was invalid,that he was disqualified to he elected

on the nomination day,that he was responsible for the commissi<?
of corrupt and illegal practice and that his election was
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procured or induced by any corrupt or illegal practice(83)•
But the grounds on which a petition may be founded under the
Electoral College are not specified*There is also no pro
vision for dismissal in limine of a petition,which does not
contain full particulars.Under S.58(2),”any candidate may
file an election petition challenging the election at which
he was a candidate” and under S.60,"the Tribunal shall,
after giving the contesting parties an opportunity of being
heard,make such order as it thinks fit”.The clause gives
no particulars of the grounds on which a petition must be
based but examples of these grounds will be found in the
definition of election offences set out in Chapter IX of
the Electoral College Act,though not elsewhere in the Act
or the Rules.(84)•There may be a number of other grounds
which,if established,will call for setting aside an election.
The West Pakistan High Court Ithat full particulars of a
corrupt or illegal practice must be set forth in a petition
to challenge an election to the Electoral College(85),al
though it is not expressly provided in the Act.So,the

83).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.72(3)
and (l).Under subsection(3)>to set aside the election
in toto it has to be shown that the result of the elecion was materially affected;this is not required under
subsection(l) for setting aside the election of the
retumedcandidate ♦

H f e ? S l 9 6 6 f?755? * " al8CUS* i»
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principles in respect of petitions for challenging elections
to the Assemblies also apply to them.
Tha reliefs which a petitioner may claim are mentioned

in S.59(2) of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections’
Act and r.35(5) of the Electoral College Act.This does not
mean that the petitioner must confine his prayer merely to
one of the reliefs mentioned therein.lt has been held in
connection with S.84,a corresponding provision of the Indian
Representation of the People Act,that a petitioner Is not
required to confine his prayer to only one of the reliefs
and may plead in the alternative(86)•
Every election petition, and, in a case oljfa petition
challenging an election to the Assembly>the schedule thereto,
must be signed and verified in the manner provided for the
verification of plaints in the Code of Civil Procedure(87)•
It was held in Zakaur Rehman v .Salahuddin(88) that although
the word ” shall” has been used in both the provisions,it is

86) .Marutrao v.Gulabrao,(1953)5E.L.R.303.
87)-Electoral College Rules,r.35(7);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.59(3)>S.83(2) of the Indian
Representation of the People Act provides likewise.
88).P.L.D.1966 J, 109.

;
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directory and a defect in verification may be allowed to be
cured toensure

a fair and effective trial of the petition.

But the Peshawar Bench of the West Pakistan High Court,on
a consideration of the provisions in the Pakistan and Indian
Acts^has held,that they are mandatory.Faizullah, J.,said,
"This brings us to the question as to
whether the failure of the petitioner
to sign and verify the Annexures(sic)
attached to the petition as reuired by
S.59(3) of the Act would entail dismissal.
This question admits of a short answer
and in the affirmative,in view of our
aforesaid discussion in which we have
held that the provisions of S.67 are
mandatory and non-compliance with any
provision of S.59 makes it obligatory
on the Tribunal to dismiss the petition
and that the Tribunal cannot render the
mandatory provisions as nugatory"(89)•

89).Yousaf Ali v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1967 P. 207 at p.220.
The court pointed out that whereas S.67 of the National
and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act provides for the
dismissal ofba petition,which does not comply with the
provisions of S.59(similar to S.83 of the Indian R.P.Act),
S.90(3) of the Indian Act(which otherwise corresponds
to 3.67 of the Pakistan Act) does not envisage the penalty
of dismissal(although it was so provided in S.90(4) of
the Indian Act before the amendment in 1956),whiuh is
provided by the Pakistan Act.

-
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Along with the petition must he filed a receipt showing a
deposit of Rs.150,where the petition relates to the Electoral
College and Rs.750,when the petition telates to an Assembly,
in a Government treasury or a branch of the National Bank
of Pakistan,as security for the costs of the petition(90).
Additional or further security may be demanded during the
trial of the election petition and is to be deposited in the
same manner(91)-If two or more persons file a joint petition
a single security will suffice(92).
Amendment of Election Petition
A petition may be amended for the purpose of ensuring a
fair and effective trial and for determining the real questtion
at issue between the parties(93)*lt has been observed that a
person who challenges the election of a returned candidate
must disclose his case fully at the very outset,so that the
respondent may have notice of the charges levelled against
him. and is not to be taken by surprise at a subsequent stage
in the proceedings.lt follows that the addition of a new
90)Electoral College Rules,r.35(4);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.57(2).
91)Electoral College Rules,r.35(4);National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.66(4)•
92)MarutRao v.Gulab Rao,(1953)5E.L.R.303.
93)N&tional and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.66(3);
Zakaur Rehamn v.Salahuddin,P.L.D.1966 J.109;Umar Jan v.
Hunawar Khan,P.P.P. 1968 J. 100.
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particular,like fresh instances of corrupt practice,will not
be permitted(94)-The meaning of the expression "necessary
for ensuring a fair and effective trial" and"determining
the real questions at issue" cannot be extended to embrace
at any stage,fresh instances and fresh particulars of corrupt
practice^ that a petitioner may be able tor discover after an
election petition has been presented(95).Further particulars
may be added,with the leave of the Tribunal,to elucidate or
explain what is already in the petition.Sajjad Ahmad,J.,as
Chairman Election Tribunal,refused permission to amend,because
what was being asked for was not an amendment of the petition.
His Ladship said,
"It is definitely something which is
being added to it and to allow this
in our view, definitely goes against the
main object of article 12 of the Order
in regard to the supply of particulars,
which is to limit the generality of the
proceedings and to define and limit the

94) •Mak±sna±xan±3cPxsxiHEialxAassiahlXEs4EiEEiciEniH^AEixxxxxxx
Md.Saeed v.Election Petitions Tribunal,P.L.D.1957 S.c*91.
95)*Yamuna Prasad v.Jugdesh Prasad,(1957)13E.L.R.1 .

issues on which the paties have to
go to trial'1.(96)
It has also been held that allow an amendment in such a case
amounts to the admission of a fresh petition against the
successful candidate,after the period of ^.imitation had
expired,which is not permitted by law(97).
The Code of Civil Procedure,1908,has been specifically
applied to the trial of election petitions both under the
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act and the
Indian Representation of the People Act,but subject to two
limitations:(l)that the power of amendment under the Code of
Civil Procedure cannot be exercised so as to defeat the manda
tory provisions of the Act(2)that if there is a conflict bet
ween the statutory procedure prescribed in the Act and the
procedure in the Code of Civil Procedure,the latter must give
way to the former on the well-recognised principle that in such
a case recourse should be had to the special law rather than
the general law.So the general power to allow amendments under

96)lfitikhar Hussain v.lid.Hussain, P.L.D. 196 3 J* 14 at p.19-Their
Lordhips was examining the provisions of the Settlement of
Disputes(Pirst Elections)Order,art.12 thereof corresponds to
S.59 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act
and art.21(4) of the Order(1962),which provides for amend
ment, is similar to S.66(4 ) of 1964 Act;Umar Jan v.Munawar
Ehan,P.L .E.19 68 J* 100.
97)lftikhar Hussain v.Lid.Hussain,P.L.D.I963 J* 14;I-d.Aslam v.
Abdul Bari,P.L.D.1963 J.25;Sabir Hussain v.Abdur Rehman,
P.L.D. 1968 J •106 ;LI.A.IJutiah v.Saw Ganesam, (1957)13 E.L.R.201;
Yamuna Prasad v.Jagdish Prasad, (1957)13E.L.R.1.
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the Civil Procedure Code are subject to the special provisions
in the Act(98).In other words,the power to allow amendment
should be exercised subject to two conditions namely for
ensuring an effective trial and for determining the real
questions at issue(98a) .In Ud.Hussain v.Md.Khan(98b) ,with
regard to the application of the Civil Procedure Code,it was
alleged that subsection (1) of S. 66 of the National and Pro
vincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,which makes the C.P.C. appli
cable to the trial of election petitions,controls 3*66(3).In
other words it was argued that the power- of the tribunal to
allow amendments is not confined to to S.66(3) but is to be
exercised under the general provisions of the Civil Procedure
Code.The tribunal observed that the argument should be reject
ed because,flsubsection(l) of section 66 is made subject to the
other provisions of the Act,whxEhxxsxnHt: unlike subsection (3)
of S.66 of the Act,which is not so controlled1*.

98)Yousaf Ali v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D. 1967 P. 207;Ch.Md.Hussain
v.Kd.Khan,P.L.P.1968 J. 95;Umar Jan v.Munawar Khan,P.L.P.
1968 J. 106;Li.A.Hutiah v.Saw Ganesam, (1957)13 E.L.R.201.
98a)Umar Jan v.Munawar Khan,P.1.P.1968 J. 100.
98b)P.L.P.1968 J. 95.
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If some of the allegations contained in the election
petition are vague and indefinte the practice is to strike
out only the defective portion(99).In S.M.Ayub v.S.Yousaf
Ali(99a)the Pakistan Supreme Court observed that,the various
allegations in an election petition do not constitute an
"integral package" as would lose its integrity by the failure
of one of its parts.It was held that the relief sought in
such circumstances can be granted on a single transaction
covered by clause(1) of S.72 of the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act and that the mere fact that some
of the allegations made in the petition are defective should
not stand in the way of adjudication of other allegations
properly made and substantiated with full particulars.A Bench
of three Judges of the West Pakistan High Court was consituted
to examine the question in view of a conflict in judicial
decisions( 93JL) ,but it did not go into the reference in view
of the pronouncement of the Supreme Coufct.

99)S.1,1.Ayub v.S.Yousaf Ali,P.L.D.1967 S.C.486;Arif Iftikhar v.
Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1968 L. 1387; Ghulam Rasool v.Ghulam
I/Id,P.L.D.1966 J. 112;Irafan Ahmed v.IHd.Saj jad,P.L.D.1966
J. 121 ;Iftikhar Hussain v.I/ld.Hussain,P.L.D. 1963 J.14;Md.
Saeed v.Election Petitions Tribunal,P.L.D.1957 S.C.9*
99a)P.L.D.1967 S.C. 486.
1 )Arif Iftikhar v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1968 L. 1387.
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Election petitions are not the concern solely of the
parties,as in an ordinary suit;they are matters of great pub
lic importance involving rights of the entire constituency.
After an election petition is filed,certain forces are releas
ed which the petitioner will not be able to recall;on the
other hand,he must pursue the petition to its logical end.
Thus proceedings cannot be brought to an end by a mutual
agreements between the parties or by their deaths(2).A peti
tion to set aside the election of a deceased person is
competent(3)•In the case last mentioned,Lawson,J.ysaid,
"this is not a proceeding of a personal
nature against a dead man;it is the
assertion of a right in rem,a right
to set aside an undue return, and in
no sense falls within the meaning of
the maxim,actio personalis moritur cum
persona."”
S.77 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act
if
provides that/a respondent dies before the conclusion of trial
or gives notice of his refusal to contest the petition,the
Tribunal will proceed to decide it ex parte.A petition abates

2).Amir v.Ata,D.I.E.C.(1935-50)98.
3).Tipperary Case,(1875)3 O’M&H 19.
4) .Ibid.^at p.21;an objection had been taken as to the power of
the court to entertain the petition which was not presented
until the death of the member,whose election was impugned.
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only on the death of a sole petitioner or of the sole survivor
of several petitions(5)-In India,a person who could have been
a petitioner or respondent to the original petition may be
substituted in the case of death of either the petitioner or
the respondent,or where the original parties fail to prosecute
it(6)*The reason was thus stated by Mahajan,C.J•,of the Indian
Supreme Court,
"These provisions have been made to ensure
that the election process on which the
democratic system of Government is based
is not abused or misused by a candidate
and that enquiry is not shut out by ehhh
collusion between persons made parties
to the petition or by their respective
deaths."(7)
It may be mentioned that the provisions with regard to abate
ment of a petition in England are contained in SS.133 and 134
of the Representation of the People Act,1949 and are similar
to those in the Indian Act*

5).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S*76(l)•
6) .Representation of the People Act,1951,SS*115*H6*
7).Jagan Nath v.Jaswant Singh,(1954)92«b*R.231 at pp.241>242*
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Withdrawal of Election Petition
With regard to the withdrawal of election petitions,
the National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act and
the Indian Representation of the People Act make a somewhat
similar provision.Before an Election Tribunal is appointed,
the petitioner may withdraw his petition by leave of the
Chief Election Commissioner or his delgate(in Pakistan) or
the Election Commission(in India),and in other cases with
permission of the Tribunal(8).Leave will ordinarily not be
refused but where withdrawal is induced by an improper
consideration or is the result offt a compromise to prevent
evidence from being brought forward,leave will not be granted.
It is pertinent to point out that,whereas the Pakistan law
is silent on this point,India makes a specific provision
therefor.Under S.110(2) of the Representation of the People
Act,no application for withdrawal shall be granted^if in the
opinion of the Election Commissioner or the Tribunal,it is
induced by any bargain or consideration that ought not to
be permitted.In the absence of such a provision in Pakistan,
the rule has been established by decisions of the tribunals
and coxrts.

8).National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.75;
Represerlation of the People Act,SS. 108,109•
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In the North Durham Case,Grove,J.,said,
"if the Judge saw that the withdrawal
was the result of any compromise to
prevent evidence from being brought
forward,he ought not to allow a petition
to be withdrawn,but he ought,as far as he
has power to do so,to insist upon the
petition being proceeded with."(9)»
It was further observed,
"the task would no doubt be an extremely
difficult one,and the mode in which a
Judge is to compel parties to go on with
a petition which they have determined to
withdraw,remains to be discovered.I am
not aware of how it can be made compulsory
but at all evehts the Judge has a power
over the deposit in court,which may in
some degree be indirectly used as a com
pulsion 10) •
It is also relevant to mention the Northern Division of Meath
Case0!)where it was held that a court must not consent to any
■

""A

9).(1874) 3 O fM&H 1 at p.2.
10).Ibid.^at p. 3*
11).(1892) 4 0•I/I&H 185.
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agreement for the withdrawal of a petition,which has

the

effect of excluding the full disclosure of the facts which
it is one of the objects of the law to provide for or of
preventing that through investigation,which the court is
bound to make of all the charges relied on by the petitioner.
Thus,a tribunal should be reluctant to permit withdrawal,
inter alia,in the following cases
a)When request is made at an advanced stage in the trial,
e.g.,when the respondent is about to mnnclude his case;
b)When the petition is opposed by the respondent and it
is desirable that the respondent,whose integrity the peti
tioner assails,be given a decsion on merits;
c)Where the petition discloses that a large number of
corrupt practices took place at the electionjand
d)When the application for withdrawal is a result of an
illegal compromise between the parties.
It is desirable that upon withdrawal of a petition,the
petitioner be ordered to pay the costs of the respondent.
The English Representation of the People Act makes a
detailed provision for the withdrawal of election petition(l2)
and prescribes a punishment of imprisonment or fine in a case

12).SS.127.128
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of corrupt withdrawal(13)-Every permission to withdraw is
required to he reported to the Speaker(l4)-In India,the Tri
bunal must report the withdrawal only when no other person
comes forward,upon an application for withdrawal being granted,
to be substituted in place of the petitioner withdrawing(15)•
The Pakistan National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)
Act and the Electoral College Act lay down no detailed pro
cedure for withdrawal;this is especially true of the Electoral
College Act.It is submitted that this like many other lacunae
in the Electoral College Act or the Rules,is an example of
the Legislatures neglect to have sufficient regard to the
necessity of preventing misconduct in elections.to the
Electoral College.More consideration to this matter has been

given in the provisions relating to elections to the Assemblies.
The author will make suggestions for amending the law relating
to the Electoral College in order to bring it in line with the
provisions relating to elections to the Assemblies(16).

13).Represenation of the People Act,S.129.
14).Ibid.S.131.
15)Indian Representation of the People Act,S.111.
16)See Chapter 10.
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The Election Tribunal

To give legislative effect to ARTICLE 171(1) of the Consti

tution, the Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act have provided for the establishment of

election tribunals to decide election petitions concerning elec
tions to the Electoral College and the Assemblies in Pakistan.
The tribunals set up under the Electoral College Act are treat
ed differently from those constituted under the National and
Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act.It is,therefore,necessary
to examine the provisions relating to election tribunals in
each of the two Acts.Under the former the tribunal holds a
summary enquiry;under the latter it must hold a regular and
elaborate trial.Anattempt will be made to describe the true
status of thetribunal

under the Electoral College Act.

Election Tribunal for Electoral College Elections
S.59 of the Electoral College Act states:-

"(l)For the trial of election petitions,
the Commissioner shall,by notification
in the Official Gazette,appoint an
officer to be an Election Tribunal for
such areas as may be specified in the
notification,
(2)Where the person constituting an
Election Tribunal is succeded by anoth
er, the trial of a petition shall contir
-nue before the person so succeeding aad
any evidence already recorded shall re
main upon the record.”
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The Chief Election Commissioner or the Chairman,Provincial
Election authority,to whom powers have been delegated by the
former,may appoint officers to act as election tribunals.lt
is imperative that the notification appointing a person as
an election tribunal be published in the Gazette before he
takes up a petition(17).Lawyers are ineligible for appointment.
It is interesting to note that the law does not prescribe
qualifications for the office.Officers with no judicial judi
cial experience may function as "competent tribunals*1 under
the Act.The words "succeeded by another tribunal,f have been
the subject of judicial review in Pakistan.lt has been held
in Mir P/Id. v.Eelection Tribunal(l8) that the provision contem
plates a situation where the election tribunal has ceased to
exist and is replaced by another tribunal.The same Court has

also held that,if two tribunals are co-existing,the one cani to have succeeded the other;the provision is meanl
not be said ^to; safeguard the interest of the parties and en
sure, that evidence already recorded may remain on the record
without the need for a de novo trial.
There was nor provision for the transfer of election

17)Md.Osman v.LI. Ahmed,P.L.D.1967 D.786.
18)P.L.D.1966 K. 119.
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petitions(l9) under the Electoral College Act(l9a) until S.59A
was inserted by the'Electoral College(Amendment)Act of 1967,
which empowers the Chief Election Commissioner

to transfer

a petition from one tribunal to another,which could proceed
from the stage at which the transfer was ofdered,though the
tribunal receiving the petitions could recall any witnesses
alread.y examined(l9b).All sutrh actions taken before the
amendments were given past validity(20).

19)The lacuna was pointed out by Iiohammad IjDal,J.,in Ghulam
Qadir v.Ahmed Shafi,P.L.D.1967 L 68.His Lodship observed
that an officer appointed as election tribunal may be dis
qualified to act in a particular election petition;there
may be circumstances likely to cause a reasonable appre
hension in the mind of one of the parties that he will not
have a fair trial before a certain officer;the tribunal
may be so influenced by his own act or by the act of another
sfc© as to be incapable of exercising his judicial faculties
impartially.lt was suggested that the Legislature,usually
astute to make comprehensive provisions for the transfer
of cases before tribunals exercising judicial or quasi
judicial powers,should enact an express provision empower
ing the Chief Election Commissioner,or a person authorised
by him,to order transfer of election petitions in appro
priate cases.
19a)It is true that one tribunal could not transfer an election
petition to another tribunal but the Chief Election Commiss
ioner could perhaps do it by virtue of the powers vesting
in hisr^ under S.82 of the Electoral College Act.Under the
said section he has wide power to pass any order for the
purpose of ensuring a fair and honest election.However,the
power is to be exercised within the provisions of the Act
and the Rules,so the section would be inapplicable where
the actual facts are not within the conditions laid down
for the exercise of the power.
19b)S.8 of the Amending Act,2 of 1967.
20 )lbid.,Validation Clause.
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The powers of the tribunal,and the manner in which the
trial of an election petition will be conducted,are contained
in S.60 of the Electoral College Act and r.36 of the Electoral
College Rules.Both provisions are reproduced in extenso.
n(l)A Tribunal shall,upon receipt of
an election petition,give notice thereof
to all contesting candidates at the
election to which the petition relates.
(2)Subject to any rules made in this
behalf,the Tribunal shall,after giving
the contesting candidates an opportunity
of being heard and taking such evidence
as may be produced before it,make such
orders as it may
think
fit.
-------------------a---,
—j
----(3)The decision of the Tribunal on an
election petition shall be final.M (21)
(the underlining is by the author)
and,
"(l)0n receipt of an election petition,
the Tribunal shall give at least a
week's notice to the repondent named in
the petition and after holding a
summary enquiry record its findings,

2l)Electoral College Act,1964,3.60.
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Provided that an election petition may
be withdrawn. ••..... ..............
Provided further that an election petit
ion shall abate.....................
(lA)The Tribunal shall declare the
election of the returned candidate or
cu
the election as ^whole to be void if it
is satisfied that the result of the
election has been materially affected
by reason of the failure of any person
to comply with or the contravention of
any provisions os the Act or these Rules.
(2)The order of the Tribunal shall
specify the costs
.............
(3)lf the costs are not claimed*.*....
(4)At any stage of the trial if there
is no respondent left the proceedings
shall be decided ex parte.”(22)
(the undelining is by the author)
The tribunal must give notice to all contesting candidates
afford an oppurtunity of being heard to the parties and take
such evidence as may be produced,the summary nature of the
enquiry notwithstanding.These requirements are of fundamental
requirement and give legislative effect to the well-known
principle of natural justice,audi alteram partem.The require
ment of a week's notice is imperative and would demand abso
lute obedience.According to Maxwell,if powers,rights or
22).Electoral College Rules, 1-36.
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immunities are granted with a direction that certain regulations^ormalities and conditions shall be complied with,
it is neither unjust or inconvenient to demand a rigorous
observance of them as essential to the acquisition of the

right or authority conferred;enactments regulating the procedure
in court are usually imperative and not merely directory(23)•
It has been held that a notice,which falls short of the pres
cribed period^vitiates the entire proceedings(24), even though
the respondents had indirectv knowledge of the proceedings(25)*
A number of decisions,when impugned before the High Court,
revealed that election tribunals were greatly misled by the
provisions of the law it self. The words "such evidence as may
be produced", in view of fita"summary enquiry11 contemplated by
the Rules,were interpreted to mean that the tribunals were
not obliged to call for evidence;in some cases permission to
produce evidence was directly or indirectly refused.The ex
pression "such order as it may think fit" further strengthened
their view that the tribunals were masters of the situation and
23)Maxwell,Interpretation of Statutes (1962)^ shapter 12,S.3.
24)Md.Akram v.C.A.Saeed,P.L.L.1965 I*. 70325)Girdhari Lai v.Thakur Kahan, (1958)19E.L.R. 352.
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possessed autocratic power^s to deal with the petitions
before them.This was clearly a misconception of the law.In
1965 the case of IVlohamrnad Akram(26) and in 1966 the case of
Abdul Hamid(27) were decided;these decisions settled the law
to a considerable extent.
In IVd.Akram v.C.A.Saeed(28),the main ground of attack,
common to five-connected petitions,was that there had been
impersonation by voters on a large scale^ to which the respon
dent in each of the petitions was & privy and this had materi
ally affected the result of the election.The tribunal took
up these petitions alonj with one hundred and tHrty-five others
and decided them.within an hour.It accepted the allegations in
the petitions ^without calling for any proof to substantiaite
them*,the election of the returned candidate was declared void
in each case and the petitioner

duly elected,although in

some cases the prayer was for setting aside the election in
toto.In the High Court,it was contended that the tribunal had
made a mockery of the proceedings,which were conducted in
provisions of the
violation ofythe/Hlectoral College Act and Rules,
and that the impugned orders were mala fide,illegal and

26)P.L.D.1965 L 703.
27)P.L.D.1966 L. 16.
28)£51,.D. 1965 L. 703.
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oppresive.The other side contended that the proceedings "being oj
a "Summary1’ nature,the tribunal was not boung to adjourn the
case for the production of evidence,much less to summon the
witnesses.A reference was made to the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act^which specifically invested election
tribunals constituted under it with the powers of a civil court
to summon witnesses.lt was contended that a tribunal consti
tuted under the Electoral College Act enjoped no such powers ;the
omission was deliberate and could not be explained upon any
hypothesis other than that the tribunal was not obliged to call
for evidence .Mohammad Crul,J.,with whom Sajjad Ahmed, J.,agreed
in entirety,said:"But to say that9proceeding*being summary,
the Tribunal is not bound to hear evi
dence would not only be opposed to the
express provisions of the statute but
also opposed to elementary principles
of justice.Therefore respondent No.l
(election tribunal) was sadly mistaken,
if he thought that summary procedure
envisaged in rule 36 made him an absolute
master of the situation so that he could
allow or refuse to hear evidence accord
ing to his sweet will".(29)•
29).Ibid.p.708.
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His Lordship went on to observe:"Refusal to adjoun the case in the above
circumstances or to summom the witnesses
would be tantamount to denial of a reason
-able opportunity”to produce evidence”*
;
However,evidence can be produced with or
without the aid of the process of a court
Ex faci£, there was nothing in law to for
bid the Tribunal to issue summons or at
least a letter of request to a material
witness in the case.It would be illogical
to suggest that a Tribunal constituted
under the Act to settle election disputes
would be powerless to require the atten
dance of witnesses before it,which is a
sine qua non for the exercise of all
judicial or quasi judicial jurisdiction”.
(30)
Their Lordhips held that the hearing allowed by the Tribunal
was illusory and the summary enquiry conducted by it fell short
of even the minimum statutory requirement and the consequent
order could not be sustained on any recognised principle of
law and equity.
In Abdul Hamid v.Karam Dad(31).the petition complained of
"bogus voting” and of certain voters having cast their votes
30).Ibid.,at pp.708,709.
31).P.L.D.1966 L, 16.

m
in more than one electoral units-The tribunal relied on
affidavits for s e t t i n g aside the election of the returned
candidate;no opportunity was afforded him of producing oral
evidence in rebuttal.The High Court held that,although the
tribunal was not a court and the Evidence Act and the Code
of Civil Procedure had not been made specifically applicable
to the trial of election petitions,it was nevertheless charged
with the paramount duty to act judicially.Sajjad Ahmed and
IVIohammed Akram,JJ.,held,
"The tribunals,especially in cases where
they are required to adjudicate upon the
civil rights of the parties,are under an
obligation to act judicially and are
bound to follow the fundamental rules of
evidence »fiAfairplay,which are embodied
in the principles of natural justice.Tlqy
are required to give an opportunity to
the party affected,make some kind of
enquiry,give hearing and to collate
evidence,if any,considering all facts
and circumstances bearing on the merits
of the controversy before any decision
is given by them.These are essential ele
ments of a judicial approach to the
dispute.Prescribed forms of procedure
are not necessary to be followed^
provided in coming to the conclusion
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these well-recognised norms and principles
of judicial approach are observed by the
Tribunal." (32)
The desirability of a proper trial has also been emphasised in
Ghulam Oadir v.Ahmed Shafi(33)»Abu Ahmed v.Addl.D.C.(34) and
lid.Yamin v. Election Tribunal(35).
The importance of taking evidence at the trial of an elec
tion petition has been statedcby the East Pakistan High Court
in these words
"Proceedings before the Election Tribunal
constituted under the Electoral College
Act,is a judicial proceeding and it must
conform to certain fundamental procedure
applicable to a judicial proceeding.One
such procedure applicable to a judicial
proceeding is that the finding must be
based on evidence•”(36).
The manner in which evidence &ay be recorded by the Tribu
nal has been considered by a full Bench of the West Pakistan
High Court(37).It wa.s held that,although a tribunal is expected
to record statements of witnesses in full,as the examination
of
proceeds,where it is pressed for time,because/a large number
of election petitions involving a number of witnesses ,

32)Ibid.;at p.27.
33)P.b.B.1967 L-68.
34)P.L.D.1968 D. 430.
35)1968 IC-397.
36)Abdul Azia v.Provincial Election Authority,P.L.D.1966 D.608.
at p.61
37) ;
'bdul •■'ayyum v.Election Tribunal,P. L.D.1966 P.224.
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it will be a sufficient compliance with•subsection (2) of S.60.
of the Electoral College Act,if the substance of the evidence
is recorded on the date of the hearing of the evidence and
the tribunal gives reasons for dispensing with the recording
of a full statement.As to whether a summary of the evidence
in the order will be a sufficient compliance,the court held
that it would be if the following conditions were complied
with
1)If the trbunal on account of extreme pressure of work
embodies the gist of the evidence which has been heard on the
same day on which the finding is recorded;
2)When all evidence bearing on a particular point was
not heard by the tribunal on the day the judgement is pro
nounced, but it has maintained the memorandum of the evidence
adduced by the parties on the previous hearings,duly signed
and initialled;
3)The summary of evidence of a particular point has been
clearly brought aha out,and is not obscure;
4)The reason of the tribunal for preferring the evidence
of one party against the other is clearly given in the judge
ment ,and
5)The evidence which is relied^in support of a finding
is legal evidence.(38)

38)The decision was recorded by Anwarul Haq,Faizullah Khan and
Shakirullah Jan,JJ.,the judgement delivered by Faizullah
Khan,J.
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The tribunal constituted under the Electoral College Act
is not a court(39).Whereas SS.66 and 67 of the National and
Provincial Assemblies^Elections)Act specifically makes the
Code of Civil Procedure and the Evidence Act applicable to
election petitions filed under it and 5.68 gives the tribunal
all the powers of a civil court under the Code,the Electoral
College Act is silent on the point and the Rules framed there
under provide that a petition filed under it must be signed
and verified as required by the Code of Civil Procedure.This
implies that the other provisions of the Code and the Evidence
Act are inapplicable.
The tribunal has been described as an administrative

39)In Shell Company v.Federal Commissioners of Taxation,1931
A.C.275,the House of Lords,referring to Rex v.Electricity
Commissioners^ 1924)1 K.B.171*s-s to what is a court, said at
p.297,"1)A tribunal is not necessarily a court in/strict
sense because it gives a final decision;2$Nor because it
hears witnesses on oath.3)Nor because two or more contest
ing parties appear before it between whom it has to decide.
4)Nor because it gives a decision which affects rights of
subjects.5)Nor because it is a body to which a matter is
referred by another body.”
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tribunal(40),a quasi judicial tibunal(41) and a Special tribunal(42).In whatever way we describe it,it is settled that its
function is to decide a lis between contesting candidates and
must conform to certain fundamental principles of procedure
applicable to a judicial proceeding(43) .According to ijbal,J.,
"it should act in a manner consistent with well recognised
principles of justice,equity and fair play”.(44).A party must

40)in Abdul Hamid v.Karam Dad,P.L.D.1966 1^16.

41 Jin Dil rid.v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1966 L. 669.Prof.Holland,
in his article on the High Coufrtg Control of Inferior Tri
bunals ,published in the Current Legal Problems(1952) has
observed,”....that where the case is triangular in involving
two parties and a third person as Judge between them,the
courts will regard the functions as quasi judicial in nature.
Where,however,the statutory power does not involve a triangu
lar situation analogous to that before a court of law,whether
the function is regarded as judicial or not depends upon the
court’s view of the nature of function.If they regard it as
analogous to functions conferred upon the courts,involving,
for example the condemnation of adoffence and the punishment
of an offender,then they will hold it to be judicial in natura” .In Boulter v.Kent Jus;tices(l897)A.C.556 ,it was observed
that,a tribunal is judicial if its business is to deal with
lis inter partes .In Rex v.Manchester Legal Aid Committe,
Xl"95"2)1 All.E.R.480,it was observed that,’’the true view as
it seems to us is that the duty to act judicially may arise
in widely different circumstances which it would be impjBslLt
bJwaiid indeed inadvisable to define exhaustively”.
42)in Md.Akram v.C.A.3aeed,P.L.D.1965 L.703.
43)Abdul Aziz v.Provincial Election Authority,P.L.D.1966 D. 608;
LId.Yamin v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D. 1968 K. 39744)Grhulam Qadir v.Ahmed Shafi,P.L.D.1967 L%68.
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must be given the opportunity of adducing all relevant evi
dence and of crossexamining the witnesses of the other side(45)
Prescribed forms of procedures are not required to be follwed,
if in coming to the conclusions the well accepted norms and
principles of judicial approach are followed by the tribunal.
It should be seen in each case whether the tribunal acted judi
cially and followed the fundamental rules of fair play and
evidence embodied in the principles of natural justice.If
it does so,the decision wiiujnot be liable to be called in
question for failure of natural justice or error of procedure.
It is one thing to say that a tribunal under the Electoral
College is invested with very extensive powers to make any
order

it may think fit,but quite another to suggest that

it can pass any fanciful or cap&ricioud order unrelated to the
case before it.The "expression "such order as it may think fit"
in S.60(2) of the Electoral College Act means according to
rule of reason and justice and in accordance with the law;it

does not mean in accordance with whimsical,E&pariExsn capricious
or private opinion.The Legislature has not invested the tri
bunal with powers of a despot to make an order to satify a
caprice(46).In Abdul Aziz v.3.A.Chaudhury(47),the tribunal
45)Abdul Hamid v.Karam Dad,P.L.D.1966 L,16.
46)so held in Lld.Akram v.C.A.Saeed,P.L.D.1965 L, 703,Dil Lid. v.
Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1966 L, 669*
47)P.L.D,1966 D.561.
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set aside the election of the petitioner on the ground that
there "might" have been cases of personation and "in fairness,
therefore,it is meet and proper that the election be decalared
void and a second election held so that there might be a fair
strength of trial in the field”.The High Court of East Pakistan
declared this order as without jurisdiction and observed that,
the power to make an order is not Autocratic" but is subject
to the provisions of S.60(2) of the Electoral College Act and
subrulejlA of r.36 of the Electoral College Hules.The latter
provision was held to guide and control the power of the tri(48)
bunal in the relevant req?ect,4lt is necessary to examine r.36
(lA).Por facility of reference it is reproduced as under:"The Tribunal shall declare the election
of the returned candidate or the election
as a whole to be void if it is satisfied
that the result of the election has been
materially affected by reason of the
failure of any person to comply with,or
the contravention of,any provision of the
Act or these Rules."(49)
(the underlining is by the author)
It will be observed that an election tribunal must be satisfied
that the result of the election is materially affected by reason
of non-observance or contravention of a provision of the Act or

48)Ghulam Hd. v .I.ld.Tufail ,P.L.D.1966 L.576,where this was also
held.
49)This subrule was inserted on 16th December,1964.
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the Rules.The satisfaction of the tribunal is absolutely
essential(50).Express words to this effect are normally
found in the order,although an omission will not always
make it liable to be set aside!51)-The words "materially
affected the result" are very important.So, a contavention
of a provision of the Act or Rules,which does not affect the
result of the election,will not vitiate an election!52).In
Ameer Abdullah v ,Md. YaqubtffjQ ,the tribunal set aside the
election on the ground that certain irregularities had taken
place during the election.The High Court observed that the
mere commission of corrupt or illegal practice cannot"visit
the petitioner with the consequence of his election having
been declared voi&It has to be proved before succeeding
that not only a corrupt practice was current but that it was
of such a large scale that it could reasonably be said to
have contaminated the entire election"!54).In AbduL Qadoos v.
Election Tribunal!55)»it was alleged before the election tri
bunal that the election-petitioner,who had received the second
largest number of votes,should be elected instead of the res
pondent who had received two votes more than him but those
votes were illegally cast and should be excluded from the
5Q)Dil Md. v.Election Tribunal,!.L.D.1966 L.66951)Sher Md.v.Deputy Commissioner,P.L.D.1966 B 15 3*
52)Md.Shafi v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1966 L. 755.
53)P.L.D. 1967 IV722.
!54)Ibid.,at p.728.
59)P.L.D.1966 B.604i decision followed

1 9 6 8 ^ 0 . 331,
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count.The tribunal found that in such a situation it must be
held that the result of the election had been materiallyaffected and proceeded to set aside the election.The High
Court observed that no exception could be taken to the order
of the election tribunal because,on proved facts of the case,
"an uncertainty was positively imported into the result of the
election,which was thus materially affected".A similar view
was taken by Murshed,C*J•,in Ananda Bachar v.A.R.Khan!56).
In Rashid Ahmed v.Barkat Ali(57),the Supreme Court found that
the name of the respondent!elected candidate) was included
in the electoral roll,in vxlation of r.22(3) of ike Electoral
College Rulesyso he was disqualified from contesting the
election.lt set aside his election but refused to declare
the appellant,the candidate with the next highest votes,

as elected because"theresult of the election has been materially
affected and hence the election should be declared as a whole
void"!58) .So,whether in a particular casejthe result of the
election is materially affected is a question of fact.The
order of the tribunal,arriving at such a conclusion,must be
based on evidencejotherwisv^it will be set aside!59)*
i

56)P.L.D.1967 D, 362.
57)P.L.B.1968 S.C.301.

58)Pbid.at p.309*The desision of the Court was based on the
grounds !a)that in including the respondent’s name,the Re
gistration officer failed to act in accordance with law and
(b)voters should not be disenfranchised by electing the aipeDai
59)Abdul Aziz v.P.E.A.,P.L.D.1966 D.608;Haji Khan v.Election
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The High Court of West Pakistan has commented on rule 36(1A)
as follows:'•It would be wrong to read the subrule
in a restrictive sense,that is to say,
the tribunal shall not declare the
election of the returned candidate or
the election as a whole to be void unless
it is satisfied that the result of the
election has been materially affected
by reason of non observance or contraven
tion of any provision of the Act or the
Rules framed thereunder.If that had been
the real intention,then the rule-maker
would have used a negative language."(60)
To the same effect is the observation of the East Pakistan
High Court.Mursfeed,C.J.,said,

"The Tribunal must ask itself the further
question:What is the effect of thms find
ing on the result of the election itself?
Has it'Snaterially affected" the election
(as different from has it actually affect
ed cthe election-for it would be impossi
ble for the tribunal to decide,sojthe
actual result would be an uncertainty).
The answer must be "yes" because the fact*
and circumstances establish,as a certain
ty, and not as a matter of speculation and
surmise,that an uncertainty has been
deftune
nrfcely injected into the result ofy&ection".
(61)
60)Md.Rashid v.Md.Shaft,P.L.D.1966 L, 947 at pg^951^2.
61)Ananda Bachar v. A.R5*Khan, P.L.D.1967 D. 36^It^was held that
it is not a condition precedent that the result has been
materially affected.

Votes Thrown Away

x

Indeed,the tribunal is in a difficult position^when the
returned candidate is found to be suffering from a disquali
fication, which may have been unknown to the voters at the
time of the election.Should it consider the votes in favour of
the returned candidate as wasted,and declare the candidate
with the next highest number of votes elected or ought it
to declare the election void as a whole?It will have to con
sider ,whether the result of the election has been materially
affected in the circumstances.
The matter has been the subject of judicial review in
Pakistan.
In Abdur Rashid v.Lld.Sadiq(62),three candidates contested
an election to the Electoral College.The petitioner(be£>re the
High Court)secured 280 votes and was declared elected by the
Returning Officer;the other two obtained respectively 216 and
2 votes.The election of the petitioner was set aside by the
tribunal on the ground that he was disqualified on nomination
day,being under the stipulated age of twenty-five years;at the
same time the candidate with the next highest number of votes
was declared duly elected.The order was quashed by the High
Court.Sajjad Ahmed and Mohammad Gul,JJ.,observed as

62)P.L.D.1966 L.216.
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follows:-

i

j

'•Having held the petitioner was disqualifies)
to contest the election,being of less than,
the constitutionally prescribed age,the
j
plain result which followed was that all I
the 280 voters who had voted for him had
cast their votes in vain for no fault
of their own,as they had voted for a per
son whom they considered to be a duly
nominated candidate.The learned counsel
for the respondent contended that these
votes should be treated as destroyed vote^
with no effect on the course of the elec
tion. This argument would amount to dis
enfranchising the 280 people who had voted
for the petitioner,as if those people are
not concerned with the election.In the
present case,we feel that,as a disquali- !
fied person was allowed to contest the
election and he had secured the majority
of votes,the result of the entire election
was therefore rendered void.The respondent,
in spite of securing the highest number
of votes could not,under the circumstances,
be declared as the duly elected candidate.”
(63)
In similar circumstances,a tribunal had set aside the election
of the returned candidate(285 votes) and declared the second of

63)Ibid^at pp. 219 ,220.
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the threecandidates,who

had received 211 votes,as elected*The

latter part of the order was impugned before the High Court.
Anwarul Haq and Mohammed Gul,JJ4,observed

nIt cannot be said as to how the 225 voters*
who voted for the petitioner,would have
cast their votes in the event of the
petitioner not being in the field.It is
purely a matter of speculation to say
that the majority of these votes would
have gone to the respondent........it
is a case where the result of the elec
tion as a whole had been materially affec
ted. "(64 )
Saheb Mia v.S .T,l.Mia(65) ,Murshed,C.J. ,and Abdulla, J.,held
that,where the returned candidate is not patently and mani

festly disqualified,but is found to be disqualified upon investi
gation, the voterscannot be deemed to have knowingly thown awy
away their votesand a tribunal would not be justified in
declaring the person securing the next highest votes,as the
the successful candidate.The course to be followed by the
tribunals is aptly expressed by Anwarul Haq,J.,in Ahmed v.
Mir Md.(66 ).His lordship said,
"In the circumstances created by the
improper acceptance of the nomination
paper and the votes cast in favour of
64 )Sana Ullah v.Election Tribunal,P.L.D.1966 L. 97 at p.101.

65)P.L.D.1966 D. 439.
66)P.L.D.1966 L.927.
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such an nlEEiinn ineligible candidate
having been wasted,if the margin of votes
between the returned candidate and the
candidate with the next highest number
of votes is more than the number of
wasted votes,then it can be easily said
that the result of the election has not
been affected at all.But*if/the margin
between the returned candidate and the
candidate with the next highest number
of votes is less than the number of
wasted votes,then the question,whether
the result of the election has been
materially affected or not will have to
be answered on the basis of the probabilf
ties as in the very nature,direct and
oral evidence as to the manner in which
the wasted votes have been cast would
neither be available nor it would be
generally acceptable in most cases,
even if it were available.11(67)
The cases cited above have been followed in Ameer Abdullah v.
Lid.Yaqub(68).The order of the tribunal,declaring the respondent
duly elected,was set aside because,"that would amount to dis
enfranchising the majority of the constituency5'.Saj jad Ahmed

67)Ibid.,at p.931»
68)P.L.D.1967 L.722.
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and Ata Ullah Sajjad,JJobserved
"The right of the franchise is to be
interfered with very sparingly for
very good grounds and people cannot
be deprived of their rights of votes
because persons among them had committed
an illegal practice.The law of elections
makes it incumbent for a candidate in
order to be able to be returned to secure
majority of the votes cast.The rule of
majority being the fundamental and over
riding consideration it cannot be nmlli>
fied on account of a defect ,
in the elec
tion over which the majority had ho cont
rol" •(69)
The latest case on the point is Rashid Ahmed v .Barkat Ali(70).
Before the election tribunal the appellant argued that the
name of the respondent was included in the electoral roll in
violation of subrule(3) of r.22 of the Electoral College Rules;
the tribunal set aside the respondents election and declared
the appellant elected instead.The High Court reversed the order
on the ground that the Election Tribunal had no jurisdiction
to do so.It relied on S.13(2) of the Electoral College Act,
which provides that an electoral roll is not invalid by reason
of any misdescription of a person or by the omission or inclu
sion of a name in the electoral roll.The Supreme Court,on

69)Ibid.,at p.729 per AttaUllah Sajjad,J.
70) I.E.D.1968 S.C.301.
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appeal by special leave,restored the order of the tribunal
with regard to the inclusion of the respondent’s name in
the electoral roll but did not accept the latter part of
his order,whereby he decared the appellant elected because
he had the next highest votes.The Court relied on the
decision of the .Vest Pakistan High Court in Sana Ullah v.
.Election Tribunal(71) and observed,
"In the instant case the voters could
have had no notice of the fact that
the inclusion of Barkat Ali’s name in
the final electoral roll was in violat
ion of the subrule(3) of rule 22.Hence,
they cannot be disenfranchised for no
fault on their part.Votes given by them
without notice of the above disqualifi
cation ought to be treated as good votes.
As Barkat ALi had majority votes,the
minority candidate cannot be sE2±EEtxand
fekEZExaaxisixla declared elected."(72).
The position that emerges is that votes given,after notice
of the disqualification,are to de deducted from the votes of
the returned candidate;if the disqualified candidate has a
majority of votes the candidate with the fewer votes cannot
be

dmiai: declared elected;there must be a fresh election.

71 )1.L.1.1966 L, 97,already discussed.
72 )T.ID.1966 S.C.301 at p.309 per Fazle Akbar,J.f
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To conclude,an election tribunal under the Electoral CollsgB
Act and Buies has wide powers to pass any order as long as
it is based on sound judicial principles.In Bafiuddin Sharif
v.S.M.H.Ali(73)» a- question arose as to whether the powers
of the tribunal include drawing a lot for which no provision
is made in the Electoral College Act and Buies.It was held
that he can draw7 a lot to declare the candidate on whom it
falls,to be elected to the Electoral College.lt was further
held that he also possesses the power to recount ballot papers.
Election Tribunal under the Assemblies Act
Eor the trial of election petitions,under the National
and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,the Chief Election
Commissioner of Pakistan may appoint as many tribunals as
he considers necessary.Differing from a tribunal established
under the Electoral College Act,a tribunal appointed to hear
petitions questioning an illegal return to the Assemblies
must consist of people with a sound background ofjfb&e lav/ and
its administration.The Chairman must be a past or present
Judge of the High Court or a person who is qualified to
be a Judge.One of the other two mmbers must be an Advocate
of the High Court,with ten years practice at the bar and the
other should have held office as a District or an Additional

73)P.I-.D.1967 D 771-
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District

Judge for at least three years(74)*A

vacancy -ust

be filled by a person with the specified qualificaticns(75).
But if a
nay

m em b er

nroceed.

is

temporarily

unable

to attend, the

trial

before the other cwo( /6) •

The Chief Election Commissioner has been specifically
empowered to transfer a petition from one tribunal to snotner

either suo motu or on an application made to him;the tribunal
to which the petition is transferred need not start the trial
s.fresh but may recall witnesses already examined(77) .
S.68 of the National and Provincial Asseinblies(Elections
Act invests the tribunal with all the powers of the civil
to follow
court and 3.66 requires its proceedings/generally the Code
of Civil Procedure and the Evidence Act,but "subject to the
provisions of the Act and the Rules”.This implies that a
tribunal must follow the provisions of the Act and only
turn to the Civil Procedure Code and the Evidence Act when
there is no relevant provision in the Act or the Rules and
when the application of the procedural lav/ in the Code and
74)National and Provincial Assenblies(Elections)Act,S.61(2).
75)Ibid.,U .61(3)•
76)Ibid.,S .62E (5).
77)Ibid.,S.62 .
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the Evidence Act will not lead to any viola.tion of the
special law(7S).
At the trial issues are to be proved, witnesses summoned
and the evidence recorded.A memorandum of the substance of
the evidence will normally suffice,but the tribunal for
special reasons which um» \t to think it necessary to do so,
may take the evidence in full (79).A witnesses cannot be
permitted to disclose the name of the candidate for whom
he has voted but he will not be excused from answering
questions,which have n bearing on any natter in issue,on
the ground that to answer will incriminate or tend to in
criminate or will expose or tend to expose him to a penalty
for forfeiture(80).The answer may not,however,be used as an
admission against him,except in a proceeding for perjury.If
a witness answers all questions truthfully,he may be given
a certificate of indemnity,which will be a full and complete
defence to a prosecution under the Penal Code,but will not
78)Amir Ata's Case,D.I.E.C 276;Yousaf Ali v.Election Tribunal,
P.L.P. 1967 ‘ 207 ;!kl.Hussain v.I-d.Ilian,P.L.D. 1988 J. 95;
Umar Jan v.LIunawar Khan,P.l.D.1968 J. 100.Por further dis
cussion see earlier part of this Cha.pter,namely Amend
ment of Election Petition.
79)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,S.66(1)(a).
&0)lbid.,S.69(2).

-
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relieve him from a disqualification,in connection with an
election,under the Act or any other law that may* he in force
at that time(81)•A document which does not comply with the
law relating to stamp

duty and requisition of documents(82)

is nevertheless admissible in evidence(83).
In election contest is a purely statutory proceeding
but is an essential part of the democratic process.The entire
electorate is Vitally interested in seeing that an election
held in its constituency is free from every form of unlaw
ful interference and not contaminated by any impurity,So the
election tribunal is charged with the statutory obligation
not only to preserve the purity of election and freedom right
up to the end but also to eradicate the evil consequences of
all kind of corrupt and illegal practice,if they are committ
ed while the election is in progress.
The tribunal is competent to enquire into the validity
of the nomiation of the returned candidate and to ascertain
whether he was disqualified from being elected to the seat in
question and declare his election void on this ground.The
same result should follow,if the election has been procured

8*)lbidv S,69(3).
82)Namely,the Stamp Act and the Registration Act.
83)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.69(1).
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or incurred by a corrupt or illegal practice,committed with
by or with the connivance of the returned candidate or his
election agent ;the election is liable to be set aside in tojro
for commission of extensive corrupt or illegal practices.
In order that any other candidate may be declared
elected,two conditions must be satisfied.First,a prayer to
this effect must be made in the election petition and second,
the tribunal must be satisfied that such other candidate is
entitled to be declared elected^84 ).It is not necessary for
the tribunal to first declare the election of the returned
candidate to be void and then declare the defeated candidate
elected.In this context ,kohauuned Iqbal, J.,has observed
"the defeated candidate can claim to
'be duly elected,if he can show that,
after stiking out the invalid votes
of the retuned candidate,he can secure
the majority of invalid votes.In such
a case,the election of the returned
candidate will be declared void.The
not
reason for such declaration is^/that
he was guilty of corrupt practice or
illegal practice but because the defeat
ed candidate was held to have secured
more votes.”(85 )
84)Ibid.,S.72(3).
85 )Z.PI.Lari v.Returning Officer,P. 1. D.1966 J. 13

P*35*
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The tribunal should declare the election void in toto,if
it is satisfied that the result of the election has been
materially affected (a) by if there has been a failure of
any person to comply with the provisions of the Constitution
or the law and (b) if there have been extensive corrupt practices(or illegal practices) at the election.The words "any
person" has been judicially interpreted.Injhaffar Ullah v.
Id.riussain(86) it was held that these words are wide enough
to include the candidate and voters and for that matter any
person connected with the election,who may have failed to
comply with the Constitutional provisions or the election law.
In L i d . Afsal v.Piraj(67),failure on the part of the Returning
Officer to comply with the provisions of S.17(-l) of the Act
was held to have materially affected the result of the elect
ion. The expression "failure to comply with the provisions of
the...Act and the Rules" in 3.72(3)(a) of the National and
Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act came up for interpreta
tion in I oulvi Abdulla v.S.Sher Ali(S6).It was alleged that

86)P.L.D.1963 J. 44 ;the tribunal was dec
with a case under
the President’s Order,13 of 1562.Art.27(ii) of the Order
correspond with .72(3) of the 1964 let.

.L.D.1967 L.689.

87)4?he Returning Officer had misinterpreted the provisions of
:.17(1) in allowing respondents 3 to 5 to retire after the
time specified for doing so had. expired;as a result the
first respondent was elected unopposed.
68)1.L.P. 1968 1 79.

that^ number of corrupt and illegal prs-ctihes were committed
at the instance of one of the candidates.lt was proved that
there had been a violation of the provisions of S.SKponcern- , '
►

15

•

*.
*

* 9' '

irg the powerps of the Presiding Officer) and 3.28(ensuring
secrecy of the ballot).It was held that it must be proved,as
a further condition,that the result of the election had been
materially affected thereby.lt was observed,"the petitioner
had been unable to prove that the result of the election had
been materially affected within the meaning of 5.72(3) o f the
Act by reason of such violations" (89 )• So,it is a EQrraliaryxm
corollory to the two conditions stated above that the tribunal
should be satisfied that the result of the election,impugned
before it,was materially affected.

89)Ibid.,at p.90.To the same effect Is the decision of the
Supreme Court in Abdus Sattar v.S.M.Zaidi,P.1.D.1968
3.0. 331 >and Rashi d Ahrne d v .Barkat Ali,P .I .D .19 68 5.0. 301;
the decisions in md.Shafi v.Election Tribunal,P.I.D. 1966
1*755 anc
er Abdullah v.IJd.Yaqub,P.L.D.1967 L.722.These
cases were decided under the Electoral College Act,and
have been discussed under the part of this chapter dealing
with Election Tribunal for Elections to the Electoral
College Axt.The position,especially as regards violation
of the provisions of the Act and the Rules,is the same
in the Electoral College Act(vide r.36(lA)) and the
ational and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act(see
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Appeal as to Count of Votes
A tribunal under the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act has no jurisdiction to decide a dispute re
lating to the count of votes under S.38.That is within the
exclusive competence of the Election Commission or one of
it s members(90),whose jurisdiction may be invoked by filing
an appeal.
time
The provisions for filing an appeal were,for the firsl^
introduced by the Settlement of Disputes(First Elections)
Order,1962 (91)-Prior to that the law had been that the entire
election disputes,after the election was completed,were dealt
with by an election tribunal.By the aforesaid Presidential
Order effect had been given to ARTICLE 17l(i) of the Consti
tution and the disputes were divided into disputes relating
to the count and other disputes.lt provided for an appeal
to the Election Commission in a dispute about the count;a
petition based on other grounds was to be filed before an
election tribunal.The necessity for the introduction of this
provision,which is now embodied in the National and Provincial

90)A question has arisen.whether the member of the Election
Commission is competent to hear the appeal.It is argued
that the appeal should be heard by the Commission as a
whole.This matter will be shortly discussed.
91)article 5(3)(b).
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Assemblies(Elections)Act,is explained by Iqbal, J.,in the

:

following words:"The departure from the old procedure,
which had been adopted all along in the
earlier elections,is a cnnscious and sn
.intentional one.It appears to be for
the reason that,disputes about the count
can be resolved without enquiry,or at
any rate without an elaborate enquiry,
whereas other disputes as to corrupt
practices,illegal practices or illegal
acts cannot ordinarily be resolved
until after an elaborate enquiry.The
past experience has shown that there has
been a considerable delay in the dis
posal of election disputes before the
tribunal.lt had been the usual practice
that when a person in an election peti
tion raised an objection as to the count,
he also raised other objections,and
even if the tribunal could decide and
disnose of the case on the question of
count,it did not do so until it con
cluded the prceeding about all the issues
arising in the case.Even if the petitioner
restricted his case only to the count,
the returned candidate raised all sorts
of question by way of recrimination.11(92).
-a,

j,,

Prom the above it will be seen that the categorisation was

92)Z.Ii.Lari v.Returning Officer,P.L.D. 1966 J. 13 at p.37.
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effected to provide a speedy and expeditious remedy in respect
of disputes about the count.
Under ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution,provision is
required to be made by law 1Tfor disputes arising in connection
with the counting of votes...... to be determined by the
Election Commissioif^but the Legislature has only provided
for appeals in the case of a proceeding disputing the count
ing of votes under S.38 of the National and Provincial Assemblies(Slections)Act;it has been held that the entire proceed
ings under S.38 are subject to appeal(93)•The question arises
whether an appeal lies from a proceeding under under S.38,
which provides for a preliminary count by the Presiding Officer.
In Z.H.Lari v.Returning Officer(94)>the dispute related to the
count of votes by the Presiding Officer;the Presiding Officer
had either excluded or included certain votes in an illegal
manner.V/hen this was pointed out to the Returning Officer he
refused to go into the question on the ground of lack of
jurisdiction.An appeal was preferred to the Member,Election
Commission,which was pbjected to as incompetent on the footing
that it was not directed against any proceeding under S.38,
but called in question the action of the Presiding Officer
Officer

under S.38.The learned Member upheld the objection

93)Abdus Sattar v.Chief Election Commissioner,P.L.D.1988 D. 293*
94)P.L.D.1966 <1 13.
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and remarked that,if the Legislature had provided for an
appeal only in respect of proceedings under S.38,it was beyond
his power to confer a right of appeal in other cases by
inference.The following observation of Mohammad Iqbal,J,,
is instructive
"Article 171 does not by itself confer
power in the Gommission.lt can exercise
only those powers as may be conferred
on it by an act of the appropriate
Legislature.In this view of the matter,
the Commission,in dealing with an appeal
under 3.53>can only exercise the powers
which are so conferred on it.The powers
under S.53 are restricted to hearing of
the appeals in respect of the proceed
ings under S.38.That being so,even if a
question pertains to the count but there
is no lav/ made for the Commission,the
Commission cannot go into the question."
(95)
Whether the Member can examine the validity of votes
in appeal,has been considered in Abdul Hai v.Election Commission(96),a case under the Settlement of Disputes!First
Elections)Order,1962.The petitioner and respondent were
candidates for election to the Provincial Assembly of East
Pakistan.Each of the two candidates having received the same

95)Ibid,at p.31*
96JP.L.D.1964 D. 460
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number of votes,a lot was drawn and the petitioner declared
elected.An appeal challenging the count was filed before
the Election Commission.The respondent claimed that two of
his ballot papers which had been rejected,ought to be counted.
The Commission accepted the appeal;it counted both these votes
and at the same time rejected another ballot paper of the
petitioner.In the High Court it was contended *—
&ftt:er alia )
that the Election Commission acted without jurisdiction in
going into the question whether a vote is valid or not.The
submission was not accepted.Sattar and Chowdhur|,JJ.,observed:~
HA bare reading of Article 37 of the Order Ho.4
(97)makes it clear that,broadly speaking,
it provides for counting the votes by the
Returning Officer in favour of each of
the candidates and it also makes specific
provision for a ballot paper to be rejected
in certain circumstances and it requires
that the Returning Officer must reject a
ballot paper when it is found by him to bp
void in accordance with the provision of
law.When article 5(3)(b) (98) speaks of
appeal in regard to proceedings under
article 37,it provides that the steps
taken by the Returning Officer under the
said article 37 are subject to an appeal
to the Election Commission.There may,thenfore,
be an appeal against any of the afoesaid
acts of the Returning Officer
97) art.37 of Order 4 of 1962 corresponds to S.38 of 1964 Act.
98) art.5(3)(b)of Order 13 of1962 corresponds to S.53 of
Act of 1964*
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one of then being rejection of ballot
papers....... The word "counting” involves
deciding the question of validity of votes.
The power enabling the Commission to count
the votes obviously means that it is to
count valid votes
The Commission is
to separate the valid votes from void
ones and then to count."(99)*
The case of Jamal Shah v.Nasarullah Khan(l) may be cited
as an example under the Act of 1964*The Presiding Officer
rejected(under 3.36)twelve ballot papers in which one-rupee
currency notes were enclosed,one ballot paper in which part
of a five-rupee currency note was enclosed,and one ballot
paper

inwhich a paisa(pice)was

that "each bore a mark by which

enclosed on the ground

the elector could be identified^

The Returning Officer excluded(under S.38)five other votes
for the petitioner,J.3.,two of which did not bear initials
of the Presiding Officer.Thus out of 252 votes cast in
his favour;the Returning Officer after scrutiny rejected
nineteen,bringing his count of votes to 233«He reduced the
votes of the other candidate(respondent)bringing his number

down to 237; the latter was accordingly elected.In appeal under S.53*
99) P.1.D.1964 B.460 at 464.
1) P.L.D.165 J.89*This further finds support from the decision
in Abdus Sattar v.Chief Election Commissioner,P.1.D.1968
D.293>where it has been held that when 3.53 is invoked,the
entire proceedings under S.38 become subject of appeal.
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the Member)Election Commission allowed one additional vote
in favour of ET.Upbringing his toatal to 238 and sixteen in
favour of J.S.(2 33+16=249).Fourteen of the additional votes
allowed to ±lraxa;ppE±l:an± J.S. bore the official mark but
not the initials of the Presiding Officer.Before the learned
Member it was also argued that twelve ballot papers along
with chits bearing T,Bismillah ar Rehman ir Rahim” should also
be rejected on the ground that by the addition of the foreign
matter the elector could be identified.The Member held that
they were valid votes,for regarded as a mark such foreign
objects,i.e.,money or the ’bhits" did not,in the absence of
procfj/of an arrangement between the electors and the candidate,
duffice to identify the voters.
The appeal^which must set out the grounds in the form
of a memorandum,is to be filed within seven days of the
declaration of the result and must be accompanied by a
receipt showing that a surrof Rs.200 has been deposited
wxife towards costs of the petition(2)»
The Code of Civil Procedure' has been made applicable
for the purpose of enforcing attendance of witnesses and

2)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Act,3.53}
National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Rules,r.23«
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examination and for compelling the production of documentary
evidence(3)•The appellate authority has also been empowered
to receive evidence on affidavits and to summon and examine
suo motu any person whose evidence appears to be to be material(4).

i

The powers of the appellate authority are expressed in
general terms.After giving an opportunity to the parties
concerned of being heard,it may either dismiss the appeal
or may proceed to determine the result of the election on
the count of valid votes,as aorrected,and make such conse
quential orders as may be necessary.There is no obligation
on ijrs part to call for evidence ;the provision with regard
±?o summoning and examining witnesses is merely an enabling
provision(5)•
There is a difference of opinion between the High Courts
of East and West Pakistan,as to whether a Member of the Elec

tion Commission,to whom powers have been delegated by the Commi
ssion, can hear the appeal under S.53;appeals filed from the 1965
been
elections have/and are still being heard and determined by a
Member.In Md.Sharif v.Member,Election Commission(6),it was

4)National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)Rules,r.23.
5)2.H.Lari v.Returning Officer,P.L.D.1966 J. 13*
6)P.L.D.1968 L. 219.
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argued that ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution,which provided
for determination of election disputes,provides that disputes
fEEiEXEtetEEaiiHzixH as to count should be heard and determined by
the Chief Election Commissioner or the Commission as a whole;it
does not envisage that a Member of the Commission(other the
Chairman),as a delegate of the Commission,should hear the
appeal.The respondent replied that ARTICLE 171(1) of the
Constitution envisaged that a law should be made for the
determination of election disputes;the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act was such a lawjits S.110 empowered
the Commission to delegate its functions to one of its Members
or the Chief Election Commissioner.The petitioner,however,con
tended that SJ10,which provided for delegation by law,was

opposed to the intention of the Constitution.Reliance was plaoei
on other ARTICLES of the Constitution to contend that,wherever
the Constitution intended that a power might be exercised by

j

a delegatee of the functionary,it did so by express delegation;
there was no n express provision in the Constitution for
delegation of feE&EEmmisxxmxHX the Commission’s power to a

^

Member of the Election Commission.The Lahore High Court
remarked that delegation of its functions by an administrativef
judicial or quasi judicial authority,which has to deal
with a large amount of work,to smaller bodies or persons
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is a fully recognised as a legal method. 1. A.Hahmood,J.,further
observed that,
:EVe are unable to see any indication in
Article 171 of the Constitution against
the delegation of functions by the
Election Commission to its members for
disposal of the large amount of work,
which the elections to the National and
Provincial Assemblies must entail.On the
other hand,...... effect must be given
to S. 110 of the A/ational and Provincial
Assemblies( Elections) Act,which has been
enacted as required by Article 171.There
is,therefore,constitutional backing
available in support of 3.110..... The
vast complexity of the problems involved
in the numerous elections to be held
under the Constitution necessitate such
delegation of functions,without which
the elections could not be held and
completed expediously."(7)
But the Dacca High Court,on a similar argument being address
ed before it,took a contrary view in Abdus battar v.Chief
Election Conimissioner(8) .The -oetitioner contended that although
.110 allows powers to be delegated,it is contrary to the

7) Ibi d .,at p .224 •
8)1 .L. .1968 D.293.
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mandate of the Constitution and 3.53 of the Act.The court held,

HIn our opinion the author of the Consti
tution has given the clearest indication
that disputes in question shall be finallydetermined by the Chief Election Commiss
ioner or the Election Commission,as consti
tuted under AEticle 15 3(2) of the Consti
tution.Our attention has not been drawn
to any provision of the Constitution to
indicate jrhat in a matter like this an
Election Commission has:been authorised
to delegate its functions to one of its
Members.The learned Member of the Commiss
ion has,therefore,no jurisdiction or
authority to try such a dispute .11(9)
It is submitted that this decision of the East Pakistan
High Court would have far reaching effects.All orders passed on
appeal by the Member,Election Commission,would become without
lawful authority and of no legal effect.Since such an order is
a nullity,it /will not be necessary to have it set aside by the
High Court.Surely,the resultant situation would be chaotic.The
election authorities would await a pronouncement from the Supreme
Court,which would also be eager to decide the matter,in view of
the conflicting decisions of the Provincial High Courts.The
Dacca High Court granted certificate of appeal to the Supreme
Court in view of the importance of the question.
#

95ffbid.,at p.299.

*

*

*

*
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CHAPTER

JURISDICTION OF CODRTS

General
In the last chapter we saw that the Legislature has
appointed specified authorities to hear election petitions
challenging an election to an Assembly or Electoral College 5
an appeal relating to the count may only be filed in relation
to elections to an Assembly•

In earlier chapters it has been

1
observed that the decision of the Appellate Authority on any
objections to delimitation of electoral units (1 ), of the
Revising Authority on appeal from the order of a Registration
Officer rejecting a claim for inclusion in the electoral roll (2)
and of the Appellate Authority from the decision of a Returning
Officer refusing to accept a candidates nomination paper (3),
are immune from challenge, except by an election petition,
presented in accordance with the Electoral College Act and the
Rules framed thereunder.

Under- S. 1*+ (*0 of the National and

Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act a decision to accept a
nomination paper is final but an appeal lies if the Returning
Officer rejects it and "any order passed on such appeal shall
be final" (*0.

However, a dispute as to the nomination of a

candidate may be the subject matter of an election petition
under S.67 of the Act.

It may be mentioned that the provision

1). Electoral College Rules, r. 4-(2).

2 ). Ibid r. I k 0 0 .
3)* Electoral College Act, S.21* (5).
*0. National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act S.l*+ (5).
t
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in S. 52 (2) that ”no question that can be raised in appeal
shall be raised by an election petition 11 is confined to an

appeal under S.53> i.e., in respect of trany proceedings under
S.38 relating to the count11 and has no reference to the appeal
which a Member of the Election Commission hears under S.l^ (5)
from the decision of a Returning Officer rejecting a candidate^
nomination under S.l^f (*+).

But admittedly no petition would

be competent if the allegations contained therein fall within
the ambit of S.53*

S .60 of the Electoral College Act lays

down that 1fthe decision of the Tribunal on an election petition
shall be final .11

Similarly S.52 provides that the decision of

the Member or the Tribunal (as the case may be ) is final and
no questions which may be raised before one can be raised before
provisions
the other or "any court or authority whatsoever” (5)• These/
appear to take away, not only the jurisidction of the ordinary
civil and criminal courts but also the extraordinary special
jurixiix jurisdiction Vested in the Pakistan High Courts 5 and
since such matters may only be taken to the Supreme Court by
special leave or upon a certificate granted by the High Court
(which is rarely given, unless an important point as to the
interpretation of the Constitution arises), & fortiori the
Supreme Court would also have no jurisdiction.

Although it

would have been easier for x High Courts in Pakistan to get
5).

National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act.

S.52L1) &(2).

over this bar to their jurisdiction, if it was contained in
the two Acts, on the ground that no such legislation could

•

affect their constitutional jurisdiction to issue writs, the
matter becomes seemingly complicated, when one finds that the
provisions aforementioned have been enacted in pursuance of
the Constitution itself which further contains an express bar
in these words: f,and no dispute arising in connection with such
an election or referandum shall be decided otherwise than under
such a law, and the validity of such an election shall not be
called in question except in accordance with such a law" (6).
It has been held that r,a requirement of finality of determination
contained in the Constitution is to be placed on a wholly

i

different and certainly at a much higher level than the provisions
in SubconstitiitLonal Statutes, giving finality to the
(X

t o j U Courtt <Afc?uU

l£»£t*vcasitHfc

determination of Tribunals constituted thereunder";7could invoke
its superior authority, in the latter case, ,fto impose upon such
Statutory Tribunals....... the requirement that its actions
should be within its jurisdiction, that they could not be in
defeat of the jurisdiction and that such action should be shown

1
to have been performed with lawful authority1' (7)«

I

However, it is significant to note that decisions of election
authority have and are being challenged before Superior Courts
6).

Constitution of 1962 ART.17\(1); this is discussed at pVft.

7)*

Jamal Shah v. Member, Election Commission P.L.D.1966
S.C.l at p«26 per A.R.Cornelius, C.J.

!

in Pakistan;

the High Courts have shown indulgence and appeals,

brought with its leave, have been heard and determined by the
Supreme Court*

It may be asked, if the Constitution and the

law seek to oust the jurisdiction of courts, under what provision
of law do these courts assume jurisdiction?
jurisdiction and is it properly exercised?

Is it a special
Is not ARTICLE 171

a complete bar to the jurisdiction of courts under ARTICLE 98 ?
If so, what is the policy behind it? Should the Superior Courts
be allowed to interfere and to what extent?

These are some of

the questions we propose to examine in this chapter, which deals
with the Jurisdiction of Superior Courts in Pakistan in election

Special*Jurisdiction of Superior Courts
ART.130 says that "no Court shall have any jurisdiction that
is not conferred by this Constitution or by or under the law".
Jurisdiction may be conferred on a High Court in Pakistan by the
bolfc.

Constitution or a law or by edAhatf of them. Besides the original,
appellate and revisional jurisdiction, exercisable by Pakistan
High Courts, ART .98 of the Constitution (shortly to be discussed)
confers extraordinary jurisdiction in the High Courts. This
latter provision is invoked by litigants dissatisfied with
decisions of election authorities.

For convenience of reference

the entire ARTICLE is reproduced, although the discussion will
be confined to its provisions which enable us to understand the
jurisdiction exercisable in election disputes.

It reads -

M
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(1)

A High Court shall have such jurisdiction
as is conferred by this Constitution or
by law

(2)

Subject to this Constitution, a High Court
of a Province may, if it is satisfied
that no other adequate remedy is
provided by law (a)

on the application of any aggrieved
party« make an order -

(i)directing, a person performing in the
Province functions in connection
with the affairs of the Centre, the
Province or a local authority to
refrain from doing that which he is
not permitted by law to do or to do
that which is required by law to do;
or
(ii)declaring that any act done or
proceeding taken in the Provinc e by
a person performing functions in
connection with the affairs of the
Centre, the Province or a local
authority has been done or taken
without lawful authority and if of
no legal effect: or
(b)

on the application of anv person*
make an order -

(i)directing that a person in custody
in the Province be brought before
the High Court so that the Court
may satisfy itself that he is not
being held in custody without law
fully authority or in an unlawful
manner; or
(ii)requiring a person in the Province
holding or purporting to hold a
public office to show under what
authority of law he claims to hold
that office; or

on the application of any aggrieved
person, make an order giving such
directions to any person or authority,
including any Government, exercising
any power or performing any function
in, or in relation to, any territory
within the jurisdiction of that court
as may be appropriate for the enforce
ment of any of the fundamental rights
conferred by Chapter I of part II of
this Constitution,
An order shall not be made under Clause
(2) of this ARTICLE (a)

an application made by or in
relation to a person in the Defence
services of Pakistan in respect of
his terms and conditions of
service, in respect of any matter
arising out of his service or in
respect of any action taken in ± k
relation to him as a Member of the
Defence Services of Pakistan; or

(b)

an application made by or in
relation to any other person in
the service of Pakistan in respect
of his terms and conditions of
service, except a term or condition
of service that is specified in t
lA $
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this Constitution.
Where (a) an application is made to a High
Court for an order under paragraph
(a) or paragraph (c) of Clause (2)
of this ARTICLE; and
(b) the Court has any reason to believe
that the making of an interim
order would have the effect of
prejudicing or interfering with
the carrying of a public work or
of otherwise being harmful to the
public interest, the court shall
not make an interim order unless
the prescribed law officer has
been given notice of the
application and the court, after
the law officer or any person
authorised in this behalf has been
given an opportunity of being
heard, is satisfied that the
making of the interim order would
not have the effect referred to in
paragraph (b) of this clause.ff

It may be mentioned that, although the ancient names of the
writs, which figured in the 1956 Constitution, have been
omitted in the 1962 Constitution, the categories mentioned in
ART.98 distinguish themselves easily under those names;

Clause

(a) erf;.' sub-article (2) deals with matters covered by the writs
of mandamus, Clause (b) refers to the writs of certiorari.
and prohibition. Clauses (a) and (b) of sub-article (2)contains
the principles applicable to the writs of habeus corpus

and

quo warranto. The object is to reduce into self-contained
propositions in ART.98 what may be regarded asthe substance
of these writs.

In Mehboob ftli v. Province of West Pakistan (8)

Llanzur Qadir C.J. said,
"Prior to the promulgation of the present
Constitution... the scope of those writs
was not defined in the Constitution (9)
but had to be gathered from the textbooks
on the subject and from cases decided in
England and other countries, where writs
under those names are issued.
The present
Constitution, by its 98th ARTICLE, appears
to have made an attempt to reduce into selfcontained propositions that which was
regarded as the substance of those writs."
A similar acount was given by Kai Kaus J. in Jamal Shah1s Case

(10)
His Lordship said,
8).
9).

10),

P.L.D.1963 L. 575*ff>.*7?'Constitution of 1956; under ART. 170 the Court exercised
jurisdiction (popularly known as "writ jurisdiction") to
issue, in addition to other orders and directions writs in
the nature of "mandamus", "prohibition", Certiorari", and
"quo warranto".
P.L.L. 1966 S.C.l.
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"In the 1956 Constitution, jurisdiction for
judicial control had been conferred on the
High Courts in terms of English writs of
Certiorari, Mandamus, etc* Similar was the
provision in the Laws (Continuance in Porce)
Order 1958* The defect in this method of
conferment was that, whenever a question
arose as to the limits of this jurisdiction,
reference had preforce to be made to the
scope of various writs in England* The
English judgments were not uniform and in
fact some of them were hard to reconcile.
It was desirable, therefore, that the
jurisdiction of the High Court be stated
without reference to the English writs and
in words which it would not be difficult to
construe. This is what I presume the
draftsman of the present Constitution
attempted to do in ARTICLE 98". (11)
It follows that the High Courts, while exercising jurisdiction
under ART.98, are, to a considerable extent, giving
constitutional recognition to the writs of mandamus, prohibition,
certiorari, habeous corpus and quo warranto and it would be wrong
to say that ART.98 confers an altogether new jurisdiction (12).
It may appropriately be described as conferring a jurisdiction,
which is self-contained and, subject to the provisions contained
in the ARTICLE, includes the anciertx writs aforementioned;

the

position with regard to the issue of writs is not the same as
under ART.170 of the 1956 Constitution;

the scope of some malts

have been enlarged and others curtailed (13).

Por one present

study writs of "mandamus", "prohibition", "certiorari" and "quo
warranto" only are relevant.
11).
12).
13).

In other words, ART*98 should be

Cornelius A.Rv"Writ Jurisdiction of Superior Courts"
reported in P.L.L.1964. Journal 73.
As stated by Chauhan, J.,in Abdul Aziz v. Md.Ali P.L.L.1967
'
L.762.
(overleaf).

interpreted with special reference to sub-article (2)(a)(i)
and (ii) and sub-article 2(b)(ii);

in cases where an

election as a whole has been declared void and a
for staying the operation of the impugned order, directing a
fresh election has been made, Clause (b) of ART 98 (4) will
be relevant.
It is significant to point out that the jurisdiction
exercisable under ART.98 of the Constitution is subject to
the Constitution itself.

If elsewhere in the Constitution

a bar to the Jurisdiction of the Courts is prescribed, that
provision will over-ride the provisions of ART.98 and the
Jurisdiction of the Courts would be barred.

This has been

judicially determined by their Lordships of the Supreme
Court in Md. Khan v. Border Allotment Committee (14);

in

this case the validity of an order, purported to have been

made by the Border Allotment Committee, in exercise of powers
given under Regulation 9 of 1959 promulgated feljp the Martial
Law Administrator of Zone B, declaring the appellant an
undesirable person, who should surrender land in the border

belt and leave therefrom, was unsuccessfully challenged befors
13).

14).

The writ of 'certiorari* was originally available in
respect of judicial and quasi-judicial but not
administrative Acts, ART.98 has removed the distinctLa
and applies to all Acts. ART.98may only be invoked if
no other adequate remedy exists, a condition normally
enforced in'Mandamusfbut relaxable in the case of
'certiorari* (to be shortly discussed).
P.L.B.1965 S.C.623.
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the High Court.

Paragraph 7 of President’s Order 26 of 1962

(15) had provided,
”no Court, and, except as provided by this Order, no
authority shall call in question the validity, legality
or proprietry of anything done or any action or proceeding
taken in connection with the administration of the Martial
Law by any Martial Law Authority or by any person on behalf
of the Martial Law Authority during the Martial Law Period.1*
It was held that the Border Allotment Regulation was a
valid subsisting lav/ and could competently take away the
jurisdiction of the High Court and the Supreme Courty not
only to call in question the validity of an order made or
direction issued thereunder but also of any provision of the
said Regulation.

Kaikaus J., in a separate note said,

**The words ’subject to the Constitution*
in ART.98 (2) means that the jurisdiction
provided for in ART.98(2) can be exercised
except, wherejthe Constitution itself creates
a bar. No writs can be issued to the
President, the Governor or in relation to
proceedings in the Legislature on account of
certain provisions in the Constitution. The
words ’’subject to the Constitution” had to
be inserted in order to make ART.98 (2)
consistent with the other provisions in the
Constitution, which bar jurisdiction of
certain courts in certain matters. The words
do not mean subject to the law framed by
virtue of the powers granted to a Legislature
by the Constitution. The Central Legislature
can legislate with respect to the
15).

Namely, Martial Law (Pending Proceedings and Protection^
Order, 1962.
i

jurisdiction of courts but the jurisdiction
granted by ART.98 is subject only to
"this Constitution and the law”. A
reference to various provisions of the
Constitution will show that, whenever it
was only the words "subject to this
Constitution11,it does not mean "subject to
the Constitution and the law1! Whenever
the intention is that a particular
provision should be sabject;not only to the
court but to a law enacted by virtue of
powers granted by the Constitution; the
i
Constitution says so.” (16)

j

It may also be noted that the framers of the Constitution
have put another proviso to ART.98.

It is a condition

precedent to the exercise of juris diction under any of its

provision that the High Court should be satisfied the petitioner
has nootheradequate remedy provided
was notintroduced

by law.

for the first time in 1962;

This provision
it has always

been insisted upon by courts exercising jurisdiction in
mandamus but not always in a case for the issue of a writ of
(17)
certiorari; it was also given effect to in cases arising under
the 1956 Constitution.

So in Md.Akbar v. Dr.Khan Sahib (18),

Constantine and Lari, JJ.,held,
"a high court would not ordinarily
interfere where any remedy which is
16).

17).
18).

Md.Khan v. Border Allotment Committee P.1.1.1965 S.C.623
at p.633. His Lordship quoted ARTS.175,177,178,179,101 &
65 as examples to show that a distinction was made
between powers which are subject only to the Constitution
and those which are subject also to the l e & t e n u .
The Queen v. Joint Stock Companies (1888),2 6UB.1.131 at
p.136; Mehboob Ali v. West Pakistan ,P.L.L.1963 1575 at p.
576.
P.L.1.1957 K, 387 at p.395; a case under ART.170 of the
1956 Constitution.
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equally convenient is open to the
petitioner, but the existence of another
remedy is not in every case a bar to the
exercise of powers of the High Court
under ARTICLE 170 and the courts can and
should interfere if the circumstances
of the case justify such interference.w
The position under the Laws (Continuance in Force)Order 1958,
under which High Courts continued to exercise the "writ
jurisdiction11 conferred by the 1956 Constitution, vvas the same.
The matter assumed importance after the promulgation of the

present Constitution, as ART.98 extended the operation of this 4

condition to the writs of quo warranto and habeus corpus as well
Besides, lots of petitions were thrown out by the High Courts on
this ground and it called for a judicial pronouncement by the
High Court or the Supreme Court.

A bench of five Judges,

presided over by Chief Justice Manzur Qadir, was constituted
to define what is an adequate remedy within the meaning of
ART.98 (19).

The precise question referred to the Pull Bench

was:"if there is another adequate remedy provided by law, which
would in the course of time give adequate relief but the relief
would not be available when the petitioner needs it most, is
that

^ remedy to be regarded as an adequate remedy or not

-within the meaning of ARTICLE 98?".
19).

Mehboob Ali v.West Pakistan,P.L.L.1965 L.575; in this
case
the postheld by the petitioner was abolished by the
Municipal Committee, Lahore and he was offered another
post. He challenged the authority to alter his terms and
conditions of service by a v/rit petition, where a
preliminary objection was raised that as a civil suit was
competent the jurisdiction of the High Court under ART.98
was not
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The Court referred to the English and Pakistani cases cited at
the bar which ’’were only of indirect assistance11 and observed
that the adequacy of the remedy had to be adjudged in relation
the
to a) the nature and extent of/relief claimed b) the point of
time when the relief would be available and c) the conditions
upon which that relief would be available, particularly the
conditions relating to the expense and inconvenience involved in
obtaining it*

The adequacy of an alternative remedy thus

depended on and had to be adjudged in relation to the requisite
relief.

Manzur Qadir, C.J*, said,
**if the relief available through the
alternative remedy, in its nature or
extent, is not what is necessary to give
the requisite relief, the alternative
remedy is not an ’adequate remedy*
within the meaning of ARTICLE 98 and
if the relief available through the
alternative remedy, in its nature and
extent, is what is necessary to give
the requisite relief the adequacy of
the alternative remedy must further be
judged with reference to the comparison
of the speed, expense or convenience of
obtaining it under ARTICLE 98; but in
making this comparison those factors
should be excluded which would themselves
alter if the remedy under ARTICLE 98
were used as a substitute for the other
remedy1*1 (20).

It follows that the existence of another remedy does not
automatically take away the High Court’s jurisdiction under
ARTICLE 98;
20).

it is necessary to establish the adequacy or

Mehboob Ali v. West Pakistan^P.L.D.1963 L.575 at p.581.

inadequacy of that remedy.

As the satisfaction of the court

is a sine qua non for the exercise of jurisdiction, decisions
will continue to differ, injspite of the Pull Bench ruling.
However, the following points may he laid down for the guidance
of courts in Pakistan.

a)

it is necessary to formulate the grievance in a given
case as belonging to a general category, and the relief
essential to redress that category of grievance must
be set out;

b) itmust be seen whether the law prescribes any remedy
to redress that category of grievance in the way
requested and to the required extent.

If there is

such a remedy, recourse should be had to it rather than
to ARTICLE 98;

if it appears that the machinery

established for that purpose is not functioning properlya
jurisdiction under ARTICLE 98 may be exercised only to
such extent as to ensure, as far as it lies within the
power of the court, that the machinery begins to
function as it should; jurisdiction may also be

exercised, if the other remedy, while generally adequate
to the relief required for that category of grievance,
is not adequate to the relief that is essential in the
very special category to which that case belongs; and
c) in

the absence of another remedy to give relief to the

required extent or where conditions are attached to sue}

a remedy, which for a particular category of cases
would neutralize or defeat it, so as to deprive it of
its suhstance, relief under ARTICLE 98 should not be
refused.
In a recent decision of the Supreme Court in Presiding Officer
v. Sadaruddin (21), the facts were these;

j

in a writ petition

to challenge the election of a Chairman under the West Pakistan '
Basic Democracies (Election of Chairman)Rules I960, the
respondent urged that the High Court should decline to exercise
jurisdiction in an election matter, especially as an election
petition was competent under rule 7;

according to the petitions:

rule 7, as originally enacted, merely empowered the Controlling
Authority to declare the election void and a fresh election
necessary but, as the relief claimed was that ballot papers

which had been wrongly rejected, should be counted in his favour
he
and/should be declared elected, the remedy by way of election
petition was not available to him;

it was argued their flu.

subsequent amendment of the rule, which purported to cover the
petitioner’s case, was of no effect, being prospective and not
retrospective in operation;

the High Court agreed with the

petitioner’s submissions, accepted the petition and declared
the action of the Presiding Officer illegal.
21).

P.L.D.1967 S.C.569*

The same objection
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was reiterated before the Supreme Court, which observed that
incorporated orders and directions in the nature of mandamus,
prohibition and certiorari; in relation to those writs it was

i

well established that it is not in the exercise of sound
discretion to interfere where there is anolher adequate and
specific remedy, competent to afford relief.

The court added

"It has often been said that a relief of this
nature is a supplementary remedy, which does
not supersede legal remedies but rather
supplies the want of such a remedy. But it
is not any and every kind of remedy which
will defeat the constitutional right. In
order that the other remedy should be
sufficient to warrant refusal to exercise
this jurisdiction, it is necessary that the
other remedy must be both specific and
adequate in the sense that a court must be
competent to afford relief upon the very
subject matter of the application and be
equally convenient, beneficial and effective".
(22 )
As stated earlier, clause (a) ARTICLE 98 (2) contains the
essence of the English writ of mandamus and sub-clause (a)(ii)
deals with the principles applicable to the writs of certiorari
and prohibition.

Before a High Court in Pakistan issues an

order or direction in the nature of either of the said writs,
it must satisfy itself that the application is made by an
"aggrieved party" (23).

It may be mentioned that this

condition was recognised as an essential ingredient for the

exercise of that jurisdiction before it was specifically set out
in the Constitution.

The words "aggrieved party" have been the

22). P.1.D.1967 S.0.569 at p.578; the Court held that, in the
case before it, the remedy under ART.98 was appropriate.
23). wAs
will
be seen
later, this condition does not apply to a
r i t
r» -P r r n n
-nra -yi-aa« 4- a
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subject of judicial examination by the West Pakistan High Court
in Hamida Begum v. Provincial Election Authority (24);

i

in that :

case a number of female voters challenged an election on the
ground that they had been deprieved of their right of franchise
by virtue of an agreement arrived at between the contesting
candidates that the ladies should not go to the poll.

The

court held that the right to challenge the election was
conferred by law on candidates alone;

it was not the inherent

right of every citizen and therefore the petitioners were not
aggrieved persons within the meaning of ARTICLE 98*

A similar

view was later expressed by the court in Iieghari1s Case (25)#
The writ of mandamus is an order to an inferior authority
requiring it to do something which it is by law obliged to do
and which it has failed to do.

As the output of the legislatures

in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent increased with the passage of
time;legislation tended to create o*inctraijttu*wof/ and it was not
uncommon for statutory powers to be given^subject to numerous
conditions governing thes? exercise.

Consequently the Superior

Courts were required to define the principles governing the
exercise of such power.

These principles (shortly to be stated)

are now well established and have also found judicial recognitioj
by Courts in Pakistan.
24).

P.L.D.1966 L.560.

25)*

Leghari, A.M.K. v Government of Pakistan^?.L.L.1967 L. 227.

In Hasaudul Hasan v. Khadim (26) mandamus was sought to
remove forthwith the first respondent from membership of Pind
Dadan Town Committee on the ground that he had been dismissed
from Government service, which entailed a disqualification under
®fr.25 (2) (a) of the Basic Democracies Order, read with its
Second Schedule paragraph 2 of Part II.

The High Court found

that the order of dismissal was a nullity and dismissed the
writ petition.

On appeal to the Supreme Court, the scope of the

writ of mandamus was discussed, as one of the issues was
"whether it is appropriate that in a writ of mandamus, a finding
of the type affecting the validity of an order made by an
authority, which was not party to be case, can be permitted."
The Supreme Court considered the principles applicable to the
issue of mandamus in England (27) and laid down as under:(i) an applicant for an order of mandamus must show
that there resides in him a legal right to the
performance of a legal duty by the party against
whom the mandamus is sought;
(ii) in order that mandamus may issue to compel
something to be done under a statute, it must
be shown that the statute imposed a legal duty;
(iii)

it is only in respect of a legal right that
mandamus will issue; and

i

26).

P.L.D.1963 S.C.203.

27).

As set out in Halsburyfs Laws of England (Third edition)
Vol. II,5fc*.3fS7 5 in England mandamus was, inter alia, used
for the *purpose of compelling conferment or restoration to
office; the power to issue mandamus covered practically
the entire field of local Government and even included such
authorities as universities.

(iv)
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the legal right to enforce the performance
of a duty must be in the applicant himself.
The court will therefore only enforce the
performance of statutory duty by public bodies
on the application of a person who can show that
he himself has a legal right to insist on such
performance.

Mandamus is thus a remedy for illegal executive acts and
omissions;

it will issue if the petitioner establishes that

an act done or intended or an omission by an authority in his
public capacity has infringed or is calculated to infringe his
personal or fundamental right and that the forbearance or act,
v/hich he wishes the court to command, is duly imposed by law.
Prohibition and certiorari are intended to control the
activities of public authorities exercising judicial, quasi
judicial and administrative functions.

The former is

appropriate to arrest pending proceedings and the latter to
quash proceedings, which have been completed.

In ARTICLE 98

(2)(a)(ii) it is stated that the High Court will exercise
jurisdiction, if the action of the impugned authority is
without lawful authority and consequently of no legal effect.
It would appear that an action could be impugned by reference
to the statutory powers under which the authority acted and
the nature and scope of the authority’s power.

So Cornelius,

C.J., in Jamal Shah v. Member Election Commission (28) said,
28).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l. at p. 39.

-
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"the authority conferred by the relevant law
is not to be confined for the purpose of
exercise of power under ARTICLE 98., but
it is only after the terms used in the
relevant law have been given their fullest
effect for ascertaining the authority thereby
conferred that anything done beyond or in
excess of the authority may be brought within
the power of avoidance vested in the High
Court"•
It is necessary to examine the various interpretations placed
by courts in Pakistan on the words "lawful authority" and
"without lawful authority", to find.out the true meaning of the
latter expression.

In Badarul Haq v. Election Tribunal (29)

the question when an act of a judicial or quasi judicial
authority would constitute an act performed "without lawful
authority", was considered-, it had been argued that the
Tribunal had taken into account inadmissible evidence and
misinterpreted the provisions of the Representation of the
People Act, 1957.

With regard to the former the majority view

was that it did not invalidate the Tribunalfs order as "it will
be going too far to say that every little breach of a rule
allowing evidence to come in, which in strict law might,
29).

P.L.D. 1963 S.C.704.

be thought inadmissible would constitute an act without
lawful authority” but according to Kaikaus J., who appended a
separate note, admission of evidence not permitted by the
Evidence Act would invalidate the proceedings, if the wrongful
admission affected the finding of the Tribunal.

As to the

latter argument, his Lordship said,

”The proposition is indisputable that,
where there is jurisdiction to decide a
particular matter, there is jurisdiction
to decide if rightly or wrongly and the
fact that the decision is incorrect does
not render the decision without jurisdiction.
I do not see any difference in a case
where the question of law decided is a
matter on which two opinions can easily
be held and the case where the decision
on a question of law appears to be clearly
erroneous.n <\&)
This view was maintlned by his Lordship in Jamal Shah*s Case
(30).

It was also stated,

"If it be accepted that a wrong decision
on a question of law renders an act
*without lav/ful authority* the High Court
would be converted into a court of Second
Appeal (as under S.100 of the Code of
Civil Procedure) in respect of all orders
passed by any judicial or quasi judicial
tribunal and S.115 of that Code, which
grants the High Court power of revision
would, on this interpretation of ARTICLE 98
become useless
If a wrong conclusion
on a question of law is a conclusion
reached without lawful authority, there
is no reason why a wrong conclusion on a
question of fact should also not be without
lawful authority for the defect in both
cases consists in the mistake in the
30).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l**f.si.
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conclusion reached, the exercise of power
of decision being in each case perfectly
1awful'*.
Yaqub Ali, J., expressed his view thus **an act done or proceeding taken would be
with lawful authority, if the person
performing the function is invested with
the necessary capacity and the conditions
for the exercise of that authority are
substantially complied with, except where
there be found disqualification by bias or
fraudtfc
&oa)
It may be mentioned that although Cornelius, C.J., in his judgement
said, ** 1lawful authority* in relation to a jurisdiction, which is
exercised by tribunals in a field which may be described as foreign,
necessarily includes the resolution of all questions of law,
including question of interpretation of the relevant law and all
questions of fact arising for determination11,
His Lordship was in agreement with the majority view that a wrong
interpretation of law does not constitute an act without lawful
authority;

this view has been subsequently upheld by the Supreme

Court (31) and followed by the High Court (32).
It follows that the expression *lawful authority”, in
respect of judicial and quasi judicial tribunals means ’with
jurisdiction1, so that only excess of jurisdiction or fail ure to
exercise jurisdiction would amount to an act ’without lawful
authority*.
3ofc) *

It has been held that there is no distinction between
f .7l*

31)*

Province of East Pakistan v. Md.Yaseen P.L.D.1966 S*0*438.

32).

Md. Hussain v. Addl L.J.fP.L*L.1966 L»128; Md. Rasheed v.
Md. Shafij P.L.L.1966 L. 947.

e
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an error of law and failure "to exercise jurisdiction on the
part of an administrative authority (33) and an error of law
committed by such authority would fall within the mischief
of the expression ’without lawful authority’ in ARTICLE 98.
The writ under ARTICLE 98 2(a)(ii) covers and goes
beyond the scope of the writs of prohibition and certiorari
in that it is not confined to the correction of judicial
and quasi judicial orders but also extends to orders of an

administrative nature, which are made without lawful authority
The Court hearing the writ/acts in a supervisory capacity.
It will enquire whether there has been a defect of
jurisdiction, absence, excess or abuse of jurisdiction or
its wrongful exercise or refusal* whether an impugned order
has been procured by fraudj^a discretion vested in the
authority has no# been judicially exercised, whether the
authority has acted wiuUa mala fide j whether there is an
error apparent on the face of the record*

whether there is

any evidence to support a finding oaLwhether the rules of
natural justice have been infringed (34).

It may be

mentioned that the power to issue writs lies in the
discretion of the court and the relief which can be obtained
is an equitable relief (35); so a High Court will decline to
33).
34).

35).

Jamal Shah v. Member Election Commission,P.L.L.1966 SCI,
Maulana Maudoodi v. Government,P.L.D.1965 S.C.673;
Province of E.Pakistan v. Nur Ahmed,P.L.L. 1964 S,C.451;
Manzurul Haq v. Controlling Athy.P.L.L.1963 S.C.652;
Paridson v. Government,P.L.L.1961,S.C.537; Chief Comm.
Karachi v. Mrs. Sohrab,P.L.L.1959 S.C.45; Khushi Md. v.
Commissioner Multan,?.L.L.1965 L.250.
As described in Abdul Aziz v.Md.Ali,P.L.L.1967 1,762.
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exercise its discretion in the following cases:i)

ii)

iii)

37).

38).
.

j
j
j

if the applicant was himself instrumental
or actively participated in the illegality
of which he complains (37)j

if the applicant acquiesced in the
proceedings before the inferior authority,
as acquiescence is a bar to the charge of
irregular procedure and irregular
assumption or exercise of jurisdiction (38)j

iv)

if the applicant is guilty of laches and
delay (39;I

v)

if the applicant wishes to succeed not on
the strength of his own title but on the
weakness of his adversary, and cannot
benefit by the Court's order (40)j

vi)

if the setting aside of the impugned order
would be inequitable; for a court cannot
act in aid of injustice (41)j

vii)

36)*

if the applicant withholds material
facts and makes deliberate and false
representation or is guilty of fraud;
the reason is two fold: to prevent
an abuse of the process of the court
and that he who seeks equity must come
with clean hands (36),

I
|

if the order of the court could be defeated
or rendered brutum fulmen by the respondent
authority (4? J r

Sind Industrial Trading Co.v. First Assistant Judge,
P.L.D.I960; K.826; Dalmia Cement Co* v. District Board
Karachi, P.L.D.1958 K. 211; Ahmed Khan v. Custodian,
P.L.D. 1963 K.450.
Grhulam Mohiyuddin v. Chief Settlement Commissioner, P.L.D
19643,0.829; in this case the appellant filed a revision
petition as also a review petition under the Displaced
Persons (Compensation and Rehabilitation)Act,1958; when
the decision of the revising authority went against him
he tried to contend that the review proceedings were
incompetent and without jurisdiction; but the Supreme
Court declined to grant him the relief because he had
assisted in the commission of the illegality.
s
Shamsul v. Mit Grhulam, P.L.D. 1963 K. 588; Phool Md. v.
Chief Settlement Commissioner, P.L.D.1966 K.146;
Md.Rafique v. Addl Commissioner & Election Tribunal.,
Hyderabad, P.L.D.1966 K. 434.
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It must also "be observed that a High Court under ARTICLE 98
is not empowered to interfere v/ith a finding of fact or enquire
into the sufficiency or insufficiency of evidence (43). But
if a tribunal of exclusive jurisdiction has given a finding
of fact on the assumption that a piece of evidence exists,
whick does not, or has ignored evidence which should have
been taken into consideration or has misread any material part
of the evidence, the order would be made without jurisdiction
and a writ could issue (44).
39).

Abdul Azizv. Md. Ali,P.L.D.1957 L.762; LabmiaCement
v. Superintendent of Taxes,P.L.L.1964 K.203;

Co.

40).

Masihullah v. Chief Settlement Commissioner, P.L.L.1965
L.672; e.g; where a petitioner has no right or title
but he wants to challenge the title of the respondent.

41).

Md. Tufail v. Md.Ziaullah P.L.L.1965 S.C.269.

42).

Sh. RehmatUllah v. Ly.Settlement Commissioner,P.L.L.1963
S.C.633? Maulana Maudoodi,P.L.L.1964 K. 478.

43).

Sikander v. Mian Abdul,P.L.L.1963 K.219; Md.Salim v.
Land Commissioner,P.L.L.1964 B.J.15; Pakistan Tobacco Co.
v. Karachi Municipal Corporation,P.L.L.1964 K. 468.

44).

Md. Aslam v. Collector, Lahore P.L.L.1962 L.124 at pl28;
Habibullah v. Election Tribunal P.L.L.1962 L,797 at
p.803.
>
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It will not allow a new point to be raised for the first
time before it, whether it be a question of law or of
jurisdiction (45).

A case based on mala fides should set

out a specific case (46); so it was observed in Md.Akram1s
Case (47), "notwithstanding the fact that the circumstances
relied upon by the petitioner tend to create doubt in one’s
mind as to the bona fides of the proceedings, the matter
rests on mere suspicion only and it is not possible to record
a finding on the basis of suspicion, however strong it might
be".
Finally, although it is undisputable that a Superior Court
acting under ARTICLE 98 has full power to do justice, it must
not substitute its own finding for that of the inferior
authority or tribunal;

in cases where certain questions had

been left undetermined by the authority or where fresh
evidence is called for, the High Court should quash the
impugned order and remand the case for disposal according to
lavtr(48).

45).

46).
47).
48).

Grhulam Mohiyuddin v. Chief Settlement Commissioner
P.L.D.1964 S.C.829. In Karam Dad v. Yaqufr.P.L.D.1965
L.622 the point as regards the Tribunal’s' jurisdiction
to go into the decision of the Returning Officer,
accepting the nomination paper, was not taken before the
Tribunal but was made a ground of petition before the
High Court; as the petition had been admitted to
regular hearing on that point, it was allowed to be
argued.
Md. Abdus v. Chairman,East Pakistan Election Authority,
P.L.D.1965 D.231.
P.L.D.1965 L.703 at p.706.
Azmat Ali v. Settlement Commissioner, P.L.D.1964 S.C.26;
Md. Aslam v. Collector^ P.L.D.1962 Lt124.

Continuing with the examination of ARTICLE 98, Clause (ii)

of Sub-article 2 (b) empowers the High Court, on the application

of any person, to make an order requiring a person, purporting^
to hold public office in the Province, to show under what
authority of law he claims to do so.

j

i
It may be observed that |

on application for "quo warranto" differs from the other writs
i

except habeas corpus in that an application therefore need
not be by an aggrieved person; this has been judicially
established in Md. Khan v. Lahore Cantonment Board (49). But
the Court must see that the relator is a fit person to agitate
the matter having regard to his conduct and motive, before
issuing the writ (50).

The equitable principles set out above

in connection with the writs apply to a writ of quo warranto

except that a petition for quo warranto cannot be defeated on i
the ground of laches and delay if the disqualification alleged
is of a continuing nature (51).

Although it was previously

possible to argue that a writ of quo warranto should issue
notwithstanding the existence of another remedy, like the
election petition to question the status of a Member of an
Assembly, with the coming, into force of the 1962 Constitution,
this was expressly prohibited.

A proviso has now been placed

on the entire ARTICLE and it is a condition precedent for
49).

P.L.L.1964 L. 125.

50).

Md.Ali v Md. Bashir> P.L.D.1962 L. 230.
Ibid.,at p. 241,

51).

-
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assumption of jurisdiction under ARTICLE 98 that there is
no adequate remedy available to the petitioner.This has
already been discussed in the light of the full Bench
decision of the Rest Pakistan High Court in Mehboob Ali’s
Case(52).
It may be pointed out that a High Court under ARTICLE
98 has the power to issue interim injunctions during the
pendency of the main petition but it would normally refuse
to stay election proceedings or direct the holding of a
fresh election.The reason is that it is in the interest of
the general public that the composition of the Legislatures
should be speedily determined.As the disposal of the peti
tion takes a long time ,it is unfair that a certain section
of the people should not have a representatative in the
Assembly.
A full Bench of the Rest Pakistan High Court in
Arif Iftikhar v.Election Tribunal(5^) held that an appli
cation for an interim order on an election petition should
not ordinarily be granted without notice to the opposite
party and the law officer concerned.lt could be granted

52). P.L.D.1963 L.575.
52a).

P.L.D.1968 L.1387 .
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if it were shown that the tribunal has acted without juris
diction or has not performed a duty prescribed by law or
has ignored the principles of natural justice or where there
is an error of law patent on the face of the record.It should
not be granted on the ground that the tribunal has not
properly exercised its discretion or for errors of law
not affecting jurisdiction.
From the above discussion we conceive that ARTICLE
98 of the CONSTITUTION confers a "special jurisdiction"
on the High Court.This jurisdiction has also been described
by the learned Judges of the Superior Courts in Pakistan as
the "Constitutional jurisdiction" or the "extraordinary
jurisdiction" of the High Court;but the former description
is more appropriate as the Constitution itself has also
conferred other jurisdictions on this court,for example
ARTICLE 123,which gives the High Courts in Pakistan power
to punish contemnors for their contempt.lt must be rememdered that,apart from the fact the essence of the ancient
writs has been maintained and the rules concerning them
may in appropriate cases be applied by Pakistan Courts,the

-
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jurisdiction under ARTICLE 98 must be exercised strictly in
accordance with the requirements of that ARTICLE. In this
context it may be said that ARTICLE 98 is a new provision and
comes as a matter of first conferment by the present
Constitution;

i
so any assumption that the power thereunder is ]

something inherent in the High Courts or of an origin earlier

than the 1962 Constitution cannot be supported.
Interference in Election Matters
Having examined the nature of the High Courts1 jurisdiction
under ARTICLE 98 it may be asked: if this jurisdiction is
invoked in election matters, is it properly exercised? This
brings us to ARTICLE 171, which was briefly referred to in

the beginning of this chapter, but a more detailed examination
of its provisions now appears to be desirable.

It is

reproduced for facility of interpretation:tt
1.

Subject to Clause (2) of this ARTICLE
provision may be made by law a)for disputes arising in connection with
the counting of votes at an election
or referendum required under this
Constitution to be finally determined
by the Commissioner or the Election
Commission and

b)for other disputes arising in connection
with such an election or referendum to
be finally determined by a tribunal
established for that purpose and no
dispute arising in connection with such
an election shall be decided otherwise
than under such a law, and the validity
of such an election shall not be called
in question except in accordance with
such a law

2).

When a person has been declared to have
been elected as a President, the
validity of such an election shall not
be called in question in any manner or
by any court or authority whatsoever*

3).

The validity of anything done by the
Commissioner under ARTICLE 160, 161 or
162 shall not be called in question in
any manner before any court or authority
whatsoever,
(the underlining is by the author).

It will be observed that ARTICLE 171 contains provisions in
respect of disputes concerning elections held under the
Constitution;

Clause (1) purports to deal with disputes relating

to elections to the Electoral College and the Assemblies; Clause
(2) provides that the validity of a presidential election is not

I
|

open to question in any manner or by any authority whatever;
Clause (3) prohibits the questioning of demarcation of central
and provincial constituencies and reserved zones for women
candidates, in respect of an election to the Assembly.

Under

ARTICLE 171 (1) the Legislatures is to provide for and constitute
different authorities to deal with disputes as to the ncount of
votes” and T,other disputes”; their determinations are to be in
accordance with the law specifically made for that purpose and
are to be final.

The Electoral College Act, 1964 and the National

and Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act, 1964 and the rules framt
under them, have been enacted in pursuance of ARTICLE 171 (l) of
the Constitution, so that the words ”sueh a law” therein have a
clear reference to the enactments of the Central Legislature.
The words "finally determined” have been the subject of judicial

-
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examination in JaWshah v. Member Election Commission (53)*
Kaikaus J said,
”in some contexts the word 1final1 may only
mean that it was not open to appeal or
revision etc; but when the Constitution
says that a law should be enacted by
which disputes are to be finally determined,
I am unable to see what other intention can
be imputed to the framer of the Constitution
except that the determination under the law
was not to be challenged”.
It would thus seem that the determination of election disputes
has beenplaced within the exclusive jurisdiction of election
authorities;

the view is emphasised by the words ”no such

disputes arising in connection with such an election shall be
decided otherwise than under such a law” and ”the validity
of such an election shall not be called in question except
in accordance with such a law”. But the matter is not so
simple as it seems and this interpretation, it is submitted,
can be open to the following arguments: 1.

ARTICLE 171 (l) makes it incumbent on the Legislature to
make laws (a) for disputes as to the ”count of votes” and
(b) ”other disputes”, in connection with an election under
the Constitution to be finally determined by the
Commission or the Tribunal, as the case may be. Now
whereas the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections) Act has been enacted in strict compliance

53).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l at p.57.

with this provision of the Constitution, the Electoral
College Act is not;

no distinction has heen made by the

Legislature between disputes as to the count and other
disputes and the only authority competent to hear election
petitions, in respect of Electoral College Elections, is
the Tribunal constituted under S.59; moreover under S.58
an election to the Electoral College may only be "called

in question by an election petition under subsection (2)”.
So in a case where an Election Tribunal determines a
dispute as to the count of votes at an Electoral College
election, its order would not be sacrosanct and the bar
to jurisdiction stipulated in ARTICLE 171 (l) would not
apply, as the dispute cannot be said to be determined in
accordance with a law envisaged by it; this finds support
from the decisions of the Y/est Pakistan High Court in
Dil Md. v. Election Tribunal (54) and Md. Ibrahim v.
Election Tribunal (55).
Sub-article (2) deals with the election of the President and prohibits the validity of that election to be called
in question 11in any manner before or by any court or
authority whatsoever”; subarticle (3), under which the

validity of anything done by the Commissioner in delimiting
the constituencies, and arranging zones for women
P, L. D. 1966 L. 669
P.L.D. 1966 L. 794 .

candidates cannot be called in question is similarlyworded,

A comparison of the language used in subarticle

(1) with that employed in subartidies (2) and (3)
indicates that the latter clauses are couched in strong
words like "in any manner" and "court or authority
whatsoever" but have been deliberately omitted from
the former clause.

The submission is that whereas

ARTICLE 171 (2) and (3) contemplates an absolute bar
to the jurisdiction of counts, such interpretation
cannot be placed on ARTICLE 171 (1).

It is possible

to argue that the ARTICLE 171 (l) appears in its
present form because the determination of the initial
authorities designated in it are subject to appeal in
certain cases, and the Election Tribunals in others,

j

made immune only from the incidence of the supervisory
jurisdiction of the High Court under ARTICLE 98. Be as
it may, the construction of subarticle (l) is open to
the interpretation aforementioned and the doubt could

have been well removed by the framers of the Constitution,

j

The third argument is of considerably lesser force and

j

?

depends on the interpretation of the word "election":

1

whether ARTICLE 171 (1) applies to a completed election?
In other words, whether the High CourtTs jurisdiction
can be invoked with regard to a pre-election stage,

;
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such as disputes relating to nomination of a candidate?
The view expressed by Ortcheson, J*, in Pazal v. Ghaudry
Md.Hussain (56) was in the affirmative; but this is not
good law in view of the pronouncement of a larger Bench
of the West Pakistan High Court in Dost Md. v. Returning
Officer (57) and it is settled law that the term
election embraces the entire process of election and
not merely the taking of the poll and subsequent
declaration of the result. So this argument is no
longer available.
But there is indeed a formidable barrier to the intervention
of courts.

While examining ARTICLE 98 it was observed that

the jurisdiction conferred by it is expressly made subject to
the Constitution! 58) .This implies that ARTICLE 98 Is subject to
^/ARTICLE 171 and both provisions should be read in conjunction
with each other.

So if ARTICLE 171 purports to take away

the jurisdiction of the Courts, ARTICLE 98 cannot be invoked
by the High Court in election matters. Does ARTICLE 171 then
destroy the jurisdiction of the High Court under ARTICLE 98?
In the judgement of Kaikaus J in Jamal Shah v..Member Electioi
Commission (59) we find thet following observation:56).

P.L.D.1964 L. 74.

57).

=

58).

See footnote 14 of this Chapter,^^!,-!^

59).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l. at p. 57.

P.L.D. 1965 I*. 560.
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"ARTICLE 171 provides for the decision
of election disputes in a certain manner
and the High Court can always interfere
under ARTICLE 98 in enforcement of ARTICLE
171 and the law enacted by virtue of that
ARTICLE'».
It follows that courts in Pakistan are disposed to interfere
in election matters and in the next few pages our task will
be first to examine the salient cases on the subject and
then to deduce or formulate the rule which may be adopted
by courts in future.
Disputes in connection with elections to the Electoral
College and the Assemblies mere brought before the High
Courts either directly or after the remedy provided under
the statutes had been exhausted.

A short ground for dismissal

could be that another remedy existed which must be resorted
to in the first instance;

if there was no remedy provided

in the Acts or the Authority empowered to decide them had
not been constituted, jurisdiction was invariably exercised;
but the position was far from being settled. ARTICLE 171
i

created a prima facie bar to the Courts jurisdiction and
confusing decisions were unavoidable.

Where the bar to

jurisdiction was specifically taken in the pleadings, the
High Court refused to interfere, unless it invoked the
general principles applicable to the writ jurisdiction of
Superior Courts; it is submitted that this is wrong, for IS
vi&jJ Ifc.ajh
ex

Iki-

#shx ws hone

CotM+Jy

k<iu«a_

tfesit the only jurisdiction exercisable
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:

by the King’s Bench and the Queen’s Bench in England to issue
writs is unwarranted.

Yet in some cases the Court placed

reliance on a principle, which was not strictly applicable,

I

that jurisdiction should be refused in election matters,
i

as they belonged to the Parliamentary jurisdiction and, if
they interfered, they would usurp that jurisdiction;

this

principle though referred to in subsequent judgements (60),
based on certain English decisions (61), has been held not
to take away the Constitutional jurisdiction, that is,
if the case otherwise falls within the scope of ARTICLE 98,
as truly interpreted.

It is not necessary to formulate

decisions in

which conflicting views were taken,as

not lay down

a principle of law;

suffice it to say that the

chaotic state of affairs, under which the
citizen were

they do

rights

being lightly brushed aside, called

ofthe
for an

authoritative pronouncement from one of the Superior Courts.

Consequently a Bench of three learned Judges was constituted
(62)
in 1965* The case is cited as Dost Md. v. Returning Officer
and may be called the first milestone in the history of
disputes under the present election laws.

In that case the

disputes related to the stages before and after the election;
60).

61).

62).

Imtiaz Ahmed v. Ghulam Ali P.L.D.1963 S.C.382; Dost Md.
v. Returning Officer^P.L.Di1965 L,560; Jamal Shah v.
Member Election Commission^P.L.D.1966 S.C.I., per
Cornelius, C.J., and Yaqub Ali, J.
Strickland v. Grimaa,1930 A.C. 285; Theberge v.Laudry>
(1876) 2A.C.102. Edward Lional Senanayke v. Herath (1954)
A.C.640.
P.L.D. 1965 L. 560.
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two petitions complained against nominations (63) and
the third stated that eight ballot papers had been wrongly
invalidated by the Presiding Officer;
elections to the Electoral College.

the disputes concerned
ARTICLE 171 and S. 58

of the Electoral College Act, enacted in obedience to it,
made the decision of the election authorities final, except
by a petition to the Election Tribunal, which in turn was
not open to question.

The question, therefore, referred to

the Pull Bench was: "whether the provisions of ARTICLE 171
of the Constitution and S.58 of the Electoral College Act
excluded the jurisdiction of High Court under ARTICLE 98
of the Constitution"?
At the very outset the importance of the question raised
was stated thus:
"The question has often been debated in one form or
another in the Superior Courtp of this country as well
as courts of foreign jurisdiction leading to certain
statements of law on the point; but on this occasion
the provision made for determination of disputes arising
in connection with an election under the Electoral
College Act, and the terms in which ARTICLE 171 of the
Constitution is couched has added to its complexity".
63).

It may be pointed out that at the time of making
the writ petition the Election Tribunal had not been
constituted; again whereas there is an appeal from
an order rejecting a nomination paper, there is none
in the case of its acceptance by the Returning Officer;
one of the petitions urged that the respondent,
though disqualified on a finding of corrupt or
illegal practice against him (S.53 (i)(j))> had been
nominated.

~
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On the basis of Wolverhampton Hew Water Works Co, v.
Hawkesford (64), which was approved by the House of Lords
in Heville v. London Express1 Newspaper Ltd.(65) and
reaffirmed by the Privy Council in Attorney General v.
Cordon

Grant and Co„(66), it was argued that where a right

is created by the Statute, which at the same time gives a
special and particular remedy for enforcing it, the remedy
provided by the Statute must be followed;

and it is not

competent to the party to petition to the High Court under
ARTICLE 98, when the Electoral College Act provided a remedy
by way of election petition.

The Court observed that the rule

was not absolute and an exception could be made where, and
until such time as, the remedy provided for in the Statute
for establishment of that right is made available.

It was

also argued that the disputes in connection with an election
lie within the domain of the Legislature and, if by law it
delegates its functions to another forum, that forum alone will
have the jurisdiction to decide them and the jurisdiction of
the Civil Courts, including the jurisdiction of Superior Courts
to issue prerogative writs, is excluded.
found this submission hard to digest.
64).

(1889) 6 C.B. (Hew Series) 336.

65).

(1919) A.C. 368.

66).

(1935) A.C. 532.

Ghe Court, however,

It was said, -

-
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"it is difficult to concur with the view
that rights founded on statute can he
rendered negatory by omission on the part
of the executive authorities to set up
Tribunals for their enforcement. Civil
rights, common law rights or rights founded
on statute may differ in their origin and
to establish them different forms may be
provided; but it is a negation of a right
to say that it will adorn the statute book
until by the^/ill^a functionary of the
State a forum is provided for its establish
ment... V/e are, therefore, inclined to
agree with the opposite view that in such a
case a person has a right to find recourse
to a Civil Court or to invoke the writ
jurisdiction of Superior Courts where it so
exists1'. (67 ).
The Court, after a careful interpretation of ARTICLE 171, came
to the conclusion that the ouster of the court’s jurisdiction
uja& not absolute for it asked: Whatlif the authority is not
appointed or if appointee refuses or neglects to exercise the
jurisdiction conferred on it or acts in excess of its
jurisdiction?

Yaqub Ali, J. said;,fif the establishment of the right is
made dependent 011 the existence of the
authority named in ARTICLE 171? it will
amount to destroying that right and that
such interpretation should be avoided we
are in no doubt. A contrary view, which
may beadopted in complete fairness to the
provisions of ARTICLE 171, is that the
exclusion of the jurisdiction of the
courts is subject to the fulfilment of
the conditions laid down in the ARTICLE,
namely, appointment of a Commissioner,

67 ).

Dost Md. v. Returning Officer P.L.D.19op n, 560 at 0 0 6 7 ,
)
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an Election Commission and a Tribunal,
with ample jurisdiction to decide all
kinds of disputes which may arise in
connection with an election held under
the Constitution. In other words the
electoral right conferred by the
Constitution partakes of the same nature
as civil riglits and common law rights and
their establishment in all circumstances
i£ not dependent on the functioning of the
authorities named in the ARTICLE. A fxEkxnxj
fortiori in cases in which the authority
declines or neglects to perform its
functions properly, a petition under
ARTICLE 98 will lie to the High Court for
determining the legality of the act done
or proceeding taken and issuing directions
to the Authority to do that which it is
required by law to do. It may be added
that such excuse of jurisdiction in the
High Court will not conflict with the
provisions of ARTICLE 171 that election
disputes will be determined finally by
the authorities named in it."IL7 a).
The Court referred to an earlier decision of the Pakistan Sxpnaa
Supreme Court in Imtiaz

Ahmed v. Ghulam Ali(66) to emphasize

that it is desirable that ordinarily courts should, in
exercise of their writ jurisdiction, decline to interfere in
disputed election, in order than an election should as soon as
possible become final and conclusive and that the Constitution
of the Legislatures be speedily and distinctly known but it
pointed out that it was subject to these except ions
.

).

SL^ol-,

•$bb .

P.L.L. 19o3 s.C .38 2 .
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a)

if there is a manifest defect of
jurisdiction in the Tribunal;

b)

if there is manifest fraud in the party
procuring the order complained of;

c)

if the authority mailing the order has
acted mala fide and

d)

if there is an error on the face of the
record.

It will be observed that the exceptions stipulated above, form
necessary ingredients of certiorari to issue and have already
been discussed above.
Thus the case of Dost M oh amined(69) for the first time,
since the promulgation of the Constitution, made it clear that

the interpretation to be placed on ARTICLE 171 (l) was differenl

jit

from what ^appeared to be on a .plain reading of its provisions;
the bar to jurisdiction was conditional; that a Tribunal or
authority neglecting to exercise its functions or acting
improperly in the exercise of its function could not avoid
interference by the High Court to grant relief 'under ARTICLE 98
(2) (a) and (b).

Two other points were laid down***
1) A right founded on statute can be
established in courts, if the Special
Tribunal or authority named in the
statute for establishment of their
rights does not exist; and
2) in the matter of elections to Legislature
and other electoral bodies, no dispute
arising

69).

P.L.D.1965 L. 560-
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in the course of an election should he
entertained until the election is
completed.To quote the exact words,
“it is of utmost necessity that the
elections are concluded as speedily
as possible and all disputes which
arise at intermediary stages are
allowed to stand over until the election
is completed”. (70).
As to the elections under the national and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections) act, the first important case also came for decision
(71)
before the v/est Pakistan High Court in Ahmed Sai.ed v. Lid.ITawaa,
and the Full Bench decision was duly noticed. The dispute in
lfee
that case related to the nomination papers of^respondent which,
in the petitioner’s submission, had been accepted by the
Returning Ufficer in violation of 8.12 read with S.14 of the Act
Besides alleging that his nomination paper could not be proposed
by the perso-., who had already proposed the petitioner, it was
also maintained that the respondent had signed the nomination
paper before being proposed and was invalid. The petition itself
was objected to on the ground that ARTICLE 171 (l) created a
bar as to Its maintainability. The respondent argued that
ARTICLE 171 clearly provided for disunites in connection with
an election to be determined by a Tribunal constituted for that
purpose and that such a dispute cannot be called in Question
except in accordance with such law to be passed, as ordained
JLrn the ARTICLE; that the national and Provincial Assemblies

(Elections) Act had been passed in that connection and S.52 ifeax
70).

Ibid. at p. 567.

71).

P.L.D.1S'66 L. 88 decided on 7th I.Iay, 1965.
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thereof provided that no election shall he called in Question
except by an election petition under S.37? which in turn laid
down that "any candidate may rnahe an election petition on
grounds mentioned in 8.72":

It was submitted that the right

to contest a dispute regarding an election is the creation
og a statute and, not being an ordinary civil right or a
common law right, it must be enforced within the limits of
the law that created it;

an election petition being the

remedy provided in that lav; must be availed of)

relief

under the writ jurisdiction of the court on a matter
pertaining to election dispute, where there has been no claim
to relief by election petition, cannot be claimed.

In other

■words, the main question falling for decision by the Division
Bench was whether the High Court should interfere when another
remedy had been provided.

It respectfully followed the Hull

Bench decision (72) on the point of ouster of jurisdiction,
but in the case before their Lordships, "not a single
circumstance had been disclosed or made out to being the case
within any of the exceptions noted in that judgement for
invocation of a direct remedy in the writ jurisdiction in
departure and in der/ogation of the specific remedy for the
protection of the alleged breach of the petitioner1s rights in
the election contest". (73)
72). Dost Lid. v. Returning Officer ?P.L.D.19o5 L^pbG.
73). Ahmed Sa£ed v. bid.ITawaz;P.L.D. 1966 L.38 at p.95.

It may be mentioned that in the case under discussion it

»

had also been argued that the law, as laid down in the Act, did
not provide lor any remedy for the wrong committed against the
petitioner;

the second respondent had been allowed to contest

the election on an invalid nomination paper and this deprived
him (the petitioner) of the votes, which could have otherwise
soiled, had the respondent been eliminated from the field.

In

this connection Sajjad Ahmed, J., with whom Mohammed Gul, J.,
agreed in entirety, made the following significant observation:
,fBut if, as maintained by the learned
Counsel, the relevant law does not
provide a remedy for the wrong, which
has been allegedly done to him, it is
not for this Court to create a remedy
for him, as the matter has to be decided
entirely on the law bearing on the subject,
as envisaged by ARTICLE 171 of the
Constitution: the Legislature in its
wisdom may not have considered a wrong
of the type as alleged by the petitioner
to be one for which a remedy need be
provided by way of an election petition
or otherwise. There are instances in
several laws where the decisions of an
authority are made final, not subject to
any appeal or review of higher courts and,
unless it is shown that such an order by
the authority concerned suffered from a
defect of jurisdiction or is mala fide in
character, it is not amenable to challenge
even in writ jurisdiction of the Superior
Courts1'.(74) •
74).

P.L.D.1966 L. 88 at p.96 .

It may be submitted that the view that the court’s jurisdiction
was not exercisable notwithstanding the absence of another
appear to be harsh and, strictly speaking, a departure from
the Full Bench Decision;

this finds support from a later

decision of the Lahore High Court in Allah Pitta v. Md.Munir(75

ARTICLE 171 again came to be thoroughly examined by
another F 11 Bench of the West Pakistan High Court in
hasarullah v. Member, Election Commission (76). Although the
decision was reversed by the Supreme Court on the main issue,

certain useful observations have been made by Mushtaq. Hussain J,
giving the judgement of the court.

The case, heard and

determined by three Judges, set aside the finding of the
Division Bench (77) that, if there was no other remedy, the
court had no jurisdiction;

for it was said -

75). P.L.D. 1966 L.770.
76). P.L.D. 1966 L 1850.
77)*

Ahmed Saled v. Hd.Kawaz P.L.D. i960 L.88 .
>

78).
79

).

P.L.D.1966 L. 650 at p. 867Golsack v. Shore ,(1950)1 A.h. 276,where
itiiwEvershed,
M.R. said, "I accept the submission ofcounsel for the
plaintiff that the jurisdiction of the King’s Court must
not be taken to be excluded unless there is clear
language in the statute which is alleged to have that
effect. Illustrations were given during the course of
theargument of results that might arise if the Courts
were fully debarred from adjudicating in respect of the
transactions of this character. In such a case the party
whose land was affected might be left wholly without any
remedy”. In Southampton Bridge Co.v.Southampton Board of
Health>(1858) b&b 801 it was stated: ’'words should be
very strong which are relied upon to take away such
power”.
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lfHaving come to the conclusion, that there is
no other adequate remedy available to the
petitioner, we now proceed to examine the
other submissions made at the bar, that the
provisions of ARTICLE 171 (l)? of the
Constitution oust- the jurisdiction of the
court under ARTICLE 98”(78 see previous page)
f-see previous r)age
The Court referred to two English decisions(79) and Llaxwell
on the Interpretation of Statutes (80);

in the latter the

following principle was laid down that "the case shall be heard and finally
determined below would not be construed
as prohibiting such interference and
enactments which expressly provide that
such proceedings shall not be removed by
certiorari to the High Court have no
application when the lower tribunal has
overstepped the limits of its jurisdiction
in making the order";
and conelude d:"This is, therefore, settled lav/ and unless
express words, to oust the jurisdiction of
courts and particularly Superior Courts,
are used, the courts will always lean in
favour of the construction that the
Legislature did not intend to oust it. The
makers of the Constitution were not oblivious
of this canon of interpretation and when they
wanted to oust the Jurisdiction of Courts,
they did so in unambiguous and forceful terns
as we find in ARTICLE 171 (2) and (3). There
is no reason to suppose that, although they
wanted to exclude the courts from exercising
their constitutional jurisdiction under
ARTICLE 98 in matters covered by ARTICLE 171
(l), they did not use the words necessary for
such an exclusion, which have, in fact, been
employed in the latter part of this very
ARTICLE, in respect of maters which are
rW&us

oO).

(1962) 11th Edition p. ~L2L\.,

-
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intended to be placed within the reach
of the courts. When the makers of the
Constitution have used different
expressions in different parts of the
same ARTICLE, the only inference that can
be drawn is that different results were
sought to be achieved"(81).
To illustrate the point their Lordships were making, reference
was made to ARTICLE 116 of the Constitution, which is meant to
protect the President and the Governors against action in a
court of lav/ and ARTICLE 117? wuicj[ extended this privilege

to I.linisters also;

both ARTICLES were so worded as to expressly

oust the jurisdiction of courts to a particular extent; the
words were unlike those used in ARTICLE 171 (l)*

In the further

opinion of their Lordships as S.52 of the national and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act purported to exclude the
jurisdiction of the courts in the words of ARTICLE 171 (2) and
(3)> it impinged upon the jurisdiction of the High Courts under
ARTICLE 98 and, to that extent, was ultra vires the Legislature.
The Court held that the determination of disputes, covered by
ARTICLE 171 (l) were not exempt from judicial review under
ARTICLE 98.

This view, in the judgement of the court, was

acceptable whether "looked at from the point of view of certiorari.
jurisdiction of the English courts of the jurisdiction exercised
by this court under ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution".(82).
83)) .

1966 L. 850 at pp. 868,869 *

82),

P.L.D.1966 L.850 at p.874* But, as pointed out earlier,
a more critical examination of ARTICLE 171 and ARTICLE 98
would appear to suggest that there is a bar to
jurisdiction.

However, when the matter went to the Supreme Court, their
Lordships approached it differently and held that jurisdiction
was exercisable in excerational cases (83) . It may be observed
that the words "without lawful authority1', occurring in
ARTICLE 98 (2) (a) (ii) were also considered by the Full Bench
and the decision is in acoordance uith views stated earlier,
than an erroneous interpretation or conclusion on a point of
lav; by an inferior tribunal or court, with which the High Court
may subsequently not be in agreement, does not render that
decision "without lawful authority" and amenable to the High
Courts* jurisdiction under ARTICLE 98 . According to the Full
Bench of the High Court, the Llember of the Election Commission,
whose decision was impugned, had acged without lawful authority
as, in refusing to go into certain questions, he had refused to
exercise jurisdiction;

the Supreme Court did not agree v/ith

this finding, because the learned Llember had rightly left those
questions for determination by the Tribunal,

It is now proposed

to deal with the celebrated decision of the Supreme Court in
Jamal Shah v , llember, Election Commission (8ft), where the main
question falling for consideration in appeal, by special leave,
was the scope of ARTICLE S'8 of the Constitution in relation to
jurisdiction in election disputes, for which provision was made
83).

Jamal Shah v. Llember, Election Commission: r.L.D.1966
S.C,1,; this case will be shortly discussed.

8Lj.)• P.L.D. 1966. S.C.lj

decided on 8th October 1965.

-
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by ARTICLE 171 of the Constitution and the laws made in
compliance therewith, namely the National and Provincial
Assemblies (Elections) Act 13'oh and the statutory rules
thereunder.
Por The appellant it was argued that matters arising out
of election disputes relating to the major Assemblies in
Pakistan are excluded from judicial preview by their very
nature and effect was expressly given this restriction, by
the wording of ARTICLE 171 of the Constitution and the
relevant laws thereunder;

such disputes whether they related

to the scrutiny of votes or involved larger questions, such as
corrupt or illegal practices are required by the Constitution*
to be "finally determined" by the authorities specified in
ARTICLE 171 ana by 8.112 of the Act of I96U; and the legality
of anything done by any'such authority is not open to question
in any court of law.
The respondent replied that election matters were not
foreign to the jurisdiction of the High 0ourt; in the United
Kingdom, Parliamentary election disputes are heard and decided

by a Bench of two Judges of the High Court, from whose decisicr
by special leave, an appeal lies on points of lav; to the
Court of Appeal;

in India an appeal is allowed by lav/ from

a decision of an Election Tribunal to the High Court (8p);
8p).

The Indian Constitution has been amended and the
election petition will in future be heard, as in
England, by two Judges of the High Court.
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an error of law appearing on the face of the record attracts
the jurisdiction of the Queen’s Bench Division in England in
6ertiorari (86), and High Courts under ARTICLE 98 had issued
writs in election cases (87).

At the very outset the Court made it abundantly clear
that ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution, under which the High
Court had purported to exercise jurisdiction, was a new
provision, conferred by the Constitution of 1962 and had to
be interpreted with reference to ARTICLE 171 which also
appeared in the same Constitution^

reference to the decisions

of the King’s Bench and Queen’s Bench in certiorari was not
appropriate.

Cornelius, C.J., said,

’’With respect to the view of the Full
Bench, for which justification may
perhaps be found from expressions in
great many judgements delivered by the
courts in England, where jurisdiction
comparable to and yet significantly
different from that which is now exercised
in Pakistan under ARTICLE 98 was derived
from the ancient perogatives of the King,
it must be observed that any assumption
that power under ARTICLE 98 is something
inherent in the High Court, something of
earlier origin than the Constitution of
1962^is <bne that cannot be supported, the
power given by ARTICLE 98 comes as a matter
of first conferment by the Constitution and
it cannot be placed on any higher footing
than the authority which can be claimed for
ARTICLE 171 in the same Constitution(88)”.
86).

Reference was made to the Northumberland Compensation
Appeal Tribunal: (1952) 1 A.E.R.122.
87)* In particular reference was made to Badarul Haq v.
Election Tribunal: P.L.D. 1963 S.C.7*-.
88). P.L.D.1966 S.C.l. at p.25.
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In other words, it was pointed out that whereas ARTICLE 171
(1) was expressly "sut^ct to the Constitution11, ARTICLE 98
confers powers on the High Court “subject to the Constitution1^
so that the terms of ARTICLE 171 (1) must be construed and
given their fullest meaning^irrespective of anything contained
in any other ARTICLE of the Constitution. Proceeding on that
basis, Cornelius C.J., remarked,
"it is plain that ARTICLE 171 requires,
with respect to election disputes that
their determination should be in
accordance with the law specially made
for that purpose and not determination
only, but final determination, that is
to say determination once for all. To
emphasize and place beyond doubt that the
jurisdiction thus being created was
exclusive in an absolute sense, words were
added to ARTICLE 1/1 which produce the
effect that no dispute arising out of sa
election shall be decided otherwise than
under the law specifically made for the
purpose in accordance with the subsection, 1
nor shall the validity of such an election
be called in question, except in
?
accordance with the provisions of the
aforesaid law, in this case the National
and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act,
196V . (39).
Cornelius, C.J., was of the view that the authorities and
tribunals, constituted under ARTICLE 171, exercise jurisdiction
which

doesnotand never did belong to the High Court, but was

an essentialpart of the Parliamentary Jurisdiction that had
been by law entrusted to specified authorities to operate.
89).

Ibid.,at P.26.

*
1
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This statement was made by his Lordship after tracing the
history of election disputes in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent
and in England.

It is not the purpose of this thesis to tace

the entire history;

so the position, as summed up by the

learned Chief Justice, may be advantageously reproduced.

His

Lordship said,

11In the history of the subcontinent and since 19^*7
of Pakistan, with the exception of a short period
between 19 5o and 1958 when the judgement in
Mohammed Saeed's Case (90)was delivered by the
Supreme Court reversing the decision of an
Election Tribunal, the position has throughout
been that the election dlsputes had been totally
excluded from the jurisdiction of the High Courts,
The whole law relating to the conduct of elections
and in particular to balloting, i.e.,
discrimination betv/een valid and invalid votes,
as well as in relation to corrupt practices and
other illegalities, such as could vitiate an
election or entail the loss of franchise by
individuals, has remained throughout sealed qua
the jurisdiction of the High Court. The
judgement under appeal is probably the first
judgement in which a High Court has purported to
declare with respect to
90).

P.L.D.1957 S.C.91. It was held that where a special
Tribunal, like the Election Petitions Tribunal, has
functioned within the spirit and the intention <f the
Statute that created it and while so functioning has
made a real and honest endeavour to j#dge facts on the
merits of the evidence and apply the law to them, a
finding of fact thus arrived at, however erroneous,
will not be scrutinized or reviewed by the Courts and
even if an error of law be committed,that will not be
a sufficient ground for interference unless the law so
misunderstood or misapplied raises some general question
of fundamental importance to the proper functioning of
the Tribunal or the decision of the case. But if the
Tribunal has made no honest effort to arrive at a
correct conclusion or has come to a decision which no
reasonable body could have come to or has on evidence
recorded findings which have deprived persons of
important constitutional rights, the exercise of which
is the very basis on which the whole constitutional

t S ' c L s t l t S l i S ^ i f bo
e&?yf£

not interfere with the verdict of the Tribunal.

CQQ

3«i‘0

a ballot paper whether or not it should have been
rejected on a true construction of the law
relating thereto. Nowhere in the whole range of
reports is any case to be found either deciding
or laying down principles for decision as to
what types of action should or should not be
considered to be the corrupt practice of bribery
or of undue influence or of personation, or of
false statements: these being the main corrupt
practices, or even as to illegalities and
irregularities of a more technical nature. The
incidents of bribery, that is to say, the elements
of the offence, the variety of circumstances in
which it can be held to have been practised and
the estimation of intentions are matters very well
within the High Courts, through the exercise of
their criminal and general jurisdiction. Undue
influence in a general sense is a topic arising
out of human transactions in infinite variety
for the consideration of the High Court in its
various jurisdictions.
Personation again is a
defined offence in the Penal Code and with its
incidents the High Court may be deemed to be as
familiar as it was with 'false statement1 in the
general sense. As to the ascertainment of
illegality in respect of actions and practices,
there can be no question but that by the wide
experience gained through the exercise of its
ordinary jurisdiction, the High Court is very
well equipped to judge. Yet the position is
undoubted that with respect to all these matters,
there is not a single case to be found where the
law has been laid down and a finding recorded by %
the High Court in a case of an election dispute,
where the subject matter was as to whether or not ■
the election of the returned candidate was valid
or that a disqualification or pentalty provided
exclusively by the election law had been
incorrectly applied. The solitary exception is
the case of Mohammed Saeed (91); where the Supreme
Court did review the evidence received by the
Election Tribunal in exercise of the power derived
from ARTICLE 160 of the short-lived Constitution
of 1956 and in consequence reversed the decision
91)

P.L.D. 1957 S.C.91*
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of the Election Tribunal on a point relatto the exercise,inter alia f of undue influence.lt has been idicated already how that
brief interlude aame to an end in 1962
(still during the Llartial Law period)when i
with repect to elections to the Assemblies
the intervention of the High Court as a
deciding authority.on law or fact v/as
wholly excluded,That condition was given
constitutional validity by Article 171
of 1962."(92).
!
The Chief Justice then traced the development of election dispu1£
es in England.In the period before the 17th Century the King
settled such disputes without question,until,under Richard II
there was a protest.But it was not until 1625,in the reign of
James I,that the House of Commons assumed jurisdiction,after
obtaining the opinion of the Judges.At first such disputes were
decided by the whole House,which led to the general complaint
that the minority party could not get justice and the composi
tion of the House was a matter decided by the majority party.
In 1770,the House abandoned its privelege to try election peti
tions and referred them to committees of the House for adjudi
cation! 93);this was also unsatisfactory as the members of the
Committee were members of the majority party.In 1868 a move was
made to refer election disputes to Special Tribunals and a SeEect
Committee suggested that election cases be referred to the
92)Jamal Shah v.I'.3.G.,P.L.D.1966 S.C.l at pp.29,30.
93)Granville Act,1770.

!
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Queen1s Bench Division(9^)> whereupon the Judges protested
expressing their "insuperable repugnance" to being charged
with this responsibility, on the ground that their conclusions
would become subject of public debate.

They also pleaded

overwork and the right not to have such duties imposed on them
by what they described as an "objectionable measure".
In 1879? a rota system was devised, that is, a panel
of Judges of the Queen1s Bench Division was formed and it was
provided that each election dispute should be referred to two
Judges taken from that panel (95)*

This system is now operated

under the Representation of the People Act, 19*+9 (96), which
requires the Judges to follow the principles and procedure of
is
the earlier parliamentary committees,that/, the election law
as laid down by the Committees from the year 1770 onwards f
including the principles and rules with regard to agency and
evidence and to a scrutiny.

Parliamentary presence at the trial

is secured by the provision that the shorthand writer of the
House of Commons should attend and take notes;

where there is

a difference of opinion between two Judges as to whether a

returned candidate was duly elected or whether an election^stanc^
if they agree that the respondent was not duly elected but
differ only on other matters, the election is void (97)*
9*+) • Parliamentary Elections Act, l868,S*S.ll and 50* the
House transferred its jurisdiction to one Judge on the
rota for the trial of election petitions.
95)* Parliamentary Elections(Corrupt Practices)Act,1879, 3,2.
96). S.110.
97) • Representation of the People Act, 19^9 > S. 12*+.
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There is no provision for reference to a third Judge in such
cases•

An appeal on a point of law, by special leave of the

High Court, is heard by the Court of Appeal whose decision
is "final and conclusive"(98).
Commenting on the nature of the jurisdiction exercisable
by the High Court in England in election disputes, Chief
Justice Cornelius said,

"All authorities agree that this jurisdiction is
really a part of the Parliamentary jurisdiction,
the High Court being used as a body to which
determination 4f disputed elections and of all
questions arising therein has been entrusted. There
would appear to have resulted from this development
of the law in England, a transfer of an extremely
important power of the Sovereign Legislature, namely
power of determining its own composition, from the
Legislature itself to the High Court, to that in a
sense, in the limited field of election disputes, it
is the High Court which is the final determining
authority and not Parliament as before. Such a
condition under a system which provides for
,
mutually exclusive status and powers to be possessed
and exercised by three great organs of the State,
!
namely, the Executives, the Legislature and the
j
Judiciary, may be thought to create an anomolay
from which great disputes and difficulties could
1
arise, such as might shake the very foundations
of the State.
In a country with a very long
tradition of Parliamentary Government as well as
of judicial nicety and restraint, the system may
well be operated without injurious consequences,
!
despite the anomaly, but instances are not lacking j
in countries, where the general pattern of the
British Constitution has been recently adopted,
j
where the question is under serious and active
j
discussion whether the Sovereignty of the Legislatue
within its own field is not being eroded by actions j

98).

Ibid.f S.137 CD.
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of the Judiciary under assumption of powers in
certain important respects. The condition is
not infrequently found where, following an election
the parties are so evenly balanced that the
ascertainment of the majority might turn on the
result of a few election petitions.
In such a case
the question may well arise whether in fact it will
not have been entrusted to the Judges, should
election disputes be made matter for judicial
decision, what should be the composition of the
House, entailing such a question of transcendant
importance as which shall be the majority party
to rule the country11 (99) •
And in particular reference to Pakistan his Lordship observed; "where Parliamentary and Judicial functions are
not indigenous nor of any long standing but where
the Constitution expressly provides for
differentiation of functions between the three
great organs of the State, it is a major
consideration of great weight that its provisions
should not be interpreted in a manner which enables
one of these organs to interfere directly with the
matters which the Constitution has exclusively
placed within the authority of the organ for final
determination.
In direct contrast to the provision
now obtaining in England that election disputes are
referred to the High Court for determination,
under the special provisions referred to above, in
our Constitution ARTICLE 171 requires that such
disputes should go before specified authorities and
Tribunal for "final determination". These
authorities and Tribunals exercise in the relevant
respect jurisidiction which does not and never did
belong to the High Court, but is an essential part
of Parliamentary jurisdiction that has been by law
entrusted to specified authorities to operate (1).
Thus, according to Cornelius, C.J., the entire law of elections
is of a special character and the election jurisdiction should
be treated as being outside the range of regulation through
processes known to established courts, such as the High Court;

(99).
(1).

P.L.D.1966 S.C.l at p.31
P.L.D.1966 S.C.l at p.32
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the authority or tribunal appointed under ARTICLE 171,to
finally determine election disputes,acts not as a member
of the Judiciary but is an agency to exercise a jurisdiction
essentially belonging to the Legislature;its decision is
final and not amenable to the general power of correction
given to the High Court under ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution.
Although the other four Judges were generally in agreement
with what the Chief Justice said(2)in respect of election
disputes and their special character,they were of the view
that a High Court could and should exercise its powers under
ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution,that is,within the limited

scope of the power granted by that ARTICLE, !,if... .the authority
or tribunal,appointed under the Act,has either failed to exer- j
cise jurisdiction vested in it or clearly exceeded that juris
diction or If the order in question is found to be tainted
with mala fidesM[3);it was held that in such a case the order

would not fall within the four corners of the exclusive law.In ,
other words,election matters,only insoifer as they raise cpesfcicns

2).

S.A.Rahman,J.,the senior puisne Judge,and Fazl-e-Akbar,J .,
have appended short notes of their own laying down the
j
ratio in the case;Kaikaus,J .,has dissented from the
learned Chief Justice on many points of law and definei
acts which are "without lawful authority" within the
meaning of ART.98 so that he is in favour of interferenee;
Yaqub Ali,J.,followed a somewhat similar pattern as the
judgement of Cornelius,C. J .,but he was also in favour
of indulgence ci Superior Courts in special cases.

3).

See Next page.

of jurisdiction,amenable to the writ jurisdiction of the
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High Courts under ARTICLE 98.
It is important to examine very briefly cases decided
after the judgement in Jamal Shah1s Case(4) was delivered by the
Supreme Court,to establish what effect has been given to the
rule enunciated by the highest court of the country,whether the
courts have interpreted it correctly or deviated from that pro
nouncement .Two cases decided by the Zest Pakistan High Court,
Buqra v.Md.Yusuf(5) and Abdul Shakoor v.Abdul Latif(6) do not
refer to the decision in Jamal fhahfs Case(7);the reason appears
to be that the arguments were orobably concluded and the deci
sions arrived at before the Supreme Court judgement was publish
ed, otherwise a reference should have been unavoidable.In the
case of
3)♦

4).

5).
6).
7).
B).

Buqra v.Kd.Yusuf(6),the Lahore High Court relied

P.L.D.1966 S.C.l at p.44,per S.A .Rehman,J.;Fez ale Akbar and
Eaikaus , J J ., agreed with him .According to Yaqub Ali ,J ., juris
diction could be exercised if the authority refuses to
exercise jurisdiction conferred on it by the Act or Acts in
clear violation of its mandatory provisions.Phe judgement
can be construed as laying down that an erroneous decision
on the point of law could be corrected by a writ.
P.L.D.1966 S.C.l.The latest position is expressed by a full
Bench of the Lahore High Court in Arif 1ftThar v.Election
Tribunal.Sajjad Ahmed,J.,said,"the High court has the power
to put back the tribunals on the constitutional and legal
raiis where they are found to have committed a. patent il
legality which is destructive of their jurisdiction"(P.L.D.
1968 L.1387 at p. 1392).
P.L.D.1966 L.149, decidedon 25.10.65.
P.L.D.1966 L.187,decidedon 22.11.65.
P.L.D.1966 S.C.l.
P.L.D.1966 L-149.
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on its own full Bench decision in Dost Md. v. Returning
Officer (9) and declined to interfere with the nomination
of the respondent, which was alleged by the petitioner to
be invalid, because he (the respondent) was below the
stipulated age of 25 years. Jurisdiction was, however,
exercised in the latter case (10 ) for the Tribunal, which
tried the petition under the Electoral College Act, had not
provided the petitioner (respondent in the election petition)
opportunity to disprove the allegations in the election
petition, thereby acting in direct "contravention"* of the
mandatory provisions of S.60(2) of the Act, amounting to a
colourable exercise of jurisdiction"*

So the position was

far from being certain and one wonders whether the decision
in Jamal Shah1s Case (11), being decided under the provisions
of the National and Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act,
was not relevant in cases arising out of elections held under
the Electoral College Act.

In January 1966 the West Pakistan

High Court, consisting of Sajjad Ahmed and Md.Gul JJ., gave
XK&lgxxgt judgement in Abdur Rashid v. Mahmud Sadiq (12).

{

In that case the Election Tribunal set aside the petitioner 1sl
election on the ground that he was under 25 years of age on
9). P.L.D. 1965 L, 56010). Abdul Bhakoor v. Abdul Lati^ P.L.D .1966 L-I87.
11). P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l.
12). P.L.D. 1966 L.216^decided on 10.1.66.
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the nomination day;in doing so it went behind the entry as
to the petioner’s age in the electoral roll,which he was not
permitted to do by virtue of S. 14(4) read with 3.23(1) of the
Act.The Court held that,although the decision of the Tribunal
was erroneous,as it was necessary for it to come to its own
finding on the appraisement of the data before it,it could not
be disturbed in the exercise of jurisdiction conferred by ARTI*
CLE 98,in view of the Supreme C urts decision in Jamal 3hah1s
Case(13)•This was the first decision following the Supreme
Court view.It was followed by the decision of the Peshawar
High Court in the case reported as Sher hd.v.Deputy Commission
er and Election Tribunal(14).In the last mentioned case,the
order of the Tribunal was challenged on the gjsa grounds that it

had erred in holding that the petitioner did not comply writh the
conditions set out in S.36;it committed an error of law in de
claring the election void on a technical irregularity;it acted
without jurisdiction in setting aside the election ,wrhen there
was no finding that the result of the election had been materi
ally affected.The Court,respectfully following the Supreme
Court,declined to interfere,because the grounds did not bring
it within the exceptions expressed by their Lordships in Jamal
Shah v.I.ember,Election Commission(15).It is submitted that the
13)•

P.L.D.1966 S.0.1.

14).

P.L.D.1966 P. 154,decided on 8.2.66.

15).

P. 1.‘0.1966 S.C.l.
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decision is strictly in consonance with the Supreme Court
decision and is, therejolfc, correct*
While the High Courts were gradually accepting the
rule enunciated by the Supreme Court in Jamal Shah v. Member
Election Commission (16), another decision was handed down
by their Lordships of the Supreme Court in Akbar Ali v. Sxx
Raziurrehman (17)•

The decision is important in two respects

Firstly, it purported to modify and explain the earlier view
and secondly it provided a pronouncement by the Supreme
Court in a case under the Electoral College Act.

It is

necessary to mention the facts of the case to facilitate
understanding of the view expressed by the learned Judges,
by which the High Courts would be bound in future.
The appellant had secured 326 votes as against 330
polled by the respondent.

However, in the count, 6 ballot

papers of the appellant were declared invalid under S.*+5.
reducing his total to 320;

similarly the Presiding Officer

excluded 12 ballot papers of the respondent, whose total

j

i
j

number of valid votes fell to 318;

out of the 12 excluded

ballot papers of the respondent, one ballot paper bore
neither the official mark or initial of the Presiding Office^
16).

Ibid.

17).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.4-92R e d d e d on 10.2.66.

;
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five had only the initials and the remaining six were
treated as spoilt withinjthe meaning of S.^3 of the Act. The
Tribunal held that both initials and official marks were
necessary, in its interpretation of the provisions of S.*+0(2)
(c) and S.lfJ (l)(a);

in consequence the election of the

appellant was maintained.

The High Court found that the six

ballot papers, described as spoilt ballot papers, had been
wrongly rejected on grounds which were "entirely imaginery";
in other words, the proper procedure prescribed by S.*+3 of
the Act and r.33 of the Rules had not been adopted; it was
observed that "when, on the preliminary count,it was found
that the petitioner (respondent before the Supreme Court)
had secured a majority of votes polled,respondent no.3
(Election Tribunal) in his wantoness cancelled six ballot

Q

papers to ensure^majority for respondent no.l (appellant
before the Supreme Court);

as held in Jamal Shah1s Case (18)

the ballot paper, which bore neither the official mark nor
the initials^could only be rejected;

the writ petition was

accepted and the election authorities directed to declare
the respondent duly elected to the Electoral College.

Before the Supreme Court it was argued that the order
of the Tribunal was clothed with finality, as it was within
its lawful authority to interpret the provision of law one
18).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.l.
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way or the other;

this had been so held by the Supreme Court

in respect of the order of Member of the Election Commission
in Jamal Shah v. Member Election Commission (19 )• But the
Supreme Court declined to hold that the decision of the
Tribunal was final because,
11In the first place it would appear that the
Presiding Officer had acted wantonly in
cancelling the ballot papers of the resporrbnt,
which were free from any defect to attract the
application of S A 3 of the Act.
The reasoning
that the ballot paper had been cancelled before
they were cast was not only a convenient surmise
but fully belied by intrinsic evidence found
that, if they had been cancelled, they would
have been returned to the Presiding Officer
and not allowed to remain in the custody of
the voters11. (20)
The Court held,
11If an election authority or tribunal acts in
this fashion whether under the National and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections)Act or the
Electoral College Act, the decision in Jamal
Shah's Case would not be an authority for the
view that their decisions are sacrosanct and
may be called in question in the High Court".

(21 ).

It will be observed that the Supreme Court had, urlma facie,
modified its earlier view.

What the Election Tribunal had

done, in the case under discussion, was to misinterpret the
provisions of the Act and the Rules, which, as observed
19).

s .C-i.

20).

P.L.D.1966 S . C A 9 2 at p.^ 96,ter Yaqub All, J . ,
delivering the judgement of the Court.

21).

P.L.D. 1966 S.C.1*92 at p. 1+96.

in

Jamal Shah1s Case (22) did not render its decision without
lawful authority;

for the latter expression was confined to

errors of jurisdiction and failure to exercise jurisdiction
vested by 1te law.

It may also be mentioned that in Akbar Alife

Case (23), the Supreme Court itself proceeded to lay down the
true interpretation of SS.J+O and *+5 and in that view held
that the decision taken by the High Court was correct.
It is interesting to refer to two decisions of the
West Pakistan High Court in Dil Md. v. Election Tribunal(2 b )
and Md. Ibrahim v. Election Tribunal (25), in which the rule
in Jamal Shahfs Case (26) fell for interpretation before
S.A.Mahmood and Khattak, JJ.

The court exercised jurisdiction

on the ground that the dispute in both cases related to the
count of votes and as the Electoral College Act did not make
provisions therefor, in compliance with ARTICLE 171 of the
Constitution - as is the case under the National and
Provincial Assemblies (Elections) Act - the bar to
jurisdiction would not apply.

It is submitted that the

reasoning advanced by S.A.Mahmood, J. is acceptable upon an
interpretation of ARTICLE 171 (1), which has already been
stated* (27 )
22). P.L*D.1966 S.C., as would appear from the judgements of
S.A.Rahman, Fazle Akbar and Kaikaus JJ., the instant
decision is more in conformity with the view expressed
by Yaqub All, J*
23). P.L.D .1966 S.C.1+92.
2*f). P.L.D .1966 L. 669 decided on 1.3*66.
25). P.L.D .1966 L79^ decided on 1.3.66.
26 ). P.L.D.I966 S.C.l.
27). supra.

j
]
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In the second of the aforementioned cases (28) the High
Court also decided to interfere on the ground that the

i

Election Tribunal had reached its decision "in contravention
of the provisions of S.4-5 of the Electoral College Act".
Although Akbar Ali*s Case (29) is not referred to, it would
seem that the High Court!s decision is in accordance therewith,
So, it is wrong to suppose that the decision in Jamal Shah1s
Case (30) is confined to cases under the Assemblies (Elections)
Act (31), although the rule laid down in that case may not be
applicable in cases relating to the count of votes at an
Electoral College Election (32).
After the Supreme Court decision in Akbar Ali*s Case (33)
it may be possible to attack the decision of an election
authority on the ground that it is based on an erroneous
interpretation of the law.

But one wonders if this is what

the Supreme Court, in fact, purported to lay down. In other
words, it is doubtful whether every wrong decision on the
point of law by an inferior tribunal would attract the High
C o u r t s jurisdiction; for when an authority has jurisdiction
to decide a particular matter, it has the jurisdiction to
decide rightly or wrongly.

So, we must interpret the decision

28). namely, Md.Ibrahim v. Election Tribunal^P.L.D.1966 L794-.
29). P.L.D.1966 S.C.4-92.
30). P.L.D.1966 S.C. 131). As would appear from the decision in Ghulam Ali v.Shafqat
P.L.D.1966 L, 1028.
32). Ibid.^and Dil Md. v. Election Tribunal t P. L.D.I966 L 6695 Md*
Ibrahim v. Election Tribunal P.L.D .1966 L, 794-.
33). P.L.D. 1965 S.C.4-92.
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in Akbar Alifs Case (3^) in a manner compatible with the
dictum of the Supreme Court in Jamal Shahfs Case(35)« In
that view, it is submitted that the High Courts should only
exercisejurisdiction under ARTICLE

98) if

the

misinterpretation of a provision of the Act or the Rules goes
to the root of the Tribunalfs jurisdiction.

In this context,

it is useful to refer to the following observation of
Mushtaq Hussain, J., "The mere fact, therefore, that on a point of law
a court comes to a conclusion with which the High
Court is not in agreement will not entitle the
latter to interfere in the exercise of the
revisional jurisdiction to decide it; it follows
that it hasthe jurisdiction to decide rightly
or wrongly.
But this is not the end of the matter
and if such a wrong interpretation placed upon
law by a lower court results in the refusal of
that court to exercise jurisdiction vested in it
by law, the High Court has the power to interfere
and not only correct the decision of the lower
court on the point of law but to direct it to
proceed with the disposal of the case in accordance
with such decision". (36).
In|other words it is possible that an erroneous decision may
result in the subordinate authority exercising a jursidiction
not vested in it by law or failing to exercise jurisdiction so
vested.

This has been held by the Privy Council in Joy Chand

v. Karma Laska (37)*

Although that case pertained to the

34-).

Ibid.

35) •

P.L.D .1966 S.C.l.

36).

Nctsarullah v. Member, Election Commission P.L &966
L.850 at p. 875*
1

37).

A.I.R. 19^9 P.C. 239.
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revisional jurisdiction of the High Court, under S.115 Civil
Procedure Code, it is submitted that the petition under
ARTICLE 98 would be the same#
The upshot of the whole discussion is that courts in
Pakistan should not hesitate to exercise jurisdiction under
ARTICLE 98 of the Constitution, provided the case falls within
its provisions and the grounds argued raise a question as to
the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, which decided the election
petition.

Apart from this, there are other reasons why

jurisdiction of the Superior Courts should not be completely
taken away.

Election Tribunals are appointed by the

I

!

Government and it is doubtful whether candidates would repose
the same confidence and faith in their decisions, as in a
decision by the higher Judiciary.

It is submitted that, unless

a provision is made in law for an election petition to be

j

decided by the High Court, as in England (38), amatrazx the
High Courts must continue to exercise jurisdiction (39)* No
judicial qualifications are prescribed for members of election
tribunals constituted under the Electoral College Act. Finally
the decisions of the election authorities are not published^ so

38 ).

39)•

By the recent Constitutional Amendment, the Election
Tribunals have been abolished and the position in India
is similar to England.
It is true that the Tribunal under the AsserbliesCElectioj
Act is to consist of past or present Judges of the Court
but that is something different. In any case, the
position in relation to petitions under the Electoral
College Act is far from satisfactory.

that the corpus juris in relation to elections can only
develop if the High Courts and the Supreme Court hand down
decisions, which would bind the election authorities in
their administrative and judicial functions.
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Chapter 10

CONCLUSION

The indirect system of elections,envisaged by the
Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan,though
not: opposed to Islamic principles,is open to the criticism
that the President and the members of the Legislatures,who
are elected by an electoral college,are not the true re
presentatives of the people.In view of the manifest disgg/fcisfaction in the country it is desirable that elections
the^re should be direct.In the alternative,the members of
the* Assemblies should be elected by universal adult fran
chise and the President by the present Electoral College
whi-ch now comprises 120,000 members.
ARTICLE 173 o f the Constitution discourages the
formation of political parties.The law enacted in pursuance
the’reof,namely the Political Parties Act of 1962,aims at
restricting the freedom of political parties and is an
uns’
.atisfactory piece of legislation.The absence of a
strong opposition party is not a healthy sign and is a
ora'.ctice to be deprecated for it results in a bad government
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not representative of the people and in which the people
have very little confidence.The provision in ARTICLE 173
for holding*projection meetings*,where candidates for
membership of the Assemblies and office of the President
(but not the Electoral College)are supposed to meet their
electors face to face and explain their policies to them,
is hardly a substitute.
The provisions of law dealing with delimitation are
adequate but an effort should be made to avoid gerrymandering
and ensure representation of the minorities.There should
be provision for re-delimitation and the National Assembly
should be given a greater say in the matter.The Amendment
Act 17 of 1967»whereby the Chief Election Commissioner has
been empowered to call for and examine the record relating
to delimitation at any time and to order its modification or
correction,is an amendment to be commended;so also is the
new provision concerning the appointment of Assistant
Delimitation Officers,who are to work under and are answerable to the Delimitation Officer.
The law with regard to the qualifications and dis
qualifications of voters is satisfactory as it embodies
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“the general principles enunciated by similar statutes in
-the Commonwealth.However,provision should be made for
“absentee

voters".The result of the election can be

materially affected by the absence of voters,who,for some
□reason or the other,may be unable to reach the polling
istation.A scheme could be worked out,on the lines adopted
in other countries,so that voters who think they would be
tunable to attend the poll,for example on account of a
long term posting abroad,should give advance notice of
"their inability.A separate electoral list should be made
cof such persons.
The provision with regard to double enrolment should
Tbe clarified and,if necessary,amended accordingly.Wide
publicity should be given to the preparation of the
(draft electoral rolls in the press and radio;enquiries
□regarding particulars should be conducted by the Provincial
-Election Authorities.If properly carried out,this could
javoid a lot of election disputes arising out of careless
[preparation of electoral rolls.The staff should be apprised
(of the importance and binding nature of the entries in
■the electoral roll and the position emerging from the
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latest decisions of the High Courts and Supreme Court,
The omission to disqualify people holding contracts
with the government or a local authority from the membership
of legislatures,is a serious one.This has all along been a
disqualification and should be incorporated in the National
and Provincial Assemblies!Elections)Act.It is significant
to observe that such a disqualification is contemplated
by the Electoral College Act.Wives of the President,the
Governors and Ministers should,as in the case of other
government servants,be disqualified from contesting elections.
There is no appeal provided against acceptance of a nomi
nation, so in such case the Returning Officer should be
empowered to review his orders.
Elaborate provisions are made for the conduct of
elections to the Assemblies.The Electoral College Act
should be brought in line with the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act.The system of a single ballot
box should be introduced for an election to the Electoral
College.The use of a separate ballot box for each candidate
is not very conducive to a fair and impartial election.
Significantly enough the Pakistan Constitution and the
electoral laws make adequate provisions for the secrecy of
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the ballot,which is the essence of a free voting system.
The election of the President is indirect and is
open to the same criticism as the election to the Assemblies
'The Presidential Election Act read with the Constitution
imakes the necessary provisions for conducting such an
(election.The election of the President should be open to
(challenge by a tribunal^ such as five Judges of the Superior
(Courts,three from the Supreme Court and one each from the
^Provincial High Courts^ to be nominated by the Chief Justice
(of Pakistan.
To ensure a free and impartial election every kind
cof misconduct should be avoided at the polls.For this the
]Law enacted in pursuance of ARTICLE 172 of the Constitution
imakes provision and defines the various election offences.
GThey are the same in both Acts but they should also be
included in the Presidential Election Act,as a deterent
ifco the candidates for the presidency.
The provision regarding thE election disputes is
contained in ARTICLE 171(1) of the Constitution.The
Electoral College Act and the National and Provincial
/Assemblies(Elections)Act are enacted to give effect to this
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constitutional provision.A dispute as to the count of votes
arising from an election to one of the Assemblies is heard
by a Member of the Election Commission.For other disputes,
the forum is the Election Tribunal,which consists of members
with a sound judicial experience or background.A proper
enquiry is contemplated by the National and Provincial
Assemblies(Elections)Act.
For elections to the Electoral College,all disputes
are to be heard and determined by the Election Tribunal,
for the members of whi£h no qualifications are prescribed
but in practice officers of the Government are entrusted
with the disposal of election petitions.The law itself is
not very clear about the nature of the enquiry to be conducted
by the tribunal.The first election tribunals dispoded of
petitions too quickly,without regard to the principles of
natural justice or judicial procedure but the position has
been changed by the decisions of the High Court,which
remanded

esse

to the Election Tribunal cases in which

these principles had been ignored.But the position could
be further improved-many decisions of the Election Tribunal
are set aside by the High Court-if the enquiry was entrusted
to permanent election tribunals,constituted from among
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members of the bar,whether with or without experience in
election cases.It has been contended that the Electoral
College Act should also provide for disputes as to the
count to be determined by the Election Commission or
a Member,as required by the Constitution.The Constitution
could be amended to remove this lacuna.All disputes should,
however,continue to be decided by the Election Tribunal.
India has followed England in the matter of the trial
of election petitions and in future they will be heard by
a division Bench of a High Court.If a similar system is
introduced in Pakistan,the vexed question,whether the
High Court should interfere in election matters,would be
settled.An appeal,by special leave,could then be taken to
the Supreme Court.However,the High Courts and the Supreme
Court have assumed jurisdiction in cases where the Election
Tribunal,the Member of the Election Commission,or other
functionary acting in an administrative or quasi judicial
capacity acts without jurisdiction,or in excess or abuse of
jurisdiction or fails to exercise jurisdiction.
The success of an election depnds upon those who
conduct it.The independence of the Election Commission and
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the Chief Election Commissioner(for elections to the
Assemblies and Electoral College respectively)should
be ensured.The observation on this point made in earlier
chapters of the thesis may be regarded as reccomendations.
Election Commissions elsewhere are given legal protection
in dicharge of their official functions.No such protection
has been provided by the Constitution of Pakistan.The
Commission and the members of the Commission should have
power to punish for contempt.
Finally,the Electoral College Act is not a good piece
of legislation.The various lacunae in this Act have been
pointed out earlier in the thesis.The Act should be brought
into conformity with the National and Provincial Assemblies
(Elections)Act•
In short,the law of elections in Pakistan is excellent
in parts but there is room for further improvement.
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TABLE OP STATUTES
Statutes of Pakistan

Constitution of 1956 9,14,25,53,263,492,493art.32 235,256.
art.160 538.
art,170 492,493,496,497.

Constitution of 1962 16,17,23,152,367*
art .12 256,275.
art.13 257,261.
art.14 257,258,260,261.
art.15 258.
art.16 237.
art.23 264.
art.65 496.
art.98 34,164,205,253,488-499,501,502,
504, 505,503,510,511,512,513,'514,515,
519-■524,527,532,533,535,536,543,546,
552, 553.
art.101 496.
art.103 119,126,130,134,135,133,144,145,
378,379art.105 168.
art.107 230,231.
art.108 237.
art.116 532.
art.117 532.
art.123 514.
art.126 179art.128 178,181,482.483.

QJl

-

580
art.130
art.147
art.148
art.149
art.150
art.151
art.152
art.153
art.155
art.156
art.157
art.158

488 •
177,235.
179.
179.
178,179,181.
179.
178.
177,182,275,396,484.
23,31,56.
83.
16,49,56,57,65,70,75,78,79,114.
56,110,112,114,115, U 6,118,110,
157,160-163.
233,383.
41,516.
41,516.
46,78,516.
179.
16,119,233.
16,56,233,234,245.
235,238,256.

art.159
art.160
art.161
art.162
art.163
art.164
art.165
art•166
art.167 241,243.
art.168 16,56,264•
art.169 175,231.
art.170 231 .
art.171(1)

111,164,390,398,399,401-405,
4 4 2 ,474,4 7 6 ,477,487,5 1 5 ,5 1 6 ,
517-521,523,525,526-528,530,
532,534,535,536,539,542,543,

art.171(2)

550,559235,25 3,404,518,519,532.

art.171(3)

34,518,519.

587
art-172

214,249,382,396,559-

art.173

190,192,217,379 ,5 5 5 ,5 5 6 -

art -179,496,496art. 177 496.
art.178 496.
art.179 496.

art.242

127.

First Schedule
Fifth Schedule

1860-Act 45

1872-Act 1

Penal Code
ch.IXA
S.171B
S.171 c
S.171D

179,383*
130,131*

82,278.
278,289.
299*
325-

Evidence 451,506
s. 101
S. 102
s . 103
S. 104
S . 105

363
363
363
363
363

1872-Act 9

Contract 299
S.2 154.

1897-Act 10

General Clauses 329
S.10 422.

1898-Act 5

Code of Criminal Procedure
S.401 145*

1899-Act 2

Stamp 470.

588
1908-Act 5

Code of Civil Procedure 433,434,451,454,480,481.
S.100 506.
S.115 553.

1908-Act 16

Presidency Towns Insolvency 149•

1920-Act 5

Provincial Insolvency 149*

1920-Act 39

Election Offences and Inquiries
S.2 278.

1926-Act 7

Naturalisation
.7 61.

1936-Order

Goverrnent of India(Corrupt practices and
Election Petitions) 11.

1936-Itules

Panjab Legislative Assembly Electoral
part D r.2 387.

1950-Act

Privy Council(Abolition of Jurisdiction) 12.

1951-Act 2

Citizenship
5.2 58.
5.3 60.
5.4 59,60.
5.5 59.
S. 6 60.
5.7 60.
5.8 61.
5.9, 62.
5.13 62.
5.14 62.
5.15 58.

5.16 62.
5.17 61.

58-9
ii952-Act 5

Pakistan(Citizenship (Amendment)
S.3 59.

L952-Act 35

Security of Pakistan 149•

1L952-Rules

Pakistan Citizenship
r.ll

61.

r.13

62.

r.19

61.

1957-Act 21

Electoral Rolls 54,115*

1957-Act 31

Representation of the People/505,506.
S.86
349.
34 9.
s .87

11,

1958-Act 28

CO
CO
•
CO

1957-Act

349.

3.90
S.Ill
3.117
S.118

349.

s . 119

370.

367.
369367.

Representation of the People(Repeal)
S.2
151.
Displaced Persons(Compensation & Rehabilitation
509*

1958-Order 1

Laws(Continuance in Force) 493*

1959-Order 13

Elective Bodies(Diso^ualification)
art.5
138,139,144,145.

1959-Order 18

Basic Democracies 11,59,72,120,125,409*
art.17 32.
art.25 503*
Schedule 2,para 1,parti 65,121.
Schedule 2,para 2,partII 152,503*

590
A959-M.L.R

1960-Order

Central Martial Law Regulation 5,30,32.
reg.9
494.
Presidential(Election and Constitution) 55-

1960-Rules

West Pakistan Basic Democracies(Election of
Chairman) 99,125
r.7
500.

1960-Rules

West Pakistan Government Servants(Efficiency
and Discipline) 136,137*

1962-Act 3

Political Parties 555*

1962-Order

National and Provincial Assemblies(First
Elections) 11,135,136,133,152,336,349,367,374.
art.32
219.
478.
art.37
art.50
349.
art.51
349.
art.52
349,308,339.
art.53
349.
143,349,387,388,
art.54
art.62
291.
art.72
135.
art.73
143,367.
art.76
136.
art-77
369.
370.
art.70
370.
art.79
art.97
143.
r:ir7TT5
,
r?fTr’
v,r5ffli s r s m s m z

1962-Order 13

;tlement of Lisputes(Pirst
,400,420, 477art.5
474,478.
art .9
409.
art.12
424,432,433.
art.21
424,433.
art .27
472.

591
1962-Order 26

Martial Law (Pending Proceedings and
Protection)
para 7
495.

1962-Ord. 20

Pakistan College of Physicians and Surgeon;
S.4
2F9.
S. 5
259.
5.6
259.
5.7
259.
S.11
259.

1962-Rules

National and Provincial Assemblies(First
Elections)
r.5
225(219).

1963-Rules

V/est Pakistan Government Servants(Further
Usefulness in Public Service) 136,137.

1964-Act

4

•

CO

Electoral College
65,70,122,146,405,407,408.
S.2
S.3
31.
274.
S.4
31,36,182.
S.5.
3.6
31,32,33,39,40,182.
84,182.
S.7
3.8
65,70,79,87,92,93,94,182,192.
S.9
S. 10
65,66,68,69,
3.11
66,86,381.
3.12
101,119.
102,465.
S.13
100,101.
S.13A
546.
S.14
182.
3.15
S.16
182,184.
S.17
185,193.
S..18
185,187-189.

592
591
1§64-Act 4

Electoral College (Continued)
122,182,201.
S.19
S.20
185.
S.21
119,157,158,159.
158,182.
S.22
S.23
103-105,122,158,159-162
165,182,125,546.
159,185,485.
S.24
167,186.
S.25
S.26
167,186,194.
S.28
182.
186,417.
S.29
S. 30
182,106,197.
198,199.
S. 31
182,186,201.
S. 33
3.34
182,186,224.
216,
S. 35
167,182,186,193-196,546
S. 36
S. 37
167,195.
s. 38
182,202.
202.
S. 39
s.40
203,204,206-209,217,380
548,550.
3.41
209,210,223.
S.42
211 •
548.
3.43
225.
S. 44
204,206-208,217,220,225
3.45
S.46
185,225,229,416,417.
226.
3.47'
3.48
182,230.

!964-Act 4

Electoral,College (continued)
5.52
182.
5.53

3.54
5.55
5.56
-S.58
5.59

-

593

132,134,135,136,137,139,141,144,
145,149,150,152,182,368,376,379,
523.
182,231.
182,231.
230,231.
4 0 1 ,4 0 7 ,4 0 9 ,4 2 8 ,5 1 8 ,5 2 3 .

182,404,442,518.

^

u iii|.

5.60
5.61

164,167,428,445,453,456,457,486,545.
82,142,276,315,316,326,329,330,334,
357,377.
82,142,377,378,379-383.
278-230.
142,321.
142,298,299,306,307,315,318.
201,335,394.
335,395.
395.
217,395.
217,393.
392.
392.
378.
192.
394.
351.
370.
182.
91.
180,182.
182.

5.62
5.63
5.64
3.65
5.66
0.67
3.68
3.69
3.70
5.71
5.72
5.73
5.74
S.76
S.73
5.79
5.80
5.81
5.82
3.83

1964-Act 4

Electoral College(continued)
5.84
5.85

411.
180.

5.86
5.87

179.
180.

1964-Act 6

Constitution/Second Amendment) 192,256.

1964-Act 7

National and Provincial Assemblies(Slections)
411122,183,352,353,359,405,407,408.
S.2
41,42.
S.3
41,46.
S.4
S.6
353
'3.7
S.8
S.9
S. 11
S.12
S.13
S.14
S.15
S.16
S.17
S. 11
S. 20
S. 21
S.22
S.23
S.24
S.26
S. 27
S.28
3.29
3. 30

184
185 193.
185 187-189,473122 174,185,201,35 3.
119 120,170,171,353,528.
169 336,350. _
169
10 3 119,120/170-172,179,185,465,528
185
173
173
175
174
186

186.
174,186,413,472.
136,384,419.
197,201.

199
198
199
186 201.
186 224.
215 216,473196 215.
202

1964-Act 7

59

National and Provincial Assemblies(Elections)

.68
.65

202.
203-205,209,215,218,219,380-382.
223
225
204 215,218,220,215-228,476,479187 227.
187 204,205,215,21c,220,227-229,
474 476-478,479,486.
187
229
186 229,384,419230
175 231.
190 192.
190
335 337,349,352,359.
335-■339,349,352,359,370.
187 352,359,384,388,389.
486 532.
401 477-481,484,466.
401 405,407,409,419,420,431,529 •
405 412,413,419.
361 419,422,423-425,429,430,433.
419
468
468
361 36 3,415 ,425,4 31,4 33,434, .54,
468 469.
861 #19,420,424,425,4 30,454,485•
454 468.
469 470.

.70

407

S.31
3.32
S. 33
S. 35
S. 36
3.37
S. 38
S. 39
S. 40
S. 41
S.42
S.45
3.46
3.47
3.48
S. 49
'.50
S. 52
3.53
S. 57
3.58
•59
3.60
3.61
.62
3.66
3.67

5.9G
]ic.64-Act 7

National an- Provincial Assemblie s(Ele ctionr:)
(continued)
122, 172,367,428,434,471-473,529
S. 72
438.
7.75
.76
437.
436.
S. 77
3.79
,.80
S2,2?6,315,316,326,329,330,334,
335,337,339,367,377.
3.81
82,370,377,378,3&0-384,366.
3.82
278-280.
321.
3.83
298, 289,306,315,316,313.
3.84
201, 335,394.
3.85
3.86
335, 395.
S.88
216, 395216, 393,395.
• ;9
.90
392.
392.
•91
3.92
378.
191, 192.
3.93
8.95
394.
3.97
391.
3.98
370.
3.99
391.
3.101
134- 136.
7.102
132, 136,144.
150, 369,370,376,386.
S. 104
370.
S.105
S.106
136, 137,139,149,370.
3.108
180.
180.
3.109
S. n o
183, 482,484.

597
1964-Act 7

National and Provincial AssembliesIElections)
(continued)
S. Ill
182
.112
411 412,534.
180 183.
S.113
180
3.115

1964-Act 3

Presidential Sle cti on
3.2
235

3. 3
3.4
3.7

234
234 235.
238 239.
239

5.8
5.9

239 240,245.
241 245.

S.11

256

3.12
•2.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.18

243 249,256.

3.6

3.19
3.20

.21

3.23
.24
S. 26
3.27
S. 29
3.30
3. 31
3.32

3.33
S.34

256

245
241 245.
251
103 245.
246
248
248
245 246.
249
246
251
249 250.

249
250
249 250.
251
250

GO

1964-Act 8

Presidential Election

3.36
3. 37
3.38
S. 39
>.43

251,252.
252.
252.
252.
234.

1964-Orcl.

Electoral
S.8

1964-Eules

Electoral College

r. 3
r.4
r .5
r.8
r.9
r ,11
r .12
r .13
r .14
r .15
r .16
r .17
r .18
r .19
•

1
— !
C\J

S
h

r .22
r.23
r.27
r.29
r . 31

College(Amendment) 100
192.

32,39.
39 ,4 0 ,485 .
83.
87.
91.
87.
90.
87-8 9 ,1 0 8 .
8 9 ,90- 92 ,108 ,485 .
8 7 , 108 .
91-9 3 .
108.

108.
108.
94.
93-100,459,465,466.
102.
165.
197.
210.

599
1964-Hules

Electoral College(continued)
r.32
r.33

211.
548.

r.35
r .36

109,361,401,416,422,429,431.
164,167,367,407,445,446,457,
460,473.
182.

r •38

schedule I 68,197,210.
1964-Hules

1964-Hules

1964-Rules

national and Provincial Asseinblies(Elections)
r.5
172,173.
r.10
202.
r .11
218,219.
r.12
223.
226.
r .14
227.
r .17
r.19
197.
r.20
385.
480,481.
r.23
419,422.
r.25
HormsIX,H,XI 385.
Presidential Election
240.
r.5
r .6
241.
r.9

246.

r .11
r .12

250.
250.

r .13
r .14
r.15
r.18
EormVIII

251i

250.
252.
252.
252.

Electoral College Rules(l964)Anendment 457.

600
1965-Acty-

Constitution(Third Amendment) 126,130,131.

1965-Ord.l

National and Provincial Assemblies!Elections)
(Amendment)
S.4
218.
S. 6
191.

1967-Act 2

Electoral College!Amendment) 101
5.6
162.
3.7
100.
3.8
444.

1967-Act 17

Electoral College(Seeond Araendment)40,65,93>145
3.2
70,84.
3.3
56,274.
5.4
31,94.
3.6
84.
3.8

1967-Rules

101 .

Electoral College Rules(1964)Amendment 93>97.
Indian Statutes

00
•

-p*

Constitution of 1950 47,534-.
60.
art .7
art.57
257.
art•70
art.71
255.
art.81
48 .
art.82
48 .
art.158 236.
art.17 3 48 .
art.32 6 79 .
art.327 47 .
art.329 47 ,405 .

601
continued)

1950 -Act 43

Representation of the People
5.13

47.

5.14

71.

S.19

71.

1950 -Order

Constitution(Scheduled Castes)

1951 -Act43

Re presentation of the People

s.7
S. 30

S. 36
S. 38
S.62
S.67A
S.77
S. 79
S .80
S. 81
S.82
s .83
3.84
3.90
S.100
S. 101
3.108
S.109
S.110
S. Ill

3.115

155.
408 .
124.
408 .
81 .
123340,342-348.
408 .
405A.
410 .
413,414.
423,425,429,430
429.
363,425,430.
123,410.
410 .
438.
438.
438.
441.
437.

47.

r-o
1951-Act

43

Representation

3.116

s.123
3.124
s.125
S.139
3.140
S. 141
S.142
S. 143
S. 141

S.145
1952-Act

81

People

A c t (continued)

437.
280,259, 300,315,316,328,332,333,
340-342, 345-347340,341.
340.
373340,341, 37382,372.
373.
373373.
37347.
48.
48.

Presidential and Vice-Presidential Elections
S . 14

1956-Act 27

the

Delimitation Commission

5.3
5.4
S.9
1952-Act 31

of

255.

Representation of the Peonle(Second Amendment)

323,342,376,430.
1960-Rules

Indian Election
r. 2 8

1961-Rules

323.

Conduct of Election 210
r .28

35
r .36
r.37
r.

r.90

323.
323.
213, 323.
323.
345.

United States of America
U.S.Constitution

A r t . 2,S.1
A r t . 2, 3 . 4

M ik

268.
262.
,

22na Amendment

&

3
Statutes of Great Britain and the United Kingdom
1770-Act 10 Geo.3,c.16

Granville 539-

1868-Act 31&32 Viet.,c.125

Parliamentary Elections
S.11
540.
S.50

1870-Act 33&34 Viet.,c.23

1872-Act 22Geo.3,c.45
59*160 Viet., c. 14

Forfeiture
S.2

540.

81 .

House of Commons(Disqualifications)
S.l
156.

1879-Act 4^143 vict.,c.75

Parliamentary Elections and
Corruut Practices
S.2
540,540.

1883-Act 46147 Viet.,c.51

Corrupt Practices and Illegal
Practices Prevention
S.63
S .8

353,357.
350, 353.

1918-Act 718 Geo.5)C.64

Representation of the People 128.

1918-Act 8&9 Geo.5,c.40

Income Tax 128.

1919-Act 9&10 Geo.5,c.101

Government of India 50,51.

1^2^ -

fan

i

lq*
47- Act 10<i ll

Adh,

, c . 12

19 35-Act 26 Geo.5 and
1 Ed.8 ,c .2
fyfio

■

^

j

c

• 3o

7 2f,

Government of India 11,51,52,5 3,367.
Sixth Schedule,
S .7
82,

1948-Act 11112 Geo.6,c.56

British Nationality 58,62,64.

1949-Act 12&13 Geo.6,c.66

House of Commons(Redistribution
of Seats)
.vJ •

X

S.2

27.

28.

*

604
1949-Act 12&13 Geo.6,0.68

Representation of the People
S.l
62.
S.10
695.47
320,321.
5.48
380.
s . 53

5.61
5.62
3.63
5.64
3.66

B9.
337,338.
337,338.
337-339.
337,340,341,350,360.
384.

3.68

353.

3.89
5.90
5.91
5.99
3.100
3.101
5.103
3.104
S.108
3.110
S.124
3.127
5.128
5.129
s . 131
5.133
5.134
3.137
3.139

333334.
329.
281,282.
280.
229,306.
353,354,360,409.
315,316.
411,414.
540.
540.
440.
440.
441.
441.
437.
437.
541.
372,373,377-

5.140

82,372.

. S.142

373-

(continued)

CJHt

60

Representation of the People Act,
Act,1949•
S.145 90.
S.196 371*
S.147 377.
S.152 372,373.
Second Schedule,
Parliamentary Elections Rules,
210 .

1949-Act 12,13,14 Geo.6,c.86

Electoral Registers
S.2
71.
S.14 71.

1949-Act 12,13,14 Geo.,6 c.90 Election Commissioners
S.7
372.
1950-Regulations

Representation of the People
reg.14 100.
reg.22 84.
reg.70 84.

1953-Act 2 Eliz.2,c.8

Electoral Registers
5.1
71.

1958-Act 6&7 Eliz.2,c.26

House of Commons(Redistribution
ofl Seats)
5.1
28.
5.2
28.
5.3
28.

1962-Act 10,11 Eliz.2,c.21

Commonwealth Immigrants 63,64.
S.12 64.

1968-Act 1$,18 Eliz.2,c.9

Commonwelth Immigrants 64.

69G
INDEX
Abatement of Election Petition 436,437.
Adequat e Hemedy
See
Writ Jurisdiction,conditions for exercise
,nr\r "
Of- .
Administrative Convenience 28, 32,35,36,37,38,43*

Age
reckoning of-,71,72-75,120-12 3*
proof of-,72,162.
13ee Candidate,retirement of age end

uali-

fication of Voter,age.
Aggrie ve d Part y
lee
~*
T"' /rit Jurisdiction,condition.? for ocercise
01-

.

Alien 58.
Amendment
See Election Petition, amendment of-.
Appeal regarding Count 474-486
grounds of-,480.

Ballot Box 193-195,249,395
system of single-,195-197,558.
Ballot Paper
-account 225,251*
count of-,225-229,251,252,476*
challenged-,211-213*
counterfoil of-,207,250.
Interference with-,228,362.
invalid-,204-208,217-221,225-227,251,477r480.
larking of-,215-222,250,480.

spoilt-,250,548.
tendered-,209-211,213*
gSee_ Secrecy of the Ballot.

607
Basic Democrats 2 3,125,409*
Birth Certificate 72.
Boundary Commission,27•
Bribery 277,278,279
-and Charity 294,295,296.
ingredients of-,279-282,286,292*
nature of charge of-,297,360.
offer or promise of-,283-285,288,289*
-to influence candidates 279,282,286,287,289.
-to influence voters 279,289.
Treating as species of-,280,290,291-293*
British Subject 83.
Burden of Proof
See Corrupt Practices,Nature of Charge of-

Candidate
conviction of-,140,141,142,144,145,146.
criticism of-,See Ealse Statement,
death of-,175.
educational qualification of-,12 3-125,266.
necessary party in election petition 412-416.
requirement of age 118,119,121,158,160,161,
163,168,170,171.
reignation of-,230.
retirement of-,167,174,194,241.
right to file election petition 407.
withdrawal from election 167,173,270.
who is-,352,354,359,360,407-409.

Canvassing 201,334, 394.

"^c

Certificate of Indemnity 469*
Certiorari 492-494,504-508,527,535•
Challenge of Voter
See Ballot Paper,challeged-.
Charges
See Election Petition,contents of-,.
Jharity

See Bribery.
Chief Election Com issioner 31,38,46,84,90,101,177-180,
197,223,231,2 34,235,399,419,421,443,444,467,
468,556.
appointment of-,177,179*
delegation of power by-,182.
powers of-,179,180.
qualifications of-,178.
removal of-,181.
tenure of-,179*
Citizenship
-by birth 58,59*
-by descent 59*
-by incorporation of territory 62.
-by migration 59,60.
-by naturalisation 61,62.
-of residents abroad 61.
& see Qualifications of Voters.
Clergy
See Undue Influence,clergy.
Commonwealth Citizen 58,63,64.
Communal Representation 52,5 3*
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Compos lentis 56.
Constituencies
See Delimitation.
Constituent Assembly 53•
Constitution(1956)
abrogation 54.
federal 9.
prornul agt ion 54 •
Constitution(1962)
amendment of-,17.
presidential 9,2 32,264.
Constitution Commission 14,55,232.
Constitutional Jurisdiction
See .7rit Juridiction.
Contractors
disability to contest elections 151-156,156.
Convicts
See Disqualification,of convicts.
Corrupt Practices 82,25 3,254,255,275
at presidential election 241-243.
conseaunces of-,142,149,150,366-368-374,
389,390,470-472.
nature of charge of-,360-366.
necessity of giving particulars of-,422-427*
prosecution for-,370,375.
what are-,276.
& see Bribery,Election Expenses,False
Statement,Personation and Undue Influence.
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Costs
award of special-,4-07*
security for-,431*
Count of Votes
anneal from-,398,474,475,476,480,481,485,
466,517.
And See Ballot Paper.
Courts
See Superior Courts.

Delegation
See Chief Election Commissioner and Election
Commission.
Delimitation 27,28,29,31,556.
- and Judi ciary 28-31, 33,34,485constituencies 31,41-43.
electoral unit 31-41.
enquiry 39,45,46.
final list 40,46.
objections 32,39,42,45,46.
preliminary list 32,39,40,42,46.
position in England 27-29.
position in India 47,48.
reserved seats 46.
Delimitation Commission 45.
Delimitation Officer 31,39,42,46,556.

*

61!
Deposit
-by candidates 158,169,238,336.
failure to make-,169,419.
forfeiture of-,239,2524
Detention 81,
Disputes
Gee Gleet ion Disputes.
Disqualifi cat i on
-of convicts 141-145.
-of government servants 126,127,
-of other officials 132.
-of wives of government servants 134.
-to vote 79-82.
-upon dismissal from service 136-139.
And See Corrupt Practices,consequences ofDivine Displeasure
See Undue Influence.
Double Enrolment 30,557.

Education
3ee Candidate,educational qualifications of-.
Election
Di rect-,15,19,20,24,267,268,269,270-274•
Indirect-,12,13-16,18-21,24,49,51,56,125,244,
262-270,273,274,555,559.
meaning of-,397,519,520.
-to reserved seats 175,2 31,516,518.
uncontested-,417when result affected 457-461,471-473.
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.

Election Agent 198,248.

Election Commission 182-184,190,193,234,238
243,247,249,474,477,562.
as appellate authority 240,398,400,474-484,
486,517,560,561.
delegation by-,183,234 >481,482,48 3,484.
inmunity fron 1egal acti on 18 3,2 31,240,5 62.
Election Disputes 485,486,5 34,55 3,559-561
demarcation of-,399-404,474-475,47o,550,560.
finality of decisions 404,517-519,52 3,5 34,
548,550,
history of-,537-539-541.
interim injunctions 513,514.
what are-,397.
Election Expenses
account of-,338, 342-347, 352,353-359-and election agent 337*
commencement of accountable period 343.
excessive-,339-341.
maximum limit of-,336,345•
personal expenditure 336,337return of-,143,187,189,384,385-388.
what are-,335,336,349-352,
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Election Law
British origin of-,10,11,557*
Election Offences
See Corrupt Practices and Illegal Practices.

Election Officers
See Chief Election Commissioner,Delimitation
Officer,Provincial Election Authority,
Polling Officer,Presiding Officer,Registration
Officer,Returning Officer and Election Comnissim
•

Election Petition
? statutory right 406,502.
amendment of-,4 31-4 35•
applicability of Civil Procedure Code 433-435,

460.

applicability of Evidence Act 468.
contents of-,422-424,428.
dismissal in limine 419,428.
grounds of-,427,428.
limitation for filing-,416-421.
necessary parties to-,414-416.
not a common law right 409,410,529.
reliefs in-,429,471.
transfer of-,444*
verification of-,429,430.
wi th drawal of-, 407 *
who may file-,407-411•
e: See Election Tribunal and Trial of Election
Petition .

-
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Election Tribunal
a onoi it:1ent 44 3, '
’53, 56 .
-and nominations 470,
-and wasted votes 461-463,466.
exclusive jurisdiction of-,486.
finality of decision of-,517,5lS.
must be satisfied that result of election
materially affected 457,459,460,461,471-473.
powers 190,456,457,467,470-472.
qualifications 443,467,553*
successor 443*
to act judicially 451,452,455-457*
to hear oarties 446,451*
to receive evidence 447,451-45 3,456,469.
to try petitions 445,560.
vanancy 468.
And See Trial of Election Petition.
oileye 4,16,22,56,263,267-

object of-,12,13vacancy in- ,2 31 *
Electoral Roll 54,83,85,557
amenrnent of-,94-97-101.
claims and objections 87-90.
conclusiveness of enteries in-,106,110-113,
115,116,160-16 3,546,557.
copy of-,94,95*
inclusion and exclusion of names 61-93,485.
finality of- 102-116,160-162,163,171,485.
preparation of-, .4 ,65, 6,557*
revision of-,101,102.
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Electoral Units
See Delimitation.
Evidence
See Trial of Election Petition,evidence-,and
Election Tribunal,to receive evidence.

False Statement
a corrupt practice 326.
-against candidate 326.
-and adverse criticism 327.
when culpable 327,329Force
See Undue Influence,
Franchise
Adult-,17,24,49,52,56,555.
-Commission 15,17,19,23,56,233,264.
free exercise of-,305,334.
history of-,50,51,52-56,76-78.
restricted-,14,54,55.
women-,75-78.
Fresh Election 22 3,224,229,251,252.
Full Age 71.

G errymande ring 30,48,556.
Gift
See Bribery.
Governmental Patronage
See Illegal Practices and Undue Influence,
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Gove nun ent Servants 12 6,12 7-131.
conviction of-,140.

>

dismissal of-,136-140.
disqualification of wives of-,134,135*
undue influence by-,310-319,378,379•

&nd See Disqualification,-of government servants. \
Gratification
See Bribery.

'

Kabeus Corpus 492.
High Court

j

i

S£e Superior Courts .
House of Commons 539

I
I
i

]

Identity Cards 202,250,320,324.
Illegal Practices 02,25 3*254,255,275
Consequences of-,142,377,389,390.
necessity of giving full particulats in election
petition 422-^27.
Inadequacy of remedy

See Writ Jurisdiction,conditions for exercisecf-#
Indirect flections
See Election.
Influence
See Undue Influence.
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Insane

lersons
disability to vote 79*

Insolvents 149.
1ssue s
See Election Petition and trial of flection
Petition.

Judiciary
:se Superior Courts and Writ Jurisdiction.

Jurisdiction
See Superior Courts and

rit Jurisdiction.

Lambardar 133.
Lawful Authority 505-508,5 33,550.
Legal Decisions
binding effect of-,11,12.
Legislatures
under 1956 Constitution 14,50,51.
joint sitting of-,233,243,243,256.
Legislative Assembly

50,51,134.

Local Council
officials of-,132.
Lot 225Lunat ics 79*

iaintenance of Order 201,202,248,249,394,559.

Maliks 375.
1 and anus 492,501-508>

Martial Law 9 >
L'edical Board 258 ,
eting of KLectors 190-192,247,24-,394,556.
misconduct at-,191.
presence of press ai?-,191, 247.
Member Election Commission
Bee Election Commission.
'oral Turpitude 141.
Minister

under 1956 Constitution 9And See Illegal Practices and Undue Influence,
by government servants,and Governmental Patronage.
I inority President 271Mis conduct

Practices
See Corrupt/and Illegal Practice

misdemeanour 81.
1ultimle voting 200,209,381.

National Assembly
Bee Delimitation,constituencies and zones, and
Ele ction,-Indire ct.
Nationality
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1:ecessary Party
lee Election Petition.
ewspaper Reporters
oee Meeting of Electors,
nineteenth Amendment(U. .Constitution) 79Nomination 157-176,2 38,2 39 ,465,556.
appeal against-,165,166,172,240,245,25 3, 4o5
558
-for reserved seats 175scrutiny of-,159,165,169,170,171,176,239.
Nomination Day 122.
Non-transferablc vote 249*

Oath
-of electors 233failure to take-,363.
Office
what is 126,127,
Office of Profit 127-129,178,179Official Influence 126
1 See

Government Servant,undue ifluence by-#

Official I..'ark
absence of-,204 ,205 ,206, 251,547 necessity of-,203,250.
& See Ballot Paper
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Pardha-Nashin lady 203,
Pardon 145*
Patwari Circle 37*
Payments
See Bribery.
Personation 200,202,203,209, 211,319-325
-a corrupt practice 276.
-in India 323*
safeguards against-,320,323,324.
Ane see Corrupt Practices,Consequences Of-,
and’ Necessity of giving full particulars in
petition of-,
Petition
See Election Petition.
Pir
See Undue Influence,by clagy.
Plural Voting 249.
Political Parties 555.
Poll
interruption of-,22 3-225,251.
Polling Agent 185,198-200,218Polling Day 200,245,246.
Polling Hours 201,245.
Polling Officer 187,189,264,392.
Polling Station 193,394.
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Population 39.
Possession 66.
Prescribed Hark 218.
President
election of-,1,8,9,53,232,243,244^252.
finality of election of-,253-255,516,518,559.
impeachment of-,257-263*
nominations 238-241?262,263.
powers of-,15*
qualifications of-,2 36.
reelection of-,238.
resignation of-,257removal of-,257-262.
term of office of-,256.
-under 1956 Constitution 9?53*
-under 1962 Constitution 232-274.
Presiding Officer 187-189,203,206-208,212,246,249,250,
251,252,393,395.
Preventive Detention 149*
Priest
See Undue Influence,by Clergy;
Privy Council
abolition of jurisdiction of-,12.
Proclamation 54.
Prohibition 492,504
And Dee Writ Jurisdiction and Superior
Courts,Jurisdiction.
Promise
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Provincial Aseembly
See Delimitation and Election.
Provincial Election Authority 2 3,84,557Puni shment
See Corrupt Practices and Illegal Practices.
Public Servant 126.
Purity of Election 470,559*561
and See Corrupt Practices,Illegal Practices,
and Secrecy of the Ballot.

Qualification of Voter
age 70-74citizenship 57-63.
property 14,51residence 11,64-69sex 75sound mind 79Qualifying Date 70.
Quorum 242.
Quo Warranto 492,493*512,513
and See Writ Jurisdiction and Superior Courts,
Jurisdiction of.

Reasonable Opportunity
See Election Tribunal,to hear parties,to
receive evidence,and necessity of notice
to parties.
Recount of Votes 229*252.
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Recrimination 407*
Reduction of Sentence 145-148.
Referendum 16.
Register of Births 84.
Registration Officer 83,87-96,98-100,102,561.
Assistant Registration Officer 84finality of orders of-,90.
Remission of Sentence 145-148.
Reserved Seats
See Delimtation,Election and Nomination.
Residence
-of
-of
-of
and

armed personnel 68,69detenues 69government servants 68.
see Qualification of voter,residence.

Respondent
See Election Petition,necessary parties to-.
Restraint
See Undue Influence.
Returned Candidate
election void 470,471notification as-,229,252,419.
resignation of-,229*
Return of Election Expenses
See Election Expenses.
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Returning Officer 103,159-161,166,167,169-173*183-185,
187,19 3-196,197,201,205,222,
223,226-229,2 34,235,246,252,
392,561.
Reward
See Bribery.
Revising Authority
See Delimitation,enquiry and objections.
Revision
Se_e Delimitation, electoral units and constitu
encies and Electoral Roll,revision of-.

Salaried Official 132.
School Certificate
authenticity of-,73School Register
evidentiary value of entries in-,74.
Scrutiny
See Nomination.
Scrutiny Day 122.
Secrecy of Ballot 184,185,18o,197,210,213,214,215,216,
217,22 3,243,249-251,382,396,
558,559.
Separation of Powers 9*
Service of Pakistan 126,127
And see Government Servant.
Sex
-and right to vote 75*
Sound Hind 79*
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House of Commons 20.
National Assembly 237,242.
Spiritual Influence
See Undue Influence,by clergy.
Statutes
interpretation of-,36,105.
Statutory Gorporations
officials of-132 .
ancl* see Disqualification,of other officials.
Suffrage 49.
Suffragettes 52,75*
Summary Enquiry
SeeiElection Tribunal and Trial of Election Petition.
1
Supreme Court
See Superior Courts.
Superior Courts
Jurisdiction of-,404,411,485 ,486,495,516,
517-554.
ouster of jundiction in election matters 526,527
when should interfere with elections 525-527,
530-533,543,552,553.
why should exercise jurisdiction in election
cases 533,554.
And See v/rit Jurisdiction.
Supreme Judicial Council,181.
Suspension of Poll 22 3-225,251.
Symbols 186,197,246.
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Tehsil 37,44*
Tendered 'Ballot Paper

See Ballot Paper,challenged-.
Territorial Unity 32,34,35*

Thana 37,44*
T own Comrai 11 ee 15 3 *

Treating
a corrupt practice 28QT290-292.

dSee Bribery,treting a species of-.
Trial of Election Petition

*

applicability of Givil procedure Code 454*
evidence 447,451,452,456,469*
notice of-,446.
summary enqui ry 449,450.
BSee Election Petition and Election Tribunal.
Tribal Areas 375*

Ulema
See Undue Influence,clergy.
Undue Influence 297,300-319
-by clergy 312-315*
-by employer 310,311*
-by fraudulent devices 305-309*
-by government officials 316-319*
-by landlord 310.

-by trademen 311*
harm arising out of-,304,305*
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I]ndue Inf lu enc e (cont inue d)
ingredients of-,299.
loss as a result of-,304,305.
threat of-,303,304.
Union Committee 15 3*
Union Council 15 3*
Use of Vehicles
when a corrupt practice 329-337.

Validity of Votes 477-480
and see Ballot Paper.
Valuable Consideration
See Bribery.
Vehicles
See Use of Vehicles.
Verification of Pleadings
See Election Petition,verification of-.
Violation of Election Law
if result materially affected
Violence
See Undue

Influence.

Void Election 427,428,471,472.
Voter
absentee-,556.
capacity 13*
employment of-,289.

473*

62S
Voter(continued)
identity of-,202,217,221,222.
incapacitated-,22 3,250•
intention of-,218-220.
primary-,18,22,244,245•
secondary-,18,22,244,245 •
whether can file election petition 409-412.
1 3ce 3al1ot Paper,narking of-,Disqualificat
ion,Of voter,and Qualifications of Voter.
Votes
See Ballot taper.
Votes Thrown Away
See ./acted Votes.

lasted Votes 461-467
Electi on Tribunal,and Wasted Votes.
Withdrawal
See Cadidate and Election Petition.
Writ Jurisdiction 489-515
conditions for exercise of-,494-502,505,507,
508,521,529.
a discretionary remedy 508.
interim injunctions iny,513,514.
nature of jurisdiction 489-494,497,501,508.
new points in-,511.
power to do justice in-,511,
questions of fact in-,510,
substituting finding in-,511*
when not exercisable 509,510.
& see Superior Courts.
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.7omen

rerved seats for-,78.
right to vote of-75,76.

Zones 46.

